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A brief conclusion is given. In writing this report articles and monographs having a
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used. Section II (304 pages) is an annotated bibliography containing 861 entries
arranged by subject in a manner similar to Section I: Group A. Aeromechanics of high-
speed flows (451 entries); Group B. Aerothermodynamics of high•speed flows (168 entriL.,
Group C. Flight mechanics (53 entries); Group D. Strength of space vehicle components
(175 entries); Group E. Miscellaneous (14 entries). Within each subject group, the
entries are further arranged chronologically by year of publication and source. There
are three appendices to Section II: Appendix A. List of Source Abbreviations, Appendix
B. Glossary of Abbreviations, and Appendix C. Alphabetical Index of Authors and Associa-
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I
FOREWORD

The present document is the first in a series of
reports on atmospheric reentry. The report ii based on
Communist World open technical literature available at
the Aerospace Technology Division In the Library of
Congress, covering primarily the period from 1 Januar'y
1957 to 31 December 19o4. Some earlier articles (the
earliest of July 1942 to December 1956) have been in-
oluded.

Part I: Reentry and Recovery of Soviet Manned Space
Vehicles, published as ATD Report P-b4-bO dated 29 October
1964, deals with descriptive aspects of reentry problems.
It covers the period between 1959 and 1964 and is based
mainly on general technical literature and articles in the
daily press of Communist countries on the launching of
Soviet space vehicles.

PartII: The present report (No. 1 In this series)
comprises two sections. Section I is a comprehensive re-
view of papers published in Communist World scientific I
sources on theoretical and experimental studies relating
to the problems of lifting arid ballistic hypervelocity
flight, and atmospheric reentry, techniques. The materials
on which this review is based have been arranged according
to their content, as shown in the Table of Contents of
Section I. All the papers reviewed were selected from
Section II, which Is an annotated bibliography containing
861 entries. The arrangement of this bibliography Is as
follows: The entries are divided into groups according to
a fairly detailed subject matter breakdown (see Table of
Contents, Section II). Within each subject group, the en-
tries are further arranged chronologically by year of pub-
lication and source.

Both sections of Part II, the comprehensive review
and the annotated bibliography, are here bound in one vol.
ume, with a colored separator sheet between them. The two
sections are Independently paginated: Section I thus
contains pages 1 - 62, and Section II paWes 1 - 304. Appen-
dices A, B, and C, located at the end of Section II, con-
sist respectively of a List of Souroe Abbreviations, a
Glossary of Abbreviations, and an Alphabetical Index of
Authors and Associations.

This Report will be followed by Report No. 2 of
Part II which will also include ballistic reentry and will
have the same arrangement as Report No. 1. It will contain
infor.ation published on the topic in the Communlst World
during 1965 and the first half of 1966. The entries In
the annotated bibliography In Report No. 2 will be numbered,,
starting with No. 1001.
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The fields of sciee pwti•nont to the technology of the lifting
reectry an be divided Into the fellowlng prinipl ax--ps:

A - HLb-ee ea &rd Sa dyn-szoa, Including rrefied-
p flows and deaWa of minimmi-dg2 bodies;

B - 10*ý-speed aerothrcdymomics, including kinetic heating,
Injection cooling, and ablation shielding;

C - Hl*_qa d flW mohnics, including orbital and reetry
mechanics, flISt dy•mncs, oscillatory motion of flight
vehiclee, admii iteorite hazards;

D - Strength or space vehicles, i.e., dynamic and thermal stress
aralyses of their conponents, mainly thin (solid, and sandwich-
type plates and shells

A ma detailed breakdown of these groups can be found in the table of
contents of this coqmpehensive report.

The articles and monowpphs having a specially close relation to
the problen of reentry and showing either an original approach to the
problem, or a method of its solution have been selected from the annotated
bibliogAft and used In writlng this ccap'enelve report. Kinetic
heating with subaequent radiation, dissociation, ionization, and recom-
bination processes in the air flow, and ablation and subllmation of the
vehicle material are widely discussed topics related to the elements of
the reentry process.

When reviewing the Soviet-Bloc literature one gets an fnpression of
even u=re thorough discussion of topics associated with protection against
the kinetic heating - porous cooling, ablation shielding, and thermal
Insuwation - than of the kinetic heating itself.

Considerable attention is also given to problems in high-qwed
flight meclanics (see group C in the table of contents). 7h* open scien-
tific and technical literature associated with lifting-reentry elemunts
leaves one with the Izpression that the scientists and engineers of the
Soviet Bloc are capable of developing methods which will result In ad-
vanced reentry techniques.

The term "flight vehicle" is used in its broadest sense and includes
spacecraft (space vehicles) and aircraft. The team "ircraf" s m-
passes airplanes, rockets, etc.
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Group A. iiIGh-SPEED AERDYNAM4CS AND GAS DYNAMICS

1. Lift and Pressure Distribution

The distribution of lift and pressure over bodies in hitg-peed gas
flows are very important to an aircraft designer. Around 1955 there were
two methods for determining the pressure distribution over bodies of revo-
luation: 1) a method of linearizing the equations of motion, and 2) a
method of characteristics. At that time A. A. Dorodnitsyn proposed i new
method [269), based on approximate integration of equations of axisymtric
flow characteristics, which is applicable for swall and large Mach imiers.
The pressure distribution over an axisymmetric turtitrarily shaped body
and other parameters in a pLine-parallel superstoic flow with a detached
shock wave ase discussed in detail by 0. M. Belotserkovskiy C282), who
prosentr, h critical survey of previous studies and various approaches to
this problem. A mixed turbulent flow of a compressible gas in the region
between the shock wave and t•w -rfce of the body is analyzed as well as
the boundary-layer characteristics in that region. A conputation method
(based on Dorodaltsyn's method of integral relaticas) of reducing the
problem to a numerical solution of an apprxi'ating system of ortimpy
differential equations is introduced so that the final results can be
obtained with a desired degree of accuracy by using electronic .oomputers.
The r•maters of a flow with a detached shock wave at M, a 3.0, 4.0,
and 5.0 past a circular cylinder are computed, and the results are proe-
sented in tables and diarsms.

The pressure distributimn above airfoils in supersonlc and iypsrsonic
airflow. has been investigated by E. Car•foll (387); he gLveS ami prac-
tical considerations in deriving a solution for a large rwae of Mack
nufbers frvm M a I up to the Newtonia region (M -o w). Expressions for
pressure coefficients in flow behind a shock wave and for the Prandtl-
Meyer expansion are derived and used for determining the aerodynedc
characteristics of an ei'oSil (e.g.,, lift, moment, wave-dmg ooee clents).

The lifting force in rarefied-gas fais at hyemarnic speea Is die-
cussed in [124,], and it is shown thut the lift of large bodies (wedgp,
cone, etc.) at hyperionic speeds and arwitrary K&s numbers am be
negative at any angle of attack *etween 0 and 90P. It is proven that
this statenent is applicable to a hyersMoic flow of a contimn pest
bodies when the pressure distribution over the body can be deterebned
by the Newtonian flow theory.

The qualitative arwaly-s of slip-flow effects (the order of valese
of velocity and temperature Juqre at the walls of a body) In a sligbtly
rarefied-gs flow ts presented in [2051; the effects of Interaction ari
slip an flow paraintere (friction, pressure) in a flow put a thin wedg
are discussed, and the applicability of the bowdary-layer theory is oa-
sidered. The effect of velocity and te•perature Jumps an the heat tran-
fer between the body and the heated basic portion of the bouW 7 lser
(where the teoperature is proportlonal to the squared •ach muber at in-
finity) is eoxaned. The atmoseric entry of a space veaiele in the
final and most formidable problem for a spacecraft retun** either frm
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travel in space or from orbiting,. An attempt to determine the effect
of thermal rwdiation onte entry parsnwters is made by applying the rela-
tionships wtdch are used in determining the parameters of a gas heated by
a shock wave in a hyp*rscnic flow past a slender body.

The solution of the entry problem of a slender body moving at high
hypersonic speeds into the dense layers of the terrestrial atmosphere is
presented in [42 7 ). It Is shown that radiation greatly influences the
teqperature and density distribution in the flow, whereas the pressure
and velocity are less affected; numerical results of a calculation of the
radiation effect on the flow parameters are presented in tables and diagrams.

The hypersonic similitude of terperature profiles in bodies during
atmospheric entry at hifh velocities is discussed in [585). The similitude
conditions are examined, and it is found that the temperature profiles on
the meater part '•f the entry trajectory (so long aA the velocity is
tically constant) can be determined by only one parameter. The effects
of rediatvve heat excnange (with Sun, Earth, etc) and aerodynamics heat
flow are examined, and the similitude parameters of temperature pro-
files in the presence of mass ablation, taking into consideration physico-
chevical transfonraitors in the body material, are determined and discussed.

--4.--



2. Radiation, DissociatiLo, Ionization, mad Ftcoobination
Processes in Gas mkuws

With the increasing kinet'c heating of a gAs, the pr~oce-sses of r.-dla-
tion, dissociation of molecules, and ionization and recombinetion of atomn
take place in It, which affect the gas-flow parameters in many ways. Tie
hypersonic flow of a radiating gas behind a shook wave in the vicinity of
the stagnation point of a bluit body is studied in [133] taking into can-
sideration the absorption process; the effect of the radiation (most esasn-
tial in this region because of hig)h temperatuwes and low velocities) on the
flow parameters is Investorated. The dependence of the extent of the rsAia-
tion influence on the absorption coefficient and the optical thickness of
tne shock layer, as .ell as on the geometric paxreters of the body, re-
sults in the effect n't' radiation jrtmini, with Increasing absorption coeol-
ficient and body dimenstonvo and dirninishinr with increasing optical thick-
ness of the shock layer.

The study of the dissociation process behind a shock wave facilitates
the analysis of transient processes in perfect gases. T`he nonequilibrium
dissociation of a two-coumponent gas mixture, consLsting either of two
diatoric or one diatoric and one monatomic &as is analyzed in [137], and
the results of a numerical calculation of process pv.rameters (temperature,
density, width of the relaxation region) for an oxygen-argon mixture at
M a 10.2, p. a 10 mm. Hg, and T a 2980 K are discussed and illustrated by
diagrasr. -when air passes throu• a verV strong, shock wave, it acquires
a plasma state, and the processes of Atom ionization and. recoutination take
place in it. An analysis of these processes is presented in [541]. For-
mulas are derived for the coefficients of ionization by electron iMpact
In the hot air from all ener-y levels, mad for the coefficients of recarn-
bination (in cases of rvcombinatlon with emisslon of a quantum of radia-
tion, and as result of a tluee-particle collision) by using the hydrognic
approximation. The application of these formulas to the ionization and
recombination of corplex atoms is discussed, and an expression for a cor-
recting factor (for the ionziation coefficient) taking account of the
n-dtiplicity o' the atom is given. 'he variation of the paremeters of a
gas passing through a strong shock wave 3nd the equilibrium behavior of
the gas behind the shock axe disctussed in [9h4,, using the equations tf
state conservation and relaxation as the initial ones. From an approxi-
mate solution of these equations (assuming a constant heat capacity), the
width of the nonequilibrium-dissociation regicn is determined, es well
as variations of gas parameters (e.g., density, teniierturr), in the equi-
librium state and during the relaxation process. 7w gas-disaociation
processes in the boundary layer at hypersonic velocl.ties with M 1 10 have
a noticeable effect on friction and heat exch,ýAi~e. Analytical expressions
for the laws of friction and heat exchange in a turbulent boundary layer
of a dissociated gas derived in [578] are based cn tte limit-lw theory
wid, therefore, do not contain (at least for large Reynolds nuiAers) ary
empirical constants. The comparison of numerical data concerning a cer-
tain friction parameter computed by using the formulas derived with data
obtained by W. Dorrance (ARS Journal, v. 31, no. 1, 1961) shows satisfac-
tory agreement.
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3. Boundary Layer

Ocwsuirmble attenticn is paid by Ccmurdst-Morld scientists to the
IW lgatin :of plane and three-dimansicnal boundary-layer problens.
KncaledV of the bownry-layer strcture and properties is very ifportant
because the transport phewmvna between the fluid flow past a body and the
body surface are confined to this thin layer of gas. The study of a com-
przisbie baxderWy layer (at large velocities) is of especially great !sr-
portance bewmise of a considerable temperature increase due to frictional
heating. An analysis of the parameters of a two- and a three-dimensictml,
oompressible, turbulent, boundary layers over an arbitrarily curved surface
is presented in C155J, on the assumptin that there are neither longitudinal
nor transverse pressure gradients. Sinple fbrmulas are given for calculating
the heat exchange cn the faces and the surface of pointed and blunted cones
under a given angle of attack (with regard to the shock curvature), and on
a cylindrical surface in o alip flow.

The hypersonic similitude is an important tool in studying the hyper-
sonic-flow problems, and has been considered in Soviet technical scientific
literature by 0. G. Chernyy, V. V. Lunev, and others. The similarity of
two hypersonic flows which differ in scale is established by the intensity
of ncndimensional parameters and functions characterizing the flows. These
similitude conditions are investlgated in [389] for hypersonic flows past
plane and axioymmTtrical slender olunted bodies having on their surfaces
turbulent boundary layers with variable entropy along their outer boundary.
This boundary layer is developed within an inviscid highly turbulent high-
entropy layer formed in the gas which passed through a section of an oblique
shock wave near the stagnation point; the high-entro%,y layer has a high
"temperature end lox density, so that the pressure is assurrad to be constant.
Equations of momentum and energy of the turbulent boundary layer are used
in integral form together with empirical forrulas t( derive expressions
which describe the slxil•,tude conditions investigated. A hypersonic-
similitude law based on these expressions is formulated which states that
the hypersonic flows past slender blunt boxies with a turbulent boundazry
layer will be similar if certain of their (enumerated) flow parameters
and functions are correspondingly identical. The application of these
similitude conditions to flows past bodies whose form is described by a
power function, and to a laminar boundary layer is discussed.

The effect of thermal radiation and absorption on the parameters of the
boundary layer is investigated in [73) by using a genera? system of equations
of gas dynamics, taking rdiation into account, for a laminar boundary layer,
on a plate, and the solution is obtained (assuming the viscosity law
pp - const where u is the viscosity coefficient and p - the density) in
the form of a series in terms of two nondimensional parameters determinirg
the radiation effect on the boundary layer; expressions are derived for the
radiation flux into the plate, the velocity profile, and the skin friction.

SimplifLcations in boundary-layer analysis in plane and axisymmetrical
flows of a radiating gas over surfaces like a double-wedge airfoil or a
flattened nose of a body of revolution are discussed in [239). Conditions
are cstablished under which certain simplifying assumptions (such as neglect
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of sow rsdiant-energy flux components) can be used, greatly reducing cgacu-
lation without sarcilfcing accuracy. Th wall te-mperture is asumed to be
equal to that of the gas at the stagnation point, as in case of sublimation.

An interaction between a viscous radiating gas flow and the surface
of a body at very hig hypersonic speeds is examined in [163). Computation
results for conditions behind the normal shock at certain atmospheric-entry
speeds (up to 10--15 km/sec), altitudes (up to 70 kn), and temperatures (up
to 20,000K) are shown graphically and compared with the punomenon of a
steady gas discharge under high pressure.

T ckteT& cn of the drag-velocity relationship in a turbulent
boundary )ayer on a plate in a gas flow is .Iscussed by using the K•w&.
boundary-layer eqaation and assumN a constant friction stress over the
layer [364); it is shown that the Kam& theory on the drag of n. plate in
an incompressitle fluid can be easily generalized to gas flows with large
Mach nifters. The results of the analysis are illustrated in diagrams by
curves showing the dependence of E nondirnsional friction coefficient on
the Mach number values up to M - 10.

The flow of a compressible fluid in a steady turbulent boundary layer
is examined in [437); the velocity profile in the layer is determfnned, and
the relationship between the friction stress on the wall and the thickness
of the boundary layer is established for a theznally noninsulated wing and
an axisymmetrical body.

The same problem in the case of accelerated or retarded motion, ihen
an unsteady turbulent boundary layer is formed, is discussed in (323); the
variation .!n the location of the separation point is analyzed, and the effect
of drag is evaluated. The boundary-layer parameters in sections close to
the stagnation poin, are of special importance, particularly when the gas
reacts chemically with the material of the body.

The equations of a. laminar bourkdary layer at the stagation point of
a blunt body are used in calculating the parametere of a multioccrent
boundary layer in the presence of chemical re.actions on the body surface
[152]. n burning of a body consisting of many elements (various carbo,
o.ygen, and hydrgen compounds) in a high-temperature air stream is analyzed,
and the rate of burnrng and the surface temperature are determined. The
burning of a graphite body Is discussed briefly.

The problem of coaling the surface of a porous body by injecting a
chemically active or inert fluid through its walls is often discussed in
Soviet literature, in connection with the effects of gas injection an such
physical properties as the heat exchang-e and skin friction in the mixture
on the plate surface.

Me• laminar boundary layer characteristics on a porous plate in a gas
flow with a fluid injected Ir~to the layer in the presence of chmidcal
reactions are analyzed in [158]. TMe effect of chemical reactions an the
),eat and mass exchange is investigated, and the dependence of friction
stresses, and thermel and diffusion fluxes at the wall on a normoimumional
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fluid-injection parameter and the Mach number of the flow are established.
'to sw? m'datin and gpnerelzation of results obtained is used in deriving
the arnIerng fornulas which ca be used in determining the necessary
anmzt of coolant for porous cooling at a given surface temperature, the
rates of burn•hg, and the sublination of the body material.

A laidnar boundary l•w on an axdsymretrical, blunt body moving at a
h1W eup€rwv speed is examined in a steady flow at the stagation point
where the pressure and temperature conditions provide for phase change
or evaporation [141). The high temperature in the boundary layer allows
the presence of chemdcal reactions. A numerical sample analysis is made
for an oxygen flow past a Srephite body with equilibrium chemical reactions
in the boundary layer.

A steady flow of a binary gas mixture in a laminar boundary layer on
a surface which causes a weak transverse mass flow (e.g., a porous or evapo-
rating surface) is studiec [130); the physical properties of perfect-compo-
nent gases are different, and their specific heats are independent of tem-
perature. A general case is treated when the free-stream velocity and surface
temperature are time-dependent, and the law of dependence of transfer coef-
ficients on temperature is arbitrary. The equations of a two-component
boundary layer are transformed into a system of three second-order nonlinear
differential equations of the same form, which are reduced to a system of
three linear differential equations. For integration of these equations, a
certain method of linearization, called "the method of straight lines" is
used. As an example the boundary-layer and gas-injection parameters in a
gas flowing past a porous plate are discussed, and results of a nunerical
evaluation of a uniform injection of hydrogen into a boundary layer of air
are presented in diagrams.

Suction of the boundary layer can be used to increase the flying
range of winged aircraft. The optimum bleed on a porous plate in an incom-
pressible gas flow over a plate is discussed in [204]. The optimum bleed
means such a distribution of the normal velocity component on the plate sur-
face such that the local Reynolds number in every boundary-layer cross section
is equal to its lower critical value; a porous plate is one on whose sur-
face the normal-velocity component is distinct from zero. Coefficients of
laminar friction and the local and total amount of gas bleed are determined
for the optimum-bleed conditions.

A laminar boundary layer consisting of two separate phases - liquid
and gas - is analyzed in [191]. The liquid phase is formed on the surface
of a body in a stream of gas by surface melting or by injecting a liquid
through its pores. The densities of both the liquid and the gas are con-
stant, and their physical properties are independent of temperature. Partial
differential equations with boxuaary conditions ftrthe flow of each phase and
on their interface are given as well as their solutions. The interrelatior•s
of variations in the flow velocity, the rate of liquid-phase formdng, and
body-surface conditions are discussed. The second approximations in solving
the problem of a laminar boundary layer on a plate under various conditions
(e.g., constant Prandtl number and parameter K - pu where p - is density,

- viscosity conditions) with equilibrium dissociation taken intc account
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are deriveci in [89) for a themelly insulated plate and for a plate with a
prescribed surface teaewrtume. A numer ca analysi of the bound layer
on such a plate fbr 14 - 10, 20, and 30 is presented, Illustrated by diagrams
ahmind the dependenos of layer parameters (layer thickness heat content,
velocity variation) on M. The error induced by assuming that K = const is
pointed out.
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_4* Shock Waves

he stut of shook-wave phenamna and relationstips, and irreversible
&=We in gas and flow parmoters in passing through a shock wave, e.g.,
da•reases In velocity associated with increases in pressure, density,
tenPeature, entropy, etc., are of vital importance in the kinetic heating,
stagnation-point flow, and boundary-layer parameters.

A lcnttudinal, supersonic, gas flow past a body of revolution or a
syumotrical airfoil with a forward detached shock wave of large curvature
has been discussed in [250], and the effects of viscosity ,and heat conduc-
tivity of the gas (usually neglected in flows with shock waves of a smaller
curvature) on the parameters of the flow behind the shock wave (flows have
large velocity and pressure gradients in this case) are investigated. The
continuity, impulse, and energy equations are used to describe the rela-
tionships between characteristics on both sides of the shock wave. IV*
formulas of the teriperature and pressure ratios ahead of and behind the
shook wave are given, and the change of these parameters in the case of a
perfect gas and their dependence on the Reynolds number are pointed out.

TIhe dependence of the curvature of a shock wave on the curvature of
the outer surface of an annular body of revolution in a supersonic gas
flow is mathematically analyzed in [268). A flow is considered vhen there
is no bow shock wave in front of the whole body, and an oblique shock sur-
face is Rttached to the leading edge of the body. The author cores to the
conclusion that the law of dependence of the curvature of a shock wave on
the sumn of curvati ures of the body and of the streamline in a conical flow
is analogous to •ne law of dependence of the shock-wave curvature on the
curvature of an airfoil in a plane-parallel flow.

The effect of the transverse curvature of a convex (cylinder) or con-
cave (channel) surface on the turbulent-layer parameters in a high-speed
flow in the presence of heat exchange is investigated in [2001 for various
Reynolds and M.1ach numbers and various values of certain temperature param-
eters, assuming that the molecular and turbulent Prandtl numbers are dis-
tinct from unity, the viscosity and heat-conductivity coefficients are in-
dependent of pressure (but dependent on temperature), and c is constant
(c - is the heat capacity under constant pressure). Equations of an
averaged steady gas motion in an axially symmetrical turbulent boundary
layer without a longitudinal pressure gradient, and the equation of state
are used in determining the temperature distribution, the velocity profile,
and the drag law in the boundary layer. The results of computing the
boundary-layer parameters and evaluating the surface-curvature effects for
a cylinder (at M - 0 to 10, Re a l04 to -, and Tw/Tr - 0.2 to 1.0) and a
channel (M - 0, 0.5, 1.0; Re - 10; and Tw/T 6 - 0.2, 1.0, 2.0) are discussed
and compared with experimental data in a numter of diagrams. Here Tw is
the wall surface temperature, and T and T are the temperature of the
outer boundary-layer surface for 6F cylinder and the channel, respectively.

The propagation of unsteady shock waves is investigated in [581 by an
approximate method in which the equation of the state of the medium
p = p(V) (where p is the pressure and V, the volume) is replaced by a
broken line p = -A2 V + B (where A and B are constant along a segmnt); by
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reducing the length Of the straight sepfmB ts, the desired accurcy in de-ter~Ing the wiave paemterl am be obtaned, M* pmagtioand reflec- •

tion of a plam rmstea* &hoak fiu a rigid -wanl 13 mayzed.The propagation of an explosion shook wave is invstigat~d In [781 by |

applying the method of integrct relations to the total enerh of the ov1n
s and using the piston-theoro technique. At an aiol is derived frem

which thbe Uete e showel-wase proparstuon and the pressure ear. be duter-
mined. The exbctness of propigatwon-mte and pressure functlins obtalned
is discussed fow the plstn e, cydingdat a cosptant rate, and aciondte to
a power-law function- the case of a strong explosion a t also analrs d. By
usig the law of plane sections (equivalence principle), thhe shape of the
shock wave ftrmead In a hypersonic flow pasthen airfoil or a body of rvwolu-
tion can be determined as well as the presiuom distribution over the sur-
faces of these bodies, even si cases when their noses are slihtly blunte.

sToe n as flows with plane, cylindrical, and spherical waves, induced by
the propagation of a strontur- shock wave in a gus at rest, are studied In
[1191 by using the method of Integral relations wad the piston analogy in
determining the gas parameters and motion. The application of same versions
in using this method is drscussed. In one version It is assumed that the
paessure and velocity of all gas particles beten en the shosk wave and theI..ston are identical, i.e., they depend only on, time. The equations of

mtonservatuon o ikss, mc d ntum, and energd are used as initial ones,t and
atpproxmate results obtained show lpair agreement with those of an exact
solution. In another vpsion, the self-timilar soutola n aie applied byiintroducing In f'ormul~as for mass,, momentum, and energy of the moving gas
additional constraints which exist between these quantities in self-sminlar ;
trotions under like conditions. The prOo.ulde is outlined for determinin
the gas cand shock-wave propagation parameters, which requires much computa-
tion. In a third version, the method of a "shook layer" :is applied,, in
which the approximate distribution functions of velocity and pressure are
used in tie form of expansions in powers of a parameter characterizing the
ratio of gas densities ahead of and behind the shock wave. An expression
for determining the law of shock-wave propagation is derived. The problem
of a detonation with the initial pressure taken into account, and of an un-
stable source of a gas flow in a compressible gas are discussed. 7ne lat-
ter problem is encountered in studying the operation of shock tubes with
a divergent nozzle.

Plane and axisyfmwtrlc gas flows with strong shock waves having a
power-function shape are discussed in (821. The high-entropy portion of
the flow adjacent to the surface of the body carrying the shock is investi-
,ated, and it is shown that a correction in thickness of the hiointrvpy
layer is necessary if exact solutions of unsteady self-similar gas motion
are to be used in solving the corresponding high-entropy flow problems A
nmthod is presented for introducing such a correction, and fbr cormtructing
the shape of the body for whcih the pressure distribution was determined
by means of the small-disturbance theory.

A longitudinal supersonic gas flow past a slender pointed body of
S arbitrary cross section is investigated in [353), and the location and In-

tensity of the front shock wave are determined by an asymptotic fbimila
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band on mthoda previously develqped by the author (Pt4, v. 25, no. 3.

1961); it is apmasd that the dole body Is within the ho 0or= oonstrUoted
ftr the Mt d flew wn has Its vex at the stavation point of the
body. It is disoo 'sd that the bow shoo wave is a circular ar, close
to the Mach 6or, with the axis pwa•LIel to the flow direction.

7h. aelf-slidlar reflection of a plane shook wave is discussed and
the relative epeition of the incident, reflected, and Mach waves investi-
gated in 2140J. ¶tu strength of a Maoh wave at the wall Is deterwdxed, and
it is do that a Mkoc wave camnot prtpagste either far ahead of or far
behind the incident shock wave. The configuration of waves in the Mach
reflection from a rigid wedge Is analyzed. An expression for the reflection
coefficient is derived, and the regular reflection is compared with the
Mach reflection (in a triple point at a certain distance from the wall
where the incident, reflected, and Mach waves intersect).

A simultarnous solution of systens of hydruodoymc equations (con-
servation of neas, momentum, and energy), and equations of state and relax-
ation is used in determining the distribution of vibrational energ of air
molecules N2 and 02 behind a normal shock wave in the air [243 1, assuming
that there is an equilibrium distribution of energy in translatory and vi-
brat6ry degrees of fIedou., and disregarding the assocfation, electroh'
excitation, and ionization processes. In discussing tne vibrational
relaxation, the vibrational energy is related to a unit Qf mass (one
r. 1e). Results of conputation fbr snock-wave velocities oorresponding
to M - 5, 9, and 20 are discussed and illustrated by diapvaxrB.

A supersonic flow of a chemically reactive inviscid gas with rectilinear
streamlines behind a plane-front oblique shock wave is discussed in [135).
A system of equations describing the flow, equations of kinetics with intital
conditions, the equation of state, and relationships between density, ve-
lcoi , and enthalpy of the sas mixture are used to derive expressions for
the !9city and terperature vrariations in the flow direction behind che
shoo*.' In terms of concentrations of the mixture comrponents. The cases
when the flow behind the shock wave is subsonic or supersonic are discussed,
and the formulas obtained are applied to determining the parameters of shock
waves I. the air.
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5. Mini•u-Drag Bodies

Tta pr%*1em of deteminingr the shape of annular bodies of revolution
with ndniumu wave dreg on the outer surfaoe is solved in the framworoc of
the linear theory in [267). A simple explicJt fonula for a mdnimna-da
body is obtained under the assuoption that the inner and outer flows past
the body ae independent of each other. It is shown that the drag does not
vary substantially with the ver1• of geometric parameters of the body (in
a reasonably practical range) if there are two unchanged initial crms
sections (e.g., at the faces). Therefore, the derived drog formula can be
accepted as a general law of drag. ITM drag coefficients of the rear part
of a barrel-like body (tail part of a fuselage) are discussed, and numerl-
cal values calculated for M a 2.0 and 3.0 are shown in diagram for bodies
of various slenderness.

The problem of determninig the shape of a minimx*-wave-dr•eg body of
revolution is also given in [280) by using a variational approach. The
solution of the variational rndnlmrw-drag problems is discussed in cases of'
a turbulent flow past a body of revolution with a given shock-wave shape, r
and past a plane body.

The problem of designing a generatrix for a body of revolution having
minimum wave drag for the given velocity of the oncoming flow an-d coordin-
ates of two points on the generatrix is presented in [3391. Cases when there
is an attached oblique shock wave are discussed, using variational methods.
The problem is a degenerate coe and is solved by nrans of the caleulus of
variations for a particular given velocity of flow ail ;e- tric parameters.
Te computed drag coefficients for various coordinates of points on the
generatrix and Mach numbers tu to M a 5 are fiven in a table and are i)ius-
trated by diagram.

The determination of the shape of an annular mirdnum-drag body in a
axisymmetrical hyperso;nic gas flow is discussed in [340], urder the condi-
tion that. the pressure nost be non-negative everywhere on the surface. 7w
problem is discussed, using the calculus of variations, and expressions
are derived for determining the drag coefficient, the coordinates of two
points of the generatrix, and the optimam body contour. Results of numeri-
cal calculation of several optimaz shapes are presented in a table and In
diagrams.

An attempt to formulate and solve the problem of determining the optl-
mal minimum-drag shape of a three-dimensional slender body in a hyperscaii
gas flow is presented in £218). The initial expression for the dreg oeo-
ticient is taken in such a form that the optimum shapes of the merldional
section and of the cross section of the body can be determlned separately.
The first problem was determined long ago, so only the optimua cross-eecticn
shape is discussed. A variational problem is formulated, and exprewsons
for determining the shape parameters and the dreg coefficient Cx are de-
rived. Mwe optimum cross section determined is star-shaped, as shown in
Fig. 1, and the variation of the drag-coefficient ratio CV/CO with the
cross-sectior, S/roZ is plotted in a diagram (Fig. 2) (C@ Is ýre drag coef-
ficient determined for an equivalent Newtonian optimum ih of a body of
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rnabution 4Ad n Is the namtr of cAnds.) The results obtalned Om be
used In Widetfntvth At~riu-drag sh~e of a body showni In Fig. 3.

• 6. 2.. Pig. 2. Pig. 3.

7fe wave drag of axall~ y asymmetrical bodies in the form of a pyramid
with a star.-lik- cross secticn is discussed in (319). The faces of the
body have the shape of stream surfaces of flows behind the plane sock
waves wad their edges correspond to the lines of intersection of these
shock waves. Formulas are presented for determining the peonatric oharas-
teristios of these bodies, and the pressure and wave drag for given speeds
(each Mach number is associated with a certain shape). In a diagram the
preesure coefficients (wave drag) of pyradidal bodies and of equivalent
circular cones are cofpared. The problem discussed in (319] is developed
fturther in (110). As exact solutions for the configuration of lift-pro-
ducing bodies, the cutouts from. stream anufces of flows behind one attached
plane shock wave, and behind two intersecting plane shock waves are used.
Because the pressure on such surfaces is constant and equal to the pres-
sure on a plate behind a plane shock wave, the problem of detenrdning the
pressure and lift on a plate in a hypersonic flow is discussed in the first
part of the article. In the second part, the exact solutions are given
for a V-shaped wing (Pig. 4) forted by two intersecting planes (in the case
of one shock wave), and a pyramidal body (Fig. 5) with a V-shaped cross

Fig. 5.

Fig. 4% 1 - Intersection edge of the

1 - Leading edge; 2 - inter- body; 2 - body faces; 3 - wing
section edge; 3 - undisturbed- faces; - wing leading edges;
flov velocity vector. 5 - ving trailing edges; 6 - base-

parallel section; 7 - undisturbed
flow velocity vector.

section (in the case of two shock waves). Both bodies have a delta shape
with leading edges running along shock-wave boundaries. Formulas for the
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lift and drag coefficients are derived and the interdepenmces between the
Xnactry, lift and drag, and shock-*ave --i-es ar dicusd and iVs
trated with a nuAmbr of dvrm. Tewe drag (the 6sw'fh pressure) of
bodies with two ple shoe waves can be inflnite2y reduoed by a proper
selection of their shape, thus making the ýftle drsg sigiifleeftly siaier
than that of a wedge; the cmparison of the drag of propoeed shapes with
that of a wedge at altitudes of 35, 45, and 55 wad 6is pNvaeted

graphically and is discussed.
S• problem of determining an optimLu surface of a body in a go flow

which should either have minimum drag or mnairu ability to dissipate the
beat (i.e., the amount of heat transferred in a unit of time through the
body surface must be a ninimum) is considered in [211). The s moation
satisfies the Navier-Stokes e.quations of continuity, e6rgr, and state.
The amount of heat absorbed by the body surface in a unit of time or the
drag of the body is expressed in a genera.L-form surf&oe integral hlich
contains heat-transfer functimrs depending on the shape of the body sur-
face. Isoperimetric constraints (e.g., concernliz th-e volume of the body,
lift or moment of the wing) containing the swm& fnmctiona on the bcd4 3w•.
face are introduced, and a variational problefn of fiding the equation of
the surface minimizing the surface integral is formulated and solved for
both the heat-transfer and mini•u•-drag problems,. A system of equations
for determining the shape of a mniinnundrsg airfoil of a given cross-4oection
area is derived, and its solution by successive approximations is indicated.

The total costs (of construction and operation) are gesrefly used as
the criterion of optimality of aircraft construction. the initial total
weight can be sometimes taken as an optimality criterion because the
chns in this weight are approximately proportional to the total costs.
The latter concept of the optimality criterion is used In determdining the
optimum geometry of aircraft (395), under the assumption that its flight
and tactical characteristics, and the useful load will not be affected by a
chag in the geometric parameters of sawe member; in other words, in case
of sueh a change, the parameters of other members will be changed in such
a way that these characteristics would be maintained; it is also assumed
that the law of the aircraft motion with regard to the power cons••ution
is known. Forrulas are derived for determning the optinuu value of opti-
mized geometric paremeters (dependent on or independent of each other),
and also of other parameters to which the weight criterion can be applied.
Te optimum wing loading for a given flight velocity and altitude, and the
optimum slenderness ratio of the nose of a fuselage (or of a fairing) are
determined as illustrative exanples.
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6. K1; rmental Investigation Ae E4uiPmat

nly a. few rticles an euperizutal sero4rmta a Included In tOts
tep• becme the content of works in Meis field is elow fu the Mt*o-
tad b•licq*l A diffTeret aproach to experimental vesta tictn is
ued In Ca6J mv the Cu flow in eleotric-.dicsharg devices In investi-

ard aid l for its paruiters and the rang of application of the
a; a en mea athntically. ** dicohazrs device consists of a

zwatili ar closed ohsamrl of constant oross s~ction filled with gas in
VidcW an electrio discharge is produced at am end by electric energ co-
Urnxwmly uppLied; a clumn of heated h% is fOrfed which expands and dis-
plac•s the We at rest. A moving plane shock wave is fonid, followed by an
izpentr*ble boundaz7 (a piston) separ.ting the column of heated gs from
the distured a which passed throut, the frant of the shock wave. Ito
prvcess of displacing the gas at rest by the piston depaeds on the initial
pressure and density in the channel, and the enerW-eupply pattern given
by a power function of time. The gas which passes through the shook-wave
front Is assumed to be perfect, inviscid, and non-heat-conducting, amd its
motion is not acconpanied by any physical or chemical changes. The disturbed-
We motion between the shock wave and the piston is regarded as self-simi-
lar. Erressions for velocity, density, and preesur in the disturbed re-
gion are derived, as well as the Mach number attainable (up to M a 33) and
the duration of the process.

A complete description of the supersonic wind tunnel at the Tralan
Vuia Institute of Applied Mechanics is given with an aceoepanying diagram
and photoqraph in [445). The parameters of the flow (up to M - 3.1) are
discussed, including the test results of a cone and a sphere at M a 22,
and illhstrated with photographs. The tests for determining the perfor-
mnoe of the compressor station are discussed, and the cross-section area
of the experimental zone of the tunnel is determined as a function of the
Mach numrer. The arrangement of compressors for a larger supersonic wind
turnel is discussed, and accompanied by illustrative diagrsms and tables.

'The method of measuring the rate of shock-wave propagation in a shock
tube constructed at the Institute of Applied Mechanics of the AcadenW of
Sciences, Rumanian People's Republic, is presented in [180). The time
interval is measured for passage of the wave between two marks placed at a
certain distance from each other. The instants of wave passage are regis-
tered by special low-inertia capacitance transducers. The time is meas-
ured by an electronic chronograph specially developed for this purpose.
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Group B. HIGH-SPEED AEUMEMODYNAKCS

The published material on the aerothermodynadc problems encountered
in the study of high-speed gas flows involvng theirml rtdiatictn, dissociA-
tion, lonlatiatt recumbination, thermal-boundary-layer and shook-wave for-
mation am inseparably linked with high-speed aeromyandes aid have bee
reported in sections 2, 3, and 4 of group A. 7his g'oup (B) of published
materials deals with aerodynamic heating of flight vehicles and vith various
means of protection against such heating.

1. Aerodynamic Heating

Aerodynamic heating is the rain source of heat developed during entry
of a flight vehicle from orbital or space flights into the atmosphere. It*
phenomenon of kinetic heating of vehicle structures is one of the most
widely discussed topics in the Comuiist World scientific techiical litera-
ture dealing with the thermal problems encountered in high-speed aircraft
design. Gas flows past porous surfaces of plates and bodies with boundary-
layer suction or injection of fluid into it, heat exchange between gas and
body, heat transfer to aircraft structures, and determination of tempera-
ture fields in them - are the most thoroughly investigated problem; the
more characteristic ones will be reported. The basic phencnur~on *alch must
be examined in discussing the kinetic-heating problem Is the skin friction
in gai flows. Sowe works concerning theoretical skin-friction aalyses
have also been mentioned in group A.

A fornula in the form of a power function (obtained by interpolating
experimental data) for calculating the surface friction in turbulent flows
over a wide range of Reynolds and Mach numbers and temperature drops is
given in [569]. A method was developed for direct measurement of local
values of surface friction on a flat plate in a supersoric flow, and the
measurenents were carried out in the presence of intensive heat exchange
between the flow and plate. The construction of a surface-friction pickup
(for recording the static pressure) is described and possible methodological
inaccuracies and errors in neasuring are discussed. The rne of aplica-
bility of relationships obtained, the influence of Reynolds and Mch num-
bers on the skin-friction coefficient, and cospariscns with empirical
values obtained by other authors are presented in diagrams.

The aerodynamic heating of a semi-infinite thin plate of finite thick-
ness in a steady flow of a coapressible gas with jump-wise increasing tem-
perature is discussed in [556), assming that the temperature of the plate
is the same as that of the gas on the interface between the laninar bound-
ary layer and the plate.

fThe dependence of the temperature of the leading edge of the plate on
time, with consideration of heat flow through the edge, is investigated and
exact solutions by means of the operational calculus are obtained for the
following conditions of heat flow through the leading edge: 1) there is
no heat flow, 2) the edge is artificially heated, and 3) the edge is arti-
ficially cooled.
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01• leading d of a wing in hypersonic flow can be 1eateu up to tem-
b" emed1in the melting point of refractory metals (even in cases
or I=" i I I *&c u'oes) , thus uWi coolinganecessary But, if the
duaton of such nClhts is ahort (for example, in quick entry and escape
.tx= Ua lvers of the atwo ere), a certain wasit of dan• to the
surface owuOe tolerated. In this case, it is very Important to know the
rte of thli thermal disintegration. In [660) such failure of the leading
ad* of a swpt-b.k wing, in a steady hypersonic gas flow, with evaporation
of % material taWun into account,, Is discussed. rfte solution of the
p vbleu is reduoed to the simultaneous solution of a system of' nonatation-
tr7 (d•u to onaisdering the advancing relting surface) equations of the
bowksy lter on the molten-material film;' and of heat- conductivity equa-
tion of tM* solid reiwInder. Two cases are discussed in detail: 1) The
zaterial of the wing has a certain melting temperature and a number of trans-
fomt1in teMperatures at which heat absorption takes place (metal& and
Mm Ceradc materials disintegrate in this way); and 2) the material does
not hise a clearly marked melting temperature, the viscosity of the relt
being a power function of the temperature (this is a disintegration pat-
tern for various glasses). I behavior of both types of wing material is
Umnlymd in respect to the formation of surfaces of evaporation, melting,
aW of transformations, and their propagation. Expressions are derived for'
the parameters of tht ablation process and for the rate of disintegration.

The interaction (friction, heat transfer) between the gas flows and
bodies on whose surface emission or absorption of a fluid takes place in a
naturel (for exanple, evaporation or condensatiuni) or an artificial
(suction or injection) way is often discussed in the Soviet technical
literature. M-e effect of such artificial means on the heat and mass ex-
chang in a turbulent boundary layer is analyzed in [562. where a fluid
is injected into or a gas is sucked from the gas flow through the porous
surface of a plate. A turbulent boundary layer is formed at the leading
edge of the plate. An expression which connects the local skin friction
coefficient with the suction or injection parameter is derived and its
approximate solution is gLven. 9-he results of a quantitive analysis
conducted on the basis of the proposed theory are con•pared with experi-
mental data obtained by other authors in diagrarm which show fairly good
agreement.

In many investigations of the effect of gas injection into gas flows
past bodies, the variation of pressure in the direction of flow is not
taken into account. Reference [225] gives the results of an experimental
investigation of the influenee of gas injection into a turbulent boundary
layer through a porous plate on the dynamic characteristics of the turbu-
lent boundary layer. The plate was placed in a hot-air flow with accel-
erating and adverse longitudinal pressure gradients. Gases of different
molecular weight (air, carbon dioxide, and Freon-12) were injected.
The following quantities were meosured in the direction of flow (at Rey-
nolds numbers from 105 to 5 x 105): dynamic and static pressures, tem-
peratures of the injected gas, temperatures of the gas in the flow
(450 to 55 0 0K) and temperatures of tne plate (375 to 420 0K). The appa-
ratus and tne technique used are described. 'The effect of the physical
properties and of the amouuts of injected gases (at a certain pressure
gradient) on the friction was established for various tenperatures and



plotted in diagrams. The data obtained in processing the results were
•eralized and used in integrating the equation of motion. The proce-
dure developed here foo calculating the paranmeters of a boundary layer
with a longitudinal pressure gradient is outlined.point-by-point and is
zecomended for usag.

In previously mentioned works, the gases injected into the boundary
layer were inert In respect to gases flowing past the porous surfaces.
The case when the injected gas reacts dcemically with the gas of the
basic flow is of more practical interest. In reference [49],, the friction
and heat exchange in the turbulent boundary layer of a compressible gas
flow are investigated when there are chemical reactions caused by in-
jection of a chemically active fluid. It is assumed that the chemical
reactions are instantaneous as compared with the rate of diffusion, wnich

*: means that the temperature in the boundary layer is high and the tnicknesc
of the chemical-reaction layer is an infinitely thin surface as corpaxred
with the thickness of the boundary laer. The laminar and turbulent
Prandtl and lawis numbers ame taken to be equal to unity. When calcu-
lating the characteristics of the boundary layer by the method used nere,
it is sufficient to know the distribution of concentrations, temperatures,
and velocities only in the direction of flow. Expressions are derived for
calculating the density distrioutioon, friction, the density of the gas
mixture, and the heat flow into the plate.

A similar case of porous cooling, wben one side of a porous plate
is aerodynamically heated and its other side is exposed to a chemically
active cooling fluiu under pressure is discussed [560). Cooling is
achieved here by evaporation with chemical reactions, heating of the cooi.
in the pores, and heat transmission from the gas flow to the coolant. A
method of filtration theory is applied in this investigation, assuming
that the temperatures and pressures on both sides of the plate are constanr
and that no evaporation takes place inside the plate. Expressions are de-
rived for the heat flow, diffusion flow, also for the coolant pressure
required to maintain its flow through the plate, and the relationships
between the criterional paraweters of the gas in the flow, of the coolant,
and the characteristics of the porous plate.

Approximate methods of determining the temperature distribution in
flight-vehicle structures caused by aerodynamic heating have the advan-
tage of simplicity in practical desigIng. The higi surface temperatures
and relatively low heat emission coefficient noted in flows at high
altitudes and large Mach numbers make thermal radiation an important factc
which can not be neglected. In [546], the nonsteady temperature fields
in the vehicle structure are analyzed, with thermal radiation taken into
account, and a convenient method for practical calculations is presented.
The method consists in approximnte solution of the heat conductivity
equation with initial and boundary conditions by the method of finite
differences. The flight is divided into time intervals Ar and the struc-
ture into small finite parallelepipeds whose middle points are dealt with.
The following assumptions are made: 1) the tenperature gradient between
points changes linearly with time; 2) the increase in the heat content
of a "point" (parallelepiped) is proportional to its temperature increase; I
3) the physical ccnstants of the materials are independent of the tem-
perature; and 4) the adiabatic temperature of the wall, the heat emissionr
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ocefficlent, and the surtace tenperature are linear functions of tirm.
A system of linear algebraic heat-balanoe equations fbr every "point"
in the sLufa layer and inside the bd is derived (the number of equationo
is equal to the nm*er of "Points") frmn whtch the variation with tine of
the heat emissin coefficient, the tenperature distribution over cross
sections, and Its variation with tine on the surface can be calculated.
fhe estimntion of errrs and their dependence on AT is discussed. The
teqwrature distribution and variation in an aircraft during a 90-second
aoeelrted f•lht from M a 2 to M 1 10 at an altitude of 15,000 m are
calculated, and the results are presented in diagmae.
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2. Protection Against Aerodynamic H&eating

U protection of flight vehicle structures, equipment, and crew
against the consequenoes of aerodynandc heating by selection of proper
insulating materials, arrangement of cooling, and use of ablation shield-
ing seens to attract more attention from Soviet scientists working an
aerother•n&ynaadc problems than kinetic heating itself. 7he injection of
liquid into the boundary layer (mentioned in the preceding subsection 1)
can be used fbr cooling in cases of ,xrate kinetic heating. In cases
of hi&h velocity, as in atmospheric entry, ablation shielding, the mast
effectiv method of dissipating kinetic heat, is widely discussed in the
Soviet literature conoented with the thermal protection of fligt vehicles.

The basic conditions fbr any tipe of effective thermal protection
are proper insulation of the vehicle skin and desining those shapes of
vehicle which will ensure minimum heat transfer from the bounidary layer
into Its structure.

One of the solutions of the
T ra• l skin-insulation problem is the
:n ul at 1n• three-layer skin construction.

The outer surface of the metallic
skin is usually covered by a heat

' ''7 -resistant (fbr exaumple., cereamc)
- ,- - -SWSW• layer and inner surface by a

a itimn layer of fiberglass material.
Heat transfer thmou& such a
plate, with a flow of hot gs on
its outer surface, is discussed
in [547), under the asssuptions
that the plate is infinite

S(the problem is one-dimensional)
and the skin is thin (the tem-
perature is constant along its
tnickness, FMg. 6), all heat
from the boundary layer on the

outer surface is used for heating the plate, the inner surface is heat-
insulated, end the therwaphysical characteristics of all materials are
constant. An operational method (using the Laplace transfonm) is applied
to determLne the teaperamure distribution in insulating layers (linear
in the outer layer and weakly nonlinear in the inner layer) fbr the given
temperature of the gas in the flow.

The problem of thermal protection by desinng that shape of a body
in a hot gas flow which will ensure minimum heat trmsfer into the struc-
ture of the bodr is discussed [506], where that form of a thin airfTil is
sought which will have a minimum mean heat transfer coefficient for a Siven
lift, assuming that the upper and lower surfaces of the wing are ther-
mrally insulated and that the boundary layer is either laninar or turtulent,
not mixed. T problem is reduoed to solving the isoperimetric variational
problem of determining that function descrbing the shape of the airfoil
camber which will mininize the heat-trnsber functional fbr a given value
of the lift functional. 7he method of Lagrange multipliers is used in
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solving the problem, and results of calculations in cases of a laidnar
and turbulet boundary layers are obtained which show the essential
effect of the teugeratwe on the heat-triesfer coefficient and the weak
effect of the teeratur on the optimum shape of the airfoil.

Abltion shielding is the noet effective ewans of protecting the
crew and instruments against the heat developed during entry of space
wehcles into th dense layers of the earth's atmosphere. Steady ablation
is of s(ecal Interest. Its fmdamental problem - that of determining
the onstent rste of melting of a semi-infinite body heated by a constant
heat flow on the boundary under arbitrary initial conditions is discussed
in [615). It is assumed that the mlten materials are immediately re-
mwd, thus the thin mlten film does not affect the melting process.
Ma prObltm is solved by Mnalyzing the flow of a high-temperature gas near
the sta~iation point of a blunt body having a nelting tenperature lower
than the stag•atcn tenperature. The equations of heat conductivity and of
thei•ul equilibrium,, with initial conditions are solved by the L. I.
Rubinstein method (Akadenlya nauk SSSR Doklady, v. 58, no. 2, 1947, and
Izvstlya vysshikh uchebnykh zavedeniy. Matematika, no. 4, 1958), and a
system of integral tquations is obtainec; from the asynptotic solution
of this system, eipressions are derived for determining the rate of
melting and the process of heat transfer into the solid remainder of the
body. The effect of a sudden change in the intensity of heat flow on the
melting rate and heat transfer are analyzed, and the course of the melting
prooess in the case =en the heat flow varies arbitrarily with time is
discussed.

When an axisymnetrical solid body begins to melt in a steady flow of
a g•s, then, under certain conditions (for example, when the heat-conductiv-
ity coefficient of the material of the body is high), a stationary Trro-
sesa of ablation will take place and the melting front in the vicinity
of the stagnation point advances at a constant rate.

The steady ablation process is discussed in [596) in a general
form, and an exact sinultaneous solution is obtained for the unsteady
Navier-Stokes equations and the equations of the heat inflow (without
dissipation) with proper boundary conditions. The steady regime of ablation
at the stagation point of a semi-infinite body in a plane and in axi-
synmetric flows of an inconpressible fluid is discussed. The rotation
of the solid about the flow axis is taken into account in the latter type
of flow. Systems of nonlinear ordinary differential equations from which
single-valued solutions can be obtained are derived in both cases. The
possibility of extending these solutions to a conpressible gas flow with
variable coefficients of viscosity and thermal conductivity of the gas
and of the liquid phase of the body material is mentioned.

Soviet authors devote considerable attention to the ablation of
material from the surface of a body in radiating gas flow behind a shock
wave. The solution of the thermal radiation problem for the boundary
layer in the vicinity of the sta~ition point of a blunt-nosed body is
presented in [614]. The convective and radiative components of the heat
flow are considered and the effects of their variation on the ablation rates,
tenperatures, and heat transfer to the body are examined; formulas for
calculating these parameters are given.
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The ablation process of a blunt body at the stagnation point (an
axisynmmtric problem) and along the stagation line (a plane problem)
in a dissociaeed air flow is investigated in [607), taking account of the
evaporation of the molten-material Pilm and the presence of an arbitrary
nunter of endethermic "frnts," for exanple, sublimation, melting, etc.,
where absorption of heat can take place. Metals and some ceramic materials
disintegrate in this way. Heat transfer in the solid phase, the rate of
disintegration with an without evaporation are discussed, and the mest
typical cases of thermal failure, at low and at high stagnation tenperstures,
am analyzed in detail. At low temperatures, dissociation of the air is
rktglected and the boundary layer is treated as a binary rmxture of the
body-material vapor with air; at high stagnation tenperatures, dissoci-
ation woot be disregarded, aid the boundary layer is handled as a three-
conponpt ,xture of atoms of air molecules and particles of the body
material. Expressions for determining the rate of ablation are derived
in both cases. The solution obtained is generalized to the following
cases: when there are heterogeneous chemical reactions between the dis-
sociated air and evaporation products, and when boiling occurs in the
melting zone with infinitely strong heat flows from the gas.

An exact solution of the problem of equilibrium and nciequilibrium
sublimatiM of a blunt body at the stagnation point is presented in [6109,
assuming arbitrary dependence of the physical properties of the body
material on time, and disregarding the effects of dissociation and thermal
radiation in the gas flow. The variation of coefficients -(of visoosity,
heat conductivitj, diffusion) in molecular transfer, and of criteria
(the Prandtl, Lewis, and Schiddt numbers) under given conditions is dis-
cussed; the boundary problem is formulated, its numerical solution for
the Prandtl number Pr - 0.7 and Scbrrddt nuwber Sc a 1.0 is presented,
and the results are given in tables; a solution uf the problem is de-
rived for arbitrary Prandtl and Schlddt nibers. A necessary and suf-
ficient condition for boiling on the sublimation front is obtained, and
expressions for the rate of sublimation are derived in closed form. The
temperature profile in the solid is deterndned in quadratures. It is
shown that the solution of any particular problem of sublimation can be
reduced under these conditions to a solution of three equations to de-
termine the concentration of gaseous products, the teuperature of evapo-
ration, and the rate of sublimation.

An approximate method of determining the law which gwvers the
advance of the ablation front of centrally symmetric bodies in a variable
heat flow is presented in [617]. A general qualitative result in the
form of a differential equation is obtained first. Its solution is re-
duced to determining the ablation by only one criterion ,, not dependng
directly on the melting point. An aproximate analytical solution fbr a
plane wall and a constant heat flow is obtained from the basic "qualita-
tive" equation which is reduced to a linear secrnd-order equation that is
solved, in turn, in terms of Bessel functions of an imiggnary arguwnt;
the final solution is obtained in parametric fbno. The hig degree of
approximation of this solution is demontrated in a graph where the
curves obtained for various values of u are coupared with those plotted
accordng to numerical calculation data of this particular sew (of a
plane wall in a constant heat flow) obtained by a method of finite
1i fferences.
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A wry inportant inverse problem of wroynatmc heating - that of
(dtermning In ai analytical way the rate of advanoe of the melting front
m Us Wait tmwsfr Into a bo&,/ by using the data on the variation ot
tUs tanerate With t.n at nm point InUde the body - In diamewd
In (6133. An MpmAoete solution of tnis Oblation problem is obtained
for a nnftte I n a num With a teqperatuiv hiter than the
taltng point of the plate raterial, in the presenoe of physioodtanacal
tzm oawyations on the surface ot the heat exo.an s, auming a uniform
dl.trhuti ot tf initial temperature in the plate. The concept of the
raltur is - plaoed tW the onopt of a surface at a oertain teo-
pestuz. (of phins d r or of disintegmation) in the plate with ooe~ff-

eUsn oft theml aondctivity and d.tfutivity dAangg in the sam way as
in tWe solid rszinds1 of the body. Qwnps in the bomdawy conditions ae
d.v1dod' into a numbr of tin interva.,s such that the heat flow can be aon-
sMond1 ntant In each Interval; the therm oaphsiol diaractextatis am
assid to cange. stop-wine when switching fiun one Interval to another.

"I Fo B s are derived fbr deternnlnng the rate of advance of the
phme-iwr& front from the data on the tenperature variation in a cxoss
section or the pIate, and fbr detezmLning then the tenperature variation
ove thU thidmaw of the plate from the rate of advance of the phase-
d=V fm and'assoclated teurature of the phme-chanr. 7he effect
of the step-wise treatnent on the accurua of the solution is analygzed
In the ome when the variation of boundary conditions is linear, and it is
showu that the error in this case is directly proportional to the rate of
variation ir ,eaý "qv and to the thickness of the plate; it also depends
on the 0: Of • time intervals and on the plate material. Satisfactory
agpeenat is i•ord between the results of analytical calculations by this
nethod and enpiricial data obtained from heat-exchange experiments in-
volving the meltin, of . a plate surface by electron-beam bornbartbent in an
electric calori.,w" with a knowm heat flow.
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3. Experimnta Studies

2Te expezrmental approac to the solution of ablation pzoblems is
very inportant because in some caes it yields the needed information more
quickly and effectivly than an analytical solution; very often the empir-
ical results, formulas, and especially, the coefficients of the process
are. used in analytical inestigations, to am* nothing of the sigiificmte
of the experimental verification of theoretical studies. Publication of
son, typical metiods of experimental investigations is reported here.

The oxidation of metals and alloys in air flows at hIh Velocities
and tenperatures witn subsequent disintegration through corrosion, erasion,
and burning of the material of the specinen is investigated experimentally
in [6181. An installation consisting of a w..nd tunel end a heating unit
has been desiged specially fbr this purpose (Fig. 7), and the tOctwiqL*
of operation has been developed. The installation, specimens, and the
methods of measuring and evaluating the disintegration and flow pazramter's
are described in detail, and the dependence of the rate of disinte ation
on the flow velocity (up to M - 3)s the angle of attack (u to 9Q the
temperature (up to 14730K), end the duration of exposure to the air flow
(u to 2 minutes) iU shown in diagranm fbr Armoo iron and for iron-base
and nickel-base alloys. The heat resistance of these materials, and the
conditions under which they burn are discussed.

• i

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram

1 - Compressor station; 2 - nozzle chamber; 3 - electric
heating; 4 - wind-tunnel test chamber; 5 -specime;
6 - area used for calculations.
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Iun a thin film of' moltmn metal nowv an the surface of a body in
a high-speed air flow, wa.s am fo•med on the film and this so-called
"liquid rou0smm" incmaem the turbulenoe in tte boundub layer, nd
thuss th heat ex hWim. An verimtal studt [612J was carried out in
order to obtain a qualitative nd quatitative evaluation of the effloat
of this ftlm on heat trismsr. A hollow glams-re~ifroed textolite
ayltader 16 nrt.n diameter with a tr-t frmt faew was plaed in a super-
smic flow. A fil•nof molten tin o. the surfaoe of the frnt Mae of the
cWndor wan prnduced In twc ways; by kinetic mlting of a tin rod (4 or
11 m In d~iamter) protru~ding ý to 2 - and axially novuble through a
a rtwel hole in the fboe, or by forci.ng olt.n tin th'omuvt a porous
chrodum lug Jaz%,,red ýn the sam hole. The experimnts ere conducted
at a stagultiori t ei.V'tvTPr of' 5&'*" and Mach ndwm~r 1.8, .2.3, and 2.7.
7h tAm4e of" tM e@xperdnt, t1i equirmnt usd,, ad the memasrmnt
testdquiqe aplied am described. The rates at *•cih the rod melited, th

i~ofn at wten =W, the heat-trensfer coefficient, and the tem-
perture aze Sm in tables and diagrs for various parmeter of the
cmamUW flm, and their interrelation is discussed.

Qualitative Information on the nalting behavior of bodies of' certain
apea 1n s3ersadc Mm ana be obtained experinuntally by using speci-

mns l of ftmible metals. Nbdils made of Wood's alloy arm used fbr
this purpose [59J. The low melting point of Wood's alloy made it possible
to awry out experlimts in flows with relatively low staaation tenratures
(about 88to 89C); the flow velocity was M a 1.7. The test specimens were
cas with banes 6 to T m in diam ter and apex aansemasuring 10, 20, 30,
and 5 0. The nmlting process was observed and photographed by a IAB-451
apparatus. A device (kinDmgreh) ebpecially desiged for the purpose was
used for the time-related recording of the nelting procebs. Two photo-
gps of the disintegation of specimens arm shomn (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9).

Fig. 8, Malting of a cons vItb a 10*
apex angle at 88.8C and N - 1,7,
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The execution of experiments is described and the results obtained are -
discussed; the constant rate of melting (the decrease Ah of the cone
lenwth h with tine) for Nrlious apex angles a is shown in a diagram
(Pig. 10) as a function of tine t.

..... l..'i, 9. 9u elting of a come with a 20*

ape anle t 8*VCand M I.?*

An experimental investigation of the rate of melting of small
cylinders and cones nade of lead and of aluminum in a hot supersonic gas
flow is described in [589). The gas flow was obtained by means of a

, ee1 c

a--- -o - ----

aelting

I - Cone with a *10*;

2 - ae ... 20g3 - 3'

4 4-a - 50%

comybustioni chaner with a Laval nozzle; three types of specisnus wiv
used: 1) specimens -for d oteridning the rate of .elting, the dups in I
their shape, and the surpersonic flow patterns; they are solid lead and
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aluinum cliner and oones with 10o 20, and 300 sex rngles; 2) lead
ealcinn wIth protective noses mad of materials that melt at hilh

W"anu for testing the effect of the nse a the mlting process,;
ewA 3) almee m with an wal chew l through which cooled air is blo~m
w... the hot-go t1er so tO a smen of cold air with a pressure

hiUto then that behind the shock wave is formd airund the specimen;
th• 4tfectlwmns of this method of pteoton t iapnst mlt nl wa In-
wu't:L.ed. U veocity ra• at the "jet (30 mm in diamter) was
M, 1.0 to 2.7. its tewperatus ruw - fm 500 to 1000C; the duration
of opention wa from 8 to 17 ninutes, dnpending on the pressure end
te~arature In the cousation dhlttr. 7he arur4pimnt of the unlt and
th* spea.ian, the metk•hxo #plied In measuring, recording, and evaluating
the obtaSed enriumntal data are dascribed wnd expla the results
of the Ltwestiption are disoussed and ocapared In di
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Group C. HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT MECHANICS

No publications directly concerning the mechanism of the
atmospheric entry of flight vehicles could be found in Com-
munist-World open scientific and technical literature. Only
articles in periodicals on topics more or less associated
with atmospheric-entry dynamics can indicate the state of
research development in this field and show the means which
are available for realization of new ideas. These topics
concern the orbital and transfer motions of satellites,
flights nf winged aircraft at very high altitudes, gliding
of lifti,,g bodies from orbital and space flights, processes
and phenomena associated with the entry into dense layers
of the atmosphere (thermal radiation, dissociation of mole-
cules, ionization and recombination of atoms), space vehicle
control, and rocket dynamics, as well as articles concerning
the effect of environmental conditions in space (e.g. gravi-
tational fields, cosmic radiation, meteorite hazards).

1. Motion of a Variable-Mass Point

The most general problem of space-flight mechanics is
the motion of a mass point in a gravitational field. The
solution of nonlinear problems of motion is sometimes simpli-
fied by replacing the continuous changes in parameters (e.g.
distance, velocity, density) by step-wise ones, by dividing
the given range into sections in which the variable param-
eter under discussion can be regarded as a constant, or by
confining the analysis to only one such step properly selected.
An approximate solution of the problem of motion of a point
of variable mass in a homogeneous central gravitational field
given in [790] Is based on an assumption that the motion takes
place in a relatively narrow cylindrical (or spherical) layer
of thickness Ar such that the val:.- of the ratio Ark m (ir' -
is the distance from the center of gravity to the middle sur-
face of the layer) is so small that it can be neglected if
compared with unity, In other words, that the magnitude of
the acceleration of gravity in this layer is constant, though
of variable direction. Such a field is called a homogeneous
plane-parallel field. Differential equations approximately
describ.ng the motion of a variable-mass point with a re-
stricted reactive thrust under these conditions are solved
with the use of Pontryagin's maximum principle. The optimal
programs for the control of thrust and Its angle of Inclination
are obtained by maximizing the corresponding functional and
by formulating and minimizing the Hamiltonian. The analysis
of these programs leads to the establishing of five regimes
for controlling the thrust under the condition that the
switching function 6 $ 0. When 6 a 0 and the velocity is
constant, only a special-purpose control is possible.

+
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The random thrust deviations caused by the errors asso-
ciated with the realisation of an established optimum-thrust
program induce disturbances in the oalculat-d trajectory of
a body of variable mass. The effect of su.,. variations in
thrust on the motion of a variable-mass body In a constant-
power flight in a gravitational field is analyzed in [837J.
The optimal undisturbed motion of the body iw discussed first.
Then the errors caused by the thrust variations and by the
Inaccuracy in realization of initial conditions are examined
as well as the induced declinations from the trajectory and
the associated optimum corrections necessary to keep up the
desirable program of the reactive thrust. A functional *
concerning the acceleration due to the thrust in the case of
motion with errors and corrections is formed; the minimum
mathematical expectation of its Increment (# - *mltn) is
determined for the optimum number of corrections and for
their optimum distribution, and the effects of both on the
motion parameters of the body are discussed. An approximate
expression for the minimum total weight of the body (with the
source of pnwer and fuel supply) for the given value of 0 Is
also derived.

A similar problem of determining the optimum motion
parameters of a body of variable mass in a gravitational
field, taking into account the random processes of power
decrease, is discussed in [641J. Assumptions are made that
the source of power consists of a certain number of autonomous
sections which are switched off when damaged, thus causing
a step-wise reduction of the jet power, and that the weight
of the source of power is constant. Two types of random-
damage processes are considered: 1) processes stimulated by
inhomogeneous external conditions (the probability of damage
depends on the radius vector, i.e., is associated with the
trajectory); and 2) internal processes and those stimulated
by homogeneous external Conditions (independent of the tra-
jectory). The limit case when the source of power consists
of a large number of sections is also discussed; the step-
wise decrease of power in this case is approximately replaced
by a continuous one. In all these cases the solution of the
problem is reduced to finding the extremals of the acceleration
functional 0, which is properly transformed for the case in
question (e.g. by introducing the acceleration of gravity).
Examples of the motion analysis of a variable-mass body with
the step-wise power decrease caused by random damage of type
(1) and in case of a continuous power decrease are presented.
An example of motion with the sour-ce of power switched off
is also discussed under the assumption that in this case no
damage to the source of power can take place.
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2. Motion of an Artificial Satellite

It is very important to know the changes in the orbit
of a satellite caused by decrease of atmospheric resistance
with altitude and by changes in velocity. The problem of
determining such deviations of a satellite from an ideal
(undisturbed) elliptical orbit (calculated without regard to
the braking effect of the atmosphere) with an eccentricity
t .ý 0.01 is solved in [621], considering only the atmos-
pheric dram X as the disturbing force, and, assuming the
effect Of X to be small, thus applying the method of small
dis turbances.

The equation of the undisturbed motion of a satellite in
vector form is used, and after certain transformations 'he
equation of a slightly perturbed motion of the satellite is
derived from which the expressions describing the changes in
the altitude and in the duration of one revolution are obtaimnd
so that from the known elements of an unperturbed elliptical
orbit (focal distance 0 and c), a satellite-construction param-
eter A -'Cx-S/ 2 m, and variation of density with altitude,
these changes can be calculated. Here Cx is the drag coeffi-
cient, S is the cross-section area, and m is the mass of the
satellite.

The change of the trajectory of a satellite is of great
importance, e.g., in solving the rendezvous and docking
problems. Therefore, the problem of changing the plane of a
satellite orbit at velocities close to circular orbital ones
with a minimum decrease of velocity as discussed In [652] is
of interest. This maneuver of a spacecraft at small angles
of inclination to the local horizon is treated by means of
the calculus of variations as optimal with respect to the
loss of velocity. It is shown that under these conditions,
the optimum regime is that at a practically constant angle of
banking y and angle of attack a corresponding to the maximum
of the hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio L/D w k. Finite oxprs-
sions for the conventional dependence of aerodynamic charac-
teristics on the angle of attack are obtained in a form suit-
able for optimal programming in a general case by using a and
y as independent variables. The optimum-regime parameters
(y, a, and k) in declination of the plane of an aircraft orbit
by a given angle with a minimum deceleration is also diseussed
in a case when the altitudes at the beginning and at the end
of the maneuver are prescribed.

The presence of an atmosphere around a planet Is used to
decelerate a space vehicle approaching the planet. The
degenerate elliptical orbits-(braking passes) after which the

j satellite either lands or is maneuvered into a circular orbit
far beyond the "boundary" of the planetary atmosphere are of
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a certain interest because there exists a possibility of
realising planetary entry by using a special landing device
and leaving the basic vehicle in orbit. The transfer of a
space vehicle, which enters the atmosphere at a velocity
higher than that of escape, to a circular satellite orbit Is
discussed in [643]. The magnitude of the additional impulse
neoessary for transfer of the vehicle from a braking pass to
a given circular orbit is investigated and it is shown that
a minimnu thrAst impulse is needed at the instant when the
ciroulai' orbit Is tangent to the braking ellipse In Its
apastron. A simple formula is obtained for determining the
optimum Increase in transfer velocity which depends an the
altitude of the prescribed circular orbit.

The investigation is based on the assumptions that the
gravitational field Is a central Newtonian one, the altitude
of the circular orbit is much greater than the atmospheric
"boundary," the motion of the vehicle takes place in the plane
of the prescribed final orbit, and the "atmospheric" portion
of the braking passes is so small in comparison to their
length that their trajectories can be treated as ellipses.

The deceleration of an artificial satellite in a plane-
tary atmosphere causes secular and short periodical changes
in the form and dimensions of its orbit. No studies con-
cerning the short periodical orbit perturbations caused by
the resistance of the atmosphere, such as those presented in
(624), are known. The general type of the first-order per-
turbations in elements of a satellite orbit induced only by
atmospheric resistance is determined under the assumptions
that the Earth's atmosphere has a strictly spherical dis-
tribution and its density is a decreasing function of alti-
tude, and that the Earth's gravity can be replaced by that
of a mass point in its centroid and having the same mass.

The functions on the right sides of the Lagrange equa-
tions describing the perturbations in the plane of an elliptic
orbit are expanded In trigonometric series of functions with
the average anomaly as the argument. A system of differential
equations containing Fourier expansions in terms of M is ob-
tained from which the secular and periodical perturbances
can be determined, the latter being either odd or even func-
tions of M (either equal to zero or reaching the extremal
values in apogee and perigee respectively). A numerical
example of computation is presented, and it shows that the
periodical perturbances are small and can be disregarded in
evaluation of visual and rough photographic observations.

The motion of an artificial satellite with consideration
of the atmospheric resistance in a noncentral gravitational
field is a very complicated problem, and Its solution is
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almost impossible without the use of a high-speed electronic
computer. in C6203 a method Is presented for convenient aom'.
puter calculation of the motion parameters of a satellites
with the resistance of the atmosphere (rotating together with
the Earth) and the deviation of the gravitational field from
the ocentral one taken ixnto account; the disturbing action of
the Sun and Moon are neglected. A closed system of differen-
tial equations in terms of osculating elements supplemented
by an equation giving the dependence of the true anomaly on
time is 'used to derive a system of equations completely deter.-
mining the motion of the satellite; the effect of the non-
centrality of the gravitational field is accounted for by
introducing the components of the disturbing acceleration
induced by this deviation.

The results of a numerical calculation of the orbit
parameters of a satellite in a 700-day motion are presented
in a diagram and their variation is analyzed.
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3. Flight-Vehicle Dynamics

The laws governing the motion of various flight vehicles
(airplanes, guided missiles, ballistic rockets, rocket-powered
vehicles) under various conditions of motion (steady, unsteady
aedquasi-stdady motions) are discussed and their paths of
rlftt are mnalyzed In a monograph [6421 under the following
basic siplitying asamptionss 1) the medium in which the
tlight is performed is invariable with time; 2) the vehicle
Is a body of variable mass with a rigid skin; 3) transient
prooeses inside the vehicle (e.g. motion of fuel in tanks)
is neglectedl and 4) only the terrestrial gravitational field
Is oonsl4red. In the first part of the book, the possible
and optimal trajectories of flight vehicles are discussed only
fom the kinematic point of view (the laws of variation in
velocity, altitude, et cetera, with time) without touching
upon the control problems. The vehicle control and the
analysis of the stability of Its motion will be the contont
of a future, second part of this monograph.

The equations of motion of a flight vehicle are derived,
and mathematical fundamentals and initial data for determining
Its trajectories are briefly discussed. The steady motion
of vehicles, their transient motios in the vertical and
horizontal planes, the three-dimensional maneuvers, the range,
and the takeoff and landing characteristics are analyzed.

The methods of the calculus of variations are widely
applied to finding the optimum regimes of aircraft control
because they enable an analyst to select from an infinite
variety of possible regimes of motion (usually described by
nonlinear differential equations) the narrower classes of
motion for which the nonlinear equations can be integrated
in quadratures. The motion of an airplane equipped with a
liquid-fuel reaction engine on a circular orbit about 60 to
120 km over the earth's surface at speeds on the order of
M 3. 10 is analyzed in [651), the aerodynamic forces calcu-
lated by Newtonian theory. The optimum angle of attack
corresponding to the maximum lift-to-drag ratio is deter-
mined by optimizing the function which expresses the L/D
ratio analytically. From the equations of motion of the
airplane centroid (treated as a variable-mass point) in
terms of projections of forces on the tangent and on the
normal to the trajectory, expressions for the functionals T
and L are derived which determine the duration of the flight
and the corresponding distance respectively. By using T and
L the solutions of the following variational problems of
flight dynamics are given: 1) to determine a law of the mass
variation of an orbital airplane during the flight such that
a) the power-flight section of the trajectory will be a maxi-
mum; b) the power-flight duration will be a maximum for the



4

&q• anrt ocff all o) the power- fligit section will Vi a maximum
for a given time of flight. 2) To determine the extremal
power-flight times for a given range and for a given aUount
of fuel.

In problems of determining the optimum regimes of flight
under given conditions, the feasibility of controls (their
characteristics) must be considered; otherwise, the solutions
could not be realized in some cases. The problem boils down
to the selection of an optimum control system for an aircraft,
which Is discussed in [650). An attempt is made to obtain
a more general solution of the problem by supplementing the
equations of motion of the aircraft centroid by equations of
its motion about the centroid and by utilization of the Pon-
tryagin maximum principle in formulating the optimization
criteria. The motion of an aircraft in the vertical plane
is analyzed for the case of a power flight in a homogeneous
gravitational field assuming that the drag variation and the
regime of engine operation are given functions of time. A
system of differential equations of motion and kinematic
relationships is written whose solution depends on the
selection of the time function 6(t), where 6 is the rudder
angle, and on the initial values of the velocity components,
centroid coordinates, and thrust angle V. The conditions of
the optimality of the control system (the values of 6 and V)
are determined, and it is shown that optimum control can be
realized either as a step-wise control (by alternation of
6 max and 6min) or as a special-purpose control (T a const.,
6 w 0). A system of necessary and sufficient conditions
(initial, final, and for switching) for the realization of
both types of control is given in a table and discussed at
length.

At flight speeds close to orbital, a winged space vehicle
or a lifting body has a large reserve of kinetic energy which
can be used in gliding flight. It is impossible to obtain a
closed general solution of the variational problem of deter-
mining the optimum trajectory in this case. Therefore, the
problem is solved in (635) by an approximate method, where
the gliding process is treated as a uniform quasi-steady im-
mersion of the vehicle in the atmosphere at an altitude of
70 to 75 km with overloads not exceeding 4 to 5 G's. It Is
assumed that terrestrial gravitation does not change with the
altitude, that the atmosphere is isothermic, and that the
flight is nonpowered. Using the equations of motion in toerms
of the the projections of forces on the normal and tangent to
the path of gliding, the kinematic relationships, and the
equation of the L/D-curve, a system of three equations de-
scribing the trajectory of gliding is obtained. These equa-
tions contain four unknown functions (density p, glide angle 0, I
and lift coefficient Cy), so that a constraint must be Imposed
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on one of them, Solutions are given for the following oases s
1) C iding ramp otr a w oonst.; 2) idiLn with Cy a corit.;
and 3) CliLing with a constant glide angle relative to the
local howslon. Results of a calculation for an initial speed
of 6 bn/se, Initial density of 8.34 x 10-5 kg/seot /mA (at an
altitude of 49 ka) C a 0.l4l1 wing loading of 500 kg/mr, and
drag coeffislent at s;ir angle of attack C. 0 a 0.02 are pre-
sented in diLagams for lift-to-drag ratio values K a 3.5 to
0, and comparison with the data of an exact numerical solu-
tion shows that the results are almost identical. This
article and the following ones in this group are the few
publications closely associated with the lifting, reentry
problem, particularly its final stage--maneuvering in the
earth's atmosphere and landing. Its content can be applied
either to gliding of a winged reentry vehicle or a lifting
body.

The maneuvers of a space vehicle in a gravitational field
can be executed by applying the thrust either in the direction
perpendicular to the radius vector of the vehicle (transverse
thrust) or in the direction parallel to its velocity vector
(tangential thrust). The motion of a spacecraft with a small
transverse thrust in a central gravitational field is dis-
cussed in E6473, treating the vehicle as a mass point. As
initial equations the equations of motion are used in polar
coordnates (r, 95 in terms of nondimensional parameters
p a ro/r, z = r 0 v/O 2 , and r 2 f/ U - t. where r is the radius
of the initial circular orbit, u is the gravity, B is the
double areal velocity, and f is the acceleration of the trans-
verse thrust. The quantity c--the thrust-to-gravity ratio
on the orbit-is considered as constant and small. The equality

o a z(l + 2t sin* + O2 R)

containing a new unknown function R is substituted for p
in the initial equations of motion. The introduction of a
"correcting term" O2 R is a significant peculiarity of the
solution, and contributes to Its accuracy. In solving this
modified system of initial equations, an expression for R is
derived in terms of the functions of the argument z u 4co.
A comparison of the trajectory parameters calculated for
various values of x. both with the "correcting term" taken
into account and without it, is presented In tabular form,
and it shown that the results obtained with the consideration
of this term are more accurate.

The maneuvering of a space vehicle Intoa prescribed cir-
cular orbit around the Earth from some point in space at an
arbitrary value of its velocity vector is a problem encoun-
tered in the return of a vehicle from a space flight. This

() problem is discussed as a particular case in solving the
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variational problem of a transfer between two points In a
central gravitational field discussed in [648] as a plane
problem of transfer in a minimum time, under the assumption
that a constant acceleration is imparted to the vehicle by its
engine. The distance between the points is given by their
radius vectors. In solving the system of differential equa-
tions of motion, a time functional Is obtained whose minimi-
sation givm the solution sought. The Lagrange method is
used, and the final equations obtained are solved by numerical
integration on the BESM-2 computer, considering two problems:
transfer between two circular orbits and placing a vehicle into
a circular orbit from a point in space. In the latter case it
is shown, that the time required for transfer by means of thrust
tangential to the trajectory and the time for transfer by thrust
parallel to the velocity vector are practically the same.

The control of the rotary motion of a body in a space
flight by means of a system of reactive torque-producing
nozzles Is usually reduced to the selection of their thrust-
regime programuing in accordance with the conditions of the
given particular problem. The determination of the optimum
law of operating the reaction-nozzle engines in decelerating
the angular velocity of a rotating symmetrical body which per.-
forms a free motion in space around its center of inertia is
discussed in [6543. Two basic regimes of retarding the ro-
tation are discussed: 1) in the shortest time (unlimited
fuel consumption),and 2) with the minimum fuel consumption
(unlimited time). In certain particular cases, they can coin-
cide. This search for a time-ctimum regime Is based on the
assumptions that the nozzle engines produce control moments of
limited magnitude around the principal axes of Inertia of the
body and that the inertia moments of the body and the direc-
tions of Its principal axes are invariable. The solutions
obtained in cases (1) and (2) are analysed, and it is found
that in case (1) all three emines retroact simultaneously
up to the complete cessation of rotation.and In case (2) the
transverse torques act in turn and the longitudial torque
(along the axis of symmetry) acts continuously up to elimination
of the longitudinal component of the angular velocity. As a
particular case of braking the transverse rotation- the
stopping of the precession, i.e., elimination of transverse
angular-velocity components.- is discussed as well as the
construction of phase trajectories, i.e., the order in switch-
ing the nozzle engines on and off.

An original discussion of the Interesting and important
problem of the free. fall of a mass point in the cabin of a
satellite during a free flight and a flight in the Earth's
atmosphere is presented in 5836]. From the equations (in
vector form) of motion of the mass center C of the satellite
(in coordinates with the origin in the Earth's center) and of
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the falling mass point M (coordinate center in C) in a free
tUght when only gravity forces are acting, a second-order
ditterential equation r the rAeu All ls d*akW *ose ineal sol ti on
eoutains six constants for which the parameters oa the el-
11ptioal orbit are taken. The derivatives of the radius vector
with respect to theme parameters represent the particular
solutions of this differential equation. By means of these
solutions, six radius-vector functions q and their time de-
zlvatlve. 4 are written. The vectors o and ; which determine
the positton of M In the cabin and its velocityp in a coordinate
system with the origin at rq are determined in the form

where C ar constants determ:ned later from the conditions of an
lmaotllss separation of M from the cabin. The separation
processes of l at the instant when the satellite passes its
perigee and when it is in a circular orbit are discussed. The
problem of determining the path and velocity or a mass point
falling In the cabin of a satellite In also examined in the
presence of nongravitational forces which perturb its Keple-
rian motion. The effect of the atmospheric drag, as such a
perturbing force, on the motion of M is analyzed in the case
of a circular orbit.
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4, Spaceship Oscillation

The osclllatory processes in the motion or flight vehi-
cles are of great Importance tor their design and operation.
This Importance increases with growing flight parameters .
(e.g., speed, pressure temperature)* In this section, only
P. \ioations are repored which concern the oscillation of a
rigid vehicle as a whole, either about its center of mass or.
relative to Its t;rajectory disregarding its deformations.
Publications on the vibration at aircraft considering the
associated stresses and strains are reported In Sgoup D,
section 2.

The oscillation of an artificial satellite around Its
center of mass under the action ot gravitational moments
during its motion in an elliptic orbit Is discussed in detail
In (645a], with special attention being paid to the effects
of resonance. An investigation of the conditions for the
existence and stability of the state of relative equilibrium
of a satellite (i.e., equilibrium In an orthogonal coordinate
system with Its origin in the satellite centrold) and a lib-
rational motion around this state was carried out by the
author In 1S3, no. 3, 1959, 13-31. In the present article,
the small forced plane oscillations of the satellite (induced
by the ellipticity of the orbit and described by an equation
of the pitch-angle variation) In the plane of Its orbit are
discussed, and a formula describing the associated forced
oscillations of the eccentricity oa the orbit is derived.
Th. steady-state oscillations In the case of a paramtric
resonance are analysed, and the region and magnitude of reso-
nance values of the natural frequency are determined. A
criterional inequality Is derived which shows the domain oa
nonstotdy oscillations. The resonance values of oscillation
parameters In the case of three-dimensional oscillations are
determined by supplementing the equation of the pitch-angle
variation with those of the roll and yaw angles.

Solutions are obtained which describe the transverse
oscillations of a satellite in an elliptic orbit and In a
circular one (by putting the eccentricity of the elliptic
orbit equal to sero). The only value of the frequency para-
meter at which the paramtric resonance In transverse oscil-
latlon can take place Is determined.

The problem of controlling the self-induced plane "oscll-
lations of a spaceship relative to Its trajectory by an Im-
pulse-type automatic control system Is discussed in E646]
under the assumptions: 1) that the sensors oa control system
which record the angle of deviation of the vehicle tram the
prescribed direction have certain dead asnes on whose bound6.
aries discrete control impulses of a constant =aanitude are
produced by the servos; 2) the sensors and someos are of
arbitrary nature; 3) the duration of a control Impulse is
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short, so that during that time the angle of deviation does
not mgep, and thus the angular velocity changes step-wise;
• 4) the pertlrbIng mments acting upon the vehicle are

Omaftmat In magnitude and direction, Asowmption (2) permits
omitting v@fnidaeation ot the fuel consumption and discussing
instead the consumption ot energy, which is given for a certain
tim' t by a formula 0 1 ngt/T. where n is the number of Im-
pulses In one ooyles X Is the known energy consumption in
one UiuiLse& and T Is the duration of a cycle. The formula
shOws tha4 tO frinding the eneMry consumption the values of
Tr and n mut be determined.

The self-induced oscillations in unperturbed motion
(i.e., the absence of perturbing moments) and under constant
9ertarbing moments are discussed, and the eneroV consumption
and duration of a cycle are determined in terms of nondimen-
slonal parameters of perturbing and controlling moments. The
relationship between energy-consumption and disturbance para-
metere is established and illustrated by diagrams.

The oscillatory motion in the vertical plane of a winged
solid-propellant rocket in powered and non-powered flights is
studied in E6331. An analytical solution in the form of finite
formulas and tabulated functions is obtained for determining
the parameters of this oscillatory motion occurring when the
steady motion of the rocket is perturbed, e.q., by deflection
of elevators, cut-in and cut-off of the engine, or wnen the
thrust becomes eccentric. The following principal assumptions
and constraints are used: The incidence angles of wings and
control surfaces are fixed, and the eccentricity of thrust is
constant; the angles of attack u and of inclination of the
vector velocity are small; the drag coefficient is constaut
and the derivatives of the coefficients of aerodynamic forces
and moments with respect to a and to a&nul&r velocity are
independent of the flight veloclty; the mass and centroid of
the rocket and the thrust are constant during the burning of
the propellant. Linear equations describing the dependence
of the lift and of the pitching moment on the angle of attack
and angular velocity are used as initial ones, and a second-
order linear inhomogeneous differential equation with constant
coefficients which describes the motion of the rocket is
obtained. In this equation the distance along the trajectory
Is taken as the argument. The solution of this equation is
given, the oscillatory behavior of statically stable and
unstable rockets in flights with the engine switched in and
shut down is analyzed, and the coordinates of motion of the
centroid are determined. The term "statically stable" ("unstable) Is
applied to a rocket whose MM 4 0 (ml ,0). where mg is8 he
derivative of the pitching-moment coefficient with respect to •.
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5. Meteorite Hazard

The encounter of a space vehicle In flight with meteors
and meteoric particles (micrometeorites) is very probable,
and measures for protecting the vehicles against punctures
are developed in two ways: thecretical and experimental
investigations of the nature and mechanism of the puncture
procees at velocities on the order of 10 km/sec or more,
and the design and construction of protective means (e.g.,
inurease of the wall thickness, special shielding) to pre-
vent punctures. Results of an experimental observation of
the mechanism of impact of two bodies-one of a small mass,
the other of a large mass--at velocities of 3 to 7 km/sec,
and X-ray photographa of the process of interaction between
them at velocities up to 2 km/sec have been used in [672a]
for a first-step solution of the impact problem at very
high velocities by constructing an impact model which retains
the basic features of the phenomenon and permits determining
the fundamental parameters of the impact process. The mech-
anism of impact of a c~'linder on a semifinite wall is shown
in Fig. 11.

pit. 11

The cyl.nde' is partly melted in the impact and takes on a
mushroom shape OAA A252BIB; KK and nn are are shock waves in
the wall and cylinder respectively; the metal between KK and
nn is in a liquid phase and is about to be ejected. The im-
pact problem is reduceC to the investigation of the motion of
this liquid, assumed to be incompressible, and is solved by
means of classical methods of hydrodynamics for cases of po-
tential and vortex motions. Formulas for the geometric param-
eters of a crater in the solid related to the length and
diameter of the impacting cylinder and density parameters of
the cylinder and wall materials are given. Results of cal-
culations for impact velocities from 11 to 88 km/sec for
various geometric and density parameters are given In a table.
If less than the whole liquid phase Is ejected from the crater
during impact, an "inertial" increase of the crater takes
place, i.e., the remaining liquid produces a certain addi-
tional deepening.
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The fLiret logical and simple measure to protect a space
vehicle during its flight beyond the Earth's atmosphere against
punoture by meteorites Is to increase the wall thickness. But,
a considerable increase in the weight of the vehicle in this
*.as* makes it nocessary to 3earch for other means of protec-
tion. A protective method proposed by F. Wipple (Astronomical
Journal, v. 52, 19417 p. 131) is based on the assumption that
in the impact an expiosion occurs, and the meteorite and a
oertain anowit of the wall material evaporate; thus the ve-
hicle should be *nveloped in a mantle (with a gap between it
and the outer surface of the vehicle) which act as a meteor
daMer, so that the outer surface of the vehicle wall would
be exposed only to the weakened action of the explosion
produets. An approximate method is proposed in [668] for
estimating the upper values of the thicknesses t0 of the
mantle and Zt of the wall, and of the magnitude h of the
g, which means that all assumptions and simplifications
uced in this mthod are on the safe side, leading to larger
diensions. It is assumed that an oncoming meteorite punc-
tures a hols of radiua r 0 In the mantle, evaporates and takes
the form of a dense mass of vapor of radius r 0 and length t o
(the atne as the hole and thickness of the mantle); the vapor
expands oal, lengthwise during the passage of the gap h. The
wall thicknebs Is determined from the condition that all the
kinetic energy of the vapo. is spent in vaporization of the
wall material. ýPhe tnickness L of a wall not protected by
a mantle is determined and an expression for the ratio
(to + tw)/L is derived for the given h.

The selection of the most rational values of h/L, l0o
and (to + Zw) based on calculations is discussed, and the
weight of the cover of a space vehicle in the case of an
unprotected wall (L) and a mantle-protected one (to + Lw)
are compared and the advantages of the latter are pointed
out. The method can be made more exact as more knowledge on
meteors and their interaction with a wall is acquired.
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GROUP D. STRENGTH OF FLIGHT-VEHICLE COMPONENTS
(Thin and sandwich plates and shells)

Thin plates and shells, solid, lanAInated and of sandwich
construction, are the most frequently used components in the
construction c,, "light vehicles, machinery, and instruments
of modern deL .,. Box-type spars of airplane wings, the
fuselage and wing skin; the bodies of rockets, satellites
and space vehicles; the membranes, diaphragms, and bellows
of instruments; the cases and diaphragms of turbomachines,
etc., consist of these elements or of their various combina-
tions. The most significant role in the development of the
design of these constructions is played by the theory of
plates and shells, especially the works of K. Z. Galimov,
A. L. Gol'denveyser, Kh. M. Mushtari, V. V. Novozhilov, V. Z.
Vlasov, and of others on the thin plates and shells which are
well known outside the USSR from their translations, mainly
English. In this report only those publications concerning
the theory of thin plates and shells will be mentioned which
are associated with topics related to high-speed flight
vehicles and their operation: minimum-weight design, load-
carrying capacity, thermal stresses, dynami.c stability,
aeroelastic and aerothermodynamic problems, and liquid-filled
shells. All these publications can be divided in two groups:
publicationj dealing with static and with dynamic stress and
strain analyses.

1. Static Stress and Strain Analyses

Cantilever anisotropic or orthotropic plates are often
used as design models for monolithic cantilever wings or
control surfaces of high-speed aircraft or winged space ve-
hicles. The term "monolithic wing" means a wing with a thick
skin which i.s able to resist the aormal and tangential stresses
varying over the skin thickness. The spars and ribs of such
a wing are designed to resist only the shear forces. This
type of construction is used in high-speed aircraft wings,
tail units and in fins of rockets and missiles. Thin mono-
lithic wings have lower rigidity in bending and especially
In torsion thus creating serious aeroelastic problems.

a. Wing design

The general strength of a sweptback wing of monolithic
construction stiffened with stringers and with ribs parallel
to the fuselage axis is analyzed in (677]. The wing is under
uniform continuous loading (flexural and torsional moments,
and shear forces) and a concentrated load, all applied at
the free end of the wing. A cantilever anivotrop!c plate is

S taken as a design model, and the stress analysis Is carried
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out under conventional assumptions of the small-deflection
theory, The relationships between the stress and displace-
ment components are established, and the determining of
stresses in the skin is thus reduced to determining the
deflections of its middle surface. The principle of virtual
displacements is applied to derive approximate differential
equations of the four h order with boundary conditions for
determining the deflections, from the equality 6U - 6A, where
U is the potential energy of the wing and A is the work of
external forces. The equations derived contain a deflection
function which takes account of the rigidity of the wing, so
that these equations are correct for wings with thin or thick
skins. A simplified solution of these equations is obtained
for "rigid" wings for which an assumption can be made that
the form of the cross section is not disLorted by deformation
under loading. The effect of the sweepback angle and the
aspect ratio on the stress distribution along the span and
in the root cross section of such wings is analyzed and the
results are shown in diagrams. A way of obtaining a more
exact solution (with consideration of the distortion of wing
cross sections) by means of the method of successive approxi-
mations is indicated.

The growing speed of flight pressed aircraft designers
to use thin wing profiles, thus reducitig the flexural and
(mainly) torsional rigidities of the wing and making its
loading and stresses more dependent on deformations. The
problem of determining the stresses with the effect of de-
formations taken account is considerably complicated by the
fact that the external loading remains unknown until the prob-
lem is completely solved. The strength of a thin elastic wing
of monolithic construction with regard to the effect of de-
formations is analyzed in [689] under conditions and assump-
tions as in [677). The nroblem is discussed in a static
formilation, which means that an equilibrium in the process
of changes in deformations and in associated external forces
is considered and that the change in the lift coefficient
caused by deformation is proportional to the change in the
angle of attack. The mass forces are taken into account, and
the interrelated stresses and deformations are determined in
two cases: 1) when the angle of attack at the root cross
section of the wing is prescribed (e.g., flight in gusty air);
and 2) when the load factor is prescribed (flight along a
given curvilinear trajectory). The design formulas for stresses
and deformations are given in matrix form, which is very con-
venient for making calculations, especially on electronic
computers.

The possibility of using these formulas for other pur-
poses, for example, in determining the aerodynamic loads,
lift and moment coefficients of an elastic wing with its de-
formations taken irito account, is pointed out, and the diver-
gence and aileron-reversal speeds of an elastic monolithic
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wing are determined as examples of such applications.

The solutions obtained in [677] and [689) are generalized
in [715) for a monolithic wing with nonparallel stringers
and with ribs parallel to the plane of the root cross section.
The stiffeners (stringers and ribs) are treated as flexible
ropes carrying only axial loads. It is assumed that the
wing elements resisting the shear forces (the skin and the
webs of ribs and spars) are continuously distributed (along
the span and chords respectively). An anisotropic plate is
used again as the design model. Two special cases of a
monolithic wing design are examined: 1) when sharp changes
in loading (e.g., a concentrated load) or In the shape take
place in some cross section along the span; and 2) when the
wing is of a continuous type (i.e., has a central portion
under the fuselage). The changes in equations and boundary
conditions involved in cases (1) and (2) are discussed, and
in the latter case the simplified general formulas (obtained
by assuming a nondistorted cross section of the wing during
its deformation as in [677]) are given. The results of com-
puting the stress distribution and the deformation in the
root cross section in following triangular wings with a 450
sweep of the leading edge and with the trailing edge per-
pendicular to the fuselage axis are shown in diagrams and
are briefly discussed: three detachable wings with various
arrangements of stringers (parallel to the trailing edge,
parallel to the leading edge, and parallel to the median of
the wing-tip angle); and two continuous wings with different
arrangements of the central portion; both with stringers
intersecting in the wing-tip corner.

The effect of nonuniformity in strength and spacirng of
the stringers over the depth of various wings (rectangular,
sweptback, and triangular) on the stress distribution in
outer fibers of the wing skin is discussed in [722] by pre-
senting the results of theoretical stress analysis by the
method given in [677] and (715]. The calculations were
carried out for two patterns of stringer arrangement: 1) the
effectiveness of the stiffening decreases (stringers are
weaker and their spacing grows) along the chord with in-
creasing distance from the leading edge; and 2) the stiffening
pattern is inverse to that in case (1). The following types
of wings were considered: a) straight wings of rectangular
and double-wedge cross section constant along the span;
b) sweptback wings of cross sections as in (a), c) triangular
wings of rectangular cross section with various directional
arrangements of stringers (as described In [715]). The varia-
tions of longitudinal stress in the root cross section are
shown In diagrams and discussed as well as the displaosment
of the flexural axis, the additional stresses due to con-
strained torsion, and the dependence of the stress distribution
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on the arrangement of the stringers.

The stress distribution in tapered wings Is similar to
that In conical shells under similar conditions. The inves-
tigation of stress-strain relationships in a sharply tapered
thin-walled flattened conical shell having the shape of a
tapered (in plan and thickness ratios) wing is presented in
[719). The equations for determining the deformations and
stresses in the shell of constant thickness are derived in
displacements and are based on the general variational method
proposed by V. Z. Vlasov. This approach to the problem per-
mits determining the stresses and strains in the shell in
a simple way and with a satisfactory accuracy. The basic
aaswmption used is that the stress distribution is uniform
alon* the thickness of the thin shell. The longitudinal and
lateral displacements of a point on the surface of a panel
(between spars and adjacent ribs) which are caused by external
forces are investigated, and systems of Euler-type differen-
tial equations (in terms of generalized displacements) with
variable coefficients (containing the distribution functions
of displacements) are derived. The extension of these equa-
tions to stringer-stiffened shells is briefly discussed.

The application of the proposed method is illustrated
by deriving the design formulas for a wing-like cantilever
conical shell under a lateral force at the free end and by
presenting a numerical sample calculation. The systems of
differential equations obtained can be applied to designing
one-cell and multicell conical shells under arbitrary loading,
and to determining thermal stresses due to constraints in
bending and torsion.

b. M1inimum-w'eight design

The problem of designing a structure having a minimum
weight under given conditions is associated with the lower
and upper estimates of limit loads for this structure by
applying the yield conditions for maximum tangential stress
and for maximum reduced stress, respectively. In [807) the
yield condition for the maximum reduced stress is used for
determining the lower limit load in designing a cylindrical
shell of minimum weight under continuous uniform internal
loading. The shell is of sandwich construction; the faces,
of variable thickness, are of a perfectly elastic-plastic
material, so that the minimum-weight and minimum-volume
problems coincide; the material obeys the yield condition
under maximum reduced stress and the associated flow pattern.
The core, of constant thickness, is cf a lightweight material.*
The yield behavior of a simply supported cylindrical shell is
investigated, and the corresponding deflections, the varia-
tion of the face thickness along its axis, and the volume
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(U.e0 the weight) of the shell are determined and shown in
diagsas. The volume of the variable-thickness shell is com-
pared in a diagram with the volume of a constant-thickness
shell in relation to the length of the shell.

Analogical analysis is carried out for a cylindrical
shell with fixed ends. By the comparison of weights the
author comes to the conclusion that a noticeable economy in
weight can beachlevei by using short shells. I

The optimum design of a medium-long or a long shell of
given thickness stiffened by annular frames of different
rigidity and acted upon by external pressure is solved in
C795), with the requirement that the shell must have the
same stability against various modes of buckling. The
method of initial parameters in matrix form is used in de-
termining the necessary rigidity of the annular frames. The
shells with one, two, and three frames are analyzed, and the
author comes to the conclusion that equistability can be
ensured by two methods: 1) in a case when identical rigidity
of the frames is prescribed-by the selection of their proper
spacing, and 2) when the spacing of the frames is uniform--by
using frames of various rigidities.

Shells consisting of two layers of different materials
are an important constructional element. Metallic shells
with an inner or outer layer of plastics used either as
thermal insulation or as ablation shielding or a protective
layer against corrosion are often used in aircraft design.
A cylindrical shell with an outer layer of polymeric material
with a filler, exposed to the action of internal pressure and
of a temperature field is discussed in [743] with the purpose
of determining the state of stress in both layers and of
establishing their minimum-weight relationships. The outer
layer is treated as a constructionally orthotropic membrane
shell stiffened by equidistant stringers and uniformly spaced
prestressed rings. The inner layer is treated as a shell
w*ith bending stresses. The interaction between both layers
is investigated assuming their Joint deformation, and a
fourth-order differential equation (containing the pa:rameters
of rigidity, pressure, and temperature) of the problem on the
states of stress and strain of the shell is derived; the con-
stantc of integration of this equation can be determined from
the boundary conditions and used in finding the stress dis-
tribution at the ends of the shell (the edge effect). These
constants are determined for two arrangements of the bottom
of the shell: 1) plane hinged bottom with a reinforced flahge,
and 2) semispherical bottom rigidly connected to the shell.
The minimum-weight problem of this shell is solved under the
assumptions that the whole shell is in a membrane-stress state

i (because the edge-effect zones are very narrow, only a few
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sbhll thicknesses) and that the outer layer has only the
s•i•feninJg rings. The minimum weight is determined under
the condition that stresses in the layers should not exceed
the prescribed limits; the thicknesses of the layers as well
as the initial tension In the outer layer can be determined.

c. Load-oarrying capacity

The load-carrying capacity of a structure is understood
to be the value or a limit load which the construction can
carry without failure or buckling under a certain loading
patho The calculation of the load capacity and the investi-
!.tion ot the effect of certain structural parameters on the

re-load variation help to keep the weight of the structure
low, In E824] an attempt is made to develop a comparatively
simple method for determining the load-carrying capacity of
stiffened thin-walled circular cylindrical shells urder axial
compression. The method is based on the assumption 'hat the
longitudinal members of a real shell with manufacturing
irregularities and other deviations from the design conditions
ame subjected to a combination of axial and transverse load-
inps; the presence of stiffeners (stringers and frames)
justifies treating the shell under discussion as "construc-
tionally" orthotropic. The cases of axisymmetrical and of
axially asymmetrical initial imperfections of the shell are
discussed. In the former case, formulas for the critical
(failure) stresses in stringers and frames are derived.
Either the buckling stress in certain elements of a stiffener
or the yield stress of the material (whichever is lower) is
taken as the critical stress. In the axially asymmetrical
case, an analogous procedure is used, and similar expres-
sions for critical stresses are obtained. The discussion
of the effect of the internal pressure in cases of both sym-
metrical and asymmetrical initial irregularities on the load-
carrying capacity of a constructionally orthotropic cylindri-
cal shell leads to the conclusion that the internal pressure
can increase the load capacity in an asymmetrical case when
the circular frames are relatively weak or when only stringers
are used.

The load-carrying capacity of a plain cylindrical shell
under pure flexure is discussed in [826J. An attempt is made
to obtain a physically convincing and simple mathematical solu-
tion of the failure problem based on geometrically linear
theory and to define more exactly certain principles con-
cerning the buckling of t'.e shell. The load-carrying capac-
ity of the shell Is determined from the conditions of strength
and of buckling of the shell. The strength of a plane cylin-
drical shell under pure flexure and external uniform radial
pressure Is analyzed under the assumption that the load capac-
Ity will be exhausted when the total stresses at a certain
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point exceed the yield stress of the material. The formula
for determining the load-carrying capacity of the shell with
respect to its strength Is derived, and the results of cal-
culation are compared in a diagram with experimental data
obtained by other authors. The load capacity of the shell
with respect to local buckling is also analyzed, and it is
shown that the presence of radial prossure decreases the
critical (failure) stress in the shell. A practical formula
for determining the real critical stress Is given. Pair
agreement of the theoretical values with experimental data
can be seen In tht above mentioned diagram. The coincidence
between theoretical and experimental results In determining
the load qapacity with respect to both 6trength and buckling
as well as the different character of the diocrepancies In
the buckling behavior of shells under flexure and under pres-
sure are examined in more detail, and the feasibility of
extending this study to constructionally orthotropic, i.e.,
stiffened, shells is mentioned,

A general solution of the problem of the rigidity of
cylindrical shells having frames at the ends and several
frames arbitrarily spaced between them is presented in [827).
Tie effect of the spacing of an arbitrary number of inter-
mediate frames on the strength, buckling, and free vibration
of a cylindrical shell is investigated under the assumption
that these frames are elastic in their planes but perfectly
pliable in the out-of-plane direction; the end frames can
be either rigid or elastic. In solving this combined vari-
ational problem, the radial displacements W are taken as
an unknown function and the hoop stresses, bending moments,
shear forces, and the potential of external forces are con-
sidered In writing the energy functional for a section o,?
the shell between the frames. By minimizing this &national,
a fourth-order differential equation with boundary conditions
is derived from which the general solution (an expression tor
W) is obtained. By using proper boundary conditions the
solutions for either the fixed, simply supported, or free
ends of the shell can be derived. The adaptation of the
general solution in the following particular cases Is dis-
cussed: 1) the strength under axisymetrical loading; 2) the
axisymetr1.cal mode of shell buckling; 3) the 'shell under
lateral flexure combined with axial compression; and 4) axi-
symmetrical free vibration of the shell.

The buckling behavior of a shallow oblong cylindrical
panel with longitudinal ribs (which are hinged to tWe shell)
subjected to a uniform normal pressur is Investigated In
[7943. The pressure is q(t) . Mq 4 CM(t) where the pressure.
function Mq a conet, and C(t is a time function describing
a random stationary process. The presence of disturbances
c(t) causes the crossing of the potential barrier of the panel
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and thus its premature (from the viewpoint of the classical
stability theory of elastic systems) buckling at a certain
rmdokm Instant t. From the numerical characteristics of t
one can make a Judgement about the load-carrYing capacity Of
the panel. It in assumed that C(t) has a wide-band character,
i.e.q Its correlation time Is small in comparison with the
natural frequency of the panel, as it is in the case of real
disturbances of acoustic or aerodynamic origin. Equations
previously derived by the author (under the assumption that
the deflection and Its first time derivative describe a
Narkotf process) are used in determining an expression afor
the mean time of buckling from which a qualitative estimate
or the load-caryMIng capacity can be made.

The problem of the stability of circular cylindrical
shells under axial compression forces nonuniformly distributed
along the edets of their faces has been studied by many authors
with satisfactory results. But the effect of nonuniformity
in the distribution of compressive forces on the amplitude
of the critical (buckling) stresses Js Insufficiently known,
and considerable discrepancies exist between values of stress
factors accounting for this nonuniformity. The linear problem
of the local stability of a circular cylindrical shell with
Its faces abutting on rigid diaphragms and subjected to com-
pressive loading, which varies according to the cosine law
in the middle surface of the shell Is investigated in [809]
with the purpose of comparing the values of buckling stresses
under nonuniformly and uniformly distributed loadings. The
procedure in deriving a formula for local deflections is
outlined, and the results of the computation of relationships
between certain buckling parameters are presented in diagrams.
By analysing these relationships, the author comes to the con-
clusion that nonuniformity in the distribution of compressive
loading has no Influence on the magnitude of the buckling
stresses. Local buckling is analyzed in the example of a
long cylindrical shell placed in a high-temperature field and
partly filled with zero-temperature liquid, so that a tempera-
ture jump which causes thermal stresses takes place in the
circumferential direction. Expressions for the buckling tem-
perature and associated critical compressive stresses are
derived, and the calculated values of the buckling stresses
are practically the same as those obtained for the same shells
under uniformly distributed compressive loading.

d. Thermal stresses and buckling

Temperature changes in the surrounding medium cause
volume changes in bodies placed In this medium which result
in a state of stress and strain. The magnitude of these
stresses and strains must be kept within certain bounds In
order to prevent thermal failure of tCe body. Establishing
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temperature-dependent stress-strain relationships and deter-.
mining thermal stresses and strains Is the purpose of many
studies published In the Communist World, the most charac-
teristic of which will be mentioned.

The behavior of a heated orthotropic nlate is Investi-
gated in [758] by taking into account the shear stresses

f -fl(z), p(x, y)] and tyz a [f2(z), #(x, y)] according
to the S. A. Ambartsnumyan theory of anisotropic shells, and
aseuming that the relative deformation over the thickness of
the plate ez is given by the free thermal expansion In that
direction ex -1 3 T, where p(x, y) and O(x, y) are the unknown
functions, fj(z) and f 2 (z) are the given functions determining
the pattern of variation of Txz and tyz along the plate thick-
ness, At is the coefficient of thermal expansion along z.
and T Is the temperature. The elasticity and shear moduli,
Poisson's ratio, and a are the given functions of T. The
origin of the coordinate axes is in a corner of the plate
with the z-axis along the plate thickness. Starting with
the integration with respect to z of the different-al equa-
tion of equilibrium of a plate element' a solving system of
five differential equations with variable coefficients is
obtained for determining the three displacement components
and the functions (P(x, y) and #(x, y). The application of
these equations to the following particular cases is shown:
1) when T varies only along the z-axis; 2) when T varies
along the x- and y-axes; and 3) cylindrical flexure of the
plate. A sample analysis of stresses in a case when the
temperature is zero under the plate and changes linearly
from zero to 4000 C on the upper surface Is carried out for
a plate with two opposite sides clamped, and the considerable
effect of transverse shear stresses on the magnitude of the
resulting forces and moments is pointed out.

The buckling behavior of plates and shells in a super-
sonic gas flow was examined many times and the determining
parameters obtained were mostly established In relation to
the initial (prebuckling) state of these structures. But
in solving the problem of the thermal buckling of plates
and shells in a gas flow, their stability in the buckled
state Is of most interest. The behavior of plates and shells
under the postbuckling conditions is discussed In [741] by
using the published data on flight conditions of the V-2
rocket, and It is shown that under these conditions the thermal
buckling is a prevalent factor In failure at high temperatures.
The equations describing the vibration of plates and shallow
cylindrical shells under conventional assumptions (validity of
Kirchoff-Love hypothesis, comparability of deflections with
the thickness, given temperature fields, etc.) are brought
to a nondimensional form, and a system of determining param-
eters (temperature, pressure, structural damping, velocity,
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etc.) are brought to a nondimensional form, and a system of
0etera1lng paromietrs (tewewrature, pressure, structural
Mping, velaoltyg etc.) is discussed and selected. Only

the teperatuwe parameter 0 and velocity parameter v are con-
sidered In the study of the poatbuckling behavior ot a cylin-
drical shallow shell of a reotargular plantfrm with super-
sonic gas flow on the outer surface along the directrix. It
Is shown that the shell under"es either thermal buckling or
tlutter and that the cause of tailure depends on the relation
between 0 and a. The calculated values of these parameters
for various lsngth-to-thickness ratios a/h of the shell are
plotted in (I$ P) coordinates, and the regions of stability*
flutter, and thermal buckling are determined (Pig. 12). The

conclusion is reached that the problem of
thermal buckling of shallow shells in
high-speed gas flows deserves perhaps not
less, but more attention than the problem
of flutter.

"The assumption usually accepted at
do- D f lower temperatures that the physical

properties of materials are independent
of the temperature is inadmissible in
designing modern flight-vehicle structures,

.Btalpaity where the gradients of temperature fields
are high and grow with the increasing
"kinetic heating due to increasing speed

- of flight. The large temperature gradients
FiS. 12 co.apel consideration of the dependence of

elastic constants and thermal expansion
coefficients of materials on the temperature in determining
the thermal stress and strain distributions, as well as in
solving other thermoelastic oroblems. An analysis of thermal
stress-strain relatio.aships in an orthotropic shell of revo-
lution with considerativn of the time-dependent physical prop-
erties of Its material is presented in [742J in linear formula-
tion, disregarding creep, and assuming the validity of the
generalized Hooke's law. The usual assumptions (on preserva-
tion of normals, free thermal expansion over thickness, negli-
gibly small thickness-to-radius ratio, etc.) are applied in
deriving a system cf linear differential equations and of
formulas for determining the forces and displacements in the
merldional, circumferential, and normal-to-surface directions,
as well as the moments in the merldional and transverse planes.
The Integration of the equations is impossible in the general
case; therefore, these equations are rewritten for particular
shells of revolution (cylindr.ical, conical, and spherical)
and for a circular plate. There Is a detailed discussion of
the thermal problem of a cylindrical shell of revolution In
the case when the temperature varies linearly along Its length,
Young's modulus varies linearly with the temperature, and
Poisson's ratio Is independent of the temperature.
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The skin of a stiffened shell moving at high speed in
the air is considerably heated whereas the inner stiffening
members remain cool and hinder the thermal expansion of the
skin, thus creating compression stresses in the skin and ten-
sion stresses in the inner members, so that buckling of the
skin can occur. The thermal stability of an orthotropic cir-
cular cylindrical shell in an external temperature field is
discussed In [804] under the assumotion that the induced
thermal stresses in the skin are constant along the length
of the shell and across the thickness of the skin and vary
over the circumference. This simplification of the original
problem reduces the problem of thermal stability of a shell
to that of its static stability under proper boundary condi-
tions.

Fundamental equilibrium equations for an orthotropic
cylindrical shell in terms of displacements are derived in
general form assuming a membrane state of stress prior to
buckling. These equations are used in determining the sta-
bility of a simply supported cylindrical shell by selecting
the corresponding boundary conditions, and an infinite linear
system of algebraic equations is obtained. By equating the
determinant of this system (the stability determinant) to
zero, a general solution can be obtained by a complicated
procedure, which can be greatly simplified for particular
loadings. Simple design formulas for the buckling stresses
in orthotropic and Isotropic cylindrical shells under axial
compression and for orthotropic shells under flexure are
derived.

By the nonuniform heating of long cylindrical shells in
the circumferential direction, longitudinal stresses which
can cause their buckling are originated in their middle sur-
face. The clarification of the effect of nonuniformity in
the thermal stress distribution on the magnitude of the
buckling stresses needs supplementary studies. The local
buckling of a circular cylindrical shell under the above
conditions is investigated in [762] as a linear problem.
Starting with the stability equations and taking the unknown
functions In them in the form of trigonometric series, an
infinite system of homogeneous equations is obtained in matrix
form, thus reducing the problem of determining the buckling
stress to determining the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix
(by the iteration method); the eigenvector of the matrix will
determine the deflections. A case of practical importance is
the stability of a cylindrical shell in the horizontal position
partly filled with a zero-temperature liquid and placed in a
medium with a higher (lower) temperature corresponding to
heating (cooling) of the liquid. The buckling behavior of
the shell, the buckling temperature of the medium, and the
affect of the level of liquid in the shell are discussed and
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illueotred by diap'ms. It is shown that the investigated
ne•towirty In stress distribution has practically no effect
an thM mttude, of the local buckling stress.

e. Sandwich constructions

Plates and shells of sandwich construction are exten-
sively used In aircraft design (lifting surfaces, fuselage)
not only for their hishtr load-to-weight ratio but also for
their heat- and sound-insulating and vibration-damping prop,-
erties. The stress analysis of the sandwich plates and shells
under various external'loadings and boundary conditions is a
topic often discussed in Soviet technical scientific literature;
the buckling behavior of sandwich plates and shells is dis-
cussed less often. The skin of a wing of sandwich construc-
tion is subject to aerodynamic heating in high-speed flight;
the outer face of the sandwich skin is heated much more than
the inner face, and thermal stresses occur. The effect of
thermal stresses on the buckling of a sandwich wing panel of
the upper airfoil surface between adjacent spars and ribs is
investigated (according to the author, for the first time)
in C718]; the panel is compressed in the longitudinal direc-
tion by uniformly distributed forces along the ribs and is
clamped along all sides. The following assumptions are made:
1) the compressive loading is carried by the face layers only;
2) the hypothesis of straight normals is valid for the face
layers; 3) the core layer is free of stresses up to the
instant of buckling; and 4) thermal stresses and strains in
the core are disregarded because of its low rigidity. The
thermal stresses and their distribution in face layers are
determined as well as the states of resulting stresses in
them, and the equilibrium equations for both face layers are
derived. The expressions describing the stress distribution
in the core and the joint deformation of all three layers are
derived, and from them the expression for the buckling force
Is deduced. The effect of distribution of thermal stresses
on the magnitude of the buckling force is discussed.

The flexure of an unsymmetrical sandwich plate with a
rigid isotropic core and unequall": thick faces made of dif-
ferent materials subjected to trar,3verse loading combined with
nonuniform heating is examined in (797). It is assumed that
the temperature and displacements vary linearly over the
thickness of the core (the least heat conductive of all layers),
and that the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis is valid for the face
layers; the transverse compressibility of the core is neglected.
The differential equations of small deflections with boundary
conditions are used in investigating the flexure of a simply
supported plate (Fig. 13) under transverse loading q, com-
pression forccz P arnd thermal loading t linearly distributed
along both faces tlinear heat source along the x-axis inde-
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pendent of the y-axis). The flexure of the plate (by the
bending moments distributed along the edges parallel to the
x-axis) occurs when the forces in the middle surfaces of the
face layers are of opposite signs (tension and compression);
an expression for the deflection function under this loading
is derived. A formula for deflection In the case when the
plate is subjected only to transverse loading is deduced. A
solution is also given for the case when two opposite edges
are clamped and two others are simply supported.

OZ

FtS. 13

2. Dynamic Stress and Strain Analyses

a. Vibration and flutter

Thin plates and shells whic:h are structu.ral components
of flight vehicles are exposed to the action of aerodynamic
forces which cause such undesired phenomena as buffeting,
vibration, and flutter, which can produce, in turn, the
buckling and failure of these elements. Because of the
increasing speed of flight, the dynamic behavior of plates
and shells in a high-speed flow of a compressible gas is a
more and more frequently discussed topic in Soviet-Bloc tech-
nical scientific literature. Publications dealing with the
flutter and vibration will be mentioned.

The dynamic stability of plates and shells has been
studied mostly in the linear formulation, and the problems
associated with relatively low speeds (e.g. th6 lower flutter
speed of a panel) can be treated by means of linear theory.
At higher speeds, the deviations from linearity in relation-
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ships between geometric and flow parameters force the Inves-
tigator to use the oonoepts of nonlinear theory. 7he study
of the nonlinear flutter of plane and curved panels in very
high supersonic flows is presented in [696], with stretching
of the middle surface and thermal buckling caused by kinetic
heating taken Into account; the effect of joint deformation
of the panel together with the whole structure (the effect
of clamping) on the boundary conditions is considered. The
flutter of a double-curvature shallow panel of rectangular
planform in a supersonic gas flow (parallel to its longer
side) on its convex surface is investigated. The plate is
surrounded by a steady temperature fiel3 generated by the
kinetic heating, with a gradient linear_ varying over the
thickness of the panel, and arbitrarily varying over its
middle surface. The basic assumptions of the nonlinear
theory of shallow shells (the Yvalidity of the Kirchhoff-Love
hypothesis* the comparability of deflections with the shell
thickness, and their smallness in "omparison with its dimen-
sions) are accepted. The flutter motions are assumed to be
so slow that the tangential inertia forces can be neglected,
and only the normal ones to be considered. A system of dif-
ferential equations describing the flutter behavior of the
panel under the thermal and normal lo&ding (which consists
of inertial and damping forces and aerodynamic pressure) is
solved by making simplifying assumptions and introducing
nondimensional parameters; approximate expressions are derived
for determining the flutter speed, and estimating the ampli-
tudes of oscillation and the normal stresses at speeds higher
than the speed of flutter. The conditions for the "soft" and
"hard" flutter, as well as the interdependence of the flutter
speed, amplitudes, and stresses for various thickness-to-
length ratios of the panel are discussed and illustrated
by diagrams.

In investigations of the oscillatory motion of a wing
at high supersonic speeds, the nonlinear interdependence of
aerodynamic forces and the angle of attack has to be con-
sidered. At high hypersonic speeds of flight the time T - b/v
(where b is the chord, v, the speed) will be negligibly small
in comparison with the oscillation period T, and the ratio
n/T (proportional to the Strouhal number) will be very close
to zero. In [756), It is shown that under these conditions
the data about flutter obtained by the stationary theory in a
case when the angle of attack is constant with respect to time
can be applied in a case when the variation of the angle of
attack is caused by oscillation. The results of the study of
the flexural-torsional flutter of a wing by this simplified
method with the aid of an MN-7-type electronic analogue com-
puter are presented. The dependence of the flutter speed on
the wing parameters and on the initial disturbances (e.g.,
wind gusts, atmospheric turbulence) is established; the effect
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of the fuselage on the flutter speed is also considered. A
The results are discussed and illustrated by diagrams.

The unsteady flutter of plates and shallow shells in a
supersonic gas flow is analyzed in [751J. A method previously
developed by the author Is applied In setting up a system of
equations describing the dynamic behavior of plates and shells
in a supersonic gas flow and thus surrounded by a temperature
field; the characteristic temperature of the plate (shell)
and the velocity of the undisturbed flow are described by
parameters 9 and u respectively, so that a point in the (0e v)
plane gives an idea of the conditions of the plate (shell)
surroundings in time-variable fields of temperatures, veloc-
ities, and pressures. This fact is used in determining the
character of the transition to flutter and the associated
values of the temperature and velocity parameters. An approx-
imate method, developed by N. N. Bogolyubov and Yu. A. Mitro-
pol'skiy, for investigation of transient processes in nonlinear
systems with many7 degrees of freedom is used in searching for
nonstationary solutions in cases of simultaneous changes in
parameters of flow velocity, density, and pressure in the
surrounding medium, and In the temperature of the plate (shell).
A (s, u) diagram plotted from calculated values which illus-
trates the loss of stability of a plate is shown In Fig. 14.
The crossing of the line AF means the loss of stability
through the flutter, and of the line DF, through the thermal
buckling. Equations for determining the frequency, amplitude,
and phase of a nonsUationary flutter are derived, and their
application is discussed. An example of calculating the flut-
ter parameters for a plane nonheated plate is presented, and
the results obtained are examined and illustrated by diagrams.

Knowledge of the modes of free vibra-

ii tions of aircraft elements and of their

natural frequencies is necessary In inves-
"tigatIng oscillatory proolems. The vibra-
tion parameters of lifting surfaces are of
special importance because of the high

* speeds at which they operate when used on
4 modern airplanes, guided missiless rockets,

etc. They are usually of monolithic con-
struction (see above, D-l), and a canti-
lever plate is used as a design mode-t for

"is. 14 them. The modes and frequencies of free
vibration of the most general type canti-

lever plate, anisotropic, laminated, swept-back, tapered,
with arbitrarily variable thickness along the span and chord,
are investigated in [684]. The plate simulates a thin mono-
lithic wing or tail unit with a thick skin stiffened by
stringers and rib flanges. The Ritz method is used for de-
termining the modes of free vibration along the span (for a
given vibration mode along the chord) using the equations In
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mtrix foim so that the problem Is reduced to determiniing
the eLgenvalues and eigenvectors of a special dynamic matrix
whose elements depend on rigidity and Inertial characteristics
of the costrucotion. The method Is very convenient for use
on electronic digital computers. The flexural and torsional
free vibrations are analysed by using the hypothesis on the
nonvariability of the cross sections of the wing under vibra-
tIoe, and the results are compared in a table with the data
of Investigations where this hypothesis was not used and with
experi•ental data. A fair agreement among all these results
Is demonstrated. The possibility of replacing the swept-
back plate by an equivalent straight plate is discussed.

In solving certain dynamic problems in aircraft design
it Is sometimes necessary to investigate the vibration of
thin-walled structural members of thin-plate and thin-shell
types exposed t6 a high-frequency excitation.. For deter-
mining the modes of vibration asymptotic expressions can be
derived which can be used In any region except in those
adjoining the reinforced contour, at abruptly changing cross
sections, etc., where the distortion of the dynamic stress
field, the phenomenon called "dynamic edge effect," takes
place. It is known from experience that the fatigue failure
of vibrating thin-walled structures begins in these "dis-
torted" regions. Therefore, solutions are sought which
satisfy the "distorted" boundary cond'Ltions and tend to
asymptotic expressions for vibration modes In inner regions
not too close to the edges. The theory of the dynamic edge
effect in the vibration of elastic shells is presented in
C707J with an analysis and classification of various types
of the edge effect for shells of positive, zero, and nega-
tive Gaussian curvatures; methods are given for calculating
the edge-effect characteristics in the distorted-stress
regions from the known solution for the inner regions. The
equations of shell theory (derived by A. L. Gol'denveyzer)
describing the modes of vibration in states of stress with a
large index of variation (large wave number) are used to
derive an express .on which completely determines the prop-
erties of the dynamic edge effect in the case of vibration

with given wave numbers. This expression
is used in deducing formulas for the
dynamic edge effect in plates, shallow
shells, and spherical shells, and it is
generalized (by introducing nondimensional
parameters) to discuss the conditions of

rLS. 15 existence of an edge effect and its degen-
eration and to determine its type. The

application of the proposed theory to investigating the fre.-
quency spectrum and modes of natural vibration of a spherical
panel is given; the panel is clamped along a contour bounded
by four orthogonal lines of curvature (Fig. 15). It is shown
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that the (arigential displacements along the lines x 2 a conet
anI x, a const do not affect the noilual deflections, and the
asymptotic estimates vf .natural frequencies and wave numbers
are obtained irn a simple way. Results of computations in the
case when a a b are given in a table and are compared with
those of a very accurate and laborious calculation by S. Iguchi;
the results are almost identical.

b. Liquid-filled shells

The solution or problems of dynamic stability of space
vehiclus during launching and in motion when either the
directiorn or the speed of flight, or both, are changed (e.g.,
corrections ;f the orbit, deceleration) boils down to the
investigation of the disturbed motion of a solid with cavities
partly or completely filled with a liquid. The oscillation
of fuel in tanks is excited by vibration of the tank itself
and of other structural and control elements of the vehicle, 4

so that the problem of dynamic stability of the body-liquid
system arises. These problems are usually solved by varia-
tional methods which permit a convenient use of computers.
A systematic presentation o? variational principles and their
substantiation in analyzing the oscillatory behavior of
liquid-filled bodies is given in [7871; the body is either
rigid, or elastic and obeyInug the hypothesis of preservation
of plain cross sections. The oscillation of the liquid in
a fixed open vessel Is preliminarily discussed. The applica-
tion of the Ritz method is described; oscillation of a con-
servative system nf bodies, some of them having cavities
filled with a perfect, incompressible liquid without vortices
is analyzed; and the static stability of the system is inves-
tigated. An approximate method of determining the free oscil-
lation of the body-liquid system is given. The torsional,
flexural, and combined free vibrations of an elastic beam with
a cavity filled completely or partially by a liquid are dis-

4 cussed, and formulas for natural frequencies are derived.
The stability of the beam-liquid system is investigated, and
the analytical conditions of stability are formulatod. The
advantage of the variational method used in this investiga-
tion is stressed; it is convenient for the use with elec-
tronic computers and makes standardized programming possible.

I

The dynamic behavior of stiffened thin elastic shells
filled with a perfect incompressible liquid is analyzed in
[7881. The study is based on A. M. Lyapunov's works on the
stability of motion of mechanical systems, and on works by

S V. V. Bolotin about the dynamic stability of elastic systems,
particularly of shells. The works by V. V. Novozhilov,

S Kh. M. Mushtari, and V. Z. Vlasov on thin shells are also used.
The variational equations of motion of the shell-liquid system
under the action of arbitrary time-variable forces acting upon
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the shell surface are derived under the assumptions that
the stiffeners possess flexural rigidity only In the direc-
tion normal to the shell surface and rigidity In tension
(compression), and that the connection between the skin and
stitfeners is strong enough to.ensure their joint deformation.
From these equations the differential equations which describe
the dynamic stability of the system are derived under the
assumption that the liquid does not separate from the shell
(coincidence of the normal velocity components of both liquid
and shell over the surface of their contact). The following
problems of the stability of a cylindrical shell with liquid
are examined, and the stability parameters (amplitude and
frequency of oscillation, pressure, critical fornes and
stresses) are discussed: dynamic stability of a plain closed
shell; quasi-static stability of a completely filled shell
and of a shell stiffened by closely spaced stringers; shells
stiffened by discretely spaced Aircular frames; dynamic sta-
bility of a closed shell stiffened by stringers. Possible
simplifications of the proposed method are discussed.

When the cavity in a body is almost completely tilled
with liquid, a bubble of air of almost spherical shape is
formed, and the dynamic problem consists in determining the
motion of the liquid and that of the bubble in the cavity,
and in describing the motion of the body. The discussion of
this problem Is presented in [845J under the assumptions that
the following conditions are fulfilled (and it is so for many
liquids, including water): va u ,/p and v 2 a ,, op/ (where
a is the radius of the bubble; p and u are the density and
viscosity of the liquid, respectively; a is the coefficient
of the surface tension on the interface between the liquid
and bubble; and v is a characteristic value of the liquid
velocity relative to the cavity); and that the bubble is a
nondeformable sp'-ere and the liquid is a perfect one. The
equations of motlo,, of the body-liquid-bubble system con-
taining its momentum Q. kinetc energy T, and kinetic moment
K and the expression for the potential energy 1 of the
liquid are used as the initial ones. These equations are
solved first as if the liquid filled the cavity completely
(determining thus the parameters of the motion of the body-
liquid system); then, by integrating the equation of motion
of the bubble, the coordinates and velocities of its center
are determined. By substituting these quantities in the
initial equations of motion, the parameters of the motion
of the body-liquid-bubble system are determined. The fol-
lowing particular cases are examined: 1) the liquid (with-
out a bubble) performs a translatory motion; this can happen
when the body is in translation or if the cavity is a sphere;
and 2) the body with liquid and bubble is subject to an impact
so that all parameters change suddenly and Q. T, and K receive
finite increments. Under these conditions, the deformation
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of the bubble is taken into account and it Is proven that
this consideration has no effect on the increase of the
kinetic energy. Pormulas for determining the behavior of
the system under impact are derived. The instability of the
positional equilibrium of the bubble in the steady potential
flow of a perfect incompressible liquid is discussed.

The consideration of the surface tension of the liquid
In solving the problem of motion of a body with a cavity
filled with liquid plays an essential role under conditions
of weightlessness. The stability of motion of a liquid-filled
solid and of its equilibrium with the surface tension of the
liquid taken into account is discussed in [846). The cavity
is completely filled with two homogeneous incompressible,
immiscible, perfect liquids possessing surface tension and
subjected to mass forces. The cavity has no protruding
elements (e.g. ribs) in the neighborhood of the line where
the interface of both liquids contacts the wall of the cavity.
The formulation of the problem also covers the cases when one
liquid is surrounded by the other one and does not touch the
wall, and when the cavity Is partly filled by only one liquid,
with air under pressure or vacuum above it. The equations of
motion of thv system and the boundary conditions (in which the
presence of the surface-tension forces on the interface of
both liquids Is considered) are derived by applying the prin-
ciple of least action in the Hamilton-Ostrogradskiy form.
It Is shown that under the conditions discussed, the total
mechanical energy of the system (kinetic energies of the
solid and liquid, potential energy of external forces, and
surface energy of the liquid) is constant during the motion.
Differential equations describing the shape of the interface
of liquids in equilibrium or steady motion are derived (asswudM
a continuity in the motions of the body and of the liquid),
and the form of the interface In the cases mentioned above
is discussed. The stability of t"e equilibrium or of the
steadly motion of a body-liquid system is analyzed and sta-
bility criteria for equilibrium, steady motion, and relative
equilibrium (in uniform rotation) of the system are derived.
The validity of these criteria in cases of a viscous liquid
(with and without surface tension) is proven.

The nonlinear problem of the oscillation of a perfect
incompressible liquid in a vessel of finite dimensions under
the action of gravity and surface-tension forces is presented
in [847) in variational formulation, which permits the use of
direct methods In its solution. The liquid fills a part of
the vessel, and the rest is occupied by gas, so that coeffi-
cients of surface tension on the gas-vessel, liquid-vessel,
and gas-liquid interfaces are distinguished. The gas over the
liquid is assumed to be at rest, and its mass is neglected.

SThe Hamiltonian principle for real motions is applied to the

-61-iI
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solution of the problem using the Lagrangian function
L a T - n (where T and h are the kinetic and potential
energies of the vessel-liquid-gas system) and the Hamiltonian
Integral of action

J= Ldta

which assumes a stationary value, I.e., &J w 0. The problem
of determining the motion parameteru or the liquid can thus
have a variational formulation, the problem being to find
among the funoticns satisfying the boundary conditions those
which also satisfy the condition Q - O. It Is proven that
this formulation is equivalent to the conventional formulation
of the problem of the motion of a perfect incompressible liquid
In a fixed vessel under the action of gravity and surface-
tension forces. Examples of finding the functions satisftying
the condition 6J i. 0 In particular cases of motion and
equilibrium of a :Liquid in a vessel of finite dimensions
a given.

Concluding; Remarks

As can be seen from both the annotated bibliography and
the comprehensive report, the Communist-Vorld scientific
technical literature in the fields closely related to the
reentry problem Is very rich. Eepecially, the aerodynamic
heatingl ablation, and ablation shielding of space vehicles
their flight dyntmics and control, and the dynamics of liquid
filled bodies are fields of space science very intensively
studied by Communist-World scientists.

The mathematical methods utilized in the investigations
In these fields are so selected that they can be adapted
easily for calculation on high-speed electronic computers
which are widely used in the USSR.
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A-1 AERODYNA14ICS, SUPERSONIC AND HYPERSONIC

1. - DWftsyn, A. (mscw). SW boundar layer in a cm.-
pmsi:1,. on. v. 6, no. 6

Tre st lat i : Ne g..m , No. 445.

l1945
2. IaLein=# Ta. Is An Investiotion of the stability of mm

sfapfsme ain flows in 000nctioa with the dualty v. 9, no* 2
ot *e snoltion of the shook-wave thor. 151-170

3. DmOurtatsy, A. A., and L. 0. Lot.ynskly (Moscov). pme
on the tuos7 of the transition from the laminar to v. 9, no. 4
the turbulent boudary layer. 269-285

TrOUslatlam: Pergsem ,, No. 443

"4. Landma, L. Shook waves at a large distance from their PMMe
point oz origin. v. 9, no. 4

26%-292
fhphenomenon of the appearance of two waves follow-
ing each other is described, and the shapes of them.
vges and the lw of the decrease of their intensity
am determned. In addition, the propagation of
spherical Impact waves at large distances from the
point of explosion is investigated.

5. tdoop, L. I. Some vnsteadY motions of a compressible R40
fluid. v. 9, no. 14

29•-3ll
A umber of exact soluttons of the equations of motion

of compmessible Oses are given for the case of plane
raves and for moton with cylindrical and spherisal
symetry.

1946
6. Sedov, L. 1. (Moscow). Propagation of strong F

• eontinuity waves. v. 10, no. 2
241-250Translation: Pergaaon, No. 1223.



7. Nikol'skiy A. A., and 0. 1. aganov. Gas PM4
motion in a local sIpesonic zOnIe and sow vo 10, no.
conditions of potential flow breakd~m. 481-502

a, Zol'dovioh, Ya. B. Theory of shook waves and bmogr AN IM
Introduotion to gas dynamics. 888R,

1947
9. "iFrnki' P F1. Shoc~k.-wave formation in sub-

sonic flows with local supersonic velocities. v. 11, no. I
1"9-202

10. mhrictyanovich, S. A. Approximate Integration PM%
of aupersonic-flow equations, v. 11, no. 2

21!5-222
An approximate solution Is obtained In a
simple analytical rorm for* a plane super-aonic g;•I flow.

1 ,Fil'l•kovich, S. V. Two-dimensional motion of hNe
gas at high supersonic velocities. 4 1 o
A method of approximate integration is
shown which yields sufficiently exact
results at X > 4. Similarity criteria
for the investigation of experimental
data obtained In wind tunnels are also
given.



1953

12. G0Okoshohenoo, L. B. Problem of calculating TM
gas motion In a local shockless supser- . no O
swic zone, 43,530

It Is assumd that the flow is adiabatic,
•teao lbf--vtco.w, and without vortices.

l nd the N values are determined
tor regimes which do not exceed limiting
eonditions o a shookless flow.

1956
13. Oberny,, 0. G. One-dimensional unsteady m0- "DW3SSR

tion of a perfect gas with a strong shook v5 la no. 5

wave. 657.66

ranslation: ]h, ledman, N. D., No. C-107.

14. XbristyanovIch, S. A. Shook wave at a large MU~e
distance from the point of explosion. V. 20, no. 5599-605

15. •gan#, Me N. Some properties of three-dimen- -PMe
sional supersonic flow. V.20 no 5

Some properties of supersonic flows are

discussed which make it possible to es-
tablish an analogy with two-dimensional
flows, to perform a number of qualitative
deductions, and to simplify the calcula-
tion of flows past some classes of wings.

i6. fl'yushin, A. A. The law of plane sections in PMOe
the aerodynamics of high supersonic speeds. v. 20, no. 6733-755
The development and application of the law

of plane sections and the equivalence princi-
ple to various problems of hypersonlc flow
over a lifting surface, a cone, and wedge
a"e discussed.
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17. Chernyy, G. 0. Adiabatic perfect-gas flows OTN
with very strong shock waves, no. 3

66:81
An approximate method of calculating the
parameters of one-dimensional unsteady
gas flows with very strong and moderate
shook waves is given. The method is based
on representing the solution of equations
of motion in form of series In powers of
a parameter containing the heat-capacity
ratio. The piston-motion and the point-
explosion problems are discussed.

18, Grodzovskiy, 0. L. Some special features of UZAN OTN
flow about bodies at high supersonic ve- no. 6
locities. 86-92

A simplification of tne investigation of
supersonic flows (at M-+-) is made, and
the solUtion of a number of variational
problems in the first approximation is
indicated by an analysis of some special
features of these flows.

19. Shmyglevskiy, Yu. D. Some variational prob- PWle
less in the gas dynamics vf axisymmetrical v. 21, no. 2
supersonic flows. 195-206

20. Yur'yev, 1. M. Three-dimensional supersonic PIM
flow of gas represented as a surface in the v. 21 no. 2
region of a velocity hodograph. 303r364

- -:. general solution of flow equations of
g&ses of this class is presented in a
linearized form.

J Desm'anov, Yu. A. (Noscow). Formation of a (
"boundary layer on a plate with a moving v. 21, no. 3
shook wave. -21, 3 7



22. lordanskiy, S. V. (Moscow). Stability of a PMMe
plane stationary shook wave. v. 21 no. #

465-47
The stability of a plane stationary shock
wave is studied. Differential equations
for pressure disturbances and boundary'
conditions, and equations for disturbance-
of the shook-wave surface are derived.

23. Deal'yanov, Yu. A. (Moscow). The effect of Pmle
the boundary layer on the gas-flow pattern v. 21, no. 4
in a tube behind a moving shock wave. 473-477

24. Lun'kin, Yu. P. Boundary-layer equations with PlKe
boundary conditions for a motion in extremely v. 21, no. 5
rarefied gases at supersonic velocities. 597-605

On the basis of Prandtl's theory, boundary-
layer equations are obtained which differ
from Prandtl's equations by additional
terms containing higher-order derivatives
of velocity and temperature. In theae
equations, the normal pressure gradient
is distinct from zero and is expressed
through additional terms. The appli-
cability range of these equations as re-
lated to velocities and altitudes is given.

25. Lunev, V. V. (Moscow). Application of the PHNe
method of small perturiationa to laminar v. 21, no. 5
boundary-layer problems. 6&6-614

The method of small pertuarbationn Is ap-
plied to problems of the supersonic
boundary layer on thin bodies or bodies
differing little from a wedge or cone.

0
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26. Zel'dovich, Ya. B., and Yu. P. Rayzer. UsB'N
Large-amplitude shook waves in gases. v. 63 no. 3

Various physical processes in the shock-

wave front are discussed and their ef-
fect on the inner structure of the front
Is evaluated.

27. Godunov, S. K. A finite difference method UsIN
for calculating shock waves. v. 12, no. 1(73)

176-177

28. .Poluboyarinov, A. K. Solution of equations VeLUMMeAs
for an axisymmetrical supersonic gas flow no. 3
linearized in relation to the flow from 102-112
the gas source.

A solution for linearized equations of
flow and boundary conditions is obtained
by using Ooursat and Cauchy functions.

29. Fedayevskiy, K. K., and A. S. Ginevskly (Mos- ZhEMF
cow). A method of computing the turbulent v. 27, no. 2
boundary layer with a longitudinal pressure 309-326
gradient.

Methods are developed which can also be
used for determining the value of the local
friction coefficient and the separation
point in the first approximation.

30. Zel'dovich, Ya. B. Large-amplitude shock ZhMT7I
waves. v. 27, no. 5

1126-1135
A study of the state of air compressed by
strong shook waves, taking dissociation
and ionization Into account is reported.

6-I!



Dorfman L. A. Thermal boundary layer an a 119nS.SR
rotating dsk., v. 119t no. 6

1110-1112
An investigation of the thermal boundary
layer on a rotating disk, and a derivation
of the equation of turbulent motion for an
Incompresible fluid are presented.

32. Grigor'yan, S. S. (Moscow State University). DAN SSSR
Some exact solutions of gas dynamics *qua- v. 121, no. 4
tions. 606-609

Exact solutions of equations of motion of
an ideal heat nonconducting gas with a
shock wave are analyzec., and the problem
of generating in the s,.nme region a second
shock wave which will never overtake the
first wave is discussed.

33. Sitnikov, .ý. A. Invar.-•ts of homogeneous and DAN SSSR
Isotrop-.c turoulence .n a compressible vis- v. 122, no. 1
cous fluid. 29-32

These Invariants are derived from the hy-
drodynamical equations expressing the
conservation of mome'ntum, mass, and
energy for homogeneous and isotropic
flows. A flow with nonzero invariants
and the damping of homogeneous and Iso-
tropic turbulence in the last stage in
an ideal, viscous, heat conducting gas
are discussed.

34. Shikin, I. S. (Moscow State University). DAN SSSR
Exact solutions of equations of one-dimen- v. 122, no. 1
sional gas dynamics with shock and detona- 33-36
tior. waves.
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•. Vorob'yev, 0. S. Approximate analytical rep- DAN SSSR
resentation of two-dimensional supersonic v. 122, no. 5
cas flows. 778-781

A procedure is developed for the approx-
imate analytical representation of two-
dimensional supersonic gas flows, Includ-
ing solution of specific boundsr7 problems.

a

36. Sergiyenko, A. A., and V. K. Oretsov. Boun- DAN SSR
dary-layer transition from turbulent to v. 125, no. 4
laminar. 7i64-7

An experimental investigation of boundary-
layer transition showing the presence of
reverse transition from turbulent to
laminar in the case of large negative
pressure gradients In the supersonic
nozzle is reported.

37. Sherenkov, I. A. The plane problem of the hAN OTr
turbulent flow of an Incompressible fluid, no. 1

72-78
A simplified method is proposed for solving
the plane problem of turbulent flow by the
method of characteristics. The solution of
the initial equations by this method is dis-
cussed for the following cases: in the re-
gion of a simple centered wave, In the re-
gion of interaction of two simple centered
waves, and without any assumption of the
existence of centered waves.

38. Munshtukov, D. A. The hydraulic analogy for IzVUr-AMO
unsteady motions or liquids and gases. no. 2

20-28
Tht extension of the hydraulic analogy to
the case of unsteady motions of liquids
and gases ti presented. The theoretical
results are compared with experimental data;
the technique and equipment used are de-
scribed.
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39. Kostychev, 0. 1. On solution of a variation- IzVUZ AvT
al supersonic-flow problem,. no. 3

The results of previous Investigatiot ono-

determining the shape of minimum-wave-drag
bodies and the parameters of axisyimetric
hypersonic flows are generalized to de-
termine the shape of a body of revolu-
tion with minimum wave drag in a given
disturbed flow.

40. IMojhina, N. N. (Moscow), and N. S. Hel'nikov Me
(Moscow). Strong point blasts in a corm- v. 22, no. 1
pressIble medium. 3-15

Translation: J. Appl. Xi. M., v. 22, no. 1,
1-19

Self-similar solutions to the problem of a
strong point detonation are given for three
new types of equations of state for an Ideal
medium.

41. Tretyakov, X. V. (Novosibirsk). Flow around PM~le
permeable contours. v. 22, no. £

220-225
The problem of flow around an arbitrary,
smooth, closed, uniformly permeable con-
tour in a potential stream of ideal fluid
is analyzed.

42. Ryzhov, 0. S. Some degenerate transonic PHe
flows. v. 22 no. 2

260-94
Transonic motions of an Ideal gas which
are represented in the velocity hodo-
graph by a curve or by a surface are
analyzed. A class of self-similar solu-
tions representing plane and axially
symmetric flows is given.

-9-



"113. Korobeynikov, V. P. (Institute of Mechanics# ?PMe
AS USSR), and Ye. V. Ryazanov, Ye. V. (Mon- v. 22 no. 2
aow State University). 265-258

Exact discontinuous solutions are derive.
for the equations of one-dimensional un-
steady motion of an ideal gas in the
presence of shock waves.

44. Kopylov, 0. N. (Leningrad). On similarity of P es
transonic plane flows. v. 22, no. 3

391-395
A simplification of the basic equations of
motion is given, based on the assumptions
that the Mach number of the upstream flow
is close to unity, velocities of the flow
are slightly different from the upstream
velocity, and the directior of the velocity
vector is only slightly different from the
direction of flow away from the boiy.

4,. Rozin L. A. (Leningrad). The development of PMe
a _.a.inar boundary layer on a plate with v. 229 no. 3
pulsed motion. 40T-412

.study of the lamitar boundary layer in
;ne case of a semi-infinite fla. plate
moving in an incompressible viscous fluid
is reported.

46. Kogan, M. N. Equation of motion for rarefied rl~e
gases. v. 22, no. 4

S5432
Distribution functions are obtained in any
desired approximation by simplification of
the Boltzmann equation. This makes it pos-
sible to determine the error of any specific
approximation in rarefied gas flow.

-10 -
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". Ryshov, 0. 8., and S. A. Thristianovich. Non- P01
linear reflection of weak shock waves, v. 22, no. 5

"a= e~t (p:OX4a) solutions for the -e-
rive4 nenllnear di8 erential equations
are use4 to solve approxia•tely the
pz'oblea of nonlinear diffraction tn the
one of a frid wall, and angles of at-
tack near the critical angle.

48. RasDOYV, Ye. V. (Mathematical Institute, AS P111
VSSR, Noscow). Exact solutions for one- v. 22, no. 5
dimensional gas dynamics equations in the 720

eseaence of shocks.

Solutions of first-order differential equa-
tions of the Ricatti type are given for
arbitraTr values of variables.

49. Qinevskly, A. S. (Moscow), and Ye. Ye. PMel
Solodidn. The effect of transverse surface v. 22, no. 6
curvature on the characteristics of an axi- 819-825
symmetric turbulent boundary layer.

An approximate solution of the proolem of an
axisymmetric turbule'nt boundary layer on
concave and convex surfaces is given, tak-
ing into account the longitudinal pressure
gradient and the transverse surface curva-
t~ure.

50. Rozin, L. A. (Leningrad). An approximate me- POMe
thod for calculating nonstationary turbulent v. 22 no. 6
boundary layer in an incompressible fluid. 842-847

Th6 development of an approximate method for
calculating the unsteady turbulent boundary
iayer, based on the analogy between laminar
and turbulent unsteady layers is presented.

- 11 -



51. Bargl azan, A., and 0. Pop&. A contribution StuOeMW
to the theory of turbulence over a thin pro- Jan-Jun 58
file. 57-71

A mothod Is developed for determining vor-
tex distribution over a thin profile, ap-
plioable to the case of an arbitr=7 thin
profile, without Introducing any limita-
tions ou curvature or angle of attack.

52. GOlitmYn, 0- S. (Institute of Atmospheric ZhETF
Physics, AS USSR), and K. F. Stanyukovich %%5no. 3
(Moscew State UniveIrsity). Some remarks on 8
the structure of shock waves.

A qualitative investigation of some aspects
of the physical structure of a normal shock
wave in iagnetohydrodynamics is presented.

1959
53. Shkadov, V. Ya. (Moscow State University). MW SSSR

Integration of boundary-layer equations. v. 126, no. 4
730-732

The development of a method used to reduce
the calculation of boundary layers described
by partial nonlinear differential equations
to the solution of boundary problems for
ordinary linear differential equations Is
given.

54. Biybosunov , I. An example of plane-parallel DAN SSSR
transonic gas flow with a curved shock v. 126, no. 5
wave ending in a flow wi, a strq am func- 951-952
tion of the form -p 2 

V (eAp).

An example of transonic gas flow with a
shook wave, with supersonic speed being
converted to subsonic and ending In the
stream function cited in the title is
presented. This example.is an extension
of an example previously cited by F. 1.
Frankl' (Frankl,, F. I., IVUZ, Matematilka,
no. 2, 1959). The solution is obtained

£ by the method of characteristics and
,gives the coordinates of the shock, of
the zero flow line from the end of the
shook downstream, and the sonic line.

-12-



55. fruanov, Ye. V. Examples of exact solutions DAN SSSR
tre th propagation of explosion waves In a v. 126, no. 5
"evitating gas with sero temperature a 955-957

ten-t.

The work presented in this article is a con-
tinuation of the formulations of self-simi-
lar problems and exact solutions of equa-
tions describing unsteady adiabatic motions
of gas stellar models (explosions and
dynamic disruption of equilibrium) previously
given by L. I. Sedov. Analogous exact solu-
tions are given here for the propagation of
explosion waves in a perfect Sas with its
own gravitational field (with spherical
symmetry) under the assumption of absence
ot teoerature gradients.

56. Gain, G. Ya. Shock wave theory. DAN SSSR
v. 127, no. 1

This article deals with the problem of 55-58
whether the equation of motion used in
theoretical studies of the structure
and width of a shock front, with vis-
cosity and heat conductivity taken
into account, has a continuous solu-
tion in the case of media with an
arbitrary equation of state and the
consequences stemming from regarding
shock transitions as the limit of
these solutions.

57. Lyublmov, G. A. High supersonic flows of a IzAN MeMa
ron-ideal gas around bodies. no. 1

173-178
The small-parameter method developed for
an ideal was is extended to the case of
non-ideal gas flows around plane contours
and bodies of revolution when the internal
energy of the gas is an arbitrary function
of the pressure and the temperature. The
application of this method to flow of air
around a cone is used as an example.

- 13 -



IT
58. Lyakdhov, 0. N. (Noscow), and N. 1. Polyalova IsAN MN*a

(4oscow). An approximate method for analysis no. 2
of shook waves and their interactions. 13-18

The method proposed is based on replaoing
the pressure-voLume curve by a broken line
consisting of linear segments. Expressions
are derived which determine the motion of
the wave front and the flow behind the wave
in these sections. The application of the
method to incident and reflected shook waves
is discuased.

59. Churikov, P. S. On a form of supersonic gas- IzAN NeNe
flow equations. no. 3

204-207
It is shown that various linearized gas-
dynamics and other equations of mathe-
matical physics can be transformed into"coipact' equations (partial differen-
tial equations having only one mixed
derivative) if the initial and boundary
conditions are transformed accordingly. The ad-
vantages associated with integration of
"compact" equations are pointed out.

60. Regirer, S. A. (Vorkuta). The unsteady asymp- IxAu Hel,
totic boundary layer over an infinite porous no. 4
plate. 136-139

The parameters of the asymptotic boundary
layer on an infinite porous plate in an
unsteady compressible flow with uniform suc-
tion over the whole plate Is discussed.

61. Frankl', F. I. (Kabardino-Bailkareskiy IzVUZ X
University). A new example of a plane- no. 2
parallel transonic flow with a straight 24-246
compressibility Jumpe terminating in the
flow.

A
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62. Pol'skliy, N. I. Self-similar solutions of IzVUZ AVT
equations for the laminar boundary layer no. 3
In an IncompressIble liquid with heat 13-15
exchange.

The results of finding all the self-
similar solutions by direct application
of methods elaborated by Pol'skiy,
A. Sh. Dorfman, and P. N. Romanenco are
presented.

63. Adamkity, V. B., and N. A. Popov. A gas PM1e
motion caused by pressure on the piston v. 23, no. 3
varying according to a power law. 564-573

An integro-differential equation is
derived for plane motion or a gas
produced by a power-law-variable
pressure on the piston. The same
equation describes the motion caused
by a short impact. An expansion is
f.nd which serves as a good approximate
solution of this problem. Self-similar
solutions or the problem and the behavior
of hydrodynamic variables close to
the pirton are discussed.

64. Pashchenko, N. T. Flow of a highly rare- PMMe
fied gas past oscillating surface. v. 23 no. 4

The total forcc acting on a unit of a

surface of a body in a translational
motion and performing small transient
movements is determined as well as the
pressure, friction, et cetera, caused by
the components of this force. The
application of the free-molecule-flow
method to analyze the flow past surfaces
with concavities is discussed and limita-
tions on the shape md motion of such
surfaces are obtained.
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65. Zhigulev, V. N., and Yu. L. Zhilin. M304e
Bodies with minimal wave drag. v. 23, no. 6

1019-1029
Some variational problems for bodies
with minimum drag at supersonic velo-
cities are investigated. A method
proposed by A. A. Nikol'skiy is used
for determining optimum body shape.

66. Zysina-1oloshen, L. M. (Central So1. 2ETF
entifio Research Institute of Boilers v 29, no. 4
and Turbines, Leningrad.). A study 637-639
of a longitudinal pressure gradient
on the development of a boundary
layer.

An experimental investigation for
positive and negative values of the
longitudinal pressure gradient is
reported. Studies were made for ten
pressure patterns along the surface
over which the flow occurred.

67. Zel, dovioh, Ya. B. Converging oylindri- ZhETF
Cal detonation wave. v 36, no. 37&2-792
The properties of detonation waves
close to the normal detonation wave are
considered. A theory of the amplifica-
tion of a converging Cylindrical detona-
tion wave is proposed which exactly des-
cribes tie amplification at the start of
the process. The theory gives satisfactory
results even for small radii and consider-
able amplification of the wave.
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68. foherovs R. Ya.. and L. Rikenglas. Slip- ZhErF
velooity and tempe ure 3umps at the v. , no. 6
bmawy of a gas mixture. 175-1761

MW m velopmnt of a method for finding
tOn bOundaw oonditions for the hydro-
GynaOmie zanstr'r equations of a binary
no Mg-,uMi gas mixture on a non-
absorbing solid surfaae is given. The
*nditions take into account slip-veloolty
and the Sas Interfaee.

69. fetukhov, 1. V. Numerical integration DIMSSR

of laminar boundary layer equations. v. 132, no. 2

307-310
A method is presented for the exact inte-
gration of the equations of a boundary
layer with arbitrary boundary conditions.
The method can be generalized for the
case of a laminar compressible boundary
layer.

(0. Petukhov, I. V. (Moscow). Integration InSb
of boundary layer equations using v. 30
asymptotic solutions. 149-169

'i. Avduyevskiy, V. S., and R. M. Kopyat- IzAN Nema
kevioh. Calculating the laminar no. 1
boundary layer in a compressible 3-11
gas in the presence of heat transfer
and with arbitrary pressure distribu-
tion over the surface.

An approximate method is given for
calculating laminar boundary layer
with heat transfer in hypersonic
compressible gas floiks with a high
pressure gradient. Temperature
variation on the wall and integral
energy correlation are taken into
account. Flows around plane, axisym-
metrical blunt bodies and bodies with
sharp leading edges are considered.

- 17 -
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72. Bogdanova, V. V. A laminar three- IzAN MeMs
dimensional boundary layer with no. 1
longitudinal and transverse tempera- 12-19
ture gradients.

The problem is reduced to the solution
of ordinary differential equations with
variable coefficients. Longitudinal
and transverse velocity profiles In the
boundary layer* the lines of the flow*
and the magnitude of friction on the
surface axe determined.

73. 'fximnskaiy, A. N. Boundar7 layer In ZzAN JbMa
radiating and absorbing media, no. 2

47-53
A system of approximate partial dif-
ferential equations Is derived with-
out any unknown integral radiant
characteristios. A solution is obtained
for a laminar boundary layar on a plate
in the form of a series In two variables
whose terms are determined by means of
quadraturem. The results are true for
gray and selective radiations.

714. Rupvsov, V. M. The method of characteristics IAN Me)a
for an axisymmetrioal equilibrium flow of no 2
real gas. 144

An equilibrium flow of gas is studied at
very high temperatures and high pressures.
It Is assumed that the flow is in equili-
brium, without heat transf6r and friction,
and that the flow Is uniform in the Initial
cross section.

- 18 -
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75. Lazisho 1. Aero~jnmlto interaotion In XxAN PiNa
froe moeoule flow. no. 3

3117-120
Fee moleoule flow around sev ral bodies
or sW (not only convex) is con-
sidered under the assumption hat the
dimensions of the entire system are
smaller than the free molecular path.
It is shown that the problem may be
reduced to solving one linear integral
equation. Since the form of this
equation coincides with that of the
equation of Illumination thoory, a
method exists for simalating its
solution which amounts to making photo-
metriO measurements.

7o. Bunimovich, A. I. (Moscow). The effect IAN MeMa
of slip on the separation of a boundary no. 5
layer. 14-20

The effect of rarefaction on velocity
profiles above the detachment point in
flows around curved surfaces is dis-
cussed. Critical pressure gradient is
considered.

77. Mezhirov, I. I. Turbulent boundary layer PWA
of a real compressible gas. v. 24, no. 1

93-99
Equations for perfect gases are derived
from equations of motion, continuity,
and energy. The equations are genera-
lized and applied to real gases (for
example, dissociated air), with the
enthalples substituted for the tempera-
tures.
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yCh. Oiernyy, 0. 0. (Moscow). TIh application P04I
of integral relationships in problems of v. 24, no. I
strong shook waves. 121-125

An expression is derived for determin-
ing the parameters of propagation of
explosion shook waves by using an
integral relation on the total energy
of the shook and the piston theory.

Shidlovskiy., V. P. (Moscow). The laminar P3I
boundary layer on an infinite disk v 24 no. 1
rotating in a gas. l1l-J4

The laminar boundary layer on an in-
finite disk rotating at a constant
angular velocity in a viscous gas Is
calculated.

,.. Pavlov, K. B. (Bauman Higher Technical PIft
Institute). Theory of Prandtl-!4oer v 2_4 no. 1
motion. l.5:186

The development of the theory for two-
dimensional motion of the Prandtl-MWeer
type is given. The partioular case of
flow in the presence of a shook wave
ahead of the body, whose intensity
decreases with Increasing distance
from the body, Is covered.

11. Demlyanov1 Yu. A., and V. N. Shmanenkov. PWGe
(M-oscow). On investigatinG Inverse v. 24 no.2
flows in the region of a turbulent- 237-2
boundary-layer separation.

The free-Lurbulence pattern is used
for analysis of flows in the region of

S20-



a turbulent-boundary-layer separation.
nemse flows In the stWapaton region

a% twaon Into aoUnt. lane and
azIqmotia.,el problem, (supersonia
tl pt a stop an a blunt body with

a s nese_ roepeotively) are Use-c0assd.

32. 3ychev. V. V. On the theory of hyper- zNie
8=0o gas flows Wit, shook waves v. 24, no. 3
desoribed by power -uWnctions. 51&.523

Plane and axisymnmetrioal hypersonic
gas flows with strong shocks whose
shape Is given by power functions are
discussed. It is shown that a oor-
rection Is neoessaZ7 if utilizing the
exaot solutions for solving the
oorresponding self-similar gas-flow
problems.

03. Lunev, V. V. Self-similar case of hyper- Il
sonic flow of a viscous, heat-conduot- V. 24# no. 3
ing gas past an axisymmetrical body. 548-550

An example of the flow past a slender,
axisymmetrical body at M # 1 is discus-
sed for the case in which the boundary
layer has a substantial effect on the
outer flow. It is shown that the
solution of this Interaction problem
is self-similar.

6,1. Polyanskiy, 0. Yu. Decay of shook waves PIO
in a moving medium having variable v. 24, no. 5
density and temperature. 912-915

The propagation anddecay of shook
waves are studied under the assumption
that they are weak and that their
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length is much smaller than the ohara-
oteristlo dimensions in the problem.
Asmptotio formulas are derived for the
excess pressure in wave front& having
a pressure profile.

.Milhaylova, M. ?. (Moscow). Motion of a Pb
spherical piston at conitant velocity v. 24, no. 5
through an iinhomogeneous medium. 919-922

The motion of gas behind a spherical
piston moving at constant velocity
through an inhomogeneous medium is
studied. The shook wave formed ahead
of the piston Is considered.

Chuskhin, P. I. (Computing Center PWMe
Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow5 v. 24 no.5
Blunted bodies of simple shape in 927-950
a supersonic &an flow.

A method of characteristics adapted to
computer calculation of a supersonic
gas flow around blunt bodies of simple
shapes is presented. The results of
calculation made by this method are given
for several blunt cones iii wli"es,

. Sandulescu, S. (Institute of Applied StuCeMeAp
Mechan±as Rumanian Acadevq of Sciences, v. 11i no. 1
Buoharest5. A method is presented for 61-77
the characteristics of a three-dimension-
al boundary layer.

1937

, Frankll', F. I., and Voyshel ', V. V. TsAeGiI Report
Turbulent friction in the boundary no. 321
layer of a flat plate in a two-
dimensional compressible flow at high
speed.

Inn .... ' "•• " • ! I Y n ~ lq I Nm I~I!



TSAGI Report No. 321 (Tranal. as NACA
ii Xo. 1053 (1943

89 Galanova Z. S. The laminar boundary layer VeLUIOEAs
on a piat. In the presence of dissociation, no. 1

95-99
Second- approximation s01u tio noB are pres-ented of laminar-boundAry-layer equations
derived by M. Ye. Shvets (PI,24, v. 13, no. 3,
1949) for a thermally insulated plate and
for a plate with a given wall temperature.
Results of numerical calculations for a
thermally insulated plate at Mach numbers
10, 20, and 30 are given.

.9 ). Dorodnitsyn, A. A. A method for solving ZhPMeTP
laminar boundary-layer equations, no. 3

111-118
A method suitable for computers is
described which gives exact values of
laminar boundary-layer parameters.

)1. Koldobskaya, T. 0. The problem of un- VeLUMMeAs
steady, nearly self-similar motion, no. 1

111-122
A method of linearization nearly
identical with a self-similar
solution is used. The method can
be applied to plane shock waves in
flow past wedges and cones.

>. Kutateladze, S. S., and A. 1. Leont'yev. ZhPMeT4
Turbulent friction on a flat plate in no.
supersonic flow. 43-48
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It is shown that limiting solutions for
turbulent boundary layers of compressible
gases may be obtained by Prandtl's s5ml-
empirical theory of turbulence.

93. Kosterin, S. I., and Yu. A. Koshmarov. ZhTI
(Institute of Mechanics, AS USSR, v. 29 no 7
Moscow). Turbulent boundary layer 906-915
on a flat plate in a uniform stream
of a compressible fliid.

Translation: in Sov. Phys. Tech.
Phys., Jan. 1960, 819-828.

An analysis is given of the effect
of gas density variation on the
distribution of velocities, tempera-
tures, and densities in the boundary
layer, and consequently, on friction
and heat exchange for a plate in a gas
stream.

)*4. Lun'kcins Yu. P. (Leningrad Physico- ZhTP
technical Irstitute, Acadeny of v3. 30 no. 6
Sciences USSR). Variation of gSa 622-06
parameters caused by nonequilibrium
dissociation behind a shook wave.

An approximate method is presented
for the solution of a system of
equations which describes tie non-
equilibrium dissociation of monatomic
and diatomic gases behind a shook
wave. In deriving an expression for
the temperature distribution, it is
assumed that the heat capacLtles of
the gases are constant.
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95. Aleksoyev, V. K. on the theory of perturbed .18 no.
notion. 

To386-7,7

A system of difTerential equations descri-
bing the relative motion of two bodies
acted upon by perturbations of any nature
combined with Newtonian gravitatlon is
replaced by an equivalent system ot integral
equations on the basis of which various
estimates are made concernlng the per-
turbed Keplerian motion, the hyperbolic
approaoh of two bodies, and oonvergenoe
of the method of suocoessive approximatlons.

96. CharnYy, I. A.0 D. S. Viliker (deceased), DAN SSR
B. I. Mitel'man, and G. D. Rozenberg. v 137, no. 1
On two-phase supersonic flows.

The supposition that a liquid introduced
in a supersonic gas flow (freezing tempera.
ture of liquid is considerably higher than
that of the gas) freezess thus forming a
two-phase flow, was verified by an ex-
periment (water and gas at M - 1.2 and 3).
This phenomenon can be utilized in cooling
of bodies in high-speed gas flows. A
quantitative theory will be given in future
work.

97. Kochina, N. N.. and N. N. Mel1Inikova. The DAN SSSR
theory of point explosions. V. 138, no. 2

326-329
The problem of a point explosion in a
compressible nedium, as studied in the
Steklov Institute of Mathematics, AcadeaW
of Sciences USSR, is presented theoreti-
oally in this article, which was reoom-
mended for publioation by L. I. Sedov.
References are given to studies devoted
to various aspects of the point-explosion
problem.
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98. fPrssman, A. Ya. On the flow or a rare.- DAN SSSR
fied gas from a point source into a v. 138• no. 6
vacuum. 1305-1303

A practically oollision-free flow of
particles of a sufficiently rarefied
gas from a point source into a vacuum
is oonsldered from the standpoint of
solving the Einsteln-lokker equations
with a timc-dependent "diffusion coef-
ficient' and with boundary conditions.

., Bazhenova, T. V. The gas-flow velocity EnI AN SSSR
behind the shook wave in a shook tube. PGaTp

31-35
The evolution of heat in a gas flow in
a shook tube is analyzed In order to
establish the degree of uniformity in
the interval between the shock wave and
the interface and to verify the law of
velocity changes in the shook wave region.
Tests were made at M - 2 to 6.

100. Morozov, M. G., V. M. Yeroshenko, and EnX AN SSSR
Yu. P. Petrov. Flow in stagnation
zones on surfaces in supersonic flow.

Experiments were carried out 1n an aero-
dynamic tunnel, with an air ve ,.ocity of
M - 1.69, to determine the direation and
magn-tude of flow velocity in stagnation
zones and to study the general pattern
of the flow and the distribution of
static pressures on the periphery of
stagnation pockets.
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loi. NOOMO I. N. Deflagration in the stagna- En1 AN MR
tion region over an obstacle in supez%'-O
sonlo flowb M

The shape of the shook wave and the
direction of the flow behind it are
discussed on the assumption that the
detonation front is an Infinitely thin
surface and that an instantaneous reaction
ta•ws place In the front with same heat
generation. Tests were made in a shook
tube with a mixture of khdrogen and oxygen
at a flow velocity of M 4 1.25, which
corresponds to a wave velocity of X * 2.65.

102. *=rsinov, I. N. The influence of the IzN N*Ma
boundary layer on flow past slender, no. 1
blunted cones at high supersonic 152-153
velocities.

The Influence of a laminar boundary
layer on the distribution of pressures
along the generatrices of a cone is
evaluated approximately by using the
small disturbance method.

103. Larish, E. Equations of free molecular IzAN MeMa
flow. no. 2

70-77

Equations describing steady and un-
steady free-molecule flows past bodies
are derived with rebound of gas par.
ticles taken into account. Flows with
a slight variation of parometers about
their mean values are considered.
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ju4. Stulov, V. P. (Moscow). Boundary layer UAN Meft
on a plate with non-qullibrium dis- no. 3
soolation taken into account. 5-12

Viscous compressibie gaas flow past a
plate under conditions making possible
the dissociation and recombination of a
diatomic gas is discussed.

1.5. Tagirove R. K. Determining the base UAN bMaf
pressure and temperature in sudden no. 5
expansions of sonic or supersonic 30-37
flows.

A method for determining the base
pressure and temperature in sudden
expansions of plane or axisymmetrio
flows is discussed. The method is
based on H. Korat's well known method,
but it also takes account of nonisother-
micity of mixing and propagation In the
case of sudden expansion of an axisym-
metric flow toward its axis of symmetry.

l06. Kolodochkiln, V. P. Calculation of a A zAN ~a
supersonic f1xo about cones at angles no.,5
of attack. 3&-S

The calculation consists of numerical
integration of gasdynamics equations in
three meridional planes. The results ame
compared with other calculation methods
and with experimental data.

107. Murzinov, I. N. Flow of gas near the IAM Mis
stagnation point of a blunted body at -no. 6
a finite excitation velocity of vibra.- 33-36
tional degrees of freedom.
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An approximate solution In sought by
determining the gas parmeters between
a shook wave end a body at N W7. OWe
in•luenoe or relaxation on the shook
wav during motion of a sphere In air
oonsidered as a mixture o highly
rarefted oxygen and nitrogen is calcula-
ted.

108. Kosterin, S. I., Yu. A. Koshmarov, and
YU. V. Oslpov. Shock-wave position in no. 4
a supersonic nozzle. 3-9

An experimental study was made on the
effect of the divergence angle In the
supersonic section of a nozzle on the
position of a shock wave at a given
pressure ratio* with account taken of the
& tot of heat transfer. The study was
ý.onducted within the ranges of R and N
numbers representing the actual 6perat-
Ing conditions of the nozzle with zhe
dI'w,^gence angle varying from0 O to 50.

lo9. Golubeva V. A. A study of a high- InPZh
temperature gas stream. v. 4, no. 6

A theoretical study Is presented on a
high-temperature plane-parallel gas
stream. A purely turbulent stream is
assumed, that is, the molecular viscosity,
heat conductivity, and radiation energy
are neglected. Discrete solutions for
the differential equations of motion of
the boundary layer are used, taking Into
account gas dissociation and ionization.
The formulas derived permit rapid calculs,..
tion of the gas-stream parameters at all
points for any degree of initial pre-
heating.
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110. Naldynh, V. V. Exact solutions [in geouetry] LnZh
of lift-producing systems with one and two v. I, no. 3
attahed plane shook waves. 22-39

The shapes of lift-producing bodies In
hypersonic air flows are discussed. The
geometry of these bodies is taken from
flow patterns behind one attached plane
shook wave or two such intersecting shook
waves. The geometric and aerodynamic
characteristics of these bodies are
determined for oertlin flight oonditions.

111. Proshnlkov, R. S. On almost free-molecule Znh.
flow of rarefied gas around bodies. v. 1 no.3

The correction to values of aerodynamic
characteristics obtained by free-molecule
theory to obtain corresponding values
for higher Knudsen numbers is dLsoussed,
and the significance of secondary col-
lisions is pointed out. The applicabl-
lity range of this correction In pointed
out.

112. Dakulev, V. 1. Calculation of the turbu- L2Zh
lent mixing flow of a real gas. v.I1 no. 365-74
The solutions of the problem of the boun-
dary layer in the initial portion of a

flane-parallelv low-temperature real-gas
with solid and liquid phases ellimnated)

Jet is presented. The investigation Is
based on Prandtl's theory of free turbu-
lence, with the additional assumption
that the mixing lengths are larger for
scalar quantities (heat, density) than
for vector quantities (momentum),, that
is, taking into account the rotation of
the particles.
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113. Ke•g•-r-iyev, R. 3nvestigation of ZnZh
transoc t.ow past a body for the -. 1I no, 3

zpoue ol designing an airfoil. V.1

High-speed subsonic flow around a body
of arbitrary ahaN*, with a shook wave
at the rear of thi supersonic region in
invwtlgatcd. Transonic symmetrical flow
pa.st. a sytnxfrIoal airfoil is constructed
by s\, app.roxtuate =thod. By applying
equations fox, velocity, potential# and
stream function, a flow pattern Is obtained
which suggests the shape of a double-
wedge airfoil.

'14. Galklin, V. S. Applicability limits of InZh
relaxation models of Boltzmann's kinetic v. 1 no. 3
equation [in the aerodynamics of rare- 153-i56
fied gases].

Boltzmann's equation is simplified by
using assumptions concerning the collision
of molecules. The solution of the system
of " model" equations Is compared with the
solution of an exact system of kinetic
momentum equations of an ideal monatomio
gas, and the limits of applicability for
the models are established.

115. Nikol'skly, A. A. One class of exact WnZh
solutions of three-dimensional gas- v. 1# no.
dynamios equations. 11-17

The calculation is simplified by Intro-
duoing cylindrical coordinates in the
area of the velocity hodograph, and partial
solutions are made possible by the method
of separating the Pourier variables. These
partial solutions lead to an exact solution
of three-dimensional gas dynamics equationrd.
The method is useful in the analysis of
supersonic flow over fuselage-type bodies.
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11)t. ladeyev, S. I. Gas flow in a discharge IZh
tube. v.I no.4l37-I1I0
One-dimensional unsteady flow of a per-
foot a•a in a discharge tube in analysed
for the case where the energy release
in the discharge gap is a function of
time and is a determining factor of the
pocess. A relationship between the
energy release law and the law of the
motion of a shook wave is derived.

117. Kostyohev, 0. I. (Kazan' Aviation Insti- KAvI, Tr
tute). On optimal body shape In unsteady no. 4
flow$. 34-38

The determination of optimal body shape
and the effect of unsteadiness on
optimal shade are discussed.

lid. Stanyukovioh, K. P., and V. P. Shalimov. Meteoritika
On the motion of meteor bodies in ter- no. 20
restrial atmosphere. 54-71

Two stages of meteor motion In te earth's
atmosphere are discussed; 1) in the upper
layers of the atmosphere where the free
path of the air molecules Is larger than
the diameter of the meteor body and 2) in
the lower layers where a strong shook
wave is formed In front of the body.

119. Ohernyy, 0. G. (Moscow). A method of In- Pfe
tegral relations for analyzing gas flows v. 25 no. 1
with strong shook waves. 101-107

A general approach to utilization of
integral relations in the solution of
problems related to flows with strong
shook waves Is presented. Some parti-
cular sample problems concerning the
detonation waves, and waves in shook
tubes are discussed.
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12J. b&kdhimovp V. N. Plane-parallel flow of Nib
oompssible fluid In the wain of a - no.
boot1;-1412

tquations of motion,, oantmnulty, and enera
am fomulated for the following oonditions:
at a given distance from the body, the
pressure Is approximately constant in the
*rose section of the wake, the transverse
velocity in small as compared with the
longitudinal velocity, the rate of change
In long1tudinal velooityalong the axis
of the wake In small an compared with the
rate of Its transverse change, and the
rate of pressure change along the wake isnegllgldle.

121. Fal'kcvich, S. V. (Saratov). Near-sonic FlWeplans laminar gas flow with singular V. 25, no. 2
points on the sonic line. 218-228

Near-sonic plane laminar flows with
singular points on the sonic line were
studied. Solutions with a singular
point on the sonic line of Trico,,ils
equation and solutions of Chaplygin's
equation are used to obtain solutions in
the form of an Infinite series, the first
term of which is the corresponding "self-
SillatIng" solution of Trico,•,s equation.
The Oases Of wedge-shaped profiles and flat -
plates are considered as illustrative
examples.

122. Medukhovskiy, I. B. (Moscow). The ilow Pfle
at an angle of attack past a finned body v. 25 ,no. 3
of revolution. 56I-596

The regularity patterns of a flow pact
a body of revolution are discussed using
general assumptions on the relation between
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aerodynamic flow parameters and orienta-
tion of the velocity vector of the oncoming
flow relative to the meridians. Dependence
of aerodynamic force@ on the ang2e of
attack of a longitudinally finned body of
revolution Is discussed as well as the
number of fins, assuming that there is
no aerodynamic interference between them.

113., Sychev, ;. V. (Moscow). Hypersonic gas Fb
t"ow oi" a viscous, heat conducting gas. v. 25, no. 4

600-06i0

Motion of a body in hypersonic flow of a
viscous heat oonducting gas is studied
and equations oharacterizing the gas flow
around the body are derived on the basis
of the Navler-Sto!ces equation for an ifla
finite Mach number. General common
properties of steady hypersonic flow
around bodies with formation of a strong
shock wave, and self-similar unsteady
flows with t* m O in the undisturbed
region x are-discussed.

124. Qalkin, V. S., and A. A. Gladkov (Moscow). Pole
Lift at hypersonic speeds. v. 25, no. 6

1138-1139
Presents a studcy demonstrating that the
lift for a large class of bodies (wedge,
cone, et cetera, but not a cylinder or
plate) in a free-molecule hypersonic
flow at any value of Knudsen number and
in a continuum hypersonic flow is negative
for any anle of attack in the range frm
zero to 90

125. Dorodnitsyn, A. A. Solution of boundary
layer equations. IPWGes ANSSSR

Slb 0. Sb.
A short presentation is made of one method 77-63 .
for the exact solution (with any degree
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of a&curacy) of equations of a laminar
boundary layer of a nonoompressible liquid.
Two examples are presented which show the
rate of convergence of the method. It Is
noted that although setting up the system
of differential equation Is a tedious
prooess, the solution of the system on high-
speed oomputers is simple.

126. Oinburg, I. P. (Leningrad State University). VoLWO4As
Turbulent boundary layer on a plate in a no. 1
compressible flow. 75

The skin friction and heat transfer on a
flat plate in a turbulent hypersonic flow
at arbitrazly Prandtl numbers are determined
w!.;&h dissociation and diffusion taken into
account.

127. Kulonen, L. A. Calculating the parameters VeLUMMeAs
of a laminar boundary layer on a flat no. 1
plate in dissociating gas. 128-132

Equations for a laminar boundary layer
on a flat plate are solved with the
chemical nonequilibrium dissociation of
a diatomic gas under conditions of in-
complete thermodynamic equilibrium taken
into account, under the assumption that
the specific enthalpies of atomic and
molecular components are arbitrary
functions of gas temperatures.

128. Belova, A. V., and S. V. Vallander. Integral VeLU•ObAs
kinetic equations in the theory of monatomic no. 2
gases in an external field of body forces. 75-80
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The system of equati ons derived is intended
to describe a gas flow subjected to a con-
stant external field of body forces. It
is shown that the equations can be used for
a variable external field with negligible
variations. In deriving the equations, the
fact was taken into account that the trajec-
tories of atoms in the external field of
body forces are curvilinear.

129. Vallander, S. V., and A. V. Belova. VeLMMA&
Integral kinetic equations for gas no.*
ix:tures with internal degrees of 81-81

.freedom.

A system of integral kinetic equations
is presented for a mixture of polyatomic
gases flowing in a constant external
field of body forces in the presence of
chemical reactions. The system of equa-
tions can be solved by the method of
successive approximations. It is as-
sumed that for gas motion only molecular
collisions in pairs are essential and
that the gas particles formed by the
chemical reactions are electrically
neutral.

130. Kulonen, L. A. A method for analyzing a VIUOMMeAs
laminar boundary layer on a porous sur- no. 2
face. 123-135

The laminar boundary-layer problem of the
motion of a binary mixture of gases with
differint physical properties is considered
for the general case of a variable free-
stream velocity, a variable surface tempera-
ture, and an arbitrary relationship
between the mass-transfer coefficients,
temperature, and concentration. The
method can also be used for solving the
problem of gas-mixture motion on a boun-
dary layer with injection through the
porous surface.
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131. ioldobskaya, T. a., and I. A. Syahev. Zr- VaLMMeAs
regular reflection of a shook wave from no, 3
a c•rvilinear wall. 111-130

T1e problem is solved by Paper's method
with some additional assumptions. A
series of exVerimental investigations
was made to oompare data for reflection
from curvillnear profiles and wedges.

132. Ryzhov, 0. S. Deoay of shook waves in In- ZhPMeTF
homogeneous media. no. 2

15-25
Physical phenomena associated with the
propagation of small-amplitude waves in
a nonuniform medium are explained. The
interaotion of two shook waves Is analyzed
for the case in which one overtakes the
other.

133. Lunev, V. V., and I. N. Murzinov. Effect ZhPMeTF
of radiation on the flow in the stagna- no. 2
tion point region of a blunt body. 26-30

The effect of thermal radiation of a
gas on its flow parameters near the
stagnation point of a blunt body is
discussed, disregarding the radiation
pressure, the interaction between
radiation and oncoming flow In the shook
layer, and the effect of the thin
boundary layer.

134.. Byzhov, 0. S. The decay of shock waves in ZhPMeTP
steady flows. no. 636-J&3
The basic characteristics of the develop- 3

ment of shock waves of small amplitude
in nonhomogeneous steady supersonic flows
are studied for the case where the width
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of the disturbed-flow region is assumed
to be small compared with the radius of
curvature of the shook waves and the
distance at which the parameters of the
initial medium change appreciably.

135. Sayasov, Yu. S. Structure of an oblique Zhno. 6
shook wave in a chemically reactive no. 6
gas. 172-174

The system of equations describing the
flow or a chemically reactive Invisold
gas behind an oblique shock is used in
analysis of flow parameters behind the
shock wave. Assumptions are made that
the front of the shock wave is plane
and that the flow lines behind the shook
wave are rectilinear.

136. Grebenshchikov, S. Ye., M. D. Rayzer, A. A. ZhTP
Rukhadze, and A. 0. Frank. V. 31, no. 5529-538
In an experimental study of the inter-

action of converging ring-type shook
waves with a " magnetic wall," shock
waves were produced in a vacuum chamber
at a frequency of 360 ko by discharging
two parallel-connected 0.2-pf capacitors
through a copper ring surrounding the
chamber. Comparison of the experimental
results with those obtained theoretically
for plane shook waves interacting with a
magnetio wall showed close agreemeit.

137. Lun'kin, Yu. P., and F. D. Popov. Non- ZhT]
equilibrium dissociation of a gas mixture v. 31 no. 6
behind a shook wave. 726-74k

Nonequilibrium dissociation of a mixture
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of two diatomic, or of one monatomio gao
and one diatomic gas behind a normal
shook wave is Investigated. An approxi-
mate mthod of solving the equations (oF
aonservation of state and of relaxation)
whIch describe such dissociation Is pre-
sented.

138. Ovosdeva, L. 0. (Laboratory or Combustion ZhTP
fltsios, Krzhizhanovskly Institute of v. 31 no. 6

Power Engineering, Moscow). Refraction 731-759
of detonation waves by incidence on the
boundaries between two gaseous mixtures.

A motion picture investigation of rare-
faction of a shock wave moving in a
reacting medium as it passes through
a boundary between this medium and an
explosive or inert medium is presented.

139. Lun'Ikin, Yu. P. (lotfe Physicotechnical ZhTF
Institute, Leningrad). Measurement of v. 31, no. 9
entropy in the relaxation of a gas 1112-1118
mixture behind a shock wave.

The relaxation of a mixture of a diatomic
gas and a monatomic gas behind a shock
wave is analyzed. The excitation of
degrees of freedom and entropy changes
behind weak and strong shock waves are
discussed.

140. Koryavov, P. P. Numerical calculation of ZhVchMW
laminar flows. v. l no. 5856-&88
The problem of Jet mixing of two steady
laminar semi-infinite flows of compressible
viscous gases of different velocities and
temperatures is considered. A method is
presented for numerical calculation of
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velocity and temperature profiles in
the mixing zone on the basis of the
general boundary layer theory, under the
assumption that parameters of gas density-
viscosity, heat transfer, and specific
heat at constant pressure are known
functions of temperature.

141. Shohennikov, V. V. (somcow). An analysis ZhVyehMO
of a laminar boundary layer over a' sub- v 1 no.
liming surface.

Equations are derived and boundary
conditions are established for analysis
of the laminar boundary layer over a
subliming, axisymuetric, blunted body in
a high supersonic flow, taking the chemical
reactions into account.

142. Oodunov, S. K., A. V. Zabrodin, and G. P. ZhVyehMF
Prokapov. A difference scheme for two- v. 1, no. 6
dimensional gas dynamics problems. 1020-1050

A method was developed for the numerical
solution of two-dimensional gas dynamics
problems. The difference computational
scheme for gas dynamics equations and the
formulas for approximate calculation of
the decomposition of discontinuity were
worked out and are presented in detail.
The stability of the difference soheme
was studied only for the case of a
linearized system of gas dynamics equations
with constant coefficients; necessary and
sufficient stability conditions of the
scheme for this sytem were derived. The
difference method is also applied to the
case of a homogeneous supersonio flow of
an ideal gas around a sphere.
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143. Dabenko, Ko I. and 0. P. Voskresenskliy. ZhVyorhN
A numerical method for calculating the v. i, no. 6
flow of gas around bodies. 1051-1000

A method for numerical calculation of the
three-dimensional sipersonro flow of an
ideal gas around pointed bodies has been
developed. Programs are worked out for
electronic digital computers, and calcula-
tions are made of the flow around a
ciroular oone, and a body of revolution for
various values of Mach nun.ber and of angle
of attack.

196.2
144. D1orodnitsyn, A. A. Numerical methods for M meSt

solution of laminar boundary-layer v 14, no. 3A
equations. 333-357
A general method of integral relations
used at the Comruting Center of the
Academy of Sciences USSR for the solution
of complicated boundary-layer problems
by means of high-speed computers is
described. General expressions are
derived for integral relations for a
boundary layer in a "classical" compres-
sible fluid (that is, without chemical
reactions and radiation) which can easily
be adapted to incompressible fluids.

145. Lubonski, J. Hypersonic plane ocuette Arch Mast
flow in rarefied gas. v. 14 no. 3/4
Hypersonic plane Couette flow in a rare-
fied gas is considered in terms of a
certain approximation method which is of
more eeneral use than conventional ones
and can be applied to other hypersonic
flows. A flow between two walls which
reflect molecules diffusely is considered
because of its simpliaity. Fields of
macroscopic values, such as density, mean
velocity, and temperature are investigated.
The molecules are grouped into three

-3 classes according to their motion origin.
The gas is regarded as a mixture of the
three classes and the molecules are con-
sidered as rigid spheres.
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146. Ooz'kov, L. P., and L. P. Pitayevskaiy. DAN SSR
The origin of a shook wave caused by v. Ila no. 2
reflection of a weak discontinuity 23-59
fro- the sonic line.

The reflection of the weak discontinuity
(the discontinuity of tka first derive-
tives of velocity) from thq sonic line
was studied with the aid of the Eulez%.
Trioomi equation describing the sonic
flow of gas. Formulas desoribing the
cnar.ge of parameters on a shook wave are
derived.

147. Bazhenova, T. V., and 0. A. Predvoditeleva. EnI AN MR
A oomparison of air parameters behind FOaTp
shook waves.

Thermodynamic and gas dynamio parameters
behind r.ormal, incident, and refleoted
shook waves are compared under certain
assumptions on equilibrium dissociation
of air; the excitation of deoreer of
freedom of particle is zonsidtred.

1'48. £nfimov, N. A. 7he lamInar boundary iAN Nefa
layer in a imlticomponent mixture of no. 1
gases. 25-31

The equations of a laminar mIltioomponent
boundary layer are solved in the neighbor-
hood of the stagnation point of a blunt
body in a flow of dissociated air, It is
assumed that the chemical reactions Inside
the boundary layer are frozen and that the
state of the gas at the wall and In the
outer boundary of the layer is In equIli-
bzAaim.
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149. Av" vsliY,* V. 3. (Moscow). Analysis of UaW M#M&
& three-dmenslonal laminar boundary no. 1
laqer along geodesics in the flow. 32-41

Differential equations are derived for
flows in the regions of the geodesios on
a cone under an angle of attack, slip
flow past an infinite oylinder, and at
the forward stagnation point. Por ulas
ar given for calculating the parameters
of heat transfer# friction# and boundary
layer.

150. Shidlovskiy* V. P. Flow of slightly rare- IhAN Mexa
fled San about a sphere. no. 2

17-24
Slip flow about the forward part of a
sphere is considered. This flow oor-
responds to Knudsen numbers K from 0.1 to
0.01. It is assumed that the Mach
number is of the order of 1/%.

151. Mel'nikov, D. A. Shook wave reflection in IzAN Re&a
a supersonic gas flow. no. 3"f 21m-30
The problem is studied of a gas flow
through the region of an incident shook
wave reflected from the axis of symmetry,
where a normal shock wave is :.rmed.
A method is developed for determining
a subsonic flow beyond the normal shook
wave. Shadow photographs are given of
flows from four axisyumetrical nozzles
of different salapes, with uniform and
nonuniform velocity fields and Mach
numbers from 2.8 to 3.2 and 2.67 to 3.37.

152. Anfimov, N. A. The laminar boundary layer IhAN MeMa
on a chemically active surface. no. 3

46-52
The burning of a blunted semi-infinite
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body (consisting of various o.exbon,
oxygen, and hydrogen compounds) in a
flow of high-temperature air is discussed.
The boundary laqer in an eight-component
gas mixture in the presence of chemical
reactions and mans exohanges on the body
surface Is examined. A method Is given
for determining the rate of burning and
the surface temperature Is given.

153. Shkadov, V. Ya. A solution of the IAN MeNa
boundary layer problem. no. 3

173-175
The flow of a viscous Incompressible fluid
in a boundary layer is studied and equa-
tions with solutions which satisfy parti-
oular boundary conditions are analyzed.
Analytical series are employed to derive
two satisfactory solutions, for boundary
layers starting at the boundary edge and
at the critical point and for bodies with
sharp and blunt edges.

154. Vulis, L. A. An interpolation formula IZAN N*Ma
for a transient region of flow. no, 3

180-182
An interpolation formula is presented,
based or phenomenological treatment of
the process of transition from a steady
laminar regime to a turbulent one, which
in applicable to integral (drag heat
transfer, et cetera) and local teffective
viscosity and temperature conductivity
in a turbulent boundary layer) governing
laws.

155. Avduyevskly, V. S. A method for analyzing IsAN .M.a
a three-dimensional turbulent boundary no. 41
layer in compressible flow. 3-12

A method is developed for calculating a
turbulent boundary layer In a compressible
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two- or tnree-aimennional hykrsonio flow
on an arbitrary curvilinear surface. The
formulas for a flat plate are applied at
every point of the body, and In place of
the true length along the surface of the
body, a certain effective length which
satlafles the basic integral correlations
Is considered. The expressions for the
parameters of a turbulent boundary layer,
aem obtained by analyzing experimental
data on tu:bulent boundary layers. Calcula-
tion of the friction drag at Mach 6 on an
axisyimtrical ideal nozzle is presented1
as are sample calculations of the heat ex-
change for a Maoh 10 three-dimensional flow
around a cylinder of Infinite length, and
around sharp- and blunt-nosed cones.
The effect of the shook-wave curvature
is talon into acnount and discussed.

156. Dorfmlan, L. A. The boundary layer on bodies . AN U MeNa
rotating at high velocities. no. 4

18-22
An approximate method is presented for
calculating the boundary layer on axisym-
metrical bodies (turbine wheels, propellers,
rotors, and projectiles) rotating at high
velocities in axial flows. The inflow

ventilating") effect of rotation on the
ow In the boundary layer is taken into

a&count. A comparison of the results with
those obtained by the method set forth
by S. Truckenbrodt in 1954 Indicates that
the present method gives values closer to
experimental data.

157. Oherkez, A. Ya. Averaging of supersonic IsAN Ne~a
gas-flow parameters. no. 4

The possibility of using the relations

and methods of one-dimensional gas
dynamics in the study of highly irregular
supersonic flows Is considered. It Is
demonstrated that for irregular supezr-
sonic flows in which the stagnation
temperature is constant, it is possible
to find average parameters which will
satisfy the flow conditions.
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158. Avauyevskiy, V. S., and Ye. I. Obroskova. IzAN N*a
Laminar boundary layer on a porous plate no.°5
In the preseioe of chemical reactions on 3-12
its surface.

A laminar boundary layer with chemical
reaotions on a porous plate through
which a gas is injected is discussed.
Approximate formulas are derived for
determining the boundary-layer para-
meters, with carbon and hydrogen
burning on the plate surface and binary
diffusion in the boundary layer.

159. Cherkez, A. Ya. One-dimensional theory UAN NeMa
of supersonic gas Jets. no. 513-15
The one-dimensional theory is shown

to give quantitative results conforming
with experimental data, to determine
qualitative flow laws, and to disclose
the physical meaning of some character-
lstios of the initial portion of the
Jet.

luo. Kireyev, V. T. Shook wave propagation In IsAN NeOR
a shook tube. no. 6

i144-146
A flow pattern is presented for deter-
mining the variations in shook wave
velocity and flow parameters of the
driving and driven gases during dia-
phragm opening. Results of numerical
calculation of the shook wave velocity
and or.ss-sectlor area variation of
the opening are presented in graphs.

161. Lunev, V. V. (Moscow). A shook layer 13*1 YaM
method in problems of hypersonic flow no 6
over thin blunted bodies. IW5-147
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The method proposed by H. Cheng, T. Hall,
T. Collian, and A. Hertzberg for approximate
calculations of a flow over thin blunt
bodies is analyzed. It is shown that the
solution obtained for any isentroplc
exponent not equal to unity contradicts
the results obtained by G. G. Gherryy,
who used another method, which gives,
in general, more acourate results.

162. Kutateladzo, S. S., and A. I. Leont'yev. InFZh
Calculating turbulent boundary layer v. 5, no. I
parameters under essentially positive 33-41
pressure gradients.

A new successive-approximation method for
calculating the parameters of a turoulent
boundary layer was developed. The analysis
is baaed on the limiting laws of friction
and heat exchange in the diffusion region
of gas flow. Equations for determining
the velocity profile within the turbulenc
laybr, the drag distribution, and the limit-
velocity profile at the point of separation
are also derived and show good agreement
with experimental data.

163. Romishevskiy, Ye. A. (Moscow). Boundary InFZh
layer and steady gas disoharge diffusion- v. 2, no. 1
pattern radiation. 170-174

The process of the interaction of a
viscous radiating gas-flow at reentry
velocities with the surface of a body in
a thin layer which has a boundary-layer
pattern is discussed, as well. as phenomena
in a steady gas discnarge under high
pressure which arm of the same character.
It is assumed that the radiation range
is small and has a di.'fusion paittern.
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164, Slezenko, Z. F. The velocity profile of InFZh
the boundary layer on a nonuniformly v. 5, no. 10
heated plate. 47-52

A method was devlsecý f direat measure-
ment, with an accuracy of 0.01 to 0.005 am/Bee,
of local values of the small-velocity profiles
in the boundary - *,er on a nonuniformly
heated plate. LWd on the photoelectric
principle, the method is applicable to weal•y
rarefied and nonramefied gases. A circuit
diagram of the device used in the measure-
ments is given, alone with the method of
calculating velocities from a nomogram.

165. Kostychev, 0. I., and V. I. Polkovnikov. IzVUZ AvT
Variational problems of gas dynamics, no. •

The effect of flight conditions on the
optimlum form of an aircraft and its
vertiual motion are studied.

166. Dulov, V. G. An approximate method for IzVUZ AMT
calculating slightly divergent supersonic no. 2
axial flows. 8-i14

For the calculation of slightly divergent
supersonic isentroplc gas flow, the Lenin-
grad Inst•tute of Mechanics has developed
an approximate method which combines and
to some extent is based on two classical
methods, that of characteristics and that
of the linearization of equations and
boundary conditions.

167. DQlov, V. 0. Shook-wave propagation in a IzVUZ ArT
variable-cross-section channel. 10.a

The propagation of a shock wave formed in
a gas duct of constant cross section and
moving througl a short divergent channel is
analyzed and the dependence of shock wave
parameters on the area of the cross section
of the channel is established.
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168, Mestykhp A. I. A turbulent boundary layer ZnWh
with pressure gradients on a porous sur'face. v, 2 no, 1

79.m8t
Tho problem is analyzed for incompressible

axes. em the results ae generalized
G" pouMv iblo gases. The equations may

be used for calculating any general case
ot a turbulent boundary layer with diffusion
and heat transfer.

169. Nikol'akly, A. A.,j aad B. A. Smirnov. Action InZh
of a shook wave on an obstacle. v. 2, no. 1

181-18
Som Specific obstacles, both two- and
three-dimensional, are considered. The
overall impulses and moments and also
the distribution of presmure impulses on
the surface of the body are determined.
It Is shown that when the velocity is
sufticiently low and vorticity may be
neglected, the problem can be reduced to
the case of inoompressible-fluid flow.

170. Stanyukovich, K. P. Variation of arbitrary ThZh
constants in self-similar solutions. v. 2p no. 2

355-358
An approximate method for calculating the
variation of arbitrary constants in the
propagation of moving shook waves is
presented. The new solutions are based
on the principle that any motion of
gases in small volumes for short time
intervals may be considered self-similar.

1v1. Neyland, V. Ya., and 0. 1. Taganov. The InZh
flow pattern in the separation region. v 2. no. 3

310.2
A general solution of the problem of
the flow in the boundary-layer separation
region with a return flow is presented.
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The study le restr•cteA co the pla&ie
flow of an incompressible fluid within
the plan. flow of an inco•pressible
fluid within the stagnation zone, and
to a supersonic flow past a body with
a needle fixed at its front. The
formation of separation zones, the zone
angles, and the velocity profiles are
discussed In both flows.

172. Petukhov, 1. V., and A. L. Ankudinov. The InZh
effect of flow vorticity and body ourva- v, 2 nDO. 4
ture on boundary layer. 262-M8
T'he effects of flow vorticity outside
the boundary layer, as well as of the
curvature of body contour, on the
structure of the boundary layer are
analyzed by using a strict formulation
of boundary conditions for the secondary
streams in the layer. The results of this
analysis were used as a oorreotion Of
the Iciown solution of this problem (with-
out outer-flow vorticity) by Blaslus.

173. Shoherbina, Yu. A, The effect of Initial PbFTT
turbulence on the boundaries of a mixed no. 7
Jet. 152-157

Results are presented of an experimental
Investigation of a two-dimensional mixed
jet In its Initial region, where the
struoture of the jet is disrupted due to
high turbulence. Turbulence measurements
were made by the optioal-diffusion method
at the same distance from the nozzle
grid In all cases. Initial velocity was
kept constant In all of the expezrinnts.
The schematic diagram of an experimental
device Is glven, as well as graphs of
velocity distribution ard relative
boundaries of the mixin regiLon.
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174. Ladyzhenskiy, 14. D. An analysis of hyper- v"1 no. 2
sonic flow equations and the solution of 2&9-299
the Cauchy problem.

General equations ot hypersonic vortex
flows are investiaated. The approximate
solution of the Cauchy problem is o0OWed
with exact analytical and numerical
solutions. The results can be used for
studying Internal hypersonic flow.

175. Zhilin, Yu. L. Similitude parameters at PlNO
high hypersonic velocities. v. 26 no. 2

387-368
Similarity conditions established by
W. D. Hayes and R. F. Probstein for
Intermediate hypersonio velocities
are extended to high hypersonio
velocities. Analytical expressions
are given.

176. Kogan, M. N. Hypersonic flows of a rare- PMe
fied gas. v. 261 no. 3

520-529
The basic theoretical concepts and the
criteria and conditions for the existence
of near-free-molecular hypersonic flows
are discussed. Flow past a plate perpen-
dioular to the flow direction is considered
for various Mach numbers and collision
cross sections. It is assumed that re-
flection of molecules from the plate is
diffusive with a Maxwellian velocity
distribution.

177. Galkcn, V. S. On the lift in a ree Pe%
moi.ecule flow. v. 26, no. 3567
It is shown that the lift of certain
finite-length bodies in a free -molecule
flow can be negative at any angle of
attack between 0 and 90 and with forces
acting on bases of such-bodies taken
into account.
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178. Kulkovskiy, A. G. On shook-wave structure. Me
v. 26 no. 4

Solutions of general gas-flow equations 631-641
which can be used in gas-dynamics and
magneto hydrodynamics and analyzed and
the structure and behavior of shook
waves arm discussed.

179. Ladyzhenskly, M. D. Flow of viscous gas PMMOe
into vacuum. v. 2649no. 4

642-649
Viscous, heat-conducting gas flows from
two-and three-dimensional sources were
studied by using Navier-Stokes equations
with the assumptions that the coefficients
of viscosity and heat condictivity are
power functions of temperature and that the
Prandtl number is constant. An asymptotic
solution is sought for the case of the flow
of gas into a vacuum when the pressure at
infinity approaches zero.

18o. Jakob, I. A., A. Zaharescu, and L. Dumit- RevMeAp
rescu. A method for measuring the velocity v. 7, no. I
of shock-wave propagation. 173-183

A method for measuring the velocity of
shock-wave propagation is discussed.
The measurements by a simple and compact
unit with circuit components of original
design are accurate to 0.2 to 0.5% for
Mach numbers from 1 to 4. The arrange-
ment of the system is described and shown
in a diagram; a concise description of
tUs characteristics of the component
blocks is given.

181. Losev, S. A., and Osipov, A. I. An Usv
investigation of nonequilibrium pheno- v. 74
mena in shook waves. 393-434
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The following nonequilibrium phenomena
were investigated in shook waves: 1)
equalizing processes based on the li-
notic theory of gases (qualitative study);
2) the state of the gas In a shock wave
(experimental study). The operation of
a shook tube was also studied.

182. lIippov, B. V. A variant of unsteady VeLgMeAs
kinetic equations in rarefied-gas aero- no. 1
dynamics. 142 - 1 46

Unsteady gas flow Is described by a system
of kinetic Integral equations derived for
the case in which the initial value of
the distribution function is given.

183. Tsibarovp V. A. Relationship between VeLUWOeAs
equations of the kinetic gas theory. no. 1

1i7-151
The connection between the solutions of
Integral-differential and integral-
kinetic equations derived by Vallander,
Fenner, and Sinter is established.

184. Vallander, S. V., E. A. Gurmuzova, and B. V. VeLMO~eAs
Filippov. Kinetic integral equations for no. 3
an arbitrary conservative field of external 87-89
forces.

A system of kinetic integral equations Is
presented which describes the motion of
a gas consisting of particles with
internal degreeos of freedom moving in an
arbitrary field of mass forces changing
so slowly that they can be considered
constant within the limits of a molecule.
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185. Aleksenko, L. S.o# R. 0. Barantsev, and VsLUIOAs
•. No Panteleyeva. The method of no. 4
transversal approximation in hypersonic 62-77
flow.

The method of transversal approximation
is used for establiashing the relation
for the variation of" flow parameters
acrOss the layer between the shook wave
and the body along the normal to the
shook wave. The basic features of the
method are analysed through quadratic
approximation of the stream function; a
detailed and complete study Is carried
out for the case of linear approximation.

186. Lugovtsov, B. A. (Novosibirsk). The ZhPMeTP
propagation of a shock wave from a no. 3
distant explosion in a water reservoir 31-39
of constant depth.

The site of the explosion in located at
a distance (comparable to the depth of
the reservoir) such that the disturbances
caused by the passage of the shook wave
are quite small, thus permitting one to
consider the motion caused by this pas-
sage as short-wave propagation.

187. Nszhirov, 1. 1. One-dime sional gas flow Zhpv&h
in a ohanel of varying cross section in no. 3
the presence of frictio.. and heat exchange. 92-95

The problem of calculating one-dimensional
gas flow in a channel with varying cross
section in the presence of friction forces
and heat exohange between the -as and
the external medium is oonsidered. The
effect of these factors on the total
gas pressure Is deteruled, aid the problem
of deterining the ohannel-area variation
neoessagy to obtain a designated ach.-
romber distributlon for a given heat ex.
change IOw Is solved.



188. Leon V. S. A study of inte.acoion between ZhPi4eTP
free-moleaule flow and a ý'all. no. 639-44
A method of experimental laboratory
maxurement of the coefficient of
impulse transmission in the flow o01 a
rarefied gas against a surface is
disouguBd. An installation for producing
a hI'2*- -eAd molecular beara from a
supeore.210 Jet of rarefied gas is des-
cribed, and the results of a study on
the angular distribution of recoil
molecules are siven. Meapurements of
the velocities of recoil particles arm
also presented.

189. Korobeynlkov, V. P. An analogy between a ZhPMeT7
oylindrical explosion and hypersonic no. 6
gas flow past bodies. 45-49

An approximate analytical method for
determining the law for the motion of
an explosion wave and the pressure In
the center of the blast is presented.
The procedure used in this method is
compared with that employed in the
analysis of an inviscid hypersonic flow
past blunted bodies. It is shown that
with an Increased Mach number, the
shape of the shock wave in the flow
approaches that of an explosion wave.

19,.. Lapin, Yu. V. (Leningrad Polytechnical ZhTP
Institute). A turbulent boundary layer v.32 no.
in dissociating gas. 4734-79

The influence of equilibrium dissociation
of an "ideal dissociating gas" on friction
and heat transfer in a turbulent boundary
layer of a plane plate is studied.
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191. Wlonen, 0. A. Application of the Koohin,- ZhTP
Loyteyansciy method to analysis of a v 32 no.
laminar boundary layer with an interface. 4&:U4

The flow parameters of a two-dimensional
boundary layer at the stagnation point are
discussed. It Is assumed that a film Is
formed on the surface or a body from a
subitance which is In a different phase
(gaseous or liquid) than that of the on-
coming flows so that an interface Is formed;
The densities of both phases are constants
and their physical properties independent
of the temperature. The surface-tension
forces are negleoted.

192., Lozgachev, V. I. The theory of free mole ZhTI
cule flow. II. Passage through chambers v. 32 no. 9
of arbitrary shape. 1123-1133

The general problem of free-molecule
flow through a chamber with arbitrary
location of the inlet orifice and the
outlet orifice is considered, that ins
the probability of a molecule passing
through the chamber is sought. It is
assumed that the mean free path of a
single molecule Is greater than any
dimension of the chamber, that there is
no Interaction between molecules, and
that the chamber walls reflect all
incident molecules according to a specific
law.

193. Belotsericovskiy, 0. M. (Computing Center, ZhVchw
AoadevW of Sciences USSR). Supersonic v. 2, no. 6
flow of perfect and real gases around 16e-0o85
blunt-nosed bodies.

The method of Integral correlation is
applied to the problem of hypersonic flow
around blunt bodies at Mach numbers
M. - 4 to K.-I .
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194, Issu H. (lyui•calsch..-oohnlsohes
Zni•ltutp heloh Strahtlungsquellen, v. 5 no. 7
der deutohen Akademie der Wssen- 1126-429
sohaoten). Discontinuity conditions
In the front of an Ionizing shook
waye.

te ga•d•ynamio paramters upstream from
an ionizing shook wave propagating In
helium at 25 = Hg# at veloolties at less
than 20 N, were calculated by means ot
the Rankine-Hugonlot equations, equations
of state, and the Saha equation for lonl-
xation. The density, pressure, tempera-
ture, gas velocity, and degree of Ioni-
zatlon were plotted for ionizing and non-
Ionizing waves as functions of M up to

f- 18.

195. Xlkhaylova, M. P. Motion of gas behind an DAN SSSR
asymetrical piston. v. 148, no. 1

61-63
The motion of piston in a homogeneous
gas is inv stigated under the assump-
tion that ihe gas in front of the piston
is at rest. The solution is sought for
self-similar motion of the gas behind a
piston moving at a constant speed.

196. KorobeynIkov, V. P., and V. P. Karlikov. DAN SSSR
The parameters and shape of a shock wave v. 148, no. 6
front produced by an intense explosion. 1271-1274

An approximate method in presented for
calculating the parameters and shape of
a shook wave produced by a point explosion
in an inhomogeneous medium. Analytical
relationships permitting determination of
the shape are given, together with the
law of its change with time. The method
can be applied to the problem of1 explosions
in a nonisotherzmo atmosphere.
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197. Kukienko, B. V. (Moscow State University). DAN SSSR
A method of rarefied-gas-flow analysis. v. 151, no, 5

1040-1045
A method is outlined for setting up
systems of equations for many functions
of a small number of independent varl-
bles which are sufficient for obtaining
an approximate solution of aerodynamic
problems of rarefied gases.

198. Struminskly, V. V. (Corr. member, AN SSSR). DAN SSSR
On the nonlinear theory of aerodynamic v. 151, no. 5
stability. 1046-1049

The successive-approximation (small-
parameter) method is applied to the
study of the aerodynamic stability of
disturbed viscous incompressible fluid
flows between two parallel walls and in
the boundary layer. The bounds of sta-
bility and the development of disturbances
with time are discussed.

wj. Petrosyan, L. 0. On the solution of the IzAN ArmSSR
boundary-layer equation. FM

v. 16, no. 5
A solution of the botndary-layer dif- 91-98
ferential equation is presented in the
case when the pressure gradient is zero
and the equation of the potential-flow
velocity are given. Expressions for the
flow parameters and shear stresses on a
plane surface are derived.

200. Ginevskiy, A. S., and Ye Ye. SolodkIn. Thi UAM 149fa

effect of transverse surface curvature on
. characteristics of an axisymmetrio, non- no.1

isothermal, oompressible turbulent boundary 99-113
Slayer.S- ~58 -



A theoretical inveasigation of the above-
mentioned problem in a high Bupersonlo
flow Is presented. Flows past convex
(cylindrical) and concave (channel) sur-
faces ar" disoussed for various Reynolds
and Mach rumbers, and various values of
a temperature parameter are discussed.

201. D'yakonov, Yu. N., and N. A. Zaytseva. IzAN MeMa
Supersonic flow of an ideal gas about no. I
a blunted body. 218-123

The axisymmetrical supersonic flow field
around a blunt body is investigated. The
results of calculations fob' flows at
M - 3, 4, 6, 10 and past a sphere and past
spherically blunted cones are presented.

202. Shkadov, V. Ya. The boundary layer with IzAN MeMa
pressure gradient in oompressible fluid no. 2
flow. 28-32

A boundary layer problem in a compressible
fluid flow under the assumption that the
viscosity varies linearly with temperature
and that the Prandtl number is constant.

2033. Motulevich, V. P. Evaluating terms of InFZh
boundary layer equations. no. 586-91
An attempt Is made to obtaiLA quantitative

criteria for evaluation of various phenomena
and their corresponding terms in a complete
system of Cifferent•lU boundary layer
equations, taking into account all the
factors resulting from the molecular-kinetio
theory of matter. Diffusion and energy
equations are oonsidered. The expression
for the reference term is established and
its selection procedure outlined for both
equationg. An approximate method is developed
for calculating the dimensionless para-

ff¢*meters of both equations, which makes it pos-
sible to determine the relative role of
every separate term.
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204. Kozlov, L. F. Opti2mu boundary-layer bleed InFZh
on a porous plate in an incompressible v. 6. no. 10
fluid. 88-92

The optimum suction of a= incompressible
fluid from the boundary layer on a porous
plate is investigated theoretically.
Laminar friction coefficients, and local
and total amounts of removed fluid are
determined.

205. Galkin, V. S. The effectof slip in hyper- InZh
sonic slightly rarefied gas flow past bodies. v. 3 no. 127-36
The effects of slip on aerodynamic para-
meters of bodies in a hypersonic rarefied-
gas tlowundith limits of applicability of
laminar boundary layer theory to the
description of a viscous disturbed flow
past plane and axisymmetric bodies are
dIscussed. Expressions for slip-
velocity and temperature Jumps are
derived and the terms of the Burnett
equation along the wall are evaluated
by using the local similarity method and
self-similar solutions of the boundary
layer equations.

206. Neyland, V. Ya., and 0. I. Teganov. Super- LnZh
sonic separated flows. v, 3. no. 2

A detailtd study on the configurations of
forward separated flow regions in super-
sonic flow past symmetric bodies is presented.
The angle of flow separation is determined,
and its dependence on Mach number is estab-
lished for the case when Um ratio of the
viscous boundarT-layer thickness on the
interface of the conical separated region
near the reattachment point to the radius
of body curvature in the meridional cross
section tends to uero.
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207. bukovshiln, V. 0., and 0. I. Taganov. InZh
Determination of the aerodynamic forces v. 3, no. 2
aoting on bodies with s eparation regions 215-221
in hy"esonlo flows.

A theoretioal method is outlined for
oalculating the aerodynamic forces acting
on bodies of arbitrary shape In hypersonic
flows in the presence of separated flow
regi~na of given configuratlons. The method
is appliad to the calculation of lift and
drag for a sphere and a cone, both with
a spike at an angle of attack.

208. Koshmarov, Yu. A. (Moscow). Rarefied gas InZh
flow along a wall suddenly set in motion. v. 3 no. 3

The dynamlc behavior of a S&s set in motion

by a sudden movement of the gas-confining
infinite plane is Investigated on the basis
of molecular theory and under the assumption
that the velocity of the plane is smaller
than tha velocity of sound in the Gas. An
equivalent system of equations of moments
is used instead of the Maxwell-Boltzmann
equation for determining the function
of molecular velocity distribution.

209. Badyagin, A. A. The maximum lift-drag ratio IzVUZ AvT
of an aircraft. no. 1

The effect of balancing (static stability)

on the lift-drag ratio of a conventional
and of a "canard" type supersonic air-
craft is investigated.

210. KuIldeyev, V. M. The selection of optimal IzVMU AVT
parakmeters of aircraft mechanisms. no. I66-79
An engineerlng method is described for

the design of aircraft mechanisms which
are to be set within a strictly limited
contour. The particular case of a land-
ing-gear mechanism is considered.
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211. Sirazetdinov, T. K. Optimal problems of IZVUZ AVT
gasdynamlos. no. 2

11-21
A system of equations Is derived for
determining an optlim body surface
having minimum drag or maximum heat
dissipatton (mininim heat flow into
the body). The equat ion of a minimum-
drag airfoil In supersonic flow Is
discussed in detail.

212. Vinogradov, B. S., and Z. G. Shaykutdinov. IzVUZ AVT
An approximate method for calculating no. 2
the detached bow shook wave in supersonic 6a-44
flow past blunt bodies.

An approximate method Is outlin•ed for
rapid evaluation of the basic" parameters
of a detached bow shock %ave and of
flow behind It. It may be applied with
sufficient practical accuracy to either
plane w axisymetric flows.

213. Dolomanov, Ye. 0. The calculation of air IzVUZ AVT
parameters behind a pormal shook with no. 2
stagnation-temperature inversion taken 65-69
into account.

The flow parameters in the region of the
stagnation point are calculated, taking
the effect of temperature inversion
into account. A graph-analytical method
is used for calculating the gandynamio
and thermodynamic parameters of air; the
effects of ionization, dissociation, NO-
molecule formation, and variable specific
heat are considered.

214. Sidorov, 0. P. A certain class of voZrtex IzVUrZ AvT
"flows. no.4

175-179
Hydrodynamic effects on flows whioh
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exclude the formation of shook waves
(specially selected vortex fields have
this property) aem investigated to the
first approximation. A nonlinear System
of Sas dynamio equations desoribing a
plane, steady flow of an invisoid, eomapres-
sible gas Is oonsidered and after certain
nalytioal transformations reduced to a

l~near systom.

215. Vallander, S. V. (Editor. Soviet studies LU
of rarefied gases (I), 4I1), and (I1). NiIN0

no. 1
1-267

216. Varzhanskaya, T ., Ye. I. Obroskova, and MoUVychTs, Sb
Ye. N. Starov... Boundary layer in the no. 2
vicinity of a stagnation point. 135-145

An analytical investigation is presented
of a compressible laminar air boundary
layer near the stagnation point of a flat
porous plate through which hydrogen Is
uniformly Injected.

217. Qolitsyn, 0. S. Correlations in local PlEs
isotropic turbulence. v. 27, no. 1

A study of velocity correlations and

pressure distributions is made on the
basis of Kolmogorov's theory of locally
Isotropic turbulence. The statistical
characteristics of the turbulence In
the whole equilibrium range are
calculated with the use of a spectral
density mode which at high wave
numbers decays like a Gaussian function.
Where possible, these characteristics are
oompared with results obtained on the
basis of other turbulence models, for
example, models with constant asymmetry
and Heisenberg modes.
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2)8. Gonor, A. L. Three-dimensional minimum- M1
drag bodies at high supersonio speeds. v, 27no. I

Supersonic flow around a conical body
is &nalyzed and expressions for pressure
and drag ooefficients are derived. The
drag coefficient formula is used to reduce
the problem to the separate determInation
of optimal shapes for meridional and
transverse sections. The calculations
show that the optimal cross section is
star-shaped. The possibility of determin-
ing the optimal transverse section or a
body having one of its sides a plane
parallel to the flow is indicated.

219, reyko, A. N. (Moscow). On the determina- PH6I
tion of minimum-drag bodies by use of the v. 27, no. 3
Newton and Bseman pressure coefficient 484-495
laws.

After reviewing a series or studies on
determining the shape of bodies having
minimum drag under certain types of
restrictions, the author analyzes the
same problem with various arbitrary
restrictions.

22j. Savulesou, S. N., and V. Toma. An ex- StuOeMeAp
perimental Investigation of the inter.- v. 14 no. 5
action of a low-intensity Jet with an 2037-1063
incompressible boundary layer on a flat
plate.

The principal results of an experimental
Investigation of the transition of an
Incompressible boundary layer on a flat
plate initiated by a low-intensity Jet
are presented. A brief description of
the experimental setup is given.
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221. Soloochins R. 1, Detonation waves in UsBM$"*a*o v.--80m no. 4.

This review of 125 artioles (88 Soviet) 525.551

published In 1959-1963 on detonation waves
In gases deals with: exporimontal methods
for scudying gas parameters behind a
detonation fronts characteristics of gas
Ignition behind a shook wave, transition
from deflagration to detonation in gases,
g pulsations behind the detonation
f t, detonations In steady gas flows.
Unsolved problems and prospective research
are brIefly discussed.

222. 31u'h# 0. The small-parameter method in VeLUWObAs
the hypersonio flow of an Ideal gas no. 1
past pointed bodies. 86-89

The method of a small parameter is used
for determining the hypersonlo charao-
teristiOs of flow of a perfeot gas past
plane and axisymmetrical pointed bodies.
The method does not lead to a singularity
at the sero-oontour-pressure point.

223. Grib, A. A., 0. Baush, and L. M. Vyraz,- VeLIMfeAs
menskaya. Some special features of no. 1
hypersonio gas motion. 96-105

Plow past bodies of revolution and
flat contours with arbitrary dependence
of internal energy on pressure and
.temperature is detemined by a procedure
based on the methods of 0. G. Chernyy
and 0. A. Lyubimov. Some special
features connected with the solution
of the Mises equations in the form of
a series are discussed.
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224. Onufrlyevp A. T. A model of nonequilibrium ZhPI4TI
processes In continuum meohanios. no. 1

47-56
An attempt Is made to construct a model
of the transfer procemses in some linear
problems with one-dimensional transfer,
oonsidering the free-molecule flow. The
concept or the mean free path Is rw.viewed,
and the flow of a rarefied gas past a Seml-
Infinite plate in analyzed.

225. Romanenko, P. N., and V. N. Kharohenko. ZhPNeTIP
The effect of gas injection into a turbu- no. 1
lent boundary layer on skin friction. 77-83

The boundary layer on a flat porous plat*
is experimentally studied In respect to
the e.feot on Its dynamic charaoteristics
of injecting freon, C02 , and air into It.
A flow of heated gas with increasing and
decreasing pressure gradients is oonsidered.
A detailed description of the experimental
facilities and test procedure Is presented.
An approximate procedure Is suggested for
calculating the dynamic boundary layer in
the case of turbulent gas flow with a longi-
tudinal pressure gradient and transverse
mass transfer,

226. Korobeyni•ov, V. P. (Moscow), P. 1. Chushkln, ZhPMIh
(Moscow). Calculation of the initial no. 14
stage or a point explosion In various gase. 48-57

A numrical solution of a linearized point-
explosion problem with back pressure taken
into account is considered In the oases
of planes cylindrioal, and spherical waves
In gases within a wide range of adiabatio
exponent. A method is outlined for the
solution of linearized-. blast-wave problems
which is very convenient for computer
calculations.
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227. Ad'shkin9 V. V. (mosoow), I. V. Nemoh~nov ZhNITP
04oo0W). Approximate determination of no. 4

I&s peemeterm behind a shook-wave front 58-67
for the proscribed law of shook propaga.-
tion.

A Method Is outlined for approximate
determinaton of gas parameters behind
a shook-wave front from the given law of
shook-wave propagation. The method is
baed on calculation of basic derivatives
of gasdynamic parameters at the shook-
wave front in Lagrane' a coordinate system
and consists of the linear extrapolation
of pressure along the mass of gas In motion
with respect to a known value of the pressure
derivative at the wave front. The other
parameters are calculated from gaudynamnoequations.

228. Shidlovskiy, V. P. (Moscow). A problem ZhPN@TF
of gas point-nass escape and Its solution no. 14
by moans of the kinetic theory. 74-7 7

An unsteady motion of a monatomio gas,
corresponding to the escape of a point
mass into vacuum, was studied by means
of the kinetic theory of flows on the
basis of the solutign of the Boltzmann
equation in the case of nonequilibrium
initial distribution. Collisions amorn
the molecules themselves were neglected.
The more general oase of escape in the
presence of a "ady potential power field
was also considered.

229. Adushklin, V. V. (Moscow). Formation of ZhMN*TP
a shook wave and dispersion of explosion no. 5
products into the air. 107-114

The law of motion of a shock-wave front
and the explosion products from detonation
of spherical charges of certain explosives
in the air were investigated experimentally.
The dependence of the shook-front basic
parameters on the shook-front velonity is
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established near the source point and at
distances at which the Sadovskly formulas
are satisfied. The dependence of shook-
layer thickness on distance is derived in
the region of detonation-product action.
A set of photographs of data obtained by a
plezoelectr'io sensor Is given. The pressure
and density distribution in the region
between the shook frort and contact surface
is obtained on the basis of experimental
data by a method similar to the thirnla~er
method used by Chernyy.

23U. Zaydel', R. M1. (4oscow), and Ya. B. Zel,- ZhPIYAT
dovich (Moscow). One-dimensional Lnstabillty no. 6
and attenuation of a detonation. 59-65

Instabilities associated with perturbations
causing distortion of the shook front were
analyzed. In this detonation wave in-
stability different temperatures are estab-
lished in individual sections or the shock
front and amplification of the perturbation
results in the occurrence of Ignition steps
and collisions which in turn cause spinning
detonation. In tue present study, the
stability of a detonation wave is considered
with respect to the ohanges in the dist cee
between the shook front and the ohoulaal
reaotion zone.

231. Shugayev, F. V. Interaction of a
supersonic stream with an obstacle. no, 6101-103
An experimental investigation of the
motion of a shook wave caused by the
interaction of a supersonic stream
(M - 1.5 to 1.65) in a shook tube with
a cylinder. The shook wave velocity is
determined and the duration of the
transient motion is measured.
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232. Anisimovs S. I., and Yu. V. Xhodyko. Gas ZhTP
flow about the forward stagnation poInt v. 33, no. 11
of a blunt body with retarded excitation 1333-1337
of vibratiorm.

The gas flow near the stagnation point
ot a blunt body Is studied in the veloociy
range where there is no appreciable dis-
sooiation behind a detached shook wave,
in the presence of retarded excitation ot
vibrations.

1964
233.Tlenin, 0. P., and G.JP. Tinyakov. A M SSSR

method for three-dimensional analysis v. 154L no. 5
of flows around bodies with detached 1057-1O5t
shook wave.

A numerical method developed by the authors
for integrating gas-dynamios equati ons
to analyze supersonlc flows around bodies
with detached shock wave is extended to
the case of three-dimensional flows with
a detached shook wave. Some results of
the calculations for ellipsoids of
revolution are presented:

23'4. Generalov, N. A., S. A. Losou, and A. I. DAN SSSR
Osipov. v. 156, no. 5

1057-1060
The distribution of vibrational energy
of molecules of N and 0 and tempera-
tures behind the Front oi a normal shook
wave are determined with and without
effects of vibrational quanta taken into
account, by using a silmltaneous system
of equations of conservation of mass,
impulse, and energy, Eiso of equations
of state and relaxation. The shooks.
wave velocities M - 5, 9,,and 20 at an
i'ntial pressure of 1 rza HS are oonsi-
dered.
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235. Kloshmarove Ya. A. (Institite of MeohanicB, InFZh
Academ~y of Sciences USSR). On the rare. v.7T no.6
faction etteot on gasdynamics surface
friction when gas is injeoted or sucked
through a wall.

The problem of steady flow of a raref;ed
Maxwellian gas between two penmeable
surfaces moving relatively to each other
at a low speed is discussed on the basis
of molecular motion.

236. Qozdovskiy, 0. L. Yu. N. Ivanov, and ZnZh
V. V. Tokarev. The mechanics of low- v. 4,. no. 1
thrust space flight. 111 168-196

This third part contains a discussion
of the problema associated with limited-
power propulsion systems - their optinia
control, reliability in operation, and
weight. Propulsion systems related to
those of low t.wust are also examined.

237. PNdoveyev, A. P. The supersonic analogy IZVUZ AVT
method for calculating one-dlmensional no. 2
unsteady gas flows. 81-8T.

The supersonic analogy method is extended
to determining the quanti.tative relation-
ships and caiculating unsteady flows. A
self-similar unsteady flow is compared
with the Prandtl-Msyer flow. The relations
obtained here can be used for determining
the gas flow paameters for arbitrazr-
boundary oondi'ions up to the formation of
a shook wave.

238. Romanenko, P. N., and V. N. lharchenko. ZhPt.eTF
The effect of gas injection into a no. 1
turbulent boundary layer with a longi- 77-83
tudinal pressure gradient on skin fric-
tion.
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The results of an experimental investi-
gation of basic dynamic characteristics
of a turbulenGt boundary layer on a porous
plate in a longitudinal hot-air flow with
accelerating and adverse pressure gradients
In the direction of flow a"e presented.

239. Parlova, L. M. (Moscow) and Yu. D. ZhP~eTFShmyglevsciy (Moscow5. Boundary no. 1
layer in radiating gas. 109-Ii3

Plane aad axisymmetrical flows of
radiating gas in the boundary layer
over plane surfaces (for example, a
double-wedge airfoil, the plane front
portion of bodies of revolution, et
cetera) are discussed. The simplifi-
cations of the expressions for the
flux of radiant energy (essentially
facllitating the computations) are
studied, and a oriterional inequality
for determining the validity of such
simplifications is derived.

240. Korotkov, P. F. (Moscow). On Mach ZhHSeTF
reflection of shock waves. no. 1

114-116The self-similar problem of determining
the configuration of shock waves in Mach
reflection of a normal shock from a
plane rigid wall (wedge) is discussed.
The location of the Mach wave (relative
to the incident shook) and its intensity
at the wall are determined, as well as
the refleation coefficient.

241. Gladkov, A. A. (Moscow). The effect ZhPNSTPof relaxation entropy layer. no. 1

Relaxation processes in a hypersonic n6-117
flow of a inviscid, heat- noncondueting
gas past a blunt-nosed body are examined,
assuming that relaxation processes occur
in the &as behind the norma± shock wave.
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Tke relaxation entropy layer parameters
(pressure gradient density, gas velooity)
are briefly discussed.

242. Zhilin, Yu. L. (Mosodw). On the theory ZhPNTF
of an entropy layer. no. 1

118-120The formation of an entropy layer ac-
oompanied with a distortion of the shook
in a hypersonic flow of an ideal gas
around slender pointed bodies is dis-
cussed. The point of origin of the
entropy layer, the intensity of its
growth, and its thickness are examined.

24 3 . Belotserkovskiy, S. M., V. S. Sukhorukikh, ZhW*e'iP
and V. S. Tatarenohik. Determining noe 3
the density distribution in three- 95-99
dimensional gasdynamio flows by means
of optical methods.

A method is proposed for investigations
of three-dimensional gas flows by means
1C quantitative optioal methods. Approxi-
mating funcftis which describe the
density field, including the form of
a shock wave front, are selected on
basis of empirioal data obtained by
optical measurements. A system of
linear equations is derived from which
the density distribution around the
obstacle and the shock-wave form can
be determined.

244. Soloulchin, R. I. On detonation in a gas ZhPNITP
heated by a shock wave. no. 4

42-48
Experimental shock-tube data ota the
formation of detonation waves Ln
mixtures of adiabatically heated
inert gases, are given. Thne process
of development of sOlf-ignition in
a shock-tube is discussed. Analytical
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anc experimental values of detonation-
wave parameters are compared in graphs
and diagram.

245. Zaytsev, S. G., Ye. V. Lazareva, and ZhPMeTF
A. P. Shatilov. Investigating the no. 4
normal shocki-wave reflection in a 143-149
shook tube.

The apparatus and the method for
investigating the normal reflection
of a shook wave from a rigid wall are
described. The state of gas behind the
s'iook wave is determined for various
Mach numbers (2 to 6) in carbon dioxide,
nitrogen, and argon. The density field
behind a refleoted shook wave is studied.
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A-2 AERODYNAMICS OF BODIES

246, Dona€. A. 3, A flat wing with sharp Nih Nesa
pt: In &•o super onic steamn*5. a (60j26

No* 139 19 AO Tch )n

247, QrV~iOhj 14. (Inatitute of M4ohaniosp 4
Aaadeo of Sciences USSR, Moscow). v. 10, no. 4
The lift of a swept-baok wing. 513-520

Translation: NAOA Teoh. Mom.
No, 12145 (19119)

1947
2•48. iK'asllshahikova, Ye. A. The effect Dq SSSR

of the wing-edges at supersonic v. 58 no.4
speeds. 543-546

Vibration of a thin, deformable
finite-span wing moving at super-
sonic speed is discussed. The method
described here for determining the
velocity potential at any point of
the wing and the normal-velocity
component due to vibration is ap-
plicable to wing edges of arbitrary
shape.

249. Krasil'shchikovas Ye. A. The affect DAN SSSR
of the wing edges of a vibrating v• 58 no, 5
wing moving at supersonic speeds. 7b1-792

A supplement to the author's preceding
artiole[248], is presented, and the
solution Is obtained In the form of an
absolutely converging series.

1953
250. Sedov, L. I., M. P. Mikhaylova, and G. G. voLMQbAs

Chernyy. The effect of gas viscosityand no. 3
heat conductivity on the flow behind a 95-100
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large curvature shook wave.

Supersonio gas flow past a body ot revolu-
tion with a strong shook wave Is discussed
with the effect of viscosity and heat con-
duotivity taken Into account.

195~4
251. Anlanov, S. K. Low-supersonic flow of an

ideal gas past a thin wedge. v 18 no.5
5rl..5f 2

A simplified method of determining the
drag of a thin wedge in a supersonic
flow with a detached shock wave is pre-
sented. The sonic similarity law Is
used to derive formulas for the drag
coefficient c',f a wedge and of a double-
wedge airfoil in *amen of a detached and
attached shocks.

1955
252. Aslanov* S. K. Magnitude of a local

supersonic zone in a supersonic flow v, 19 no* 3
of compressible gas ,past a w. ige. 359-592

The influence of the wedge apex anale
and of the flow velocity In shown.

253., YU oyevo 1. N. On the linearized theory P"66
of supersonic gas flown past bodies of, v 19 no, 3
revolution.

An approximate final form solution jC
the linearized equation for axisyintrio
supersonlo gas flows is proposed. Tlis
proposed merhod Is suitable for oaloula-
Ut" parmnters of flows around ann~ular
bodies of Mevolution and around the outer

I parts of such bodies,
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254. Kogan# M. N. Theory of flow past bodies

of relatively small aspeat ratio, v. 20, no. 1
= poMsWIblIy of adapting oonfo-mal8

the solution of three-
4tpoarl "ONbleA Ot flow past; ving
is stua" in a more precis setting
than the thin-wing theory.

255. LaUev* V. V. Lemirnar boundary layer of a PM Me
compressible gas with large temperature v. 20 no. 3
gradients on a plate. 395-461

The temperature range considered includes
the temperature of air dissociation. A
method of successive approximations for
determining the flow parameters ts given
tor steady boundary conditions.

256. Aslanov, S. K. Drag of a curvilinear PWIeprofile in a sonio flow. v. 20 no. 6756-760
Sonlo flows past a wedgelike body at
a zero angle of attack are studied.
Various methods of solution are reviewed.

1957
257. Belotserkovskiy, 0. M. (Computing Center DK-SSSRAoadeaW of Sciences USSR, Moscow). Flow v. 113, no. 3

past a circular cylinder with detached 509-512
shook wave.

Translation: M. D. Friedman, NoB-l0I

258. Chernyy, 0. G. (Moscow). Hypersonio flow DAN SSSR
past an airfoil with a slightly blunted v. 14 no. 4
leading edge. 721-72A

Translation: M. D. Friedman, No. 0-112
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259. Ohernyy, 0. 0. (Moscow). Hypersonic Flow DAN SSSR

around a slender blunt cone. Vl~ no J&

Translation: M. D. Friedman, No. C-113

An approximate solution for hypersonic
flow past a slender blunted cone is
derived, and results are compared with
experimental data. ?ass conceiitration
In the perturbed region is assumed to
be located on the generated shook wave
and moving with it.

260. lKrasilIshchikova, Ye. A. Unsteady motion DAN SSSR
of a finite-span wing in a compressible v. 117, no. 5
fluid. 777-780

Three-dimensional motion of a compressible
fluid due to unsteady motion of a finite-
span wing immersed in an unbounded fluid,
at rest at infinity, is investigated. The
motion of the wing Is assumed to be only
slightly disturbed. The problem is linear-
Ized and the generally accepted assumptions
of thin-wing theory are used.

261. Chernyy, G. 0. Flow of an ideal gas IzAN OTN
around a body at typersonlo speeds, no. 677-85
An analytical method is presented for

calculating steady hypersonic flows
around plane contours and axisymmetric
bodes. The method Is based on expanding
gas dynamics equations In a saeoial series
in powers of a parameter c - (y - l)(y + I),
where Y is the ratio of heat oapaolties,
and is analogous,, in principle, to the
method of solving the equations of motion
of a viscous fluid in boundary layer
theory • expansion in series of powers
of NRe- f%, where MR. is the Reynolds mmber.
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S 262. Gonor. A. L., and 0. 0. Ohernry. Minimum- hAM Q'I
ds bodies at high supersonic speeds. no*

umemrLoal quadrature Is used to solve
the variational problem of finding the
ainimuni.i-rag body in n axisynsetrioal
tf ow. Two limiting oaes are oonsidered:
11 the angle between tho tangnt to the
contour of the body and the direction of
the Inoident flow is small (the pressure
is very low), and 2) the pressure on the
surfaoe of the body Is infinite; the
transition from a cone to the optimal
shape was found to decrease the drag by
about 30 per oent.

263. Nadyrov, S. Motion of a finite-span wing hzA OTH
at supersonic speed. no. 8

35-40
The motion of a wing of arbitrary shape
in a three-dimensional flow of an ideal
compressible fluid moving faster than
the critical speed Is discussed. The
Hach number is assumbed to be high
enough for formation of a shook wave at
the leading edge of the wing and the gas
flow behind the shook wave is supersonic
everywhere.

264I. Kopeon, 0. I. Unstable motion of a wing PMMS
in a supersonic flow. v. 21 no. 1136-143.
The applioatioa %" the Laplace trans-
formation to the velocity potential
makes possible the analysis of a general
case of boundary conditions on the wingp
with an arbitrary dependence on time.

265, Kogan,# M. N. Minimum-drag bodies in a Mile
supersonic gas flow. v.2• . no. 2

The problem of determining the minin.m 2
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drag or oings and bodies In a supereonlu
gas flow is studied under ;he assumption
of the linear theory. It is shown that
there are surfaces for which the forces
acting on bodies inside these surfaces
can be expressed by values or the velocity
potential on that surface.

26 u. Ohushkrni, P. I. The calculation of some NO
sonic Can flows. v. 21 no. 2353,-3tO
The application or" c4 approxlmate
method to the problem of sxyuetric
sonic gas flow around the nose of an
ellipse or an ellipsoid of revolution
is given, and its extension to the case
of an arbitrary profile Is presented.

267. Nikol'skiy, A. A. Annular bodies of .TAe1I, Sb
revolution with minimum external 56-63
wave drag in supersonic flow.

The problem of determining the shape
of an annular body of revolution with
minimum wave drag on the outer surface
is solved in linear formulation, and
explicit drag formulas for minimum-.
drag bodies are obtained.

2Uf. Dorodnitsyn, A. A. Relationship between sAeMl, Sb
the curvatures of a shook wave and the 64.-73
outer surface of an annular body of
revolution.

Supersonic flow past a barrel with a co-
axial cylindrical hole is analyxed,
and the curvature of the shook wave is
determined in relation to the curvature
of the outer surface. The shook-
curvature value Is necessax7 in deterain-
Ing the pressure distribution over the
outer surface of the body of revolution.
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269. Dorodnitisyn A. A. Pressure-distribution TeBA9W, Sb
analy•is for bodtes of rovolution In a 116-126'
supersonic Vas flow.

A method for determaining the pressure
distribution over bodies of revolution
baed on appw* tegnegration of
equations otauisyuta-low cha ter-
Istlea Is prsen=e=. Is practial a-
p~leations. this nethod Is even £ts, e,
than the method based on linearsation
of equations of motion, and shows
satisfactory accuracy in comparison with
known exact solutions.

270. AC5senov, A. P. Laminar boundary on a cone VeLU2MS As
in a supersonic flow.

no,
Ski friction and surface temperature 13-21

are determined by using integral momen-
tum and energy equations, with heat
radiation el.her neglected or taken
into account. The Prandtl number is
"assumed to be a funotion of temperature
only, and the viscosity is assumed to
varv according to Sutherland's f rolla.

271. AkCsenov, A. P. Turbulent boundary layer VeLMOs As
in supersonic flow past a oone with heat OMA
radiation taken into account. no. 4

The surface temperature is determined
and a general formula for the skin
friotion In an axisymmetrioal steady
supersonic flow of Sas past a cone Is
given.

272. Krasil'shchikova, Ye. A. Unsteady motion AM-=
of a finite-span wing in a compressible no. 3
medium. 25-32

This article deals with disturbed motion
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of a compressible fluid caused by un-
steady motion of a thin wing of fnite
span Lmoving according to a given law.
The boundary value problems are solved
by a previously published method for un-
steady plane-parallel motions of a fluid
(Izvestiya AN SSSR, OTN M. no. 2, 1954).
Quadratures aro employed here for solving
problems involving ill types of unsteady
motion of a wing in which the speed of
motion of the wing Is essentially super-
sonic, neglecting the end effect and the
effect of the vertex system behind the
Wils.

273. Shidlovksiy, V. P. Approximate method of IzAN OTN
calculating high-Mach number flow past no 3
two-dimensional forebodies. 15&-162

The two-dimensional problem of super-
sonic flow of an ideal gas about a sharp-
nosed semiairfoil at zero angle of attack
is treated. It Is assumed that the flow
is adiabatic and that the entropy changes
are due to the presence of a shook wave.

274,. Chernyy, 0. 0. The effect of slight blunt- IsN of*
ness of a body on high hypersonic flow no*
around it.

An attempt is made to extend the theory
of high hypersonic flows aroung slender
pointed bodies to cases in which the
nose or leading edge of the body is
slightly blunted. The study is limited
to flow around profiles and bodies of
revolution.

275. Gonor, A. L. (Moscow State University). IAV OTN
Hypersonlo flow around a cone at an no. 7
angle of attack. 102-107
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A study of hypersonic gas flow around
I a circular cone is considered. The

mthod of 0. 0. Chernyy for aolving
two-dImnsional axisyrmetrical flow is
anplied. introduolnS a spherical co-
ordinate system with transformation oa
the system ot equatioc.s into series in
a stream function exoression.

276. Zheludev, P. 1. Supersonic flow past IzAN ON
slender bodies of revolution with no. 9
fins and without fins. 7i4-82

Supersonic flows past slender bodies of
revolution with fins at an angle of
attack are considered in accordance with
slender body theory and a second-approxima-
tion solution is constructed for super-
sonic flow past arbitrary bodies of revolu-
tion. The second approximation produced
results which were closer to experimental
values than the first approximation in
the case of cones with vertex angles less
than 15 degrees.

277. Monakhov, N. 14. Determining the circula- IzVUZ AvT
tion around a high-aspect wing in a no. 1
sideslip. 19-26

An integral equation for determining
the spanwise distribution of the circula-
tion around a high-aspect wing in a side-
slip at any angle is derived on the basis
of the Biot-Savart formula.

2(8. Optoslavskiy, I V., and T. A. Grumondz. IZVUZ AVT
(Moscow Aviation Institute). The con- no. 1
nection between the generation of lift- 27-36
ing force of a wing and the nature of
the flow in the boundary layer.

C The determination of the relationship
"between the generation of lifting forces
of a wing and the nature of the boundary
layer flow Is given. Some experimental
results are presented.
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279. Sirazetdinov, T. K. (Kazan' Aviation Iz•UZ AMT
MmAJ Vibrations of a wing of high no. 1
aspect ratio In a subsonic flow. 43-52

The derivation of integral dlffeorential
equations for a wing of hiah aspect ratio
oscillating in a subsonic flow is given.
The solution is presented for small
frequencies of oscillation.

28o. KoStychev, 0. I. On shapes of bodies with IzVUZ AvT
minimum wave dra-,. no. 2

9-15
The shape of mizi-mum-wave-drag bodies Is
determined for given flow parameters
in oases of superjonla potential flow, a
flow with an oblique shook wave, and a
plane flow. In the latter case, the optimal
form is a wedge.

281. Keldysh, V. V. (Mloscow). The application PM
of slender-body theor-j to the calculation v. 22, no. 1
of aerodynamic characteristics of small- 126-132
span wings with wingtip tanks.

The application of the theory of slender
bodies to the calculation of the aero-
dynamic characteristics of small-span
wings with wingti.p tanks is discussed.

282. Belotserkovskiy, 0. M. Flow past a PMOI
symmetrical airfoil with a detached v. 22, no. 2
shock wave. 2o6-219

Translation: J. Appl. Math. and
Mechanics, v. 22, no. 1, 1958, 274-296.

A critical survey of previous studies
and various approaches used in calcula-
ting flows past a symmetrical profile
with a detached shock wave is presented.
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A method is given for uomputing the
pressure distribution over the body, the
smnic line, and other parameters. An
analogous procedure based on Dorodnitsyn's
MIehod is used for analyzing the flow
around an axisymmetrio body with a detached
shook wave.

283. Sh•rglevskiy, Yu. D. On supersonic minimum.. P010
drag airfoils. v. 22, no. 2269-273
The problem of finding an airfoil with

minimum wave drag in a supersonic gas
flow 18 considered. It is shown that
concave airfoils of minimum drag
practically coinoide with a wedge.

284. Bu3l.ch, B. M. Nonlinear conical gas flow. PMMe
v 22. no. 6

Quasi-linear difrerential equations 7h:-768
describing the gas motion are reduced
to canonical form to yield a second
approximation for the nonlinearized
vortex-free steady conical flow of a
gas. The method is applied to a gas
flow around a cone.

285. Diaskind, M. D., and V. S. Khomenko. PTO
Constrained supersonic flow past an V. 22, no. 6
airfoil. 815-818

A nonlinear two-dimensional problem of
a steady, constrained supersonic flow of
an isentropic gas past an airfoil with
a sharp leading edge is studied. The
boundaries of the flow are assumed to be
straight and parallel and the airfoil is
positioned asymmetrically relative to
them.
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266. Bulygina, Ye. V. (Novosibirsk Eleotri. PM
cal Engineerii- Institute). Problem of v. 22, no. E
a wing of given volume with minimum wave 826-828
drag.

The derivation of a solution for the
problem of an airfoil with minimum wave
drag, based on the linearized theory and
using the variational method, Is prestnted.

,u. Carafoli, E. and M. tonescu. (Instit'ute StuCeMeAp
of Applied Mechanics Rhumlanianl Academy v, 9. no. 2
of Sciences, Bucharest). A general i&7-284
theory of triangular wings with a given
pressure distribution is presented.

288. Carafoli, E. and R. Horovitz. (Institute StuCeftAp
of Applied Meohanics, Rumanian Academy v, 9 no. 4
of Sciences, Bucharest). Mixed problems 819-832
of triangular wings provided with a normal
plate (cruoiform wings) in a supersonic
flow.

Certain mixed problems In the case of
high-sp*eed homogeneous flow around oruol-
form wings were studied.

289. Carafoli, E. and A. Nastase. (Institute StuOeMeAp
of Applied Mechanics, Rumanian Academy v. 9 no. 4
of Sciences, Bucharest). A study of 833-653
thin triangular wings of forced sym-
metry in a supersonic flow.

Thin triangular wings Df forced symmetry
governing the variation of incidence and,
consequently, the vertical velocity over
the wing were studied. The derived
formula can be used to determine the aero-
dynamic characteristics for wings of
natural symmetry.
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290, XMlonen, L. A. Interaction between a V*LU3OAs
shock wave and the boundary layer in
the vicinity of the leading edge of a no. 2
flat plate at hit supersonic velocities 172-188
with radiation t an into account.

An appr= emat solution is obtained for
uniform velocity at zero angle of attack
for the case when the heat transfer
between the plate and the surrounding
medium is determined by the Stefan-
3oltumsnn Law,

291. Karenkova, A. F. A slender wing in a super- VeLtT24eAs
sonic flow confined by a wall. no.4

The lInearized problem is solved by Ye. A. 125-138
Krasil'shchlkova's method and by the
special procedure of mirror reflection.
Caloulations of flow past a flat Infinite-
span wing and a rectagular wing confined
by a wall are given as examples.

292. Belotserlcovokiy, 0. M. Computer Center, Vych M
Academy of Sciences USSR). Flow past no. 3
a circular cylinder with a detached 149-185
shook wave.

Translation: AVCO Research and Develop-
ment Div Report RAD-9-TM-66, 1959.

Dorodnitsyn's general method for inte-
grating first-order partial differen-
tial equations of the mixed type is
applied to calculating the flow of a
uniform supersonic or hypersonic stream
past a circular cylinder.

)3. Lyubiniov, G. A. (Mosco'w State University). 1959

Stealy flow of an infinitely conducting v. 126, no. 4
gas around a wedge. 733-735
A study of the problem of steady,
infinite, conducting gas flow around
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a wedge for an arbitrary distribution
of the magnetic field in relation to
the flow is reported.

294. ShmyglevskIy, Yu. D. Bodies of revolution DAN SSSR
offering minimum drag at supersonic v. 126# no. 5
speeds. 958-96

TIhe problem of findinr a oontour which
offers minimum wave drag for a given
speed (supersonic) of the Incident gas
flow is considered for oases in which
the shook wave is attached. It Is ahown
that the variational problem can be solved
If the conditions on the shook wave are
utilized, which prmits reformulation of
the variational problem.

295. Dolapohiyev, B., and B, Sendov. (Insti- DAN SSSR
tute of Mathematics, University of Sofia, v. 128. no.*
Bulgaria). Symimetrical flow about a 53-56
circular cylinder with two trailing
vortices. Vortex trajectory and drag
of the cylinder.

An exact solution Is obtained for the
hydrodynamic problem of symmetric flow
about a circular cylinder with two trail-
Ing vortioes, 4noluding determination of
the vortex tr sotozy and drag of the
cylinder.

296, Gonor, A. L. High supersonic gas flows .xAN N*Xa
around conical bodies. no. 1

34-JW
A supersonic flow with an attached shook
wave past a conical body of a given sur-
face Is examined. A method is developed
for solving the equations of motion in
the form of series in1 powers of a small
parameter c - (' - lI Y+ 1), where Y
is the ratio of heat capacities. The
method is applied to analyses of flows
past a triangular wing and an elliptical
cone.
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297. ftigoryan, 8. 8. oti the motion of a AN MhNa
slender body under the action or a no.I
strong shook wave. 16s-166

The motion of a body struck by a strong
shook wave is discussed, neglecting the
disturbances caused by refleotion and
difaction behind the shook front.

293. Vorob'yev, N. P. Unsteady motion of a IsAN MlXa
finite-span wing in a supersonic flow noQ. I
in the case of a sudden change in 167-170
velocity.

The motion of a thin wing at a small
angle of attack in an infinite volume of
gas is Investigated in linear formulation
under conventional assumptions of the
thirn-wing theory. A vertical wind gust
is mentioned as a particular case.

299. Grodzovski, 0. L. Favorable wing- IUAN MeMa
fuselage interference at hypersonic no. 1
speeds. 170-173

Configurations of a wedge-shaped fuselage
with a triangular or a swept wing, a
semiconical fuselage with a triangular
wing, and a power-law shaped fuselage
with a suitable wing are discussed.
Systems were considered at YVr- as
slender bodies. The results obtained
can be used for bodies of similar shape
at high supersonic speeds on the basis
of hypersonio similarity and stabilization
of aerodynamic coefficients.

Slezkin, N. A. (M4oscow). On the theory IUAN MeMa
of gas flow between a shock-wave front no. 2
and the surface of a blunted body of 3-12
revolution.

Previous artLcles by the author (DAN
SSSR, v. 54. no. 2 and no. 7. 1946) on
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flow analysis between the shook Wave
and body are extended here to a body of
revolution. Two ideas are utilized:
to divide the flAow not only into longi.
tudinal layers# but also into trans-'.rse
sections and to Alstinguish the Roeytoldse,
Oseenp and Prandtl layers* and use linear-
ized equations in pasing from one section
to another.

3ul. Zheludev, P. 1. On supersonic flbi past isAm NMa
plane quasi-triangular wings of low no. 3
aspect ratio. 202-203

An approximate method of investigating
the above problem by finding the veloo ty
potential (in the second approximation)
close to the wing surface. An expression
for the pressure coefficient over the
surface is derived.

302. Lunev, V. V. Motion in the atmosphere UzAN Hefa
of a slender blunted body at high no. 4
supersonic velocities. 131-133

The effect of a strong entropy increase
of the gas in a detached shook wave on
the pressure dintribution over a slender,
blunted body is analyzed. It is shown
that at Mach numbers larger than 20, the
entropy increase has a marked effeot on
the pressure distribution, even far down-
stream from the body.

)03. OOnor, A. L. The pattern of a bow wave ZzAN MaMa
in an asymmetrical high-supersonic gas no. 5
flow around a pointed body. 137-118

The variation of the bow shock-wave
angles (on the windward and leeward
sides of a circular cone), depending
on the angle of attack, the apex angle
of the none, and the Mach number of the
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on*oming flow is caloulated and experi-
rntally verified. The analytical and
exprloal data, as well an the teohnAque
of the experilent are disoussed.

304. UISoludv#, P. I. (Nmosov). &ersoale nowv pot klu NuS
viaged bo*.es of revoluti on. n, 5

A s&dly of supersonic flmv past sleraer plnted
bodies of revolution equipped with lav aspect
ratio vwigs Is reported. An iteration method is
use" to determine the velocity potential in the
seco•d aqpazristion, using the solution of the
slemae-body theory for the first aIproximaton.

305. Iyasnikov, V. P. Laminar boundary layer on Is AN MeVA
a plate in a supersonic flow of a slightly no. 5
rarefied gas 127-130

An Investigation of the laminar boundary
layer on a flat plate in the region of slip
flow is presented, taking into account the
Interaction between the external flow and
the boundary layer.

306. Bondarev, Ye. N., and M. Ya. Yudelovioh. ZsAN MeMa
On the possibility of an increase in the no. 5
base pressure behind a wedge in flight 186
at supersonic speeds.

The method of H. Kcrst for the approxi-
mate calculation of the pressure at the
base of a wedge is discussed. As the
pressure at the base increases as the
square of the Mach number, it rises to
a level above that in the oncoming flow.
This "base drag" has little effect on
the total drag of the wedge, but may
affect the heat flow In the vicinity of
the base.
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307. Nyasnikov, V. P. Laminar boundary layer Zs•AZ MXa
on a plate in a supersonic flow of a no. 5
rarefied gas. 127-130

The flow is Investigated in its slip
region, wheere the interaction between
the outer layer and'boundary levels is
taken into account. Calculations show
strong influence of rarefaution on
surface friction and heat flux. In the
case of heat insulation of the plate,
the rarefaction of air does not affect
the value of surface friction.

308. Bulygina, Ye. V. (Novouibirsk Electrical IzVUZ, AVrT
Engineering Institute). Mn.n1mum-drag no. 1
supersonic wings with a given degree of 3-9
stability.

The problem of determining the shepe of
a three-dimensional win& with minimum drft
(for given lift and stability) is reduced
to the problem of minimum drag for the
given moment at zero lift. Triangular
and tapered wings are discussed in
linear formulation.

109. Kiselev, 0. M. (Kazan' State University). IzVUZ, AYT
Construction of a body of revolution qn nto. 2
the basis of a given velocity distribu- 20•2•
tion.

A study to determine the shape of a body
of revolution in an infinite axisynumetria
potential flow of Incompressible fluid,
on the basis of a given volocity distribu-
tion, is reported.

310. Strashinina, K. P. Flow of compressible IzVUZr AvT
fluids pant bod0es of revolution. no,

33-38
Gas parameters are determined on the
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surface of a body of revolution on the
basis of fundamental physical laws and
some physical considerations. The
method wa be used to determine pres-
sure on the surface of the body by
taking friction into account.

311. Sidorov, 0. P. (Moscow Aviation Institute). IzVUZ, AVT
Calculation of hypersonic flow past a no 2
cone. 1".4-J6

Steady axisymmetrio flow around an in.
finite cone Is studied. The velocity of
the flow Is assumed to be hypersonio;
the solution is given in closed form,
using the approximate equation for the
velocity potential.

312. Bobrov, 0. Ye. (Military Aviation Engine- IzVUZ, AvT
ering Academy, Leningrad). Theory of no. 3
annular wings in supersonic flow. 3-8

The lifting force and the aerodynamic
momenta are determined for the internal
surface of ,an annular wing in a super-
sonic gas flow in a linear formulation,
using the distribution of pressures
over the inner surface of the annular
wing.

313. Mugalev, V. P. (Moscow Physicotechnical IzVUZ, AvT
Institute). An experimental :investiga- no. 3
tion of a subsonic turbulent boundary 72-79
layer over a plate with injection.

An experimental investigation of the
subsonic turbulent boundary layer over
a porous plate with gas injection is
reported. The boundary layer flow was
found to be analogous to flow over an
impermeable surface in the case of a
positive pressure gradient; a parameter
determining the effect of Injection
on the boundary layer is discussed.
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314. Vil'nit, L. N. (Novosibirsk Electrical IZVUZ, AVT
Engineering Institute). The shape of a no. 3
tapered wing which yields minimum wave 135-142
drag for a given volume.

Procedures for determining the shape of
a wing of trapezoidal plan form which will
produce minirwm wave drag for a given
volume are studied.

3.15. Aleksakhin, B. N. Coefficients of lift and IzVUZ, AVT
pitch moment for a combination of two no. 4l
slender bodies of revolution. 3-13

Aerodynamic coefficients of this combina-
tion of bodies are detennined by the
W. R. Sears' theory of slender bodies and
by the method of conformal mapping.
Applications of the method to calculating
a combination of cone-nosed bodies are
given.

316. Korobeynikovr, N. P. Refinement of the IzVUZ, AvT
slender-body theory for supez'sonic flow no. 4
past bodies of revolution at an angle of 26-31
attack.

An attempt is made to make 0. N. Ward's
slender body theory more exact by takiing
into account the effect of the M4ach
number. Relatively simple formulas are
derived for calculating the Mach-number-
dependent aerodynamic characteristics of
slender bodies in a supersonic flow at
an angle of attack.

317. Pomina, M. I. Characteristics of a geo- IZVUZ AVT
metrically twisted rectangular wing at no.
s•.personic speeds. 139-150

Coefficients of lift, drag, and moment
of the wing in relation to its aspcot
ratio and geometric twist parametern
are determined.
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318. Kvashnina, S. S. and 0. G. Chernyy. (Moscow), PMRO
Steady flow of detonating gas around a V 23 no. 1
*One. S 182-16

Discussion of a symmetricl.. ateady flow
of a detonating gas around a cone,
based on the work of J. Ruthkowskl and
J. A. Nicholls, is presented.

319. Maykapar, G. I. (Moscow). Wave drag of PMWe
a nonaxisymmetric bodies in a super- v. 23, no.
sonic flow. 376-378

Translation: J. App. M.M, v. 23, no. 2,
1959, 528-531.

Exact solutions are presented for cone
shaped bodies of polygonal cross section
and the effect of geometric parameters
on the wave drag of such bodies in super-
sonic flow is determined.

320. Biryukov, Ye. A. (Moscow). Downwash PMP
behind a swept back wing of finite V 2q no. 3
span during nonsteady motion. 583-564

Formulas leading to a method for c&l-
culating the downwash in an ideal In-
compressible fluid behind a wing having
a high aspect ratio and a small angle of
sweepback are derived. The study covers
the case when the circulation varying
with span also varies harmonically with
time.

321. Lunev, V,, V. Flow of a viscous heat- PMMe
conducting gau past a cone at high v. 23, no. 6
supersonic velocities. 1006-1018

Flow past a circular cone at a zero
angle of attack is analyzed. The
flow conditions are studied at a
sufficient distance from the nose
of -he cone so that the method of
small perturbations may be applied.
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322. Kovaleva, V. A. (Dnepropetrovsk). Un- IMOe
steady motion of a rectangular plane v. 23, no. 6
wing. 1030-1041

The reaults from an investigation of the
unsteady motion of a thin rigid wing of
finite span and rectangular planform
in supersonic flow, arbitrarily varying
with time, including gust- or shook-
wave-dependent unsteady motionrare
presented.

323. Fedyayevskiy, K. K., and A. S. ainevskiy. ZhTF
(Moscow). An unsteaay turbulent v. 29, no. 7
boundary layer on an airfoil and on a 916-923
body of revolution.

The development of an approximate single-
parameter method for determining the
parameters of a turbulent boundary layer
and the position of the separation point
during acceleration of forward motion is
discussed.

324. Ladyzhenskiy, M. D. On high supersonic "WSSSR
gas flows. V. 134, no. 2

296-299
General equations of a steady high super-
sonic flow of a perfect gas are simplified
(by giving various values to a certain
velocity-vector parameter) for the flow
past a slender body, and in soxving the
Cauchy problem for which the dc,'iain of
definition of the solution is discussed.

325. Carafoli, E. (Institute of Applied InSb
Mechanics, Rumanian Academy of '7
Sciences, Bucharest). Theory of
simple and cruciform triangular wings
in a supersonic stream. Part I.
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TrianLular wing systens are investi-
gated -, isolated wing and combinations
of horizontal and vertical surfaces
(such as the tall unit). The direct
problem (determining the flight para-
meters of a given system) and the
inverse problem (tailoring the shape
of a system to given flight parameters)
are discussed in parts I and II, respeo-
tively.

326. Krasil'shchilcova, Ye. A. (Institute InSb
of Mechanics, Academy of Sciences v. 27
USSR). Wings of finite span with a 29-37
syr,.ietrical profile in subsonic and
supersonic :lows.

Some boundary value problems of a thin
wing of finite span with a symmetrical
profile in supersonic flow at an angle
of attack are solved by the method pro-
Dosed by the author.

3L7. Yur'yev, I. D1. (Moscow). The calculation InSb
of bodies of revolution in a supersonic v. 27
flow. 38-44

Problems which are solved by means of
linear second-order ordinary differential
equations are discussed. These calcula-
tions are in agreement with calculations
based on the theorems of Dorodnitsyn
and Nikolcskiy.

. Carafoli, E. (Head of Institute of Applied InSb
Miechanics Rumanian.Academy of Sciences, v. 28
Bucharest5. 3-25

Part 2 of the article presents a theory
of conical flow of a higher order, giving
further development to include cruciform
wings. It also deals with the problem of
determining wIng form as a function of a
given distribution of pressure coefficients.
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329. Iordanskiy, S. V., and Yu. D. Shmyglevokly. InSb
(Computing Center, Academy of Sciences v 28
USSR, Moscow). Sublia etion of an axi- 29-35
symmetrioal blumt body near the stagna-
tion point of an oncoming flow.

Laminar boundary-layer equations for a
subliming body are derived. A method
for calcul ting the flow parameters and
the sublimation rate is presented.

330. Yermolenko, S. D., and N. F. Voroblyev InSb
(Novosibirsk). A comparison of finite V. 30
span wing characteristics obtained 131-138
experimentally with those calculated
by using the linear theory of super-
sonic speeds.

A study concerned with comparison of
experimental results and those calcu-
lated on the basis of the linear theory
of finite span wings is presented.

331. Bam-Zelikovich, G. M., A. I. Bunimovich, IzAN MeMa
and M. P. Mikhaylova. (Moscow State no. 1
University). Motion of slender bodies 33-40
at hypersonic speeds.

The results obtained by Tsien Hsueh-shen
for the case of three-dimensional flow
in the presence of shock waves and
vortices are generalized. A comparison
of the results obtained with available
exact solutions determined the limits of
applicability of this method.

332. iAmev, V. V., I. N. Murzinov (Moscow), IzM Mel8
and 0. N. Ostapovich. Hypersonic flow no. 3
around blunted cones at small angles of 121-125
attack.
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The effect of bluntness on the pressure
distribution over the generatrix of thin,
blunted oones at large Mash numbers Is
discussed.

333. Korobeynikov, N. P. Supersonic flow at IzVUZ, AvrT
an angle of attack past triangular no. 1
wings and elliptical cones with a sub- 28-34
sonic leading edge.

A conformal mapping analysis is made of
the flow past pointed, low-aspect-ratio
lifting wings with a curved leading edge
and past elliptical cones. The procedure
in based on the solution of an arbitrary-
generatrix body of revolution, obtained
by employing the refined slender-body
theory.

334. & "-;ina, Ye. V. Self-balancing of super- IzVUZ AvT-
vnic wings having a variable-sweep no. 4

leading edge. 10-17

Self-balancing achieved by imparting a
cylindrical curvature and geometrical
twist to the median surface of the wing
is analyzed.

335. Bobrov, 0. Ye. On the feasibility of using IzVAv
aerodynamic interference to reduce the no. 4
wave drag of annular wings in a super.- 3-9
sonic flow.

The feasibility of using aerodynamic
interference to reduce the wave drag
of annular wings in a supersonic
flow at zero angle attack is studied.
The obtained solution, which is true
for any values of the ring parameters
and any values of the flow that satisfy
the linear theory of supersonic flows,
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represents a generalization of tne results
obtained by Utkin for the special case
in which the trailing edge of an annular
wing is not completely within the plane
of the small-perturbation cone having its
wpex upon the leading edge.

336. Sychevo V. V. (Moscow). Two-dimension- PMb
al hypersonio gas flows past slender v. 24, no. 2
bodies at large angles of attack. 205-212

Two-dimensional hypersonic flow about
slender bodies is investigated. Ap-
proximate formulas are derived for cal-
culating the aerodynamic characteristics
of bodies at large angles of attack.
Results can be applied to the case of
wings of low aspect ratio and small
relative thickness in hypersonic flow.

337. Belotserkovskiy, 0. M. (Computing Center, flb
Academy of SoiAnces USSR, M1oscow). v. 24# no. 3
Machine computation of flow around axl. 511-517
symetric bodies with a detached shook
wave,

The development of a method for computer
calculation of flow around axisymmetrio
bodies with a detached shook wave is
presented. Results are given for certain
simple bodies such as ellipsoids, spheres,
and disks at various adiabatic exponents
and Mach numbers(1<M-4 .().

338. Pritulo, M. F. (Moscow). Streamline wings 18
flying in presence of slip. V. 211, no. 5

873-878
A method of determining the additional
load on wings due to the presence of
slip is presented. The technique is
based on analysis of the linear equation
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of the velocity potential. The case
is considered In whichp for X ) 18 the
small-parameter method leads in the
second approximation to a solution with
infinitely ltrge first derivatives.
Several prablems involving streamline
slip flow are scIved as examples.

339. Shmyglevskdy, Yu. D. On a class of bodies Pflt
of revolution with minimum wave dra. v. 24,& no. 5923-9'-'
The shape of a generaurix of a body of
revolution with a minimal wave drag is
determined for a given velocity of the
oncoming flow. The case of aiu attached
shook wave is considered. Sample calcula-
tions for various 1- are presented.

340. Gonor, A. L. (Moscow). Determining the Pft
shape of minimum-drag bodies for hyper- v. 2 4, no. 6
sonic speeds. 1073-1078

A variational method for determining the
shape of minimum-drag bodies in high
supersonic plane and axisymmetric flows
with a supplementary condition that the
pressure at any point of the body contour
must be non-negative.

341. Carafoli, E. and A. Nastase. Calculation Rev MeAp
of the surface of a supersonic wing no. 1
furnished with a rib separating regions 5-20
of different pressure distribution.

The surface of a thin supersonic wing
of triangular planforn equipped with
a rib which separates the two regions
of different pressure distributions is
determined. The oases of an arbitrarily
and of a centrally located rib are
considered.
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j42. Carafoli, E., and D. Mateesou. (Institute StuCef'Ap
of Applied Mechanics, Rumanian Academy v. 11, no. '
of Sciences, Bucharest). A general ll-48
method of determining wing-fuselage
Interferenoe in supersonio flight.

34 3 . Murgiulesou, E. (Institute of Applied StuCeM&Ap
Moohanics, Bucharest). On the theory v. 11, no. 1
of conical flows in the case of a thin 61-.94
wing of given cross section.

A unique method is developed for study-
ing conical flows in the case of thin
conical wings with given cross section.
A brief survey of renearoh done on the
theory of conical flows is given. The
boundary problems can be reduced to
those of Dirichlet or Volterra. The
case of conical wings with subsonic
trailing edges is considered, taking
account of the separation of a turbu-
lent layer at the trailing edges.

344. Carafoli, E., and D. Mateescu (Institute StuCeMkp
of Applied Mechanics, Rumanian Academy v. 11 no. 2
of Sciences, Bucharest). Supersonic 325-357
flow around a cruciform wing-conical
fuselage system.

A study was made of the flow around a
wing-conlcal fuselage system equipped
with a normal plate for the case of sub-.
sonic leading edges of the wing and plate,
where the incidence of the fuselage
differs from that of the wing and the
normal plate. The study is based on the
small perturbations hypothesis and it is
considered that the dimensions of the
fuselage are sufficiently small relative
to the Mach cone and that the angle of
incidence of the wing, the normal plate,
and the fuselage are also sufficiently
small.
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345. Oarafoli, E., and A. Nastase. A thin trti- StuCeMeAp
angular wing with minimum drag in super- v. 11, no.
sonic flow. 817-833
The planform of a minimum-drags thin,
asymmetrio triangular wing equipped
with a ridge separating the distribution
w, whioh can be considered as the hinge
of the leading edge slot in determined.
Suction forces are inoluded inft oalcula-
tion of drag. The study is made within
the limits of higher-order conical flows
and uses a variational method of oaloula-
tion.

346. -Lunev, V. V. H7yprsonIo flow of a radiating ZhPSeTF
gSa past a wedge, no. 2

40-46
lHypersonic flow past an infinite wedge
Is investigated under assumptions that
the influence of radiation is small,
and that it has no influence on the gasmotion in front of the shock wave.

347. Yeletskiy, A. V. Flow of a 6as with part- ZhPMeTP
ial internal energy lag past a wedge, no. 2

Works in this field are revlewed, and 54-63
fundamental relationships are established
for supersonic flows below 20000K.

348. Grigoryan. S. S. (Moscow State University), ZhPMeTp
and V. Vani (Peking). Hypersonic flow of no.
a perfeot gas around an axisyumetroal 13-28
body at small angle of attack.

Chern••,s analytical method is appll.ed
to caloulations of flows at small angle
of attack. The method permits the lineari-
zation of the problem and its solution.
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349. Karpenko, P. D. Determination of the I An UkrSSR

pressure distributlon over an airfoil no. 12
in an incompressible fluid flow. i560-1566

A method of determining the parameters
of flow of an inoompreesible fluid past
a given airfoil with a salient point
at the trailing edge by means of suo-
cessive conformal mapping is discussed.

35U. Ionov, V. P. Gas parameters at the surface Eal. AN SSSR
of a cone. F',aTp

m. 1961
Approximate methods are prosented for 25-30
determining the parameters of a high-
velocity gas flow at the surface of a
cone. The flow is assumed to be axisymp-
metric, isentropic, and in thermodynamic
equilibrium. At high velooitlea the
oblique shook wave is very near the sur-
face of the cone, thus there is only
a small change of air-flow parameters
between the cone and the shook wave.

3ýi Petro-, Yu. N. Supersonic flow about a EnL. AN SSSR
plate in the presence of a boundary 1FaT•-
gas film.

Results are given of an experlmental
study of phenomena connected with
longitudinal supersonio flow about a
heat-insulated plate on whose surface a
film of various cooling gases (air,
nitrogen, hydrogen, and argon) was formed
by tangential injection through a thin
slit. Temperatures were measured by
thermocouples, with errors not exceeding
0.3°C.

352. Nikol'skiyk A. A. Foroes acting on a InZh
slender body in the vicinity of[ a blunted v. 1, no. 3
surface in supersonic flow under con- 40-•5
ditions of grs radiation.
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Hypersonic heating of a blunted slender
body (plate or bar) is analyzed. The
flow is divided into three regions:
1) stagnation H, where high temperatures
are generated; 2) immediate vioinity
of the body K, where all the stream-
lines have passed through H; and 3) turbu-
lent region L, between K and the shook
wave.

353. Bulakh, B. M4. On the positioa of the bow InZh
shook wave in a supersonic gas flow past v. 1, no. 3
an arbitrarily shaped slender body. 158-160

By an asymptotic formula based on the
author's previous work the position (and
strength) of a forward shock wave formed
in a supersonic gas flow past a slender
body of arbitrary shape is determined.

354. Krasillnikov, Yu. I. Aerodynamic character- InZh
istics of wings in supersoo.ic flow in the v 1 no. 4
presence of slip. 18-2M

A study is made of plane, symmetrical
wings at a small angle of attack and a
given angle relative to the direction
of the supersonic flow. It is assumed
that the disturbance caused by the ming
is small and that the flow satisfies all
requirements of the linearized theory.

355. Kogan, M. N. Symmetry of load on minimum.- InZh
drag wings. v. 1, no. 4

132
A simplified calculation of a minimum-
drag supersonic wing is presented. The
load distribution on the entire wing is
derived from the pattern of load distribu-
tion on the frontal area of the wing.
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356. Ladyzhenslciy, M. D. Hypersonic flow past IzAN Mema
slender, blunted bodies. no. I150-151
The bodies are of an arbitrary cr'oss
section, and it is assumed that the
whole mass of gas is concentrated in
an infinitely thin layer behind the
Chock wave. The problem of th•. flow
past the body is reduced to the equiva-
lent problem of the unsteady motion of
a gas displaced by a piston.

357. Fursov, M. K. Calculation of rotary deriva- IzAN MeMa
tive coefficients for wings at supersonic no. 2
speeds. 89-96

The linear problem of vibration of a thin,
flat wing in a supersonic potential flow
is considered. The basic motion of the
wing is rectilinear translational.
Harmonic vibrations of infinitely small
amplitude are superposed on this basic
motion.

358. Telenin, G. F., and G. P. Tinyakov. IzAN MeMa
Unsteady supersonic flow around a no. 2
blunt conical body. 97-105

A comprehensive theoretical analysis is
presented of unsteady supersonic flow of
gas around a body composed of spherical
and conical surfaces and subjected to
plane angular oscillations about its
center. On the assumption that the
conjugation points of the spherical and
conical surfaces are located in the super-
sonic region at all times, the flow
around each surface is considered as a
separate case, that is, a flow around a
sphere and a flow around a cone.

359. Galkin, V. S. Investigation of a hypersonic IxAN MeMa
flow of weakly rarefied, viscous gas past no. 3
a flat plate- 18-21
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The drag coefficient is established for
a flat, semi-infinite, heat-±nsulated
plate in a hypersonic flow. It is as-
sumed that the region between the attached
strong shook wave and the plate in
formed by a nonvisoous zone and a laminar
boundary layer. The strong interaction
of the shook wave a&d the layer is analyzed.
The slip velocity is taken into account.

360. Minyatov, A. V. Calculating the base IzAN MeMa
pressure in a supersonic flow past no. 3
a body of revolution. 32-39

The theory of base pressure in the
supersonic flow past flat plates is
generalized to cover flow past bodies
of revolution. Methods are given for
the calculation of pressures in the
cases of turbulent and lalinar flows.
Experimental and theoretical data are
compared.

361. Shveyko, Yu. Yu, Influence of a supersonic IzAN Meaa
gas flow on the lower critical force of a no. 4
cylindrical panel. 14-19

The velocity effect of a supersonic flow
of a compressible gas along the directrices
of a shallow rectangular cylindrical
panel under compression on its lower buck-
li; force is investigated. The upper
critical force is also deterained and
the relationship between the stream
velocity .xnd the buc-rliil4g stress, as well
as stability criterta for the panel are
established.

362. Zheludev, P. I1 Thin-wing theory. IzAN MeMa
no. 6

Supersonic flow past slender, sharp. 172-176
nosed bodlem of revolution is analyzed
from the point of view of the thin-
wing theory.
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363. Korobeynikov, N. P. The calculation of IzVUZ, AvT
the aerodynamic characteristlics of thin, no. 2
curved bodies and cambered wings. 35-46

Initial relationships for flow around
slender cambered bodies obtained from
previously published data (Korobeynlkov,
N. P. Supersonic flow around slender
bodies with a curved axis. GXAT, Col-
lected Articles, no. 15, 1959) are used
to derive formulas for calculating the
aerodynamic characteristics of cambered,
low-aspect wings. The effect of aero-
dynamie twist (wash) on these character-
Istics is shown by practical examples.

364. Loytsyumskiy, L. G., and Yu. V. Lapin. LPOI, Tr
(Leningrad 2olytechnical Institute). no. 217
The application of Karman's method for 7-16
maloi•,a-ion of turbulent boundary layer
pararf3ters in a gas flow past a plate.

By us'ing Karman's equation for turbulent
flow and applying a simple asymptotic
expansion, Karman,'s theory of an incompres-
sible-fluid flow past a plate is extended
to the case of a cumpressible-gas flow at
large Mach numbers. The gas is assumed
to be perfect and the flow is analyzed for
two cases: with heat removal and without
it.

365. Minostzev, V. B. Supersonic flow past ýoFTI, Tr
axially symmetrical bodies flying at no. 7
at anCle of attack. 110-123

The supersonic flow of an ideal gas
past axially symmetrical bodies flying
at an angle of attack has been investi-
gated in the case when M >> 1 and the
inentropic exponent is constant. The
theory is illustrated by the calculation
of the gas flow past a cone and past a
truncated cone with a groove.
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366. Bulakh, B. M. Some problems in conical PMMe
flow theory. v. 25 no. 2

229-24l
Boundary problems in the theory of
conical vortex flows are discussed,
and the puttern of flow past a tri-
angular wede is established ac-
curately. specific points formed in
coalescing nonvortex and vortex flows
behind attenuating shook waves are
defined,

367. Bulakh, B. M. Some properties of conical PMMe
supersonic gas flows. V. 25_4 no. 3
The influence of a shock wave on a
conical flow is investigated. The
shook wave is produced in a uniform
nonperturbed supersonic flow by a
conical body located inside the Mach
cone.

368. unev, V. V. A similitude law for thin PMte
blunt bodies in a hypersonic gas flow. v. 25, no. 6

1050-1059
A theoretical investigation of the simi-
larity of hypersonic flow about thin
flat plates and axisymmetric bodies with
blunt leading edges oz, noses is extended
to obtain the generalized similitude law
for viscous and inviscid heat-conducting
gas flows. Observations regarding simi-
litude criteria for a perfect mas flow
are included.

3b'. Barantsev, R. G., and Wu, Tsjen-yu. Forces VeLUMMeAS
and moments acting oh bodies of revolution
in a free molecular flow. no. 3

S~77-92

Aerodynamic coefficients of convex

C bodies of revoltution are calculated
for an equilibrium free-molecular flow
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with diffusion reflecioa of moiecules
from the surface of the body. Numerical
calculations for a cone with a half-
apex angle of 20* are included.

370. Baush, G. Supersonic flow of an ideal VeLUI04eAS
gas past plane, axisymmetrical, thin no. 4
bodies. 103-114

An approximate solutioi is obtained for
the region between the shock wave and a
body with a sharp leading edge. It is
assumed that the shock wave is of small
intensity. The method is an extension
of G. G. Chernyy's method to the region
of low hypersonic velocities.

371. Popova, I. A. (Leningrad State University). VeLUMOeAS
An approximate analytical solution of no. 7
non-vortical equations for variable sur- 87-104
face wing in supersonic flow.

An approximate analytical solution of
equations of a steady £1ow is obtained
by the method of successive approxima-
tions, and the pressure anýd density on
a wing surface In the absence of vorticity
are determined.

372. Popova, I. A. (Leninrrad Staue University). VeLUMMeAs
The effect of vorticity i:n supersonic no. 14
flow around variable surface airfoils. 131i-i5

Corrections to hydrodynamic parameters
are given, with vorticity effects taken
into account. The solution is a genera-
lization of Donov's results for the
profiles of some finite span wings.
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373. Borisov, B. I. (Moscow State University). VeWU me
Minimum drag of an annular wing. no. 163
A method for determining the minimum-
drag profile for an annular wing in
supersoniO flow is presented.

3 7 4 . Shugayev, V. V. (I.obcow State University). VeMoU MMe
Supersonic flow around ax±:•ymmetric blunt no. 2
bodies with detached shock wave. 46-53

.The direct problem of the flow around
blunted bodies of various shapes is
discussed.

375. Belotserkovskiy, 0. M. (Computing Center, AN Vyoh Ts
Academy of Sciences USSR). Formulas and 1-55
tables of values for supersonic flow about
blunt bodies.

Formulas are given for determining flow
fields about axisymxetric ellipsoids of
revolution, including the sphere, in a
supersonic flow of an ideal gas. A. A.
Dorodnitsyn's method of integral relation-
ships makes possible the direct solution
of the problem of constructing the flow
around a given body.

376. Tirskiy, G. A. A sweptback wing in hyper- ZhPMeTF
sonic flow. no. 6

54-68
The problem of failube of the leading
edge is discussed as an essentially
tiuee-dimensional one with a secondary
flow in the boundary layer. The dis-
placement of the ablated surface on the
leading edge is taken into account. Two
cases are analyzed in detail: when the
material of the cylinder has a definite
melting temperature and an arbitrary finite
number of transient temperatures at which
heat absorption occurs (metals and crys-
talline modiftiations of some ceramics
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follow this disintetr.ation pattern); and
when the material does not have a definite
melting point and the:re Is exponential
temperature dependence of the viscosity
of the molten material (yarious classes
disintegrate in this w'ay). A system of
equations for the disintegration process
and an approximate formula for the abla-
tion rate of vitreous materials (case 2)
arc given.

377'. Mishin, G. I., and V. A. Ovsyannilcov. ZhTF
(Leningrad Physicotechnical Institute). v. 31
The influence of gas-dynamic relaxation 1467-1471
of C02 on the drae coefficient of a
sphere at supersonic velocities.

The results from measurements of the
drag coefficient for a sphere for long
and short relaxation times of deforma-
tion oscillations of a C02 molecule are
presented. The influence of relaxation
on the drag coefficient of a sphere is
evaluated.

1962
378. Belotserkovskiy, 0. M., and P. I. Chushkin. ATFMeSt

Supersonic flow past blunt bodies. v 14 no 314

A numerical method is given for obtaining
a solution of the exactly formulated problem
of the supersonic steady flow of a non-
viscous perfect gas around a blunted sym-
metrical profile and a body of revolution
of arbitrary shape, both with zero angle
of attack. Sample calculations for
M=- 1 to 10 and a are presented.

379. Zhigulev, V. N. (M4oscow). On the effect DAN SSSR
of the relaxation boundary layer. v. 14I4, no. 6125 25-i4
The supersonic flow of a weak relaxation
gas around a wedge is investigated. It
is shown that the nonequilibrium effects
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are essential not only in the loyer ad-
jacent tothe shook wave, but also in a
region called the "relaxation boundary
layer" close to the surface of the wedge
and extending infinitely downsaream and
having a thikoness of several relaxation
lengths. An exact solution Is given for
the oscillatory relaxation problem.

380. Zosterin, S. L., Yu. A. Koshmarov, and In]PZh
YU. P. Finat'yev. Hydrodynamics of a v. 5, no. 5
turbulent air flow In the gap between 15-20
rotating coaxial cylinders.

The air flow in an annular channel between
a rotating inner cylinder and a stationary
outer cylinder was experimentally Investi-
gated. The investigation covered the range
of Reynolds numbers in the gap from 102 to
104 and of Taylor numbers from 0 to 5.104.
The test setup and the measuring instrumenta-
tion are described in detail.

381. Krasill'nikov, Yu. I. (Moscow). Aero- InZh
dynamic characteristics of a triangular V. 2, no. 1
wing with ailerons, flaps, and slots in 175-161
supersonic flow.

The problem of determaining the lift,
moment, and their coefficients for a
thin triangular wing with a deflected
aileron, open slots, and depressed
flaps is reduced to evaluating a
funotion of disturbed-velocity poten-
tial, and determining the distribution
of the resultant pressure over the
wing.

382. Nikolayev, V. S. Viscous hypersonic flow InZh
about a slender cone. v. 2, no. 39-13
A viscous hypersonic flow of an ideal
Gas over a slender oone at zero anele
of attack is considered. The trans-
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verse curvature of the surface and tne
interaction of the boundary layer with
the shook wave are taken into account.
Integral relations of imoulss and
energ are -used in the bourda-kayer
calculations, assuming a constant sur-
face temperature.

j83. Bogacheva, A. A., and M. D. Ladyzhenskiy. =nZh
Hypersonic flow around slender, elliptic, v 2 no. 3
blunted cones. 34.;6

A hypersonlc gas flow around slender, el-
liptic, blunted cones Is examined under
the assumption of infinite compression
of the gas in the shock wave. The cone
can be considered as a model of tri-
angular wing with a very low aspect
ratio.

384. Fridlender, B. 1. Cruciform and T-shaped InZh
finite-span wings in a compressible fluid. V. 2, no.

2 5-261
The potential of disturbed velocity of
a compressible gas is determined in a
steady supersonic flight of thin cruci-
form and T-shaped wings similar to a
tail unit of an airplane. Each plane
has a different plan view. The wing-
tip effects are discussed in detail for
both wings.

385. D'yakonov, Yu. N., and V. 0. Pirumov. IzAN NoNa
Supersonic gas flows with dissooia- no. 1
tion and ionization.

An approximate method for calculating
supersonic flow about a wedge and a
cone is presented. Two types of flow
are considered: A Prandtl-Msyer flow in
which nomplete thermodynamic equilibrium
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of thb gas is assumed and a frozen
1randtl-Meyer flow, Some speculations
on the effects of thermodynamic and
chemical disequilibrium on this flow
are therefore possible. Equations are
also presented for the flow about a eone
at sero angle of attack, assuming perfect
thermodynamic equilibrium of the gas
behind the shook wave.

386. 1olodoohkcin, V. P. (Moscow). Pointed XzAN MeMe
bodies of revolution in a supersonic no. 1
flow at various angles of attack. 15-24

Properties of a supers'onic axisym-
metrical air flow over bodies of
revolution with oonxial noses at a
small angle of attack are discussed.
Equations for characteristics of the
resultant flow are obtained by super-

tositon of disturbances on the basic
undisturbed) flow at M. - 1.5 to 6.

387. Karafoll, Ye. (Carafoli.. E.). Pressure IzAN MeMa
distribution on airfoils in supersonic no. 1
and hypersonic flows. 59-65

Expressions are derived for positive
and negative pressure distributions
over an airfoil; the positive-as the
result of compression behind the shock
wave (assuming that the velocity there
is supersonic), and the negative-of
the Prandtl-Meyer expansion over the
whole range of reach numbers up to
M..- -. Formuilas are also given for
the lift, drag, and moment coefficients.

388. Stulov, V. P. Flow over a convex angle IAN Meka
of an ideally dissociating gas with no, 3
nonequilibrium taken into account. 4-io

The problem is solved approxLmately

for an arbitrary angle in the vicinity
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of its apex. 0onsideacion 4.s also
given to variations in disoontinuities
of normal derivativei of gas-dynamloi
varlables along tha characteristio
our•e separating the uniform incoming
flow from the rarefied flow.

389. Lunev, V. V. (Moscow). Similitude IzAN MeMa
conditions for hypersonic turbulent no. 4
boundary layers on slender boc1es. 13-17

Similitude conditions for hypersonic
flows around plane and axisymmetrioal
slender bodies with a turbulent
boundary layer having a variable
entropy along Its outer interface
are Investigated.

390, Mbl'nikov, D. A. Supersonic flow UAN 6M*
around triangular flat plate. no, 6

33-39
A study Is made of supersonic flow
over a compressible eurface of a tri-
angular flat plate at an angle of
attack at which the supersnio
component of the velocity vector of
an undisturbed flow normal to the
leading edge meets tha plate at
an angle smaller than the limiting
angle of the corresponding wedge.

391. Dholyavko. V. I. Flow about plates at IzUAN YNa
high supersonic velocities, no. 526-31
The similarity between high super-
sonic flow past bodies and phenomena
of an explosion wave is considered.
On this basis, approximate solutions
of supersonio flow past a blunt body
may be obtained.
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392. LanV, V. V. Shook layer method In IXAN 6 e,
problem of hypersonio flow over no. 6
slender blunted bodies. 146147

An analysis Is presented of the
method proposed by H. Cheng, T.
iLals T. Collian, and A. Hertz-
bezg for approxiiate caloulation
of a flow over slender blunt bodies.
An equation establishing the rela-
tiLonship between shock-layer thick-
ness and pressure Is given. Reasons
for the diserepanles ae given, and
it Is stated that the method used by
0. 0. Ohernyy is ore aeeurate in
this ase.

393, Aslanov, S. K. Sonio motion of a •zVUZ, AVT
diamond-,shaped airroil at zero no. 1
angle of attack. 3-10

The sonic, stea4d-state, planar flow
of a compressible gas past a diamond-
shaped airfoil of a wing of infinite
span at zero angle of attack is inves-
tigated. In the submio region, this
investigation is based on Chaplygin's
exact equation of flow and can serve
as a stanward for evaluating the ac-
ouracy of previous investigations
made on the basis of the approximte
equation of transonic flow.

394. Tuwashev.• (. G.,, and 0. V. Troyepol'- IzVZo A. T
skaya. (Kazan, State University). no, A
Ntermininr tte shape of the Jet of 32-37
a wing with a jet flap.

T1* shape of a jet formed by steady
potatntial flow of an incompressible
fluld/ around a thin, slig.tly bent
wing equipped wSt i jet fltp 1s
daterone4. a smUll a-•gle of attack
and a small angle of Inalinatlon of
the j•t Pro assumed.
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395. Drakin, I. I. Determining the optimum IzVUZ, AVT
geometric parameters of aircraft no. 1
structure. 66-74

An analytical method is presented for
determining the optimum shape and
dimensions of aircraft structural
members. The initial gross weight is
taken for the optimality criterion
under the assumption that no change
in useful load and performance is as-
sociated with the variation in geo-
metry. The optimum wing loading for
a given speed and height of flight,
and the optimum fineness ratio of the
front portion of a Paselage are
determined as examples.

3)o. Bulygina, Ye. V. Optimally cambered IzVUZ AvT
and twisted wing in supersonic flow. no.,

The balance of wings is achieved
within a wide range of liftirng
forces without increasing the drag
through suitable twist and camber.

397. Monalchov, N. M. Applying the Riemann. IzVUZ, AvT
method to solution of problems in no. 4
flows past slender bodies. 27-35

The potentials of disturbances of
longitudinal and transverse flows
are obtained at the generatrices
of slender bodies of revolutiom at
a small angle of attack.

398. Lunev, V. V. Hypersonic flow past M.-
slender, blunted power-law shaped V1 26, no. 2
bodies. 389-390
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Th��.hyper&-Ac-simila'ity laws for
flown past thin, olunted cones and
weies have been established by
0% (. Oheriy. It is shown that
analogous laws can be applied to
thin ani exi@7uyitrio bodies who"e
shape is cesorIlbed by a power
function.

399. ]Mlakh. B. M. Supersonic flow around PM
an Inclined circular cone. v. 26, no. 2

3.O0-3O7
An analysis of supersonic flow about
a cone at an angle of attack which
reconciles the findings of Stone,
Porri* and Willet In presented.

400. Galkin, V, S. Lift in a free molecule Fob
fl(w. v26, no. 3

A clculation is presented demonstra-
ting that the lift of some bodies of
finite length in a free molecule
stream can be negative at anyeangle
of attack between zero and 90 and
for anJ value or the criterion
am V(where V is body velocity
and a the most probable thermo
velocity of incident molecules) even
when the forces act on the body bases.
The problem Is calculated for flow
past a symmetrical finite-length
wedge where the ratio of the tempera-
ture of reflected molecules to the
siatic temperature of the incident
flow is In the range 0.1 to 1.

401. htlakh, B. M. On asymmetric hyper- FM
sonic flow around a circular cone. v.-2" no 5

A steady invisoid homogeneous hyper.
sonic gas flow at angle of attack
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past, a circular orw is discussed.
The velocity oompo..ents on the cone
surfaoe are obtained by a modification
of the A. L. Gonor solution presented
in IzOTN, 1959, no. 7.

1402. Shebalov, A. N. Wave drag of plane Rob
body in unsteady motion under a v. 26, no. 6
free surface. 1104-1-11

The problem of unsteady motion of a
plane body of arbitrary shape under
the free surface of a heavy, Inoom-
pressible fluid is investigated, and
a method for obtaining expressions
for complex velocities and acting
forces is presented. A Laplace
equation Is used to determine velocity
potential. Special oases of the
peculiarities of unsteady motion,
such as plane vorticity and its
sources, are examined and analyzed.
An expression for the wave resistance
of a body of arbitrary shape is estab-
lished by using the formulas obtained
by L. N. Sretenskliy. A wave-resis-
tance formula for a cylinder of a
certain radius in unsteady motion and
submerged to a certain depth under
the free surface is derived. This
formula is found to be analogous to
that of Sretensklcy.

4403. Carafoli, E.. and A. Ghia-Nastase. StuOefeAp
(Institute of Applied Mechanics, v. no,
Bucharest). Minimum drag problem 12-
for a wing of symmetrical thick-
ness.

The problem of finding the surface
configuration of a minný-drag wing
of asymnetrioal-triangle plan foam
syinatrical thicikess, and a given
volume is treated, The results ob-
taimed oan be applied to determining
the irdinm drag of rqetar4nular and
trapezoidal wings.
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404. 0a afoli9 3.a and D. Mateesou. StuCeMefAp
tnstItut of Applied Mechanics., v. 13, no. 2

]aezharest'). Wing-fuselage inter- 275-29
forence In high-order conical flows.

The interference between wing and
conical fuselage in a supersonic
flow Is analyzed in the case when
the distribution of the angles of
attack (or of incidence) is given
as a sum of homogeneous polynomials
of various orders, assuming that
regions with different angle-distri-
bution regimes are separated by ridges.

"405. Sandulescu, S. and A. Nastase-Ghia. StuCeMeAp
(Irsitute of Applied Mechanics, v. 13, no. 5
Bucharest). The mixed problem of 1099-1126
a triangular wing in higher-order
conical flow.

The distribution of the angles of
attack and pressures over the wing
surface is determined from their
distributions along two wing sections
given by homogeneous high-order poly-
nomials. The sections are divided
from each other by a straight line
(called "mixing edge") passing
through the apex of the wing. The
flow past triangular winga thin and
symmetrically thick, is investigated.
By placing the "mixing edge" on the
left or right side c the triangle,
the direct and inverse problems can
be obtained as limiting oases of the
mixed problem.

406, Xatcescu, D. (Institute of Applied stuýeQWAX
Mechanics, Bucharest). Wings with v. 13, no. 5
sharp edges in supersonic flow. 1127-1156

A special class of wings with ali
edges having zero thickness (called
"o"wing with subtending surfaces") Is
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discussed. The supersonio flow past
a triangular winr (thin and of sym-
metrical thioknesu)with subtending
Puzfaces Is analyzed and the problem
of a triangular wing with a diamond-
shaped profile Is treated as an
example.

407. Belova, A. V., and V. P. Loshkina. A VeLU4e*As
thin airfoil In supersonic flow with v 7, no.. 2
complex thermodynamics. 9b-l00

A thin airfoil In a supersonic flow
under complex thermodynamic conditions
Is considered and equations of motion
are established in the first and second
approximations. Pormulas for oaloulat-
.nr the lift components of the air-
foil are also given.

408. Mikheyev, A. S. (Leningrad State VeLUM4eAa
University). An analytical solution V. 7# no. 2
to the problem of supersonic flow 105-112
about conic surfaces.

The supersonic steady flow of gas about
a cone Is considered and an attempt Is
made to derive an analytical approximate
solution which would be independent
of the thickness of the body and the
magnitude of the Mach number of the
flow and would apply to gases, other
than an ideal one, with a constant
heat capacity.

409. Smirnov, N. V. Supersonic conical flow VeLIAhAx
under complex thermodynamio conditions,, v 7 no. 2

An analytical solution is given for H

the problem of supersonic isentroplo
flows of an arbitrary gas over a
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s.ngle alrfoil and over a casoade or
airfoils. The problem •s solved in
the first and In the saeond approxi-
mations with the use of linearzsaton,

410. Arkhipov, V. N. and K. S. Khorosh~co. ZhPN*TF
(Moscow). A method or accounting no. 6
for relaxation in flow past a cone. 121-124

The disturbance and relaxation of
thermodynamic equilibrium in the
supersonic flow of a mixture of
pereoot gases (with regard to
chemical r actions only among
oomponentse past a fixed semi-
infinite oone is discussed. Flow
is parallel to the cone axlij and
the disturbance is caused by gas
compression when the gas passes
through an attached shook wave.

411. Chuskin, P. 1. (Computing Center, ZhVychMMF
Aoadel of Sciences USSR, Moscow). v. 2, no. 2
HIypersonio flow past blunted bodies 255-277
or revolution.

The results or computer oalculationsa,
carried out by the method of oharao-
teristios, of the axisymmetrio hyper-
sonic flow of a perfect gas past blunted
circular cones and cylinders are analyzed.

41 2 . Babayev, D. A. Numerical solution of ZhVychMMW
the superbonio flow past a delta wing. V* 2, no. 2

278-289
The supersonic flow of a perfect gas
past a plane delta wing with a positive
angle of attack is studied. The
boundaries of the region of influence
of the wing apex on the upper part of
the wing are deteziiined.
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1•13. Nazarov, G. I. Pressure of a gas Jet ZhP?4TF
on an Isosceles wedge. no. 1

25-33
Bergmann's method is used to solve
two problems of pressure determ.ina-
tion on isosceles wedges: 1) the
symmetrical flow of gas over a wedge,
and 2) the flow of a compressible
fluid over a wedge at the inlet of a
channel. In the second problem# some
use is made of N. Ye. Zhukovskliy's
formulas for the flow of incompressible
liquids over wedges.

114. Murzinov, I. N. The effect of the ZhPMYT1
Prandtl number on flow around a no. 1
blunt body at low Reyniolds numbers. 39-43

The equilibrium flow of a viscous,
fairly rarefied gas in the region
of the stagnation point of axially
symmetric blunt bodies moving at
high supersonie speed is considered,
end equations of continuity, motion,
and energy are derived. The variation
of the Prandtl number along the boun-
dary layer and heat flow at the stag-
nation point are discussed in relation
to wall temperature.-

415. Syohev, V. V. Small disturbance method ZhP?4TP
in problems of hypersonlc gas flow no. 6
over slender blunted bodies. 50-59

An approximate solution of the problem
of a uniform hypersonic gas flow past
slender bodies with blunted noses is
presented by using a unified small-
disturbance method. Expressions are
obtained t'or determining the flow
parameters at a great distance from
the body and in a layer close to Its
surface.
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W. aboqev, D. A. Numerloal solution of ZhVyoahM
supersonic flow past a delta wing, v. 2, no. 6

The solution of a supersonic flow
past t1h lower surface of a delta
win Is studied in the 4omain of
the influence of the wing vertex.
Determination of f•c•w paramsters,
entropy function, and the form of
the shock wave Is reduced to the
solution of a system of oorrespond-
ing equations of motion and contin-
uity under certain boundary oon-
dit ions.

a17q. IMiznetsov, S. T. Diagrams and tables of
the flow about a wedge, cones and
concave surface of dissociated air.

This book contains diagrams and tables
or dissociated air glow for oalcula-
ting shook wave paramet•er of high-
energy flows having velocities from
2000-10000 i/seo, and for heizhts from
0 to 80o a.

1963
418. Nowak,, Eugeniusz. Free molecule hyper- 1 Mst

sonic flow past a sphere. v. 15, no. 3
347-357

Free-molecule approximation of a steady
hypersonic gas flow past a sphere Is
considered. Distributions of mean
velocity of rebounded molecules are
discussed, disregarding Intermolecular
collisions.

419. Fridlender, B. I. A cruciform wing of DAN SSSR
finite span In a com•pessible flow. v, 151 no. 6

A thin cruclform wing in a supersonic
flow, with Its horizontal and vertical
surfaces Per'fomIng arbitrar harmonito
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oscillations* In discussed. A linear
formulation Is used to derive an
expression for the disturbed-veloolty
potential* considering the interaction
of oscillations and the wing-tip effect.
The way of handling the "cruoiform"
wings with arbitrary dihedral angles
(e.g. star-shaped) is ±ndioted.

120. Xagomedov, K. M. Supersonic flow past IzAN mena

blunt bodies with known sonic points, no. I
111-117

The flow field In the regLon between
a detached shook wave and an axisym-
metrical body with a known sonic point
is studied in the case of a supersonic
flow at zero angle of attack. The
shape of the shock and the pressurc
distribution over the body are deter-
mined. Approximate formulas are derived
for shook detachment, pressure distribu-
tion, and velocity gradient, depending
on the ratio of shook densities ahead
of and behind the n'ormal shook, and on
the bluntness parameters.

42 1 . Grodzovskly, G. L. (Moscow). Super- IAN eNal
sonic flow with a subsonio axial no. 4
velocity component about a flat cas- 115-120
cade and a perforated wall.

Supersonic flow about a flat, periodic
cascade with no separation having a
subsonic axial component of the incident
flow in a direction normal to the can-
cade-plane is oonsidered. Expressions
for basic flow parameters are established
which take pressure losses into account.
The low fields both in front of the
cascade and far upstrem are studied.

422. Omerinin V. N. The effect of wing z=.,T A
downwash on stabilizer lift. no. 1

An approximato method is presented
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for determining the Aift characteristic
of a stabilizer with a span greater than
that of the wing. An expression for
the vertical comoent of the Induced
velocity at N , I Is derived and
the dowvwash behind a wing and a wi-
cylindrical body combination Is disus.-
sed.

~423. ftlyginap Ye. V. A self-balancing IzVOZ I AV'r
airfoil of mini•um drag. no 2

The problem of determining the shape

of an airfoil of minium drag with
given lIft and moment coefficients in
an Ideal fluid at high supersonic
speeds Is presented.

42 4. Dl mna, Ye. V.D and L. T. Yakubo. XVUZ AVT
Hypersonic airplane with seif-balano- no.
Ing surface. 3-10

The problem of determining the lifting
surface of a hypersonic airplane with
a high lift-drag ratio and a known
center of gravity Is studied. The
miniu~iA~drag body problem with a
given lift Is treated In detail for
given and arbitrary volumes of the
body*.

425. Xhol.yavko, V. 1. Aerodynamic aharaoters4- IzVUZ, AvT
tics of airfoils end wings with blunted no. 3
leading edges at ligh supersonic speeds. 4 3-5O

The plane supersonic flow of an in..
viscid perfect gas over slightly
blunted bodies Is examined by ap-
plying the principle of plane sections.
The piston theory Is used In 4erivIng
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the equationa for shoot wave propeF.
ation and pressure on the piston
body).. The Influence of edge blunt-

ness and of the aWeopback on the aoso-
dYnamic characteristics of a glate
and triangle Wing Is discusse*.

426. Val'lkov, Yu. A. Entry of a winged al- XXVUZ, AVT
craft into a vertical gust. no.

LongitudInal motion of a winged air-
craft (treated as a perfectly rLgid,
constant-weight body) which has flown
into a strong vertical current is
analyzed, assuming that the directions
of gust and of flight are always
perpendicular to each other, and
the gust velocity is small in relation
to that of the flight. Expressions
for determining dangerous gust velocities
for various gust patterns are derived.

4 27 . Romishevskiy, Ye. A. (Moscow). Hyperz- LnZh
sonic gas flow past slender bodies, v. 3 no. 1
with radiation taken into considera- l2-l7
tion.

Special features of high supersonic
gas flow past slender bodies, whose
form Is described by a power or an
exponential function, are discussed.
The entry of such a body into dense
layers of the terrestrial atmosphere
Is analysed, and the radiation effect
on the distributions of temperature.
pressure, and velocities over concave
and convex bodles Is DOinted out.

428. BRashin, A. P. Supersonic flow around InZh
a flat plate with detached shook wave. v. 3# no. 2

22.2o26
A study Is presented of the flow past
a flat plate at an angle of attack with-
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a etached shook in the entire super-
mol and Veroonlo regions. The method
of integral aore lations ls used for
*altuLlatIng flow paraeters and computer

of the flow-field conftigu-mt on. The location of the criticoal

point on the plate is examined under
certain conditions. Numerical caloula-
tions were sale at M- =4.5, 6.85,
10, and 20; at angles of attack of 90 ,

75 a 65", and 450; and compared with
experimental data.

"429. nolseyenko, A. F. Reversibility theorem InZh
for steady motion of an annular wing v. 3, no. 2
with fuselage. 355-362

The reversibility theorem is applied
to a combination of an annular wing
and a coaxial infini"e cylinder in
steady subsonic or supersonic flow.
Aerod~namio characteristics and pressure
relationships of annular wings in
direct and reverse flow are discussed
and the lift-pressure relation In
established. Lift characteristics of
the wing-fuselage system are calcul-
ated for various wing-aspect ratios
and ratios of cylinder to wing radii
and are shown in graphs.

"430. Neyland, V. Ya. (Moscow)and a. I. InZh
Taganov (Moscow). Forward v. 3 no. 3
separated flow region in nonsym- 419-423
metrioa-.L supersonic flow over a
spiked cone.

A generalization of the method used
by S. M. Bogdonoff and T. E. Vas
(Hypersonlo Separated Flows. Seventh
Anglo-American Aeronaut. Conf., N.Y.,
1959) to solve the problem of hyper-
sonic separated flow over a spiked
cone at an angle of attack other than
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xero In demosibed. The results (given
in graphs) with respeot to the maximua
value of the angle of attack compatible
with the flow model considered a"e
discussed.

431. Neyland, V. Ya. (Moscow). Hyper- IrZh
sonic invisoid gas flow over a plate v. 3 no. 3
at an angle of attack. 4 24-4 2 6

A method is outlined for calculating
the parameters or an inviscid gas
flow. The correlations of the flow
theory of an invisaid ras makes it
possible to determine the one-para-
meter class of solutions at given
values of angle of attack and M of
the incident flow. Numerioal results
are obtained for laminar flow In the
mixing region with no heat transfer
under the assumptions that the product
of the density and the dynamic co-
efficient of viscosity is constant
across the mixing region and that
the Prandtl number is equal to 1.

432. Golubinskly, A. I. (Moscow). Lift and InZh
moment of a thin airfoil in an arbitrary v. 3 4no. 3
ust e! dy flow. 442-5

Unsteady subsonic and supersonic flows
over a thin airfoil are considered
in linearized formalation. The reverse-
flcw theorem Is generalized to the
case of an arbitrary unsteady flow by
using the analogy with a steady flow
over an equivalent three-dimensional
wing.

433. ft1ippOV, I. G. (Moscow). A t-heory PNs
of diffraction of weak shocks v._. no. 1
around wedges. 75-

1- .29
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A raw mthod Is used to study the
0eneral problem of two-dimunsltal

wak•-shook 4tfract on around Wedea
and bodies of arbltazy shapo. With
this methodq the plane nonateady flow-
diffraation problem Is reduOed to
the auxillary problem of three-dmsrnsional
steady supersonic flow around bodies
at an angle of attaick.

434. Sapunkov, Ya. 0. (Saratov). Hyper- Pifb
sonio flow past a circular cone v 27 noe I
at an angle of attack. 190-192

The determination of the hypersonic
flow properties around a circular
ecene at an angle of attack is deter-
mined by using Cheng's expansion of
the small parameters. Error analysis
indicates that the solution obtalned
by this method is not valid in the
vicinity of the cone surface, which
may be due to erroneous calculation
of entropy.

435. Sapunkov, Ya. G. (Saratov). Hypersonic, Me
gas flow past a civaular cone at an v. 27, no. 5an angle of attack. 930-939

A method of successive approximations
(by using the Poincare-Lighthill-Kuo
method) in presented which uniformly
approximates the exact solution of
the problem of a hypersonio flow of
a homogeneous gas around a cone at
at an arbitrary angle of attack in
the whole region between the shook
wave and cone surface, including
the vorticity layer.

436. Bulakh, B. M. Asymmetrical hypersoniac Fil
Sflow past a circular cono. V. 26, no. 5

973-976
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A steady, uniform, Invisoid flow of
gas at en angle of attack is studied,
and solutions similar to those of
H. &. Oheng are obtained. It is shown
that A. L. Gonor's theory cannot be
applied in this case. i.

I

43-1. Ginzburg, I. P., and 0. V. Kochery- V*LUM4NAs
zhenkov. Turbulent boundary layer no. 2
in a compressible fluid on a thermally 86-98
noninsulated wing or axisywmetric
body.

An approximate solution is presented
for the problem of m.otion of a compres-
sible eluid in a turbulent boundary
layer on a thermally noninsulated wing
or an axisymmetric body. The oalcula-
tion prooedure Is outlined for a
numerical example or a spherical body
in an air flow of M = 20 with a
stagnation point temperature of 7000*].

"438. Mlkheyev, A. S. Supersonic flow VeLIObAs
around a body of revolution, no. 2

120-127
A supersonic flow around a pointed
body of revolution with a ourvilinear
generatrix is studied, and a system
of gasdynamic equations describing
a steady adiabatic gas flow with
arbitrary thermodynamic properties is
considered. The equation of a shook
wave Is derived, and gaadynamic para-
meters of the shook wave and on the
body surface are determined.

439. Vereshahagina, L. 1. Base pressure on VOLUIsAs
bodies of revolution in a supersonic no, 3m-3
gas flow.

A method for determining the base
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pWee5av on bodiaS of revolutio'n
x'ttngU% In asmIOeonAo ias flow

aturulent mz7) is pnsentea.
304,1 used is descikbedg th

flow In the mizn Zregion is analysedo
and th* pooewue of ealoulation Is
giLven.

44o0. ,erpukhowv V. A. Rarefied gas flnw ZhV ohmW
about a plate. V 3 no 3

A flow of highly rarefied gas about
a flat circular plate at a zero angle
of attaa# was analyzed. It was as-
uamods 1) that the macroscopic velocity
of the flow In higher than the thezral
velocity of the free-stream molecules
and greatly exceeds the velocity of
the reflected moleoules, 2) that the
reflection of molecules from the sur-
race takes place by diffusion accord-
Lig to the Maxwellian distribution
functlon, and 3) that the molecules
an solid elastic spheres.

441. Syagayev, V. P. A numerical method for Zh ~h3OW
solving the problem of supersonic San v.3, no.
flow around conical bodies. 724-754

Supersonic flow of an ideal gas around
a conical body having one or seve•al
planes of symmetry Is discussed. The
Inverse type method of solving the
boundary problem based on iterated
numerical solutions of the Cauchy
problem with successive correction of
the given initial data is used. The
results are compared with those obtained
by other methods and with experimento.
data.

442. Borisov,, V. M. (Moscow). On optimal zhVychmw
shape of bodies In supersonic gas Vt3 no. 1
flAow. TW•-T3
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Two variational problems of gas
dynamics are considered: constructing
optimal ontours for fAes of a perfect
gas with a shook wave and the min~nu.a
drag generatri•os ot portions behind
the nose ot bodle oat revolution are
determinedj and the flow ot a real gas.

19614
4143. KIkheyevD A. S. Supersonic flow VTo-EM As

around blunted bodies ot revolu- no 1
tion. -6&113

An adiabatic equilibrium supersonic
steady ga" flow (of given threszuo.
dynamio properties) past a blunted
body oa revolution with a corner
point on its Oontour is investigated,
using a simplifying modification of
A. A. Dorodnitsyn's method of integrul
relations.
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OUP A ACROi'ECIIAtIICS OF H1IGH-SPEED FLOWS

A-3 Testing and Research Facilities
Wind Tunnels
Shock 'Tubes
.1ozzleB and Diffusors
Other Testing Facilities
Simulation and Nodelling Facilities
lte-Entry Testinr, Equitntent



A-3 TESTING ANC RESEARCH FACILITIES

19110
444. ZemeKiy,C 0. M. (Moscow). Suiersonic '•ind "borA

tunnels. Rep. No. 60

1959
4;45. Nedelescu Ion An open-type supersonic wind "tM&•

tunnel In continuous operation v 10, no. 12;7-301
The description and flow parameters of a
suoersonic wind tunnel at the Traian Vuia
Institute of Applied Mechanics are given and
its test results are discussed. The possibility
of construction of a larger tunnel is examined.

446. Ousev, V. X. A study of flowi in a discharge
device. v. 1, no. 3

161-165
A mathematical investigation of the shock-
wave propagation in an electric-discharge
device is presented oy using a piston analog.
The working substance im a nerrect gas, and
there are no physical or chemical transform-
ations during the motion. A formula for the
velocity if wave propa,.ation is derived.
Waves with velocities over IJ k-/sec can be
obtained in the devlct discussed here.

447. Antonov, A. M., and M. M. Sidlyar. Some PMe
approximate solutions of problems of v. 7 no. 6
hypersonic flow about slender bodies 49.956

A theoretical study by the method of
Suocessive approximation of bodies &t M i 20 is
based on general equations of conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy, and continuity of
the tangential oomronent of veloolty. Numerl-
cal data are given on pressures in the flow
about a wedge at M - 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21.
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448. Jungowski V. M. Methods for calculating most

stagnation temperature In a hypersonic v. 14, no. 3-4

gun tunnel. 491-5-3

An analysis of phenomena in a gun tunnel is
presented, along with a description of the
method derived by Cox and Winter (AGARD Report
139). A sketch of the apparatus is given to-
gether with a time-versus-distanc* diagram,
and an operational description is presented.
It Is stated tUat gas friction and heat ti'ans-
fer have little effect on piston motion but
quite a distinct effect on stagnation temper-
aturs through the attenuation of the primary
shook wave and a decrease In gas entropy. The
effect of piston weight on the strength of the
shock wave Is outlined.

449. Lashkov, A. I., and Nlkol'skiy, A. A. InZh
Shock-wave starting or a supersonic diffuser. v. 2 no. 1

A method which uses nonstationary flow
phenomena for the starting process of a
supersonic diffuser Aas been developed.
The diffusers were tested at M a 2.905 and
M a 2.9 and results are shown in spark photo-
graphs.

450. Popov, N. N. The problem of imparting high VeMOU MNW
flight veloc*ties to bodies, no. 469-7 ~

1 numerical solution of the classical

Laerange problem (determining the motion of
a piston in a cylinder open on one end and
closed on the other end, tne space oetween the
piston and the closed end being filled by an
ideal gas) is presented. This problem is then
applied in the case of one-dimensional motion
in a cylinder with the electric and magnetic
fields perpendicular to each other and to the
velocity vector; the solution is obtained by
successive approximations.
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1964
451. Krayko, A. N.0 I. N. Naumova, and Yu. D.

ShWvkglevskly. Designing, optimum-shape v. 28 no. 1
bodies in supersonic flow. 179-182

The design of the shape of the supersonic
position of nozules with maximum thrust Is
discussed.
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ROP B AEROTHE±R,1ODYNAMICS OF 11IGH-SPEED FLOWS

5-1 Aerothe monhysics
M.ass and Heat Transfer
Temperature Distribution
Thermal Radiation E-Ofects
Ionization
Dissociation



B-1 AkROTHE1R0OPHYSICS

1946
4 5 2 . talikhmans L. Ye. (Moscow). Beat transfer in PMMe

the boundary layer. v. 10, no. 4
449-474

Translations NACA Tech. Hem. No. 1229
ý1949)

1957
453. Prokof'yev, V. A. I Influence of radiation on 'ra 0TV

the propagation of small disturbances in no. 7
viscous heat conducting fluids (hydrody- 94-102
namic theory).

An attempt is made to analyse the radia-
tion problem vith an accurate evaluation of
the transfer of radiation. Heat radiation
and the absorption of radiation energy are
taken into account.

454. Sidorov,-B. A. (All-Union Institute of Heat IsAK OTN
Technology. Moscow). An approximate solu- no* 9
tion is derived for the case of nonstatLon- 116-117
ary convection heat transfer.

455. Kims Ye. I. (Kharkov). Concerning one prob- PHNe
lea of the heat exchange of a system of v. 21, no. 5
bodies. 624-633

A study of the heat-exchange problem of a
system of bodies in thermal contact is re-
ported for the case of continuously vary-
ing temperature and heat flow in the
neighborhood of the contact boundary.

456. Glikman, V. F. On the problem of nonstea - ie
tionary heat transfer through a plate. v. 27, no. 12

2794-2796
Presents an expression for the specific
thermal flux through two surfaces of the
plate. Values are given for the relative
departure of the thermal flur from its
stationary value. (Refer to Sov. Phys.,
Dec. 1957, 2593-2595.)
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457. CGrior'yev, B. As Some problems of heating 11= OTN
am. iSfnLate plate by unsteady flows, no.*1

86-94

Unsteadys pulsed radiating flows, whose
density at the irradiated surface is
exprissed by the product of a power and
an exponential function (both of tiLe),
from the beginning of irradiatLon, are
discussed.

458. Tirskiy, C. A. (Moscow). Nonstationary heat IsAN OTN
transfer through a system of disks rotating no. 7
in & viscous fluid. 106-107

A generalisation of the problem of nonsta-
tionary heat transfer ts presented for a
system of disks rotating in a viscous
liquid.

459. Grigoryan, S. S. On heating and melting of PMHe
a solid b'y friction. v. 22, no. .5

577-587
The formulation and solution of two problems
of heating of solids by friction are pro-
sented. The first problem is that of fric-
tion between two solids; the second is the
flow of a viscous, incompressible fluid past
a solid body.

460. Sidorov, E. A. (All-Union Institute of Heat Teploener-
Technology, Moscow). Calculation of effects getika
of a nonstationary regime on convective no. 4
heat exchange. 79-80

The development and application of approx-
imate methods of calculating the effect- of
a nonstationary regime on convective heat
exchange are presented.
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461. Zaydel', R. M., 0. S. Ryshov, and Ye. 1. An- D,! SSSR
dryankin (Institute of Chemical Physics, v. 124, no.
Moscow). Propagation of nearly spherical 37-59
heat waves*

The propagation of heat waves of nearly
spherical shape is calculated. The de-
termination of the elgenvalue spectrum
and the corresponding eigenfunctions is
e•p1 ained,

462. Fayzullov, F. S., N. N. Sobolev, and Ye. H. DAN SSSR
Kudryavtsov (Physics InstituteoAN SSSR). v. 127, no. 3
Temperature of nitrogen and air behind a 541-544
shock wave.

The experimental results on the temperature
of air and nitrogen behind a shock waves
obtained by using the mechod of conversion
of spectral lines with photoelectric re-
cording, are evaluated.

463. Kogan, M. N. (Moscow). HIigh conductivity
flows.

Certain characteristic types of flow DAN SSSR
occuarring in the case of high heat con- v. 128, no. 3
ductivity are studied. The process for 488-490
solving the case of an arbitrary body is
briefly indicated, and it is pointed out
that in the case of supersonic flow, the
turbulence occurs upstream of the body.

464;. Tirskiy, C. A. (Moscow). Heating of a heat- DAN SSSRconducting wall behind a moving compression v. 128, no. t,
shock. 1140-1143

An exact solution of the problem of heating
of a flat wall behind a plane shock wave

* travelling through a gas at rest at con-
staut speed parallel to the wall boundary
is obtained.
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465. Zarubing V. 5. A problem of unsteady heat sAN ZnAvtT
conductivi ty. no. 2

38-44
The unsteady heat transfer taking place in
the casingof&liquid-cooled liquid-fuel ro-
action engine during transient regimes is
discussed. it Is assumed that the inner
and outer walls of the engine casing are
thermally connected by convective heat
transfer by means of the liquid coolant
whose temperature ts time dependent, and
that heat flux is proportional to the tem-
perature of a given point at a given time.

466, Sidorov, E. A. (Moscow). A generalization IsAN ErAvtT
of Greta's solution to cover the case of no. 6
radiative beat transfer. 183-185

A generalization of Greta's solution for
convective heat transfer in laminar fluids
to cover the case of radiative heat trans-
fer is presented.

"467. Sidorov, E. A. (Moscow). The interaction of lsAN HeMa
convection and radiation in an absorbing no. S
medium. 134-136

The further development of previously ob-
tained results on the interaction between
heat convection and radiation in absorbing
media is presented. The study covers the
case of a two-dimensional steady motion of
an incompressible fluid in the neighbor-
hood of a nonisothermal surface.

468. Cherpakov. P. V. (Voronezh State University). IzVUZ, M
Periodic solutions of heat transfer equa- no. 2
tiones. 247-251

Periodic solutions of the equations of heat
transfer in finite and infinite regions
characterizing the propagation of heat
waves are obtained.
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469. Merkulov, V. 1. (Kiev). Heat transfer in a PtH.
plane stationary flow of viscous fluid* v. 23, no. 3

581-582
Equations of steady heat transfer in a
stationary flow of viscous liquid are
derived. The assumptions of constant
heat transfer coefficients and of the
known solution of the velocity field
problem are introduced.

1960
4(0. Kaplans S. A., and 1. A. Klimishin. Some As

notes on shock wave radiation, v. 37, no. 2
281-283

The heating of a gas before the front of
a shock wave by the radiation emitted by
it is discussed. Formulas for calcula-
ting the width of the heated sone and
its temperature field are given.

471, Mikitins Ye. Ye. (Institute of Chemical Physics, DAN SSSR
Academy of Sciences USSR). A mechanism of v. 132, no. 2
Intermolecular energy exchange during dis- 395-398
sociation of a diatomic gas.

A mechanism for intermolecular energy ex-
change in the presetce of diatomic gas
dissociation is discussed.

472. Motulevich, V. P. (Power Engineering Insti- EnZ AN SSS6
tute, Moscow). Heat exchange at the 16-22
stagnation point of blunt bodies in su-
personic gas flow.

A relatively simple method for solving
the problem of heat exchange at the stag-
nation point of blunt bodies in super-

A sonic gas flow is proposed. The method is
based on the process occurring in the cen-
tral stream of the supersonic flow in an
inviscid fluid.
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473. Kssneots~v, N. . (Institute of Chemical InFZh
Physios, Academy of Sciences USSR). v. 3. no. 917-24

Problems of temperature distribution and

soneentration of the compoensts of dis-
sooLatIAN air in the monequilibrium region
behind a steep shock front are discussed.

1474. Mikhaylov, To V. (Moscow State University). InSb
An analytieal presentation of thermodynamic v. 28
functions of dissociated air. 36-43

Relatively simple and accurate expressions
are &Iven for thermodynamic functions of
dissociated air, disregarding processes of
additional excitement of the degree of
freedom of the particles. It is assumed
that progressive energy levels do not de-
pend on inner lovols.

475. Kvashnina, So S., and V. P. Korobeynikov. IsAN M•Ma
Solution of some problems of air motion, no. 2
with dissociation and ionization accounted 34-44
for.

Approximate gas-dynamics formulas are pre-
sented for air in the temperature range
from 1000 to 20,000 K.

4176. Volodina, M. V., Yu. A. Dem'yanov, S. S. IzAN MOM&
Kellin and N. V. Chereshneva. Wall surface no. 6
temperatures behind a shock wave. 112-116

A theoretical and experimental investi-
gation of the wall surface temperatures
behind a shock wave moving at constant
speed is reported.

477. Povitskiy, A. S. Equilibrium temperature of I VUZ% AT
slender bodies in supersonic flow. no. 1

35-42
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The corrections which must be introduced
in the coefficients of heat transfer of
a flat plate when those coefficients are
applied to slender wedges, thin airfoils,
slender cones, and slender bodies of revo-
lution moving at high supersonis speeds
are discussed.

478. ?Agurovskiy, V. I. The calculation of the IsVUZ, AvT
heating of two-layer plates, no. 2

99-104
The heating of a two-layer plate, one layer
of which has low heat conductivity (thermal
insulation) and the other is metal, is ana-
lysed under the assumptions that the tem-

perature of the insulation layer is that
of the surrounding air and that there is
no heat trnefer from the free surface of
the metal layer.

479. Yarkho, A. A. (Khar'kov). Heat transfer in IsVUZ, AvT
the neighborhood of the blunt leading edge no. 3
of a cylindrical wing on slipping. 22-27

The solution obtained previously for the
problem of heat transfer in the neigh-
borhood of the forward critical point In
a plane flow of gas is genaralized. The
case of steady flow of gas around an in-
finite cylindrical wing is studied. The
assumption of a laminar flow in the boun-
dary layer and of a constant Prandtl num-
ber and specific heat is introduced.

480. Alimov, R. Z. (Kazan' Aviation Institute). IsVUZ F
The influence of diffusion on heat transfer no. 3
of gases in a boundary layer. 97-102

An approximate method is presented for cal-
culating the influence of diffusion on
heat transfer of the gas in the boundary
layer, based on criterional equations.
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481. Poeubove, 3. g.o and V. V. Kirillov. Beat Teplooner-
transfer In a turbulent compressible 8as Batik&
flow in a tube at numbers up to 4.0. v. 7. noe. 5

64-71
Local beat transfer in a compressible gas
flow In a tube with Hach numbers from 0.5
to 4.0 Reyolds numbers from 40.103 to
9004i019 end relative tunnel lenutho on
beat transfor are determined, and goner-
alimed relations for the calculation of
beat transfer are presented.

482. 8tratonovich, Rt. L. Fluctuation thermo- ZhETF
dynamics of nonequilibrium processes. v. 39, no. 6

1647-1659
Equations of the theory of equilibrium
fluctuations and of nonequilibrium
thermodynamic* were derived by estab-
lishing a relationship between the
fluctuations in two-dimensional dis-
tribution and the one-dimensional dis-
tribution of a nonequilibrium process.
It is shown that the residual correla-
tions and the ergodicii , of the system
are determined by the behavior of its
thermodynamic fluctuations. The On-
sager relations are Reneralized to the
case of nonlinear nonequilibrium
processee,

483. Neveglyadowv V. G. Thermodynamics of ZhETF
turbulent systems. v. 3S. no. 6

1727-1733
Some consequences of the second law of
thermodynamics for single-component tur-
bulent systems are discussed. It is shown
that the law must be generalized in order
to be applicable to such systems, and this
ts done by means of the concept of "turbu-
lent-thermal entropy."

484. LoytsyanskiYg L. Go Heat transfer in tur- IRMe

bulent motion. v. 24, no. 4
637-646
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Literature on the theory of heat transfer
in turbulent motion is revieved briefly.
The hypothesis of localisation is chner-
alined for thJe case of interactions be-
tween the polar and molecular flow pest
bodies$ and von Karmen's theory is ex-
tended to high Prandtl numbers.

1485, DeON yanov, Yu. A. (Moscow). The boundary PMHe
layer on a plate of a time-variable v. 24, no. 4
surface temperature. 647-650

A method is developed for calculating the
temperature field in the boundary layer of
a semi-infinite plate in & uniform flow
moving with a velocity V-. The onset of
heating in the plate is governed by a time-
dependent temperatuse function Tw(t), where
Tw is the wall teiperature.

486. Kostandian, B. A. (Moscow). On the stability P4oi.
of the solution of the nonlinear heat con- v. 24. no. 6
duction equation. 1112-1122

The stability of solutions of the nonlinear
heat conduction equation is analysed. Suf-
ficient conditions of asymptotic stability
are obtained by making use of certain ap-
proaches in Lyapunov's second method.

487. Wemchinov, I. V. (Moscow). Problems of heat ZhPMeTF
transfer by radiation, no. 1

36-57* The equations of radiative heating and
cooling by radiation, and equations of
motion are analysed. Self-similar so-
lutions are obtained for the case when the
radiation path is a power function of
the temperature, and the radiation flux
depends on time.
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q88. Kli.ov. A. N. Flow of gas with high thermal ZhPMeTF
Genduetivity near the etagnation point of no. Ia bleat body. 138-141

Beat transfer I= lonised and noniousmed moss
*far the stagnation point at arbitrary
Fteadtl asbers is analysed,

489 .1'anin, Tu. V. Friction and heat exchange -"T o
iaopssible turbulent boundary layer v 30 Io

on a plate with the injeotion of fluid. 9W993

The above mentioned friction and heat ex-
ehng analystes are based on boundar.7-

layer equations obr a two-component gas
mixture urder the asumptions that the
rate of the inezrt-!t? injection Is low#
the speci•fi beat constant, and the
Prandtil and Sobmidt numbers are each
equal to unity. The effect ot the
phmleal prorrtees of the Injected fluid
on the f-Aotfou and of the Injection It-
"ief on the distortion of the velocity
profile in the boundaz7 layer arm disous-
sed.

490.Lapin, yu. V. Friction and heat exchange ZhTV
in a compressible turbulent, boundary v. 30, no. 10
layer with injsection of a chemically I227-1237
reaotive fluid.

The friction and heat exchange in the
senoe of chemical reactions caused
Injection of a fluid into a ompressible

turbulent boundary layer on a porous plate
are investigated under the assumptions that
the rate of the chemical reaotlon 18
infinitely faster than that of diffusion,
and that the Prandtl and Lewis numbers are
each equal to unity.

1961
491. motulovich, V. P, and C. P. Malyshev (Moscow "YF'-IAN SSSR

Power $ugineering Institute). The effect 104-113
of dissociation on heat exchange and fric-
tion of a plate Ln an air flow.
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The calculation of friction and hast ex-
change of a plate in air flow is examined
under tvo extreme conditionse "frozen"
and "equivalent." The equations are based
on the real dependence of all calculated
parameters on both temperature and pres-
sure in the "equivalent" case, and only
on temperature tn the "frosen" case.

492. Kutateladae go S.e and A. I. Leontlyev. InFzh
Drag and heat-transfer laws in a turbu- v. 4, no. 6
Lent boundary layer of a compressible gas 33-41
and a method for calculating friction and
heat transfer.

A mathod based on limit laws of fr 4 ction
and heat transfer is proposed for calcu-
lating these parameters in a turbulent
boundary layer of a compressible gas. The
theoretical laws of resistance and heat
transfer obtained here permit to simpliL-
fying the method for solving the integral
relationships of the boundary layer tn a
compressible gas flow with longitudinal
velocity and temperature gradients in re-
lions not close to the separation point.

493. Devoyno, A. N. Basic heat-transfer reg- tnlh
ularity patterns in a rarefied gas due to v. 4, no. 6
natural 4onvection. 70-77

The problem of heat tran~.fer between a ver-
tical plate and a rarefied gas In tha viscous
and transient states (corresponding to con-
tinuous and slip flow respectively) is dis-
cussed. The theoretical solution of the
problem is compared with the author's ex-
perimental data for a range of pressures
from atmospheric to 0.01 mu 1g.

- 4 9 4.Kudryashev, L. 1., and A. A. SmIrnov (Kuy- IFZh
byshev Aviation Institute). Heat transfer v. 4• to. 10
in fluid flow around a cylindrical body. 21-29
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Unsteady isothermal heat transfer between
a cylinder dad the flow of an Inaoempres-
sible fluid Li studied, and formulas for
44.W4tiq the beat tvransfor coefficeiat

e*f d lved the basis of a sexiempirical

" ,Msttuleoveh- V. P. Beat and mass transfer I&FZh
at the stagnation point of a blunt body nso. 11

10-18
A theoretical analysis is presented of the
%*at and cass transfer at the stagnation
point of blunt bodies in a multicomponent
*tes flow with the chemical reactions oc-
curring between the gas and the material
taken into account. The relation of iS-
nitlon and attenuation processes to other
parameters Is analysed. For purposes of
simpiLfiestion, the analysis is reduced to
that of B homogeneous body with only one
irreversible raectton taking place. The
enalysts Indicates that 1); both ignition
and attenuation temperature depend on the
chemical reaction characteristics of the
reacting substances, the flov rate, the
gas densityg and the dimensions and shape
of the body; 2) mass transfer and surface
temperature increase vLth rise in gas-flow
temperature for reactions of all types;
and 3) higher gas density results in
increased mess transfer, as does in-
creased modulus of the heat of the re-
action In the case of endothermic re-
actions*

496. Brovean, M. Tas, and Ye. V. Surin. Heat InFZh
conduction calculations. v. 4. no. 12

75-82
An approximate method is proposed for
solving heat conduction problems with
various boundary conditions.. The solu-
tion is expressed as a polynomial series.
In an Illustration of this method, in
which heat conductLon is considered in
the cooling of a plate, the error of the
results did not exceed 3 to 4%.
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497 Shishkov, Ye. V. Temperature measurements r Khim ma.9 in the boundary layer. Sb.
78-91

Results are presented of an experimental
study of the distribution of local values
of equilibrium temperatures and pressures
on the surface of a thermally nonconduc-
tive cylinder In sub- and supersonic flows.
Data obtained are compared with calculated
data, and some specific conclusions are
drawn concerning the work of a thermocouple
in a transverse flow.

498, Neyland, V. Yag and G. r. Taganov. Heat InZh
transfer to a body In the vicinity of the v. 1, no. 3
frontal sepavation sone in a hypersonic 151-153
flow.

The maximum heat flow to evaluated in the
vicinity of the boundary of the frontal
s.paratiou zon.•="-der laminar flow con-
ditions. The influence of dissociation
on heat flow at certain angles of the con-
ical shock wave ts determined.

499. Golubev, V. A. Parameters of turbulent Jets InZh
at a very high temperatures v. 1, no. 4

51-58
Plane parallel jeo flow of a compressible
gas is analysed on the basis of Prandtl's
theory of free turbulence, under the as-
sumption that the length of the mixing none
for heat transfer is twice that for trans-
far of momentum. Calculations are made for
a jet initially heated to temperatures of
20,000 and 5000°K. The results obtained
and those based on Taylor's theory of tur-
bulence were found to be qualitatively
comparable.

Na500. siyev, Yae N. The temperature distribution IsAN UnAvt
in an infinite hollow cylinder. no. 4

•!!•60-63
The heat-conductivity problem is considered
in the case of an infinite hollow cylinder
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thermally insulated on the outside and with
an inner surface heated by a heat flow which
vorits exponentially. Applying the Laplace
treasfetsation to heat-conductivity aqua-
ties* with eorrasponding boundary conditions,
# transform pair of the solution of the
equations to derived, establishing the dis-
tributioQ of the temperature in the cylinder.
Exact and approximate solutions are also pre-
seated for the casewhen the temperature
on the outside surface of an infinite hallow
cylinder is maintained constant and the in.
side surface is heated by a heat flow vary-
Is$ exponentially.

501, Rumynskiys A. N. Heat transfer near the XzAN MeMa
stagnation point, no, I

96-101
The effect cf radiation on convective
heat transfer near the forward stag-
nation point of an axisymuetric blunt
body in a hypersonic stream of radi-
sting and absorbing gas is discussed.

502. Shakhnovs I. F. Disturbance of a supersonic 12AN MeMa
flow induced by discrete or continuously no. 5
distributed heat sources. 16-21

Expressions are given for the distribution
of disturbances in an originally undis-
turbed flow of ideal gas. It: is demon-
strated that at a given distribution of
heat sources in the flow, condensation or
rarefaction waves may appear; on the other
hand, it is possible to reduce some shock
waves in an adiabatic flow over bodies by
introducing an adequate heat supply.

503. Stulov, V. P. (Moscow). Heat transfer in a leAN MeGM
laminar bouadary layer. no. 6

11-14
Calculation. of the heat transfer iu a
boundary layer on a plane plate are pre-
sented which take account of chemical non-
equilibrium. The results indicate that
nonequilibriun in a gas particle does not
affect the rate of heat flow significantly,
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504, Shakhnav, I. 7. The method of small dis- IsAN MMa&
turbances applied to nonadiabatic super- no. 6
sonic flow. 37-41

Flow parameters are established and dis-
cussed for a Sas flowing at supersonic
velocity over a flat plate at zero angle
of incidence, A rectangular zone of heat
transmission adjoins the plate. Basic
parameters determining the flow inside and
outside the heating zone are given.

505. Suksovo I. I. Determination of the ther- I2VUZ,AvT
mal characteristics of a two-dimensional no. 1
laminar boundary layer in a compressible 27-37
gas without a longitudinal pressure gra-
diant in the rý.%Xion of the stagnation point,

Simple approximate solutions are presented
which give good results in determining the
coefficients of friction, recivery, and
heat transfer for a plane plate and for
the stagnation-point region. Analogous
solutions can be obtained when the effect
of high aerodynamic heating is taken into
account. The method can be extended to
bodies of revolution.

5 06. Bulyg:inaj, '7o. V.,7 M. B. Polyakov and IzVZ, AvT
Ta. S. Shoherbak. Thin airfo;A with no,. 2
the miniu mean heat-emission coef- 17-25
ficient for a given lift.

A theoretical nolution is derived for
the problem of detarInning an airfoil
shape which would provide the least mean
heat emission coefficient for a given
lift. It Is assumed that the airfoil
is thLn, that both the top and the bottom
surfaces are heat insulated, and that
the boundary layer Is either fully
laminar or turbulent.

507. Kudryashev, L. I. and V. K. Lyakov. The IzVUZ, AvT
Influence of longitudinal nonisothermi- no., 4
city on heat-transfer coefficient. 104-110
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The problem of finding the heat-transfer
coefficient in the camse of a turbulent
flow in hydraulically smooth conduits was
reduced to determining a system of dif-
ferential equations of the boundary sub-
layer. The heat-transfer coefficient was
computed theoretically for large longitu-
diasl soaisothermicity, and the functional
form of the correction-factor equation is
found on the basis of a turbulent heat-
transfer model. It is shown experimen-
tally that if physical parameters are de-
termined at the mean temperature of the
flow$ then the experimental date are best
generalised in the form of an equation of
the dimensionless temperature in functions
of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers and the
quotient of the length a-d diameter of the
tube. The generalizatic of experimental
data according to th! existing formula,
with the correction facto- taken into ac-
count, requires the int, action of the
actual mean temperature gradient and com-
plicates the procedure. A simple method
for practical evaluation of the influence
of longitudinal nonisothermicity is given.

508. Fedorov, 1. G., V. K. Shchulin, G. A. Muk- IzVUZ, AvT
hachev, and N. S. Idiatulin. Heat transfer no. 4
and hydraulic resistance in laminar conduits 120-127
consisting of two 0.5-mm steel sheets, main-
tained at a distance of 2.5 mm by projec-
tions 6.5 mm in diameter produced by stamp-
ing with spherical dies. Thus, a channeled
or checkered pattern was formed. Four dif-
ferent samples were tested in 18 to 20 re-
gimes determined by air consumption in the
range of Reynolds numbers from 500 to 18,000.
The results obtained are presented graphic-
ally with the Nusselt number and hydraulic
resistance as functions of the Reynolds
number.

509. Gribkova, S. 1.9 and L. S. Shtemenko. (In- Konf. Tp
stLtute of Heat and Mass Transfer, Aced- Mao
emy of Sciences BSSR). An experimental
investigation of slip and temperature jump
in a flow of rarified air around a solid
wall.
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Translations by ATD, Library of Congress,
Report No. T-63-64

The following papers were presented at the
Conference of Heat and Mass Exchange spon-
sored by the Belorussian Academy of Edu-
cation USSR, the Academy of Construction
and Architecture USSR, and the Instttute
of Mechanics (Academy of Sciences USSR).
This conference was held Lii Minsk in June
1961.

510. Kudryashev, L. I., and V. A. Dzerul'skiy Konf. Tp
(Kuybyshev Aviation Institute). Demon- Mac
strating the existence of heat regular- Minsk. 1961
ity in a boundary layer with internal
problem conditions.

Translation: by ATD, Library of Congress,
Report No. T-63-70

Printed in rototype at the Institute of
-c--a-tific=Ta•.hn"cal nfoaraLion end

Propaganda. Council of the National
Economy BSSR.

Perel'man, T. S. (Power Institute, Academy Konf. Tpof Sciences BSSR, Minsk). Heat exchange Mao

in the laminar boundary layer during flows Minsk. 1961
around a plate with internal sources.

Translations by ATD, Library of Congress
Report No, T-63-74

512. Sovershennyy, V, D., and G, A. Tirskiy. (Cen- Konf. Tp
tral Institute of Aviation Motors, Moscow). Mao
Sublimation of a solid in the vicinity of a Minsk. 1961
critical point in plane and axisyumetric
gas flows.

Translations by ATD, Library of Congress,
Report No. T-63-68
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513. Popov, N. A., and V. 1. Rakhovskiy (All-Union Kwo•f TP5lectricas Institute). The problem of cor- fto
net depletion by highly volatile components Minsk. 1961
during heating in a vacuum.

Translations by LTD, Library of Congress,
Report Noe T-63-72

1961
5 140 Tsoy, Pe V. (Dushanbe Polytechnical Institute). Konf.Tp

Analytical solutions of a system of heat Mae
and mass exchange equations for a semifi- Minsk. 1961
nite medium under various boundary con-
ditions.

Translation: by ATD, Library of Congress,
Report No. T-63-65.

515. Vulis, L. A., T. P. Leontlyeva, I. B. Palat- Konf. Tp
nik, Z. B. Sakipov, and B. P. Ustimenko. Mas
(Power Institute, Academy of Sciences, Minsk. 1961
KazSSR). Transfer processes In a free
(Jet) turbulent boundary layer.

Translattions by ATD, Library of Congress,
Report No. T-63-73.

516. Zhukauskas, A. A., V. 1. Makariavichus, and Konf. Tp
A. A, Shlanchyauskas (Institute of Poier Has
and Electrical Engineering, Kaunas). The Minsk. 1961
problem of the emission of heat in smooth
pipe bundles in crossflow liquids.

Translation: by ATD, Library of Conqress,
Report No. T-63-69

517. Lapin, Yu. V. Heat transfer in a turbulent LPoI GiTr
boundary layer. no. 217

27-36
Heat transfer in a turbulent boundary layer
in a supersonic Ras flow with a moderate
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pressure gradient and nonuniform temperature
distribution at the vail is determined by
Karman's semiempirical theory. The temper-
ature range investigated is that in which
the Prandtl number and specific heat capa-
city may be considered as constants Inde-
pendent of temperature. Solution of the
momentum integral equation and calculation
of the heat transfer on the basis of a
Reynolds analogy are presented. A numeri-
cal example of calculating the heat trans-
fer and the skin friction on a wing air-
foil in a supersonic flow (flight alti-
tude 20 km at Hum6; TW-700eK) Is Riven.

5,18. Ttrskiy, G. A. (Moscow). Conditions on the PMO
surface of a strong discontinuity in multi- v. 25, no. 2
component mixtures. 196-20S

An analysis of the conditions on the sur-
face of a strong discontinuity in multi-
component mixtures is presented. Rela-
tions are derived frr vlpeoms heat con-
ducting multicomponent mixtures, taking
into account the effect of thermal dif-
fusion. An approximation of the boundary-
layer theory is used to derive relations
valid on the surface of discontinuity
(density, pressure, particle velocity,
temperature, and composition). Flow past
a porous flat plate, allowing for the
evaporation of the liquid film, as well
as the case of a uniform gas flow past a
sublimating wall are discussed as examples.

519. Pashohenko, N. T. Some asvothezrmodynamio
problems associated with a free-moleoule v 2.5no.
flow pattern. 11321138

In investigating the heat supply In rare-
fled gases the temperature of a slender
body In a translatory motion accompanied
by small transient motions (for exampleD,
osoillation) In cases or convective and
radiative heat exhange Is determined as
a function of time local angle of attack.
velocity, surface characteristics, and
thermodynamic parameters of the medium
at high altitudes.
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52n. Drushiniam S. A. Calculation of internal Teploener-
heat exchange during porous cooling. gstika

V. so no. 9n
A method to presented for experimental 73-77

study of she internal heat exchange in
poeows metalt heated by high-frequency
eurreste. Toets performed on two alr
seoled steamless steel specimens with
30S amd SOS porosity are described,

521. bashkimo V. A., and Ye. Ye, Solodktn. On ZhPmemF
determining the heat transfer coefficient. no. 3

16-24
Convective he3t transfer between body and
gas in high hypersonic flows (up to N-2O)
with boundary layer temperatures over
2DOOOK is disoussed.

The specific heat flux with a sero pressure
gradient in flow direction in cases of a
constant and longitudinally variable surface
temperature is determined, takinn into
account the dependence of thermodynamic
functions and transfer coefficients on the
temperature. The case when both the pres-
sure gradient and the temperature vary along
the body surface is also briefly discussed.
The application of results obtained to a
turbulent boundary layer and to determining
the heat transfer coefficients from expert-
mental data is explained.

522. earenov, A. 3. (Institute of Mechanics, ZhTF
Academy of Sciences USSR). An investi- v. 31# no. 9
gation of the heat exchange in super- 1001-1011
sonic gas streams flowing through a
probe with a laminar boundary layer.

The local heat tran'sfer coefficients in
a supersonic flow of air through a cylin-
drical tube of constant cross section and
a laminar boundary layer wore determined
experimentally. It was found that the gas
flow cannot be stabilized over the given
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tube length, with the result that the
heat transfer coefficients are variable,
decreasing from the beginning of the tube
toward its end to the critical value of
the parameter Reox referred to the length
of the tube.

523. Lapin, Yu. V. (Leningrad Polytechnical In- ZhTF
stitute). Mass-heat transfer in turbulent, v. 31, no. 11
compressible flow with the addition of 1395-1406
foreign matter.

A tentative estimate of the effect of the
presence of a laminar flow along a surface
Pr#Sc~l. is obtained. The methods de-
scribed were based on the assumption that
the mean values of the numbers Pr and Sc
are constant throughout the laminar sub-
layer. Calculations are presented for
cases in which air and helium are used
as coolants. !he generai conclusion is
that when the coolant is a light gast the
amount by which the Prandtl and Schmidt
numbers differ from unity must be taken
into account.

1962

524. Kobanskiy, P. N. Forced flow heat transfer
from a heat exchange surface with a teso- v, 7
nance system in the wall. 313-319

The effect of secondary streams generated
by a resonance system on heat exchange in
forced convection is analyzed. Equations
are obtained for cbmputing the heat trans-
fer coefficient under these conditions.
The results of the theoretical calculations
and experimental observations were compared
and showed satisfactory agreement. On the
basis of this comparison, the physical ef-
fects observed on surfaces with resonance
systems in the walls are given a more
accurate description. Limits are found for
the maximum possible Intensification of the
heat transfer process by the given method.
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525. 1adejaki, J. The thermal laninar boundary Arch HeST
layer at high velocities* V. 14, ne. 6

865-873
lmst transfer in a high-velocity fluid
flow over a flat plate with constant
temperature is analyzed. The laminar
boundary layer equations are integrated
to yield tew equations vhich can be used
to determine the thickness of both the
thermal and the hydrodynamic boundary
layers. Those equations can also be
used in ease of variable vail temper-
atures (insulated surfaces).

526, Bronskiy. L. N.0 and 0. N. Kastelin (Paver InFZh
Ingineering Institute, Moscow). Heat Vo 5, no. 4
transfer on rough and smooth bodies in 135-140
supersonic flow.

Test results are presented on investigation
of heat transfer in axisymuetrical plane,
spherical, and ellipsoidal models with
smooth and rough surfaces in supersonic
(up to H-2.77) high-temperature (up to
4200C) Jots.

527. Kastelint 0. N., and L. N. Bronskiy (Power Snt AN SSSR
Engineering Institute, Moscow). Heating 233-238
of the front part of blunt bodies in super-
sonic flow.

Two methods were used to investigate the
heat transfer from a gas to blunt axisym-
metrical bodies in the vicinity of the
stagnation point: the exponential method
and the method of surface points.

528. Polyakov, Yu, A. A thin-film transducer Ent AN SSSR
for studying heat transfer in dissociated 251-260
gas flow.

A resistance thermometer consisting of a
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2mm wide Pt film 0.1 u thick deposited on
the spherical end of a glass tube (11 = in
diameter) was prepared by sintering, after
coating the tube with a paste containing
ohloroplatinic acid. The film wavs connected
to Pt vires inside the rube and mounted at
the stagnation point of an axisymmetric
blunt body. Experiments at H a 4 to 12
were conducted in a shock tube 30 mrr in
diameter end 4.5 m long to study the un-
steady heot transfer between the model
and a shock wave propagating in air.

529. Taryshev, N. A. (Institute of Precision InPZh
Mechanics and Optics, Leningrad). Cri- v. 5, no. 4
terts of irregularity of temperature dis- 135-140
tribution and coefficients of the shapes
of bodies In a regular second-order regimeo.

The results of a study of nonuniformity
of the temperature distribution and de-
termination of the .coefficients of body
shape in the case of homogeneous iso-
,tropic bodies in a regular, second-order
regime are presented. This regime re-
presents heat exchange between a body, or
a system of bodies, and the surrounding
medium whose temperature varies with
time at a constant rate.

530. Koshmarov, Yu. A. Turbulent flow of an in- InFZh
compressible fluid In the gap between to- v. 5, no. 5
tatit1g coaxial cylinders. 5-14

A theoretical study was made of the hydro-
dynamics and heat transfer of a perfectly
turbulent flow In the annular channel (gap)
formed by two coaxial cylinders rotating
with respect to one another. *The gap is
assumed to be small compared with the radii
of the cylinders. Both the axial and tan-
gential velocity profiles are calculated
and the turbulent viscosity coefficient
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established from the results. The thick-
Real of the laminar sublayers is deter-
mined from the value of the total tan"
'Otial stress on the vail. Formulas ob-
ti•aed ter the coefficients of axial
hile4t1 vre shown to be in good agree-
meat with experimental data. The coeffi-
ci•nt of heat transfer is determined from
the oalculated temperature profile in the
turbulent part of the flow.

531. Shel6Uan, 2. P. (Power Engineering Insti- IUWZh
tute, Academy of Sciences, BSSR). Laminar va 5, noS.5
boundary layer vg.th heat and mass transfer. 102-104

As empirical formula is given for calcula-
Lt b heat transfer in a alightly curved body
of arbitrary shape when in a flow of an
i•compressible binary gas mixture, mass
transfer of various subettances takes
place through the walls into the laminar
boundary layer.

532. Chaplina, A. 1. (Power Engineering Institute, InFZh
Academy of Sciences BSSR, Minsk). An ox- v. 5, no. 7
perimental investigation of heat exchange 34-38
of a longitudinally streamlined plate.

Local heat transfer bctween a plate and a
longitudinally forced turbulent air flow
was investigated experimentally. An ex-
pression was derived which shows that the
-ratio of the mean heat transfer coefficient
at the end of the plate Is independent of
the stream velocity and that the dependence
of the mean heat transfer coefficient upon
the stream velocity is analogoue to that
of the local heat transfer coefficient.

533. Polyak, G. L., and V. N. Adrianov (Moscow In7Zh
Power Engineering Institute). The algebra v. 5, no. 7
of radiant exchange flows. 70-77
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A system of equations was derived for cal-
culati•R the radiant exchange in arbitrary
systems of nonblack bodies. The analysis
Is based on formulas which express the
general properties of the resolving fluxes
in radiant exchanga.

534. Kosterin, S. I.9 and Yu, P. Vinat'yev (In- InFZh
-stitute of Mechanics, Academ•iy of Sciences v. 5. no. 8
USSR, Moscow). Heat transfer In a turbu- 3-9
lent air flow between rotating coaxial
cylinders.

Heat transfer from a stationary, electri-
cally heated outer cylinder to a rotating
coaxial inner cylinder was measured as a
function of the rotation speed and the
rate of air flow through the annulus be-
tween the cylinders. Equations are de-
rived for calculation of 1) heat transfer
between the cylinders, and 2) the tran-
sition from pure turbulent flow to a tur--"
bulent flow involving strong vortices.

535. Bukhvolstov, A. P., and V. Ya. Frenksl'. InFZh
Temperature distribution over plates ra- v. 5, no. 8
diating heat in vacuum. 78-80

The thermal behavior of circular, rectan-
gular, and square plates with a given con-
stant contour temperature during cooling
by heat radiation in vacuum is analyzed
mathematically. Expressions are derived
which show the interrelationships among
the contour temperature, the minimum
temperature on the surface, the geomet-
rical parameters of the plate, and the
physical characteristics of the plate
material.
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536. XireneV. V. F. (Power Engineering Tustitute, InFZh
Academy of Sciences BSSR; Polytechnical v. 5, no. 10
Institute, DSSR). Heat and mass transfer 9-12
frem bodies to a flow of air.

Reat and mass transfer of various bodies
(sphere, cone, disk, and cylinder) in a
steady turbulent flow and in a pulsating
flew have been experimentally investi-
gated in a wind tunnel. Results were ob-
tained in terms of Nusselt criterin r8e-
ateions.

5370 Nukhin, V. A., A. S. Sukomel, and V. 1. InFZh
Veluko (Moscow Power Engineering Insti- v. 50 no. 11
tute). Heat transfer in supersonic gas 3-7
flow through a tube with large tempera-
ture gradients.

Local heat transfer coefficients and heat
fluxes were measured during cooling of air
by water in a brass tube. It was shown
that the adiabatic wall temperature ratio
which varied from 1 to 3.1 did not affect
the Nusselt number under the conditions
studied. The study was made at the Power
Engineering Institute imeni C. H. Krzhix-
hanovskiy, Academy of Sciences USSR,

538. Danilov, Yu. I., and B. M. Galitseyskiy (Mos- InPZh
cow Aviation Institute). Gas motion in v. 5, no. 11
a straight duct with friction and heat 8-11
trans fer.

An exact solution was obtained for a gas
dynamics equation describing the motion
of a gas in a straight duct with simul-
taneous friction and heat transfer, under
the assumptions that the friction co-
efficient is constant and that the tem-
peratures change linearly along the duct.
The study was made at the Moscow Aviation
Institute ineni S. Ordzhonikidze.
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539. Kosterin,, S. I., Yu. A. Koshmarov, and Yu. InFZh
V. Osipov. Investigation of rarefied- v. 5, no. 4
gas flow and heat exchange in a flat su- 3-9
personic nozzle.

Heat exchange and frictional resistance
I air are investigated in six nozzles for
(R/e - 5 to 50. Results are discussed
and shown in graphs.

540. Koshmarov, Yu. A. Heat transfer in a tur- InZh
bulent boundary layer. v. 2, no. 1

'41-54
An experimental study of heat transfer in
a turbulent boundary layer of a supersonic
flow of a compressible gas with negative
longitudinal pressure gradients ic presented
together with a simple method for calcu-
lating the heat-transfer coefficient in the
turbulent boundary layer of a compressible
gas. The results are applicable to heat-
transfer calculations in supersonic nozzles.

541. Bronshten, V. A. On Ionization and re- InZb
combination processes in hot air. V. 2, no. 1

163-170
lon4.zation of air atoms behind very stmig
shook waves (such as are formed behind
weteorltes passing through the atmosphere)
and renombination are discussed for hydro-
sen-like and compound atoms and ions. The
ionization and rcombination *oeffioients
are determined.

542. Koste-in, S. I., Yu. A. Koshmarow, and N. M. lnZh
Gorskaya. Experimental investigation of v. 2, no. 2
heat transfer on a flat plate in a super- 263-269
sonic flow of rarefied gas.

The temperature and average heat transfer
coefficients of a plate are measured in
a supersonic flow at a zero angle of attack
at M - 2.6 to 3.2 and Re - 20 to 240.
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543, epiko Ye. U.# and V. Yo. Chekalin. Con- InZh
vective heat transfer in supersonic con- v. 2, no. 2
ical nossles. 359-364

seat tramefer vas studied experimentally
in a specially desigSad apparatus. The
toets were conducted at 4 to 5 ate, 695
to 7930K, and a nossle-outlet velocity of

544. Artamonov, K. I., and I. G. Krutikova. Ther- IzAN HeMsa

moacoustic instability of an inhomogeneous no. 3

gas flow. 19-23

"Self-excited oscillations in a one-dimen-

sional uniform gas flow with evenly dis-

tributed internal heat sources are dis-

cussed for the cases of constant and vari-

able temperature gradients. In the first

case, the flow is steady; in the second

case, self-sustained oscillations occur

due to interaction of the pressure and

entropy waves.

545', Litvin-Sedoy, M. Z. Limitation of oscil- IzVUZ, AeT
lations in aircraft autopilot systems, no. 2

39-47
An analytical method is presented for
deriving a linear system control law for
producing the desired limitation of con-
trolling coordinates when disturbed mo-
tions are caused by specific instanta-
neous initial deviations of variable
systems. The above is related to air-
craft-autopilot systems, in which a
specific restriction of oscillations of
disturbed motion and maintenance of
asymptotic stability of the motion are
required. The method is based on eval-
uating the maximum value of the solu-
tion of a steaay linear homogeneous dif-

ferential equation with constant coef-
ficients at given initial conditions.
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546. Yeh, TVien-oh'li. Determining unsteady IZVUZ AV
"temperature fields in structures in no.
transiont flight regimes with regard 56-64
to thermal radiation.

The generation of unsteady temperature
fields in airoraft structures by kinetiac
heating at high altitudes and large Mach
numbers Is discussed, taking account of
heat radiation. An approximate finite-
difference procedure, convenient for
practical calculations, is used. Results
of a sample calculation for a steel air-
craft in accelerated flight (from M = 2
to M - 5 in 90 sea) at 1500 m altitude
are presented.

5147. Yasinskly, F. G. Analysis of heat flow IzVUZ, AVT
through a three-layer plate. no. 2

95-101
Heat flow through an infinite plate
consisting of a metallic sheet with a
heat-resistant (for example, ceramic)
coating on its outer surface and an
insulating coating (for example, fiber-
glass) on its inner surface was studied
without considering heat radiation. The
cumbersome formulas obtained can be
simplified for given heat capacities of
layers.

548. Dolomanov, Ye. G. Inversion phenomena in IzVUZb Alr
supersonic flows of real gases. no. 2

124-129
It is shown that impact temperature inver-
sion must occur in compression shocks; in-
correct results are possible if this fact
is not taken into account in calculating
the deceleration temperature behind the
pressure shock in real gases.

549. Kudryashchev, L. I., and I. A. Gusev, The IzVUZ, AVT
effect of nonstationary pulsating gas flow no. 2
on heat-transfer characteristics. 152-158
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An analytical and experimental study has
been conducted on the effect of unsteady
pulsating gas flow around a body on heat
transfer. The effect of flow velocity and
of the amplitude and frequency of pulsa-
tion was examined. The used equipment
and investigation method are describedo
and results are discussed in detail.

550. Suksov, I. I. An approximate method for IZVJZ AvT
calculation of steady high-temperature no.
gas flow. 159-167

A study has been made of a high-temper-
ature gas flow in the presence of dis-
sociation and ionization. Equations of
a steady flow with heat transfer are
derived, an approximate grapho-analytical
method is developed, and the effect of
luminosity is discussed in detail. For
evaluation of the combined effect of

i.nvective heat transfer, luminosity,
and friction, a numerical example of
a turbulent isentropic flow is given.

551. Alishaevq M G. (Moscow). Forced convection PMe
of a viscous compressible gas near the v. 26, no. 1
heat source. 187-189

Forced convection in the neighborhood of
a heat source placed in a homogeneous flow
of a viscous, heat conducting gas is studied.
The approximate boundary layer theory is
used, and it is shown that the problem can
be reduced to the corresponding problem
for incompressible fluids by means of the
Dorodnitsyn transformation, if the tem-
perature dependence of viscosity is con-
sidered in the form given by Chapman-
Rubesin, and if the Prandtl number is
taken as a constant.
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552. Zarubir., V. S. Calculation of temperatures Voprosy
in two-layer metal plates. Hekhaniki, Sb.

127-137
The unsteady heat transfer equation for
a vall consisting of two metal plates
and an intermediate layer of insulating
material is solved by means of Laplace
transformations to yield a space-time
relationship for the wall temperatures.

553.Petranhitskiy, C. B., and V. 1. Polezhayev. Teploenargetika
An engineering method for calculating v. 9, no. 2
nonstationary processes of heat con- 73-76
ductivity in thin multilayer walls.

Derivation of a solution to the one-
dimensional heat transfer equation with
third-order boundary conditions is ob-
tained. The solution method is illus-
trated, and results are presented for
the case of heat transfer in thin,
laminated plates.

554. Fedorov, I. G., N. S. Idiatuffin, V. K. Teploener-
Shchukin, and C. A. Mukhachev (Kazan' getika
Aviation Institute). Heat transfer and v. 9, no. 6
hydraulic resistance of slit channels 57-60
with a checkered distribution of conical
indentations.

Experimental investigation of heat-exchange
slit channels is presented. Equations are
given for the evaluation of heat exchange
over the range Re - 750 to 18,000 and for
hydraulic resistance over the range Re a 750
to 20,000.

555. Bulyeyev, N. N. A theoretical model me- Teploperedacha
chanism for turbulent transfer in fluid 64-97
flow.

The proposed three-dimensional heat- and
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mass-transfer model is based on the use

of vine-component turbulent stress vectors
for uaes and heat transfer. The velocity
profile Ln a rectangular duct at a given
distance from the inlet section, and the
velocity and temperature profiles in a

tube were determined on the basis of the

model.

556. PoL"ohC±,1cv, V. B. Temperature of the leading VeMoU Mr*
e*cge of a plate in aerodynamic heating, no. 1

The laminar boundary layer in a steady

compressible gas flow past a semi-inrinite
thin plate is disoussed and the time
dependenoe of the temperature of the lead-
Ing edge is analyzed, takling aocount of
heat flow through the leading edge.

557. Rumynbkiy,, A. M. (Moseow). The effect of ZhPP*TF
diffusion of radiant components on con- no. 2
vective heat exchange. 50-58

Gas-dynamic hypersonic-flow parameters of
the boundary layer in the region of the
forward stagnation point of an axi-
symmetrical blunt body are analyzed with
regard to diffusion effects, and libera-
tion of heat-radiating gas from the body
surface. The energy equation is used to
derive formulas for determining the pa-
rameters of convective heat transfer in
the vicinity of the stagnation point.

558. Kaganov, M. A., and Yu. L. Rozenshtok. On ZhPMeTF
the temperature of bodies in a medium no. 3
with pulsating heat emission and temper- 90-92
ature.

The temperature tields in an infinite
cylinder and a sphere placed in a medium
with harmonically varying temperature and
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heat emission are discussed, taking account
of fluctuations In their amplitudes and
mutual phase shift.

559. Onufriyev, A. T. An approximate study of ZhPMeTF

the problem of flow of a radiating gas no. 5
about a plate of finita length. 70-74

It is demonstrated, by using a flat plate
as an example, that the heac flow to a body
in a stream of high-temperature gas depends
on the ratio of the radiation period to the
dimensions of the body.

56'. Vaulin, Ye. P., and N. N. Ovozdkov. On ZhTF
diffusion cooling of a porous plate in a v. 32 no. 2
gas-dynamic flow by injection of fluid 238-247
with physicochemioal reactions into the*
lamhnir bcumdary layer.

The process of heat exchange in a porous
plate with injected fluid is examined,
and the laminar-boundary equations are
analyzed, taking into account the physlco-
chemical transformations and diffusion of
reaction products and evaporation into
the gas flow.

1963
561. Grishin, A. M., and 0. M. Todes (Saratov 1VASSSR

Polytechnical Institute). Thermal ex- v. 151, no. 2
plosion in the presence of heat transfer 365-368
by convection and conduction.

A theoretical analysis was made to estab-
lish the accuracy and applicability of the
formula previously derived by the author
as a criterion for thermal explosion on
the aasumption that heat removal takes
place by convection only.
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562. Notulevich, V. P. Turbulent heat and maus nri o ,
exchange on a plate with suction or V. no. 1
Injection of various gases. 3-13

A theoretical analysis of the effect of
suction or injection of various gases
through a porous plate in a gas flow on
the heat exchange and friction in the
turbulent boundary layer is presented.

563. Romnnko, P. N., andyV. N. Kharohenko. InFZh
Effects of transverse mass flow on drag v. 6, no.
and heat exchange in turbulent oompres- 52-oy
sible gas flow.

Experimental data on the effects of in-
Jection of various gases (air, helium,
carbon dioxide, and freon-12) through a
heated porous plate into a turbulent
boundary layer of hot air (i50 to 5500K)
on heat exchange and drag are presented.
Potential flow velogity was 25 to 75 m/l8eo,
Reynolds numbers 10D to 5 x 105.

564. Motulevich, V. P. The effect of removal or InFZh
injection of substances through porous we 6, no. 4j
walls on heat transfer to blunt bodies. 9-15

An analysis was made of incompressible
fluid flow past the staRnation area of
a blunt axisymmetrical body thro-igh
whose walls a fluid is injected or, by
suction, withdrawn from the main stream.
A general heat transfer formula in terms
of the Gauss function and the ratio of
the Nusselt numbers for porous and im-
permeable walls was derived. It is
shown that the formula yields results
which are in good agreement with values
calculated by Hartnett and Eckert, who
used a laborious numerical method, The
solution for the injection of a fluid
having different physical properties than
the main flow showed that fluid injection
decreases heat transfer; the effect of
injection increases with an increase in
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the spacific heat of the injected fluid
and with a decrease in its thermal con-
ductivity and density.

565. Usanove V. V. Possible solutions of InFZh
thermodynamic equations for viscous v. 6. no, 4
gas flow with heat transfer. 22-26

A system of equations in terms of gas-
dynamic influence coefficients de-
scribing one-dimensional gas flow with
allowance for kriction and heat transfer
through the wall is considered. Pos-
sible methods of solving the equations
are discussed. It is shown that in case
of intensive heating, the effect of heat
transfer on the friction factor must be
taken into consideration.

566. K'diWJheV . L. I., and V. K. Lyakhov. The InFZh
depenaence of heat transfer coefficient 6no
on longitudinal and transverse noniso- 56-6b
thermicity in turbulent fluid flow.

An analysis based on a two-boundary-layer
model was made to derive generalized
relationships for turbulent heat transfer,
with allowance for transverse and longi-
tudinal variations in physical properties.

567. Chervyakov, S. S. (Institute of Heat and Mass InFZh
Transfer, Academy of Sciences BSSR). An v. 6. no. 8
experimental study of the influence of vi- 10-14
brations on heat and mass transfer of a
cylinder and a cone in turbulent air flow.

Experimental data were obtained on the
influence of vibrations on the heat and
mass transfer of a cylinder and a cone
under various flow conditions. The pro-
cedure and method used in the experiments
are the same as those used by Chervyakov
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vith a sphere (tnFZhJno. 6, 1963). The Re
number varied from 2.8 X lOto 7.6 X 1046
the degree of turbulence of the air flow
varied 5rou 2.4 to 3.21l and the tempera-
ture 40 C. The frequency of vibration of
a teot model was varied from 9 to 16.5 cps
at an amplitude of 12 mm.

568. Dolinskaya, R. A,, Bibliography of heat and InFZh
mass exchange. v. 6, no. 9

127-137
This bibliography lists 11 books, includ-
ing two translations and 250 Soviat jour-
nal articles, most of which were published
in 1962-1963. The subjects include math-
ematical methods (29 articles), experi-
mental methods (35 articles), superhigh
speed processes (7 articles), thermo-
physical and thermodynamic properties
of materialc (15 articles), physics of
high-temperature processes and magnetic
hydrodynamics (64 articles), processes in
nuclear reactors (14 articles), and pro-
cesses and apparatus (31 articles).

569. Kozlov, L. V. An experimental investigation IzAN NMa
of surface friction on a plate in super- no. 2
sonic flow with heat exchange. 12-19

The values of local surface-friction
coefficients on a plate at zero angle
of attack in subsonic and supersonic
flows with extensive heat exchange
between the plate and flow are experi-
mentally determined. Brief descriptions
of the surface-friction transducer and
of the testing technique are given. An
empirical formula is obtained for calcula-
ting the friction coefficient in a turbu-
lent flow over a wide range of Mach and
Reynolds numbers and temperatures.

570. Tagirov, R. K. (Moscow). Calculation of IzAN MeMa
heat fluxes in the flow of two different no. 6
supersonic streams about a step. 55-61
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A method to developed for calculating the
base enthalpy and base temperature in the
flow over a flat or round back-step by
two different supersonic streams having
different Mach numbers, total pressures,
and stagnation enthalpies.

571. Tirskiy, G. A. Hleat transfer to cylinder leAN Mt
in flow of dissociating air. no. 6

125-130

Formulas are derived for c,11culating two
cases of specific heat fluxes to the
leading edge of a swept-back wing (cylin-
der of infinite length) in a flow of dis-
sociating air: 1) equilibrium disoocia-
tion in the boundary layer, and 2) "frozen"
flow over ideal catalytic and noncata-
lytic surfaces. The determination of the
flow in the boundary layer in the vicinity
of the leading edge of the cylinder, with
the recombination of air atoms in the
relatively cool boundary layer taken into
account, is reduced to the solution of the
boundary problem presented by the author
in a previous work.

572. Nikitenko, N. I. The numerical solution of IzVUZ, AvT
a temperature field problem. no. I

26-32
The problem of determining the nonstationary
temperature field in a moving medium is
studied. The problem is reduced to the
solution of a heat propagation equation;
it is proposed to do this by the method
of numerical integration. The method is
illustrated by a solution of the problem
of the tamperature field of a laminar flow
in a circular tube. It is shown that the
numerical solution results are in good
agreement with Nusselt's analytic solution
of this problem.

,73. Sozin, Yu. A. Heat transfer during pulsed 2zVUZ, AVT

flow of an incompressible fluid. 102110
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An analysis was made to derive relation-
ships which can be used in the desiSn of
heat exohangers with pulsed flow of in-
compressible fluid. The effect of the
aesLineat relationship between the heat
trwasfer coefficient and sinusoidal flow
pulsations was expressed by the formula:

do - 6a 100% - -4(Ut) %
00

where 6d is the relative change in the heat
transfer coefficient; ac, the absolute
change in the heat transfer coefficient;
*I, the heat transfer coefficient under
steady flow conditions; and U', :he rela-
tive amplitude of flow velocity pulsations.
The formula shows that, compared with steady
flow, flow pulsations caused a decrease in
the average heat transfer coefficient.

5711. Sozin, Yu. A. An experimental study of IzVUZ, AvT
convective heat transfer in pulsed flow no. 3
of an incompressible fluid. 87-91

A study of pulsed heat transfer has been
made in an annulus 276 mm long. Results
for steady and pulsed flow are given. It
is concluded that the majority of the ex-
perimental points for pulsed flow are lo-
cated below the line calculated for steady
flow, so that flow pulsations generally
reduce the heat transfer. At low and
intermediate pulsation amplitudes, pulsed
heat transfer is not more than 4-5% lower
than under steady flow conditions; this
is within the limit of experimental error.
Therefore, pulsed heat transfer can be
calcul&ted by conventional methods for
steady flow.

575. Shlanchiauskas, A., I. Zhiugzhda, and A. Mokalas ir
Zhukauskas. Heat exchange in a bound- Technika
ary layer, no. 4

34-35Relationships for calculating heat ex-
change when the properties of a fluid
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are changing were derived by measuring
the velocity and temperature fields in
the boundary layer over a heated and
cooled plate in oil and water jets*

Teplofizitka
576. KutateJadze, S. S., and A. I. Leont'yev. Vys TM

Protecting bodies by a cooling turbulernt v. 18 no. 2
boundary layer. 281-290

The problem of protecting bodies in
a h-,h-ten.perature gas fJlow by forrainZ, a
cold boundary layer on therm 1.s discussed.
The cooling boundary 'layer i.-- est-ablished
either by extensive cooling oZ the front
portion of the body, or by making this
portion porous (or with slIts) with
injection or cold gas.

577. PanevLn, I. G., and P. P. Kulik. A Teplofizika
method for experimental determination Vys TM
of the coefficient of thermal conduc- v. 1, no. 3
tivity of a high-temperature gas. 394-398

An experimental method is presented which
is based on the fact that regardless of
the conditions in a flow around a blunt
body, the stream in a small area around
the critical point is always laminar.
Since heat transfer transverse to the
laminar boundary layer is due only to
molecular heat conduction, measurement
of the temperature profile in the bound-
ary layer near the critical point and
determination of the heat flux at this
point yields the value of the coefficients
of molecular thermal conductivity in a
larger range of temperatures ;han pos-
sible heretofore. The experimental
set-up has been desc.ibed elsewhere
(V. B. Tikhonov, Ye. A. Yakovlev,
Sb. tr. MAI, A. V. Kvasnikov, ed,
Oborongiz 1960). The experimental
results agreed within 9% at T - 12,000K
and 5% at T - 14,000K with approximate
theoretical values calculated by the
method of W. Lochte-Holtgreven (Repts.
Progr. Phys. v. 21, 312, 1958). It
is pointed out that the method is most
effective at high pressures. Orig. art.
has: 7 figures and 3 formulas.
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578. )ktateladze, S. S., and A. I. Loont'yev. Teplofizika
The effeot of gas dissociation on Vys Tm
friction and heat exchange in a turbu- v. 1, no. 3
lent boundary layer. 458-460

The frozen-flow pattern of a dissociated
gas is used In examining the effeat of
changes in density distribution (caused
by dissociation) in the boundary layer.
An expression for the limit law of
friction in the dissociated gas boundary
layer is derived and theoretical results
are compared with experimental data.

579. Gribkova, S. 1., and L. S. Shtemenko (De- VeLUMMeAs
partment of Molecular Physics, 'Moscow no. 3
State University). Estimation of the 11-17
effect of second-order approximation
terms in temperature-jump experiments.

Comparative evaluations are presented of
the heat flow parameters obtained in the
first- and second-order approximations by
using empirical data obtained at the
Department of Molecular Physics of the
Moscow University in investigations
of viscous-molecular flows of rarefied
gases. The heat flow is represented in
the Burnett approximation. A quantitative
estimate is also given of the effects
caused by taking account the second-order
terms on the temperature jump in the
interface between the gas flnw and the
solid.

580. Rosenshtok Yu. L. (Leningrad). The problem ZhPYL-TF
of thermal conductivity with time-dependent no. 1
heat transfer coefficient. 136-137

A solution of thermal conductivity problem
by an approximate integral method is given
for the case of linear and exponential
variation of the heat transfer coefficient
and the ambient temperature.
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581. Kutateladze, S. S. (Novosibirsk)l A. I. ZhPMeTF
Leont'yav (Novosibirsk); N. A. Rubtaov no. 4
(Novosibirsk). Evaluation of the role 88-93
of radiation in calculating the heat
transfer in a turbulent boundary layer,

Heat transfer by radiation and convection
in a turbulent boundary layer was analyzed.
Thermal radiation from a high-temperature
gas affects the temperature field in the
boundary layer and consequently the con-
ditions of heat transfer by conduction
and convection,

19611
582. Murzinov, I. N. (Moscow. Heat transfer at ARM TF

the stagnation point of a blunt body at no. 5
low Reynolds numbers. 139-141

On the basis of an analysis of hypersonic
flow around a sphere, a parameter N - R0 k 2

is defined which determines the stagnation-
point heat transfer at low Reynolds numbers,
where Ro is the Reynolds number related to
stagnation conditions and k is the ratio
of densities at the shock. A system of
equations of motion and energy in the
stagnation-point region is solved numer-
ically by the Kutta-Runge method, and the
results show that the heat flow depends
almost exclusively on the parameter N.

563. Volosevich, P. P., S. P. Kurdyumov, L.N. ZhVych MMF
Busurina, and V. P. Krus (Moscow). Piston v. 3. no. 1
problem in an ideal heat-conducting gas. 159-169

A one-dimensional problem of piston motion
in an ideal gas with given conditions on
the piston is discussed. The self-similar-
ity solutions are compared with numerical
solutions of a system of partial differen-
tial equations, under the same initial and
boundary conditions.
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584. PunchkovskLy, V. V. Features of heat and mass ZnlZh
transfer in the presence of a heat source V. 7o no. 1
vhich is dependent on temperature and mass 66-70
400 talk t e

A system of differential heat- and mess-
transfer equations for an infinite plate
with an internal heat cource is solved.
1) The problem is examined as applicable
to a moist dielectric plate in an alter-
nacing electrical field and is restricted
to the internal problem, assuming the tem-
perature of the medium and the moisture
content to be constant. The process is
governed by the heat and mass transfer
characteristics and similarity criteria,
as wall as by the varying output of the
internal heat source, which requires the
introduction of dynapic criteria. The
minimum electric field strength producing
thermal breakdown is given. 2) FinalLy,
the mean value of the moisture content is
found for the steady-state regime, which
is in equilibrium only when the argument
for a thin plate is vanishingly small.

585. X1arzinov, I. N. (Moscow). Temperature- IzAN MeMa
profile similitude in bodies moving
freely in the atmosphere with super.- no.. 1
sonic velocities at extreme altitudes. 115-120

The similitude of the temperature profiles
In bodies entering the atmosphere at extremely
high velocities Is considered. It is shown
that the temperature Profiles for most
of the orbit are determined by only one
parameter so long as the velocity Is
practically constant. Similitude para-
meters for the temperature profiles in the
presence of ablation and plysiooohemloal
transformations In the body material are
discussed.

586. Kalashnikov, V. N. On the stagnation tern- ZhTF
perature of a two-phase turbulent jet in v. 34, no. 1
a high velucity gas stream. 174-182
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If liquid is injected into a fast gas streama
the material in the resulting turbulent wake
may lose thermal energy more rapidly by
heat conductivity than it gains kinetic
energy from the gas flow, with the result
that the stagnation temperature in the
wake may be lower than either the initial
temperature of the liquid or the stagnation
temperature of the gas, This phenomenon
is investigated theoretically both for a
plane parallel Jet and for an axially sym-
metric j-t1
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11-2 AEROTIIER71AL STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

1957
50.7. Danilovskaye, V. 1. (Moscow). An approximate 110 OTN

solution of the problem of a steady teu- Ro. 9
peratuue field in a thin shall of arbitrary 157-15S
shape.

An approximate solution to the problem of
the steady temperature field in a this
shell of arbitrary shape and constant
thickness io presented.

1959
5 38.Tirkly, 0. A. Ablation of a heat-oonducting - 888

wall behind a noving Shook wave. V " no. o

An exact solution of the ablation problem
of a flat wall behind a norimal shook
noving In a quet gas with a oonstant velo-
city parallel to the wall is presented.
The motionsoof the molten-netal Mulm and of
both its Interfaoes are analyseds takiln
account of heat conduction Into the wall
and dlsregazring evaporation of the fila.

5. orban',X V*1.. and L. U. Broustk. An
experimental study of the meltlng of no. 7
bodies in a hot supefsonio gas flow.
The ablation-testing conditions of
ooniofl and Cylindrical (Lead and alu-
minum) speoimens, with and without shiel-
dim under flow temperatures up to

sand peeds up to 2.7 X are ex*ZA an,
US e31e1imental data an presented and'A __ -at.I_ meehaniam is diseuase4,

590. Danilova, I. N. The temperature field in an IzAN EnAvt¶,
infinite hollow cylinder when the ambient no. 1
temperature varies according to a broken- 131-133
line law.

The temperature distribution in an Infinite
annular cylinder' varying with the ambient
temperature on its outer surface according
to a broken-line law, and with constant ten-.
perature on its inner surface in investigated
by means of an operational method.
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591. rastelin 0. 0 . Ye. A. Mit'kina, andA. a. 6edvodi1telev. aliting of bodies IzAN En AvtT
In supersonic flows. .,.2

I %Mo-lin
8=6 exPeImrntal results on the meltin
ao solids In supersonic flow (Mach rmamer
1.7, Veperature 88 to 89*) obtained
with. aels made of Wood a1loY. The rate
or ablatlao# the heat emission coetifeient,
&Wd Wem leoation of the moat Intensive
dislategstlon are determined.

592. Sokolova, 1. N. (Moscow). The calculation of IzAN EnAvtTthe heattng of shells at high velocities, no. 3
90-9*1

An approximate solution is found for the
heating problem of shells atablized Itn a
flow of gas with variable velocity, pressure,
and density.

593. Vatashin, A. B. Ablation of a plate in a
supersonic or hIgh-tepperature gas flow. IzAN MeMa

The problem of ablation and sublimation 7-13
of a seam-inflnite plate is Investigated
under the assumption that the ratio of
products of density and the ooefflcient
dt dnamic viscooslt in both the liquid
ard gaseous phases (of the plate material)
has a lare value. The solution obtalned
is generalised for the cas when a part
of the beat flux is oonduotoe Into the

594.Babichev, A. I. Selecting the optimum porous- sAN MeMa
cooling regime. no. 6

The problem of finding that rate of fluid 147-149
Injection in porous cooling of an airfoil
which will ensure a minimum heat flow through
its skin Is discussed. A porous plate with a
constant surface temperature In a steady
uniform gas fTow Is used as a model.
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" 960
595.Staniawski, A. Certain dynamic problems of 7R•h moSt

perfect partly dissociated gasos. v 12 no. 4
463-44~

Certain problems of the dynamics of ideal
gases containing varticles subject to dis-
sociation are studied. The analysis of de-
composition pnenomena is approximated by re-
placing a gas mixture in which one of the gases
dii,-tiarts in accordance with the chemical
frxOl•AB * A + B, by a simplified model which,
in turn, permits substitution of an equation
which is analogous to the equation of phase
change for the complex Ouldberg-Wage chemical--
equilibrium equation. The equations of state,
thermal functions, and Isentropic equations
developed for this model are presented.

596. Iirskly, 0. A. Ablation of a ami-infinite DAN 8am
body in plane and WdIsymtrio inoaprtes- v 132 no. 4
sible gas flows. 7 T-6&

A procedure Is presented tar obtaining
exact equations 4oesrIbIng a stoady
ablation regm Iwith a Gonstant abla-
tion rate) near the stagation point and
athods for solving theO MrO stlIned.
Tne possibility of oneronsing the"
solutions for a ocopesible gma f1l0
with variable visooe ty and heat-omaue-
tlvLty oooitolents t3JI the 5s -n4 in
the molten-sistal film) ris, noated.

597. Prokof'yev, V. A. (Department of Aeromechanics Ve MOU IaB
and gas dynamice, Moscow State University). no. 2
The theory or forced harmonic small-amplitude 33-52
pressure-wave propagation based on gas-dynamic
Euler equations with radiative heat transfer
taken into account. (I)

In this part (see item No. 598), the absorp'-
tion, dispersion, and rate of propagation of
harmonic compression waves In a perfect com-
pressible fluld are investigated under such
conditions and at such frequencies that the
Bouguer "wave" number and the product of the
Bouguer and Boltzman "wave" numbers can be
either small or large quantities.
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•98, 'rokor' yeVD V. A. (Department of Aeroneochanios Ve oU
The theory of forced harmonic small-amplitude no.
pressure-wave propagation based on gas-dynamic 31-41
Ruler equations with radiative heat transfer
taken into account. (II)

In this part (see item No. 597), the absorption,
dispersion, and propagation rate of pressure waves
are discussed in a general case, with arbitrary
values of the Bouguer and Boltzmann "wave" numbers.

5 9 9 .Popov, N. N. (Department of Wave and gas Ve MoU NVft
dynamios, Moscow State University). no. 4
Dlscontinulty propagation in the presence of 45-49
a heat source.

The problem of dlacontinuity propagation is
studied. A gneral expression for the velocity
and a formula for the early stage of motion are
eattblished.

600.Kisolev, K. A., and A. I. Lasarev. The temper- ZhTF
ature gradient of an Infinite plate with v. 30, no. 6
variable heat loss coefficients in a medium 616-621
of varying temperatures.

An analysis Is presented of the problem of the
beating (or cooling) for 2 hr of a. plate of in-
finite thickness with boundary conditions of he
third kind that are symmetric relative to tht
plane bisecting the plate.

601. Vulis, L. A. (Kazakh State University), and ZhTP
Kashkarov, V. P. Local redistribution of the v. 30# no. 12
total energy !n the boudary layer of a com- 1;7-1484
pressible gas at tre zrface of a burning body.

The effect of a local redistribut~lon of the
total energy (the sum of the kinetic energy and
the physlcal and chemical enthalpy) In the
boundary layer of a compressible gab flowifg
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parallel to a plane surface,, when a heterogeneous
rate of reaction, is studied. The possible
generalization of the results is considered, along
with their application to turbulent flow.

1961
602. Yeroshenko, V. M., M. G. Morozov, V. P. ESTIAN SSSR

Matulevich, Yu. N. Petrov, and V. S. Pushkiin. m. 1961A gas-dynamic device-NT-14 interferometer. 51-59

The.-Laboratory of Combustion Physics of the
Academy of Sciences USSR has built a universal
NT -14 gas-dynamic testing device for shapes in
subsonic and supersonic gas flows with sublim-
ation, ablation, erosion; porous and local supply
of various coolants; and with chemical reactions
in the flow as well as on the surface of the body
in the flow.

603. Petrov, Yu. N. Cooling of the leading face of EnI AN SSSRa cylinder in supersonic flow with coolant gas M. 1961
feeding. 89-93

An experimental study was made of a super-
sonic flow (M = 1.7. static pressure n 0.2 atm)
along a cylinder with a front face having a 2-mm
ýqpening in its center through which various
gases (nitrogen, hydrogen, and argon) were fed
into the boundary layer.

6014. Atyuchs L. Tua., L. A. Vulis, and V. p. InFZhKar Flowov l of a gei burnIng amn vW see
the surfab~a of a plated co

A homogeneousg compressible gas flow
neast a i plate Is Investigated.T prevous research results in this

field are gneralised and uupplemnted.
A laminar boundary lq7er along the plate
1s assumedj a noraMl advanme of the
bu:wdng front on the plate surtaoe is
disregarded beoaose of the low burn-out
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re of the solid phase. the ignition
and Oxti•tIon associated with variation
or Mobh mbers an disfseed. tMw prslin
I segm ed asa la l t pear of thehIb'speed Inot~a or a = n the atg.

605. Ihakhov Too. H. O0e-dimensional unsteady InFZh
heatial mad melttin of solid bodies V. It Soe 3
moviag longitudinally to their flat 46-5,
surf&"e in a gas.

A tvo-dImiasional mathematical model is.
used to solve heating and melting problems
sad evaluate the Influence of practically
sigmlfteant factors it this ease.

606. 5hakhoys Toe, K Ivapo&atIon of a solid InFZh
absorbing radiant enezrg. T.I nee

The one-dimnslonal problem of the
evaporatlo, of a solid heated by the
absorptlon'•fradiant energy Is diosus-
sedD asasumin that the flow of radiant
energy Is absorbed on the surface of
the body and Is equivalent to the heat
flow at the boundaq (both depend on
tim and on the surfao tenperature of
the body). Two oases of evaporationt
Into a vacuum and Into a perfect gseous
wndium are conldered.

60 7. firskiy, G. A. Ablation of a body and vapor'-
sation of the mlt at the stagnation point no* 5
and line In dissociated air flow. 39-51

Ablation of a blunt body in dissociated-
air flow at te stagnation point (aii-

wft owase) ad at the stagnation
line (plane case) with evaporation of the
molten-mt�al fi2. and heat absorptlan by
the booy taken Into Sooount -is disG-s-ed

as al'btl1 fepsadense or Unyms.
.*Wle body par~s and motef-

naterlal.. v1sesity en the twewrature.
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608. Tirskiy, G, A. Ablation of the leading ZhPH6TF
edge of a svept-back wing in a hypersonic no. 6
flow. p. 54

Thermal disintegration of the leading edge
of a swept-bAck vin$ In hypersonic flow is
studied. Iquations describing the disin-
tegration process add an approximate for-
mula for ablation rate are presented.

609. 8anochking Yu. V. (Mathematics Institute# ZhTF
Academy of Sciences USSR). Thermal Ion- v. 31, so. 2
ization and electrical conductivity of lSS-193
gas mixtures.

General formulas for the initial and suc-
cessive thermal ionization of gaseous
mixtures vere derived and analyzed. The
effects of introducing impurities Into
the gas are evaluated. As an example, the
degree of ionization and the electrical
conductivity of the gas behind a shock
wave propagating in argon containing small
amounts of cesium and aluminum are deterr
mined. Calculated and experimental values
were found to agree.

610. Tirskiy, G. A. Sublimation of a blunt MW hmU,
body at the stagnation point In a plaU64e
and axisymetrio sas-mixture flow,

An exact solution Is given for the
problem of equilibrium and wnequilbzrium
sublimation of a blunt body In the vioinit7
of the stagnation point with an azbitrawY
dependence of physloal properlos of the
body on temperature. Thempevatuw
profile in the body Is detentned by
quadratures. The solution of aMW sp890-21
problem in the general ease is reduood
to the solution of a system of throe
finite equations fa'or dG•e lmuinim thm
*mieentvatieno Mom aen t f rent
or .vera'atiem iAathe rat-e - ablaGaa
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1962

611. Jmngovwki, W. (institute of Aerodynamics. Arch NeSt
Technical University of Warsav), Methods v. 14, no* 314
for eeloulatin8 stasnation temperature in 491-503
a hyparsmic sun tunnel.

An analysis of phmeoumma i a SUn tunnel
(with & description of the method derived
by Cox and Wiater (AGARD Report 1393) to
presented. A simplified method for cal-
oulatti8 the stagnation temperature is
briefly described.

612. Zetikov, I* As, and L. He. ronskiy. Expert- ISIM
mentel study of heat exchange in ablationv - no. 4
of metal and in molten-metal injection
through a porous wall in a supersonic flow.

A study was made of heat exchange on the
surface of the flat front faceplate of a
hollow glass-reinforced textolite cylinder,
16 mm in diameter, being covered with a
film of molten tin in a longitudinal super-
sonic flow. The sources of the metal film
versa 1) a tin rod protruding through the
center hole in the cylinder faceplate into
the hole and melted by it, and 2) molten
tiv fed under pressure through a porous chro-
alum plug inserted in the same hole.

613. Ohaicalevv K, N. Beat flow in ablation ThZ

melting of a plate. no, .

An proximate analytical invest igation
of t heat-exchman in an infinite plate

of oonstant thickness plaoed •n a =idium
With a temperature higher than the melting
:oint of the plate material is presented.

noten material Is continuously
removed fmw the solid remainder of the
plate so that a moving mlting plane is
tfezod. Th depedo eo of the instantan-
eos teieeratur at an ausitre•a'pnot
In the MeAd on the Positienf oft
naltung plma is exnMCd.
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u1 4. Neylands V. Ya. On the effect of radiative InZh
heat exchange an ablation at the stagnation T.o i n. 4
point of a blunt nosed body. 297- W1

The effect of thermal radiation in the
boundary layer on ablation at the stag-"
nation point of blunt nosed body in
analyzed, The Influence of radiation on
other flow regions is accounted for by
setting appropriate boundary conditions
for the eas temperatures on the outer
iaterface or the boundary layer and, .
ft te oncomng radlation flux.

615. Shakhov, Ye. N. Determining the constant Zr~b
'melting rate of a semi-infinite solid. V 0 SW. 4

A quasi-steady regime of melting of a

semi-infinite body In a high-temperature
gas flow I% disoussedp assuming Imindiate
removal of molten material. Approminate
asymptotic expressions for the rates of
ablation and of heat oonduction Into the
solid are derived for arbitrary Initial
conditions.

u16. Vetlutskiyg V. N., and A. T. Onufriyev. ZhFPeTY
Cooling of radiating gas flowing In flat see 6
duct. 29-34

Heat transfer during the cooling of a gre7
radiating gas flowing in a flat duct is
analyzed by a previously developed dif-
fusional approximation method. It is as-
sumed that: 1) the gas is ideal; 2) the
streamlines are parallel with the duct
axis; and 3) the flow velocity is limited
by the relationship N2<4l. Heat transfer
by molecular and turbulent conduction is
neglected. The system of equations was
solved by A. A. Dorodnitsyn's method of
integral relations. Heat-flux profiles
along the duct were also obtained for
the case when a cool gas is injected along,
thi wall in a direction parallel to the
hot gas flow, As an examples the wall
temperatur- and heat flux profiles Sloeg a
duct 100 cm wide were calculated only for
air flows at l0,000"K, at 10 nd 100 ats,
and radiation cooled.
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617. llesd uovP A. 8. Ablation of centrosyb..- shT
mtko solids by heat.-flow. ve 32 no

&An aPIPao=iate method IS presented for
4-- the law and parmters of

Sz motiloa ouasd by ablation
Ot IUoMe material. in a heat flow past
eMntrslly s3iwtrio bodies. A qualit-a.
tiVe Solution Is reduced to deteri•n•in
!!!?on=w dIms lonle0s criterion Inds-

bnt of the melting temperature whiLch
ohametez.ises the uhole process It Is
also lndlSated how to use the nothod
ordered trw solving Stefan-type problems
wh•n beat flows n the boundaries of
bodies are given.

1963.618. haOrOYD L, Ta,p and V. I. hoavirin. 71 o 2
D-iintgr.atIon of hot metals and alloys# no, 2
in a hYperson•i air flow.

igh- tape rature (up to 1500*) oxitation
of mtals end alloys in high-speed (up to

A K - 3) air flows, accompanied by corrosion,
*eroslon aend burning of the material was
6Xepe01-Nntally Investigated. Equipsant,
speci0Mns, and techniques are described and
enplrical data are given.

1964
619. Golubove, V. A. (MosCOW Aviation Institute).

A theoretical investigation of a turbulent v. 4, no. 6
plane-parallel jet at high temperature with 42-S0
dissociation and ioniaation.

Calculations of air flow parameters based
OR the solution of differential boundary-
layer equations with dissociation and Lon-
isation taken into account are presented.
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C-I AERODYNAMIC PERFORrIANCE8 STABILITY AND CONTROL

.620. oeratynovas Go 1. Motion of av artificial 1957
satellite In the hresence of otmospheric
drag to the' noncgotal gravity mo. Is
field.

A method it developed for calculating the
orbit of an artificial earth satellite by
means of a high-speed digital computer,
taking account of atmoepheric drag and
deviation of the earth's gravity field
from the central.

1"958
621.. 3S'abanov8 A. T.o and B. A. R"berg. T2= AvrT

hatellite deviation from an elliptical no
orbit. 3-3

the deviation of a satellite from an
elliptic orbit whioh It might follow if
there were no air resistanoe is disous-
sed. Only the ataospbmrlo drag 1s
eosidered as a disturbing force and
because of Its I=ullne~ss the method
of smull disturbanoes is used in thesolution.

622. TJpe, N., and C. Guta. Motions of an StuCee•p
Aircraft along a given trajectory. no, 4
(Institute of Applied Mechanics,
Buoharest).

The dynmi behavior of an aircraft
covering motions along & given trajectory
in the vertical plane Is discussed. Load
coefficients are detemiLned and a synthesis
Is derived which can be analysed by means of
the obtained results.

623. •LpeI N. Nonsteady Motion of an Aircraft RevMeAv
in the brizsontal Plane. v. 3# no. 3,

The nonsteady motion •f an aircraft along

a given trejectory In the horimontal plane
Is studied.
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1959
o2 4. hatrakov, Yu. V. # and V. P. Proskurin. !• pZe

Perturbations of artificial satellite no.*3
orbits caused by atmospheric drag. 39-J6

Expressions for determining secular
and periodic disturbances in the
*eleunts of an elliptia orbit of an
artificial satellite caused by the
atmospheric drag only, are lerived#
and an example of calculating the
first-order disturbances Is given.

,,25. Lavrent'yev, M. A. The puncture problem lsk Sp Ze
at space velocities. no*3

The one-dimensional problem of deter-
mining the Imnpulse ". arted to a f ite-
length cylinder by a cirdular plate of
the saa diameter moving at a very high
speed (50 to 100 km/s*e) under assumption
that the eviporatlon of material takes
plaoe in the Impact. An analogous three.
dimensional problem (mall sphere and a
flnIte-radlus aelisphere) is also dis-
oussed. Finite formlasu in both oases
are obtained.

bL6. FrIdlender, 0. 0. A system for determlnlng
the motion paraters of a body In spaee. IzA. EriAvt T

A system for determining the coordinates, iOLi
veloclties, and acoeleration of aircraft
moving in spaoe is discussed. For elimin-
ation of e0s eased by gravitational
fields and qnaornrey of instruments, a
devloe Is proposed vhich is not sensitive
to the etet of wihtlessness.

627. Kleymans Ya. Z. Steady motion of a multi- XAM memoa,
eomponent compressible medium. no. 1

50-55
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The analog of the conditions of the
"sound crisls', that Is, subsonic, sonic,
.ad supersonic steady motion of an
v%-oomponeat mixture, Is considered.

Lotal varPations ot parameters of a two-
component mediUm, knowledge of which Is In-
dispensable tor qualitative motion studies,
are Investigated, together with the problem
of variations In the mass of the mixture.

i96a
628. Xsayev# V. K. Pontryaginis maximum principle

in thrust programing of rockets. v 22jno. 8

Optlmam ptograeming of the magnitude and

direction oa rocket thrust In two.- and
three-dimensional asses Is discussed on
the basis of Pontryagin's maximum principle.
3kjuatIons of motion are derived for the two.
dimensional case in terms of projections
onto coor4inate axes under the assumption
that the woimt Is a point of variable mass

oving In a homgreneou8s pavltational lSld
andngolesting the effect at aero"Usnmo

621. Notulevich, V. P.0 V. N. Yeroshenrco, Dt1 AN 8SiR
and Yu.. N. Petrov. The effect of N. 9l-103
eletrotltatle fields on convective
heat exchange.

A theoretical and exerimental study was
made in order to compare different quanti-
tative data obtained by various scientists
on electrostatic fields and convective heat
exchange. Special attention was given toan
explanation of the nature of the phenomenon
which Aetermines heat-exchangse Intensity due
to electrdeal convection, experimental In.
vest•iatton of the effect of electrical field
Intensity on heat exchangee, and optical study
of the process by means of an interter0meter.
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o30. Ouftevioh, A. V. Perturbations In the Isk SP Ze
ionosphere caused by a travelling body. no. 7

101-124
The effect produced by a body moving
through a rarefied, partially ionized
gas are analyzed. Variations in the
neutral particle density near the moving
body are calculated. Perturbations of
electron and Ion densities am analysed,
and the resulting electric field value is
determined with and yithout taking Into
account the Earth's magnetic field.

u31. Bodner, V. A.,, and V. P. Selesnev. Control InAN En Avt
of the motion of a body In Inertial space. no. _

197-267
In a study of an sutomatic control system i
for programmed motion of a body In an
Inertial space, the moving body in assumed
to be subject to forces of thrust, gravi-
tatlon, and resistance. Equations are de-
rived for the notion of the body In an
Inertial system of ooordinates and for the
motion of coPonents in a closed control
circuait (e.g., navigational systems, control-
signal systems).

632. ftulev, V. A. Necessary and sufficient con- IzVUZ AVT
ditions for extremals In variational prob- no. 1,
lame of aircraft flight dynamics. 19-26

Starting with the four necessary and suffi-
cient conditions which must be satisfied by
an extremal obtained in solving any varia-
tional problem with given boundary conditions
(satisfaction of the Euler equations of
notion, the requirements on the extreme values
of the Welerstrass function, the Clebach con-
dition, and the Jacobi conditIon), the author

roves the reallsability of the last condition
the posslbility of constructing a field of ex-

tzmals Around the given eztremal), tokldz Into
account the special features usually true of
varlational problems of flight dynamics. Ex-
prosslons are derived for the Velerstrass
functlon for the extremals and the Clebsoh
condition for optimal maneuvers In the vertl-
cal plane.
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633. ^ryukov, Ye. A. Theoretical deteimination IzVU Av
at the vibratory motion of a winged rocket. 10i6

Theoretical determinatlons or the vibra-
tory motion oa a winged rocket are pro-
rented for the tollqwing cases: motion with
the motor in operatiJon for a statically
stable roaket and tor a statically unstable
rocket, and tor motion with the motor not In
operation for a statically stable rocket and
for a statically unstable rocket.

u34. Vereshchagin, I. F. Motion or a rocket IzVUZ AvT
along a three-point path with constant no. 2
tangential acceleration. 35-46

Rocket motion at constant tangential
acceleration along a beam rider curve is
analyzed. The rocket Is assumed to be
directed by line-of-sight control toward
a moving target so that Its center of
gravity is located on a straight line be-
tween the control point and the target.
The analysis Is limited to the case of
straight horizontal target motion at con-
stant speed, but the method can be extended
readily to more complex target motions.

YasMnskiy, F. G. The gliding range of a IzVUZ AVT
winged vehicle at space velocities. no. 3

31-37
The use or the kinetic energy of a
vehicle moving at space velocity for
a gliding flight Is discussed. The
glidlng In considered as quasi-steady-
state imersion in the aCosphere at
altitudes oa 70-75 km in unpowered flight
at orbital velocity with overloads of
4 to 5 "'.

636. Mikhaylov, F. A., and V. M. Strumilov. IbAvI
Dynamic accuracy in automatic longi- Avtsm. Reg.
tudinal stability control of winged no. 139
aircraft in disturbed air. 87-107
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The accuracy attainable in automatic con-
trol (by an autopilot) of the dynamic
longitudinal stability of a winged air-
craft exposed to random wind disturbances
is discussed. A qualitative control cri-
terion related tc structural parameters
of the aircraft-autopilot system is estab-
lished ?or deterrining the degree of per-
fection of the system.

637. Klimov, V. I. Effect of gyroscopic moments IzVUZ AVr
o. an aircraft engine on the dynamic char- no. 2
acteristics of an airplane. 15-22

It is shown that gyroscopic morrjLj's of the
engine can affect considerably, and even
deteriorate the control characteri3tics of
a modern airplane (with a reaction engine),
so that in some cases special automatic
devices for aerodynamic balancing of gyro-
scopic moments will be warranted.

~,•. Chakalev, K. N. Heating of a plate in the InPlh
process of ablation. v..5 no.lI

An approximate solution is obtained for

the problem of heat transfer during the
melting of an infinite plate, with
ablation of the liquid phase. Relation-
ships are obtained for determining the
rate of advance of the melting front and
the flow of heat into the solid part of the
plate from a given temperature variation
with time at some point irside the plate.

9. akarov, 0. F. Optimality of multistage IzVUz A'V
rockets, Izo. Avno. 4erool~ts.18-26

An investigation is made of optlaality

conditions for multistage-rocket motion
in force-free and gravitational fields.
The problem of establishing optimality
conditions Is reduced to determining ratios
f co7-ponent masses at which the
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attalnt of a given velocity by an
n_ Wokt Is ensured and Whioh

a given posmanee funotion-
al. 3xponentlal, lJemar and linear-
fractional laws of mass eperlrture are
considered.

W40. Ivanov, Yu. N. Optimum power variation In Pr*
the motion of a variable-mass body a v 26 no. 4
a ZraVitational field. *:-6i
Under the assumption that the initial
total relative weight of the power
source and fuel i known, the following
variational problems are solved: to
detezuine the laws of;l) optiimw continuous
decrease In the relative weight of a power
s*rce, and 2) aocoleration-veotor
variations caused by reactive thrust,
which ensure the minlmum time of motion
between two given polntsin phase space.
A system of equations with a net of boun-
dary oonditions deseribIng the problem
is writton.

641. Tokarev, V. V. The effect of a random power PM
decrease on the motion of a variable-maas v 26 no.
body In a gravitational field. 76-769

The influence of a random *tepwise decrease
of source of power caused by damage to Its
sections on the motion parameters of a body
of variable mass in a gravitational field
is studied. The case when the power source
has a large number of autonomous sections
is ana.yxed.

1963
S42. Ostoslavskiy, I. V. and I. V. Strasheva.

Dynamics of flight. Aircraft traject. poleta
ories.

This book contains methods for deteruining
the flight trajectories of airoraft
(airplanes, guided misslles, ballistic
rockets, rocket plares). The trajector7
optimisation methods based on application
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of the calculus of varlatlons ame discuo-
sed. It Is a textbook for students of
the higr aeronauti•al shools.

bl13. Xin, V. A. Transfer of a space vehicle InZh
decelerated In a planetary atmosphere into v. 3# no. 2
a satellite orbit. 203-W06

In discussion of this problem it is assumed
that the gravitational field of the planet
In a central Newtonian field and that the
atmospheric portions of the brakIng ellipses
are smal. in comparison to the total orbit.
The additional thrust impilse neoesear to
transoer the vehicle from an elliptlal
orbit Into a SgIen circular orbit is deter-
mlned.

II. 0rodzovskiy, 0. L., 7u. N. ivanov, and I.•h
V. V. Tolcarev. Nechanics of low- .3A no 3
thrust space flight (1). 590-b15

The following topics are discussed In
the first article concerning the mechan-
ics of low-thrust space flight: 1) forMu-
lation of the problem of flight mechanics
of vehicles equipped with solar sails,
their weight ratios, transfer trajectories
between planetary orbits, and escape from
gravitational fields; 2) general formulation
of the optimixation problem in the flight
mechanics of low-thrust space vehicles,
their optimm weight ratios for the saimplest
modes of motion and a perfectly controlled
propulsion system (its opt iam weight pro-
r tions and power control). Sevent -t r e

liet and non-Soviet references ar given.

645. Grof.ovski, 0. L., Yu. V. Ivanov, and InhZh
V. V. Tokarov. Mechanics of low-thrust v 3 no#
space flight (2).
The following topics are discussed In
this article on low-thrust space flight
mechanics: optimam trajectories and
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aeoeleration veotorsjroduoed by thrust
in tore-free and cenral fields, the
par m teor of a low-thrust perfectly
eontrolled propulsion system in optami
taJeotafe.sb. The nonoontrolled
prp n 8systems and octlam traje-.

swiAh oenitant and variable ao-
oelerations p'oduood by thrust are
d~sousod. Forty-three Soviet and
amn-So'vet referenoes are given.

645a Beletskiyq V. V. Libration of a satellite in Isk Sv 7*
an elliptic orbit. 46-5b

Small forced oscillations of a satellite in the
plane of its orbit (caused by the ellipticity of
the orbit) around its center or mass are invetigated,
espeoially with respect to resonance effects.

646. ausI•uAo X. V. An investigation of a Isk Sp Z?
certain mode of self-induced oscilla- no. 16
tions of a spaceship. 57-67

Plane self-induced oscillations in motion
of a spaceship controlled by an impulse.
-type automatic system are discussed. It
is assumed that tie direotional-deviation
sensors of the spaceship have a dead zone
on whose boundaries constant-intensity
short-duratlon control Impulses are produced
by servos and that the perturbance momsnts
acting anthe vehicle in flight are of
eenstant magnitude and direction.

647. Jlalye, A. I., and N. K. CheremkhIn. Isk Sp ZeThe motion of a mass point under a no l6
small transverse thrust in a gravi-. 21
tational field.

The motionýC .aerospace vehicle (treated
as a mass point) In a central gravitational
field with a small transverse thrust is
,01seussed. It is shown that by introduction
bf a "oorrectim member" with a
faetor c t (c-1s the thrust-to gravity ratio)
in ttA equatlons of motion, a more exact
computatlon of the trajectory can be obtained.
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4 8. Lobedev,, V. N.. and B. N. Rumyantsev. Isk Sp Ze

Variational problem of the transfer no. 16
between two •onts In a central 252-256
Cgravltationall field.

The plane problem of the minimno-tim
transfer of a spaceship between two points
In a central gravitational field Is
studied under the assumptions that acoel-
oration (due to the thrust) is constant
and that distances between the points and
the gravitation *enter are given. Trans-
fore between two circular orbits and frm
a point to a given orbit are consldered.

U'U. TWraSoVs Ya. V. On optimum aizrcaft- IzVUZ, Av'r
motion regimes. no. 3

The selection of a characteristic
of the throttling of the engine of an
aircraft In notion In which one of
the charscteristlos of motion (,g.0
velooltyt altltWe range, weight)
reaches Its extromal value is dis-
cussed.

o. KozhevniLkov, Yu. V. On selecting the IZVUZ, AvT
optimal control of aircraft, no.

#The problem of selecting an optiam

control system for an aircraft Is
generalized with oonselderation of
characteristics of controls. The
motion of an aircraft about its
oentrold Is talcon Into accounts and
the Pontz7agin maximum principle Is
used In fozwmlating optimization crlteria.

65i. rosmodom'yknosllc• A. A. Variational Ve MoU3

problems of orbital-airplane dyna- no.0
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ThM optlm g•wegn of eizoular orbital
motion of an pan* equipd with a
Ilqui- fUel wo*Mt engelm arhI

ooilties (M > l0) and altitudes or
to 0 km are discussed with empba-

asa an the offeot of Nrodlnmi haw
an the MUiCKn peztzrs.

Ib. ~tsa, 1,, 0. T'he tmal aer'odynaic
maneuver for %o the or~bital ve 44 no, I
plane at near..-oiraular velocities. 3-9

The variational problem of optimising the
"velocity loss during erodynao manou-
vering at small angles of the trajectory
with the local horizon in considered.
Suatlonst for three-dimsnsional motion
;?a lifting vehicle as a point mass awe
written. The optimnw control of the angle
of attack, lift-drag ratio# and banking
angle me discussed and the existence of
an ot•wm flight regime with almost
o0" ant ankles of attack and of bankd ng
for the maxima r-dr aztlo Is shoes.

UýA. loolovloh, I. V. On the problem of
optimal rocket trajectories. v. 28, no. 2

373-3T14
The problem of determining the final
mass for the given time and vice versa,
for flights in horizontal and verti-
cal planes Ls discussed.

U i. Smol'nikov, B. A. Optimnm regimes of PM
retarding the rotary mution of a v i 28 no.4
suynetric body. 725-B4

Two methods of braldng the angular motion
of a symmetric body by a system of Jet
nozzles are discussed: braking in the
shortest t1me, and braking
mininm fuel consumption. The problem
Is reduced to pAo'aIin g, the optimm
thrust of jet nozzles by using Pontz7agin's
maxima principle.
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TeploftsIlM
L,5. ?Pollskiy, M. I., and 0. M. Shchegolev. VYsTe i

Imothersmal flow of conducting gas in no. 1
channels. 53-5T

The author derived In dimensionless form,
by variational means, relations for the
extremal values of the power generated by
the stream, the pressure ratio, and the
electric field Intensity. The effe.,ts of
the induced magnetic field (the magnetic
Reynolds number), of the pressure depend-
enoe of the conductivity, and or friotion
are also taken into account. It Is pointed
out that for Isothermal flow with constant
velocity, the dimensionless field Intensity
is a measure of the thermal efticienoy and
that the dlmensionless pressure ratio is a
measure of the channel broadening.
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C-2 REENTRY DYNAMICS

1958
t)56. TeOoroV, V. A. On Ub solutiOO O0 a degemerate varas-

tional problem and the optimal climb of a space v. 22, so. 1
rocket. 16-2

This article gives a solution of NHewr's problem for
Pfaff's equation vith one free fimction. The solution
is used for selecting the form of the rocket trajectory
whith yields umlaý rate of cllmb to a gives altitude.

1960
657. Goeelov, YU. A. (Noseow). Two classes of plem extreml

notion of a rocket In a vacum. To 00 . 2

"w conditions governing the extyroml (In relation to
time and se om••Wtioa) motion of a rockert Kl00 &
cwvlilimat trajectory are studied. "w problan of
plow aotions is solved separately in t1e borlsuntel
ed vrtical plimms, assming that so effect is pM-

ced by asrom dmc force.

1961
658. KOOtov, V. F. Optimel conditions for horizoatal Mliot --v--

of an miraiS U06 1 ~ Tr
5"55

The mothor's theory of discontimaoms solutions of rns,
tional prowbms is appie*d Ao the study of optimal tbrwt
progmming of the horizsotal fligt of an aircraft to
achieve the mxlm flying raen. The solution, o the
problem is reduced to determining from the clms of oz.
tremals v. v(s) (v being the velocity ad a the IstAn-
temwo s weo of the aircraft), passing throm& the initial
and final points (so, vo), (mks, vj1) of the filits, as oz.
trumal v a v(m) for vthch the integral desfin the f&lt
range of the aircraft has 4& absolute maxiýum. We
thrust P is a nonlinear function of fuel acm pIE•ticmit
is shown that the umaimim flilt r m can be aiieved
for special (type a) extremals which ear differa•t fr
ordinary eantimmeus extariae e mo t be fl by umUW
classical variational wrthods.

659. No ejectin seats and mrgency capules.

NO 0106014 of ejection (at 24,00 ke/hr) seats pro- 24
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tected by a hermticaliy closed capsule ham been
devloped with the explo lv. charge replaced by a
rocket engine. Se capsule is prowided with a pars&
Obate. ad ontines ersency provislos, oxygen equip-
mate, md a raft.

660. Tirskiy, O.A. Ablation of the leadin edge of & svept- 31IU'W
baeck vi in hypersonic floe.

Thermal disintepatlon of the leading edo of & swvpt-
b ack win In h•Personic flow is studied. 3qusatios
dsesribing the disintegpation process and an approxL-
mate forwila r, r the ablation rate are presented.

1962
661. L. G. vdenskiy and A. I. Pesbkova, No. 1A7097. Authors 1Tiz'br.

certificate in avistion, no. 9

Controllable parachute vith slit-type canopy. For 1.-
proved utilistion of the reactive effect during control
of the canopy, the slits are made along a strailht line
from the lover edge of the apex vith a vent In the lover
edge of the canopy. The 1Lover edge near the vent is
titbtened by a double cord vith & slidig attanceent vhich
makes control possible by p0lling up one section of the
lover edýg with a control cord.

662. gl'ysberg, P. le. Determination of an Orbit from two IskSpZe
positions. no. 13

3-22
A full anaysis of the determination of the nonperturb-
ed orbit of a cosmic body from tvo given positions is
presented. Considerable attention is devoted to the ex-
Istence and the miqueness (or multivalence) of the
solution. Determinastion of the form of an orbit is
analysed for A# - 2w and A# >- 2w. Patticular
cases of orbit determinatlOn when D1. D2, and 0 are
located on a stralt line ae studied. All possible
versions of determining orbits from two given POInts
for gives A# and At valus are Presented in tables.
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u63. Kisliks N. D. An analysis of the integrals of the equa- IskSpZe
tions of Notion of an artificial earth satellite. n. 13

2•-52
An analysis Is made of the exact integrals of the equa-

tions of Motion derLved earlier by the euthor and put
into a form convenient for his-speeid computers for
artificial earth sateilite in a normal graVltatiOmal
field In the general case of motion; only orbits of
real satellites are taken ifto consideration. This
method reduces computer time by 15 to 20 times c onk-
pared with umerical integration with the mm accuracy.

6614. Beletad, V. V. Orbit of equatorial earth satellite. IskSps

The properties of the equatorial trajectory of an arti- 5-60
ficial earth satellite and the eoffect of the behavior
of osculating elements (the longitude Of the Perihelion
and the edceitricity) or the oruit ac the motion of the
satellite are studied.

665. Illarionov, V. F., and L. M. Shakadow. The rotation of P-b
the circular orbit of a satellite. v. 26, mo. 1

1521.
The motion of a oody along a circular orbit under the
action of a transverse fpree Is studied. The system
of equations of the motion of a mas point in the
central aSvitatiansl field ws taken anid the initial
conditions are established on the asumptl•on that the
circular orbit of a n perturbed motion is located In
the equatorial pln. Genersl expressions for dater-
mining the declination *nge of the pl at the
satellite oftit h•m the equatorial pla (of epe r -
tubod notion) are derived in term of tre rs forc
and of satellite veloety attained after ehitlon f
the propellant.

666. ]kykov, A. V. Estim•tng the effect of corr elaon IskSp~e
between esurements of the accuracy of processing moo
results.

The present study is regarded an the first step in
determining the Influeneo of the weasurement corn-
lotion (the nterdeipendence betwoen measurument or-
fers) on the processing accuracy. A metho for
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processing such data, a procedure for estimating the
processing accuracy, and a method of selecting the
scope and character of the optimal measurement inr-
nation awe described in detall.,and quantitative estL-
mates of the effect of measurement correlation ad the
gccuracy of final remnlts are discussed.

667. Mmar •y, V. I. On optimal trajectories .-ith mn IskS e
impulses. 0W

The plane problem of the motion of material point in a
single-center Newtonian gravitational field has been in-
vestigated under the assupption that instantaneots velo-
city implses may be Imparted to the point at certain
discrete moments of time, and that concentric rings
smante fro the center of gravity throug which the op.
timal trajectory can pass only after certain conditions
have been fulfillWe.

66 8. Uzgin, L. S.. ard M. I. Ivashohenko. Iz AN MeMa
Approximate designing of protective no. 1
shielding against mateors. .127-129

A method of designing a protective mantle
over a space vehicle to protect it against
meteoritic impacts Is presented. The
method in based on the idea that both the
meteorite and the mantle evaporate at
impact. Approximate estimation of the
mantle thickness and of the gap between
the mantle and .the wall of the vehicle
is discussed.

669. •irolyubov., 0. Shock absorbing methods in manned Isvlest•y•
spaceships. 20 Jurt 1963

3-5
In an article deaain with reentry and impact over-
loads, G. Mirolyubov, a physician-physiologist, statis
that reentry overloads are more difficult to withstand
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than injection overloads. Extensive experiments with
men imersed in a tank of water indicated that under
these conditions, muscle tonus and strength are rdced
and cardiovascular activity Is sharply disrupted. Since
it is these very organs that resist overloadsp it is
necessary to be particularly accurate in determining
tole-rab-le overload fo.rces in reentry.

uo- . Kozhevnikov, Yu. V. Optimization of the flight regimes IsVWZ AvT
and parameters of multistage rockets. no. 3

11-20
The solution of the variational problem for the motion
of a multistage rocket, under the assumptions that the
stage number is given, th.. trajectory consists of active
and passive sections, and the stage separation takes
place at zero relative velocity, yielded a generalized
equation for the optimum mass distribution in the indivd-
ual stages. Calculation of the optiu mass distribution
for maxium flight range yielded expressions which show
that the angle between the thrust vector anwd the horizon-
tal coordinate remains constant along the entire trajec-
tory, even when air resistance is taken into account.

671. Ak EJ ., and WL Bhe yev. Determination of pearmeters of Ko&lot;
of the motion of a spaceship from trajectory measure- v. 1, no. 1
ments. 5-50

A statistical approach is used to solve the problem of
determining the unknovn parameters charecterizing the
motion of a spaceship on the 1*sis of m•emrements
carried out at certain instants. By applying the method
f rim m likelihood, the problem is reduced to the
oluation of a aystem of nonlinear equations to which

Newton's method and the methol of steepest descent are
applied. A series of important probleiw connected With
estimating the accuracy of predicting the motion of a
spaceship from the processed data of trajectory measure-
ments is studied, and certain alorlthm for estimatitg
are deri:sd.

U72.Yarov-Yarovoy,, N. S.-on the solution of the Ruler- KosIel
Lambert equation for transfer orbits which are close T. 1 no, I
to Hobmnn elli1pes.
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A transfer trajectory along the unperturted orbit be-
twen two terminal points (the starting and finishing
points) is studied. A solution of the Euler-Lambert
equatiom is sought for tras•fer orbits which ire close
to BUomnn eship.es. An iterative method for detezuin-
in the rot -l With the necesary- acciay is doeoribed.
From the value of nl, the sewluajor axis and other parem-
eters of the transfer orbit are calculated. As so
example, determination of the senimajor axis of the unper-
turbed ozbit for trussfer between the location of Earth
am 13 September 1962 ad the location of Venue on
2 Domber 1962 is presented.

1964
672a.Sagomonyan, A. Ya.,On the problem of interaction DXl"USSn

between bodies at very hiih velocities. VP 156, no.5
1053-1056

The mechanism of impact of a body of small mass on a
body of large mass at speeds of the oraer of 5 to
10 km/sec is discussed with the aid of an impact
model which makes it possible to determine the
basic parameters of the impact process.
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Static Stress and Strain Analyses
riinimum Weoiht Design
Load Carrying Capacity
Thermal Stresses and Strains
Buckling

Dynamic Stresses and Strains
Dynamic Stability
Vibration and Plutter
Aeroeleasticity
Aerothermodynamics
Liquid-Pilled Bodies
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SECTION D - STRENGTH OF SPACE VEHICLE COMPONENTS

673. craefoli, B (Institut, of Applied Nschanios* IMnstB3ucavet), and S. sanduloecu (Unstitute of no. 6
Applied Neohanics, Bucharest). Rarmonic 771-78
vibration of ailerons of general form under
supersonic conditions.

The motion of triangular wings oscillating
harmonically in supersonic flow is Investi-
gated. The harmontc oscillations of an ailer-
on ar considered as a special case in which
the problem ts reduced to the calculation of
notions of two appropriately selected trl-
anguler surfaces.

o7 i. Shorrp B. F. The effeot of nonunifora DAN SWR
heating under creep oonditions on Y. 123# no.,
changes In stress distribution. 80%-812

The tim-dependent variation in stress
distribution caused by nonuniform heat-
Ing under creep conditions Is disoussed
for the unliaial state of stress, taking
strain hardening Into account.

u75. Voroblyev, N. F. Unsteady vibration of a thin IzAN 0TX
wing In supersonic flows, no. 3153-1 6
.A finite-span wing is studied In an infinite
volume of fluid. The wing creates a small
disturbance. The problem is linearized and
analyzed according to the general concep-
tions of thin- wing theory.

67t. Lebedev, A. A. Application of the "frozen- IzVt. A11T
coefficient" method ti investigation of the no. 1
stability of nonsteady motion. 11-18

The method of "frozen coefficients" Is ap-
plied in the simplification of linear, uni-
form, differential equations of the die-
turbed motion of a dynamic system. The
application of the me$hod is shown for the
calculation of free oscillations of rockets
of the V-2 type.
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b77. TVachItov 5. D. Design for stzength of a IzVUZ,. ArT
Mvept-haok wi of mono*ltlo construction, no6. 6

The g eal strength of swept-bask wings
with 1thick skidn st md by strIngews
ad flange. of ribs Is Investigated, ru-
sWin Is able U* oaez' noa and tangentSal
str•maea Whish ane variable, Po Its
thi.kassw

't•(. aravarnor, V. P. (Nosc, ow Aviation Institute). zmvuz. A'T
Equations of shallow sandwich shells with no* I
a light core under finite displacements. 69-77

Equations which describe Stress-strain
relationships of these shells under the
assumptions that the face layers obey
the IKirhhof-..!.ove hypothesis and the
core layer Is elastic and Isotropic are
presented. The nexual rigidity of the
faces Is neglected; transverse shearing
and compression strains of the core are
taken Into account.

1 °) 59
679. Kopson. 0. 1. Vibration of a thin rect-

aguar wing of high aspect ratio in no.6
supersonic flow.

FParth-order differential equations
describing the torsional- flexural strains'
of a thin hIgh-aspect-ratlo rectangular
" In a supersonic flow are used In
wing's flutter analysis. Izpressiom fm
detexrining the frequency equations for
a wing In vamum and In supersonio flow
are derived an well as epzslons f

68o. Savulesou, S . N. (Institute of Applied no- StuCSoe*Ap
chanics, Rumanian AS, Bucharest). Consider.a- T 9 0o.
tions on a solution of the case or an unsteady M7-679
compressible boundary layer.
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ConditIOns an established for the external
p] Wmo*ers Ot an unsteady compressible boun-
da 4layer (velocity and temperature of the
exteOnal frce, and temperature at the wall)
In "oder to extend the applicability of
the C•ro"o solution.

661. 1auhev, L. X. The problem of the real- MAN SS
P~oty principle In acoustics. v. 125, no. 61231 -123h1
The results of Helmholtz and Rayleigh

In respect to the reciprocity principle
are extended to a mathematical formula-
tion of the reciprocity principle de-
scribing the connection between three-
dimensional sources in an acoustic
mediuml certain external forces acting on
shells, membranes, et cetera; and radia-
tion fields created by these sources
and bodies.

662. Oerasieov, 1. S. On a dynamic similarity DAN SSSR
problem for a conical shell. v. 126, no. 4

727-729
An elastic conical shell subjected to the
action of a moving load (constantly axi-
ally symmetric pressure normal to the
surface of the cone) which propagates at
a constant velocity from the apex 6f the
cone In the longitudinal direction is
analysed. Forimulas are given for the
bending moments and deformations.

6b3. Dolotin, V. V., Yu. V. Qavrilov, B. P. IzAN e~a
Nakarov, and YU. Yu. Shveyko. Nonlinear no3
buckling stability of flat plates at high
supersonic velocities.

Rectangular plates at a zero angle of at-
tack are investigated. Aerodynamic forces
are determined by asymptotic formulas
which may be used for velocities of Ki>l.
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601. Vakhltov, N. B. On determining the IzVLZ, AvT
natural modes and frequenoles of no. I
a monolithic wing. 16-27

The modes and frequencies of free
vibration or a oantilever plate of
most general type (anhsotroplo,
laminated, swept-back, with thick-
ness varyln over the chord and
span) are d2soused. Flexural and
torsional vibrations along the chord
and span are alysed by using the
RUtu and suooesesle-approxamatlon
methods. Theoretical and mpirical
values of frequenoies are compared.

u,;5. Ian, S. N. (KOharkov Higher Military Aviation IuVUZ, AVrT
Engineering School). Stress distribution in do. 1
cylindrical shells with large cutouts, 32-37

The state of stress around large cutouts in
a circular cylindrical orthotropic shell
stiffened by stringers and frames# and sub-
jected to transversal bending and torsion
is discussed. Normal (axial) and tan-
gential forces In the skin, and the bend-
ing moments of frames (on their planes) are
analysed.

6 66. Oalkin, S. I. (Novosibirsk), V. V. Kabanov IsVlZ, AV'
(Novosibirsk), and S. S. Lyashenko (Novo- no, 2
sibirsk). An experimental investigation of 49-61
stresses in a stiffened circular cylindri-
cal shell with a large rectangular cutout.,

Results of an experimental Investigation of
a shell under concentrated load are pre-
sented. Data on normal and tangential
stresses in the open and closed parts of
the shell are given and compared with those
determined analytically by using the V. $.
Vlasov method.
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60. 81biryabov, V. A. (Noscow Aviation Institute). IsVUZ, AVr
Design of an orthotroplo conIcal shell un- no. 2
der arbitrary external loading by the V. Z. 7R-82
Viasov method.

States ot stress and of strain of an ortho-
tropie oonioal shell under asymtrtcal
loading are determined by using V. Z.
Vlasovs ,theory foro semt-membrane medium-
length shells, iquations are derived for
designing them and their application Is
demonstrated by a aale numrical caloula-
t ion.

6SU. 1razetdinov, T. K. (Kazan' Aviatton Insti- IZVUZ, AvT
tute). Vibrations at a wing of small as- no. 3
pect ratio in a subsonic flow. 16-23

The derivation of an integral ditferential
equation for a wing oscillating in a sub-
sonic flow ts given, and an approximate
method tor the case )f small aspect-ratio
wings is presented.

bb,9 Vakhitov, M. B. (Kazan' Aviation Institute) IzVUZ, AVT
Design for strength of an elastic monolithic no. 3
wing. 24-32

Stress-strain relationships are discussed In
an elastic monolithic wing with thick skin
stiffened by ribs and stringers using a
cantilever anisotropic plate as a model. The
formulas derived can be also used for deter-
mining the wing loading, the aerodynamic
coefficients with consideration of the effect
of deformation, et cetera.

690. Kornishin, N. S. (Kazan), and Kh. N. Nushtswi Piss
(Kazan). An algorithm for the solution of v. 23 no. I
nonlinear problems of the shallow-shell 159-163
theory.
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A description of the algorithm for solv-
Ing a system of nonlinear algebraic equa-
tions is presented and applied to in-
vestigation of the aor,41derable flexure
ot a rectangular, shallow# simply supported

91 under uniform transverse loading.
numierial calculations were carried

out on a Strela computer.

L•1. Rakhmatulln, Ih. A. The prapagation of elauto- IM
plastic waves in n half-space. v. 23. no.

4l9-424
An approximate method Is developed for
solving the problem of elastoplastic
waves propagating in a half-space
with normal pressure along the boundary
equal to zero. Three examples are ana-
lysed, and the state of stress in the
neigkhborhood of the load boundary Is
calculated.

2. OCha, o# Hwei-Yuan. Thermal stresses in Selentla Sisles
shells of revolution with variable V, 8no. 4
elastic properties.

Thermal-stress analy•is in sholls of
revolution made of a material possessing
a linearly time-dependent Young's modulus
and a constant Poisson ratio is
presented. The temperature gradient is
axially syeltrie over the shell and
constant along Its thic'kness.

63. Carafoli, S. (Institute of Applied Mechanics, StuCef*Ap
Bucharest), and S. Sandulescu (Institute of v. 10, no. 1
Applied Nechanics, Bucharest). Aerodynamic 13-40
characteristics of ailerons subject to
harmonic oscillatory motion at supersonic
speeds (supersonic flutter).

Aerodynamic characteristics of ailerons
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-•Ar-__... . . ...

subject to harmonic oscillatory motion at
supersonic speeds was studied. Oscillatory
motion of a polygonal aileron was found to
be equivalent to that of two triana•ldawwreves all forms o ai slerons we *&:Lou-
tble by a specifically developed equation.

1960
694 . Blobodicir A. N. (Moscow). Stability¥

of an oiastlo beam with rigid empenname v. 2T#
In a supersonie flow.T8O

On stability of an elastic beam with
a canstant eroas section and mass
per Unit length with rigid empennage
movin along Its axis at high super-
sMIoi speed is Investigated.

6)5. Nouchan, A. A. (Moscow). The behavior or com- InSb
plex values in the problem of plate flutter. v. 27

To-76
The results of complementary calculations
In the domain of high supersonic speeds are
given. These results may be used for In-
vestigating the experimental data concerned
with flutter of the supersonic aircraft
structural covering.

696. Bolotin, V. V. (Moscow). Nonlinear Tb
flutter of plates and shells. v. 2855-75
Nonlinear hypersonio flutter (hard and

so•t) of plane and curved panels, with
pliable and perfectly rigid stiffening
is investigated in flows with ,very high
Mach numbers. Expansion of the middle
surface and buckling of the panel caused
by aerodynamic heating are taken Into
account.

0
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u)7. Oerasimov, 1. S. (Moscow). Elastoplastic InSb
axisymmetrical strains in a closed oirou- v. 28
lar cylindrical shell. 21.-246

The elastoplastio behavior of a circular
cylindrical shell with plane bottom,, sub.
Jected to a combination of: internal
pressure, radial compression of the bottom.#
and external pressure on the bottom Is
Investigated. The Joint deformation, the
elastic deformation of the shell, and
the elasto-plastio deformation of the
bottom are Investigated.

698. NfOUhan, A. A. f"fect of aerodynamic IzAN KMa
v damping on supersonic skin flutter.

no.1
Aerodynamic-damping effects on the 275-177
flutter speed of a circular cylindril-
cal shell moving axially In a gas at
supersonic speed and performing
additional axisymmetrical small
movements are discussed. it is shown
that the error caused by disregarding
aerojyamwic dampln, can reach
considerable values.

b,) Norozov, M. G. Acoustical radiation of IsAN seNa
cavities in a supersonic flow of air, no. 2

Schlieren photographs of the super•-
sonic flow patterns over a plane sur.
race with cavities of various shape,
depth, and attitude obtained in a
wind tunnel at N - 1.7 and Re - 1.2.10l
awe presented and discussed.

700. V. A. Sibiryakov. (Moscow Aviation. XVM, Av
Xnstitute). Determining thermal no. 1
stresses in a conical shell. 72-82

Elastic thermal stresses in a construe•.
tionally orthotropio circular conical
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shell plaeed in a gas flow are determined
by using semubrane shell theor!.
Constant temperature over the wal
thaeknes and moduus of elastlolty
and a eoeftieient of thermal expmslon
ihieh an idependent of tefemturw
are aamd.

701. Ksravanov V. F. (Mosoow Aviation Insti- IsVUZ, AVT
tute). stability of shallow cylindrioal no. 2
light-weight-eore sandwich panels with 50-60
olanped longitudinal edges under axial
conpression.

Analyzing the stability of finite-
length and Infinite shells, the effect
of transverse deformation of the core
is neglected, and the flexw-al rigidity
of. the fdae layers Is taken into account.

702. Nalakhovsklcy, R. A. (Gomel'). The IzVUZ,Alr
design of orthotropic circular conical no. 2
shella. 61.68

Stress distribution is analyzed In an
elastic thin-walled conical shell
stiffened by stringers and frames.
The S. N. Kan method of designing
cylindrical shells is generalized.
The torsional rigidity of stiffen-
ing elements and eccentricity of the
st2ffennkg system toward the skin are
neglected. The equivalent thcoknesses
and moments of inertia are constant in
a cross section, but arbitrarily
variable In the axial direction.

703. Shohetnlkov, Ye. S. On the speed IxV=u AvT
of sound in gaseous media with no. 2
relaxation processes. 110-117
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The speed of sound In a reacting
gas with vibratory degrom of

edom Is investigatd. The came
of a gas mixtia'e consisting of part.
lally dissociated diatomlc gases
with excited vibratos7 degrees of
freedom Is considered.

704. Rapoport, L. D. (Ufa). Determining the uV1 ,AvT
tree vibrations of non-prestressed no. 3
circular cylindrical shells. #3-50

Natural frequencies of transverse
vibrations of circular cylindrical
shells oif arbitrary length are ex-
examined in oases of simply supported,
clamped, and free edges as well as
for combinations of these boundary
oncrditions.

705. Xanokhin, D 0. (Kazan' Aviation I3VZ',AVT
Intitute5. Approximate determination no 3
of thermal stresses in thin-walled 54-.131&
structures.

A cylindrical thin-walled beam with
airfoil cross seotion, longitudinally
and laterally stiffened, is under
discussion. The temperature varies
along the contour of the cross
sectlon, but is constant over the
thicemess of the skin and stiffeners.

706-. alkina, R. L. (Urals Polytechnioal ISVUZ, Avr
Institute). Forced vibrationd of no. 4
cylindr•ical shells. 516

Forced vibrations of circular and non-.
circular closed cylindrical shells are
discussed. Pure flexural vibrations
caused by ushaking forces normal to the
middle surtace are examimed, neglecting
the shell of tangential inertial forces.
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707. klCotns V. V.. (Xnstitute Mechanics,
Aoadeý ot Scienceso WSR The edge v. 24 no.5
Oe*ttt in elastic uhells under vibre- 31..8i
timea

The th•oo or the dnamic edge etteet (teW
exam~e, olmping) is presented. Olas-
elfication of various types ot the etfect
tor shells with positivee, seo sand negatIve
Oemsslan cuamtures is given. Methods tfo
evaluating the edge ettect eharaoterlstes in'
th vil0nity or distortions are discussed.

70(;. hublik, S. N., and V. X. Merkulov. (Kiev).
on dynamic stability ot liquid.-trld v2 o
thin elastic shells. 941-9

The problem In reduced to the solution ot
the enezrg equation by a variatlonal
method1 and a system ot tour differential
equations is obtained as a result. Dynamlo-
otabllty nal.rsa t o sa4-0ply eu "-.ted
circular c•lindrioal shall tiled with
liquid Is presented as an example.

709. Carafolis E., and S. Sandulescu. Harmonic StuCffAp
oscillation ot tail units in supersonic vo 11,no 3
flaow.557-568

The problem oa low-frequency and small-
amplitude oscillation of a tall assembly
in supersonic flow Is reduced to invosti-
gation ot certain higher-order conical
motions. The particular case ot oscilla-
tion with subsonic leading edges is
discussed. The Interaction between verti-
cal and horizontal control surtaces Is
considered.

.196i_

710. Savin, G. M., Van-Fo-Fy, and V. M. D"" UlrSSRBuyrvol. no. 11

A successive approximation method of 1435-1439
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analyzing the stress distribution
around two unequal circular holes in
a shaliow spherical shell under
oonstant Internal pressure is iresnted.
The superposition of stresses Tn an
intact shell and of stresses caused by
each hole is used to obtain the final
state of stress. A nunerioal example
and a diagram illustrate the discussion.

711. Lyublmov, V. M. (Moscow). Some exact InSb
solutions of the problem of self- v. 31
sustained vibrations of a swept-back 171-178
wing In a supersonic gas stream.

A bending-torsion model (a cantilever
beam of variable rigidity In bending
and torsion) is used for vibration
analysis of a swept-baok oonstant-
chord wing by applying the piston
theory to account for the effect of
aerodynamic forces, assuming the
Conaidenoe of twh Liexur" axis .
with the line of oentroids (of cross
sections). The particular cases of
pure torsional, pure flexural, and
combined vibrations are discussed.

712. Kislyagin, N. N. Downwash produced by a X3*1 Ns9a
wing in an unsteady flow. no. 4

20-25
The concept of coefficients of rotary
derivatives is introduced in a method
proposed for determining the downwash
produced by a rigid or an elastic wing
of arbitrary shape in unsteady flow
of an Ideal fluid. Approximate fornalas
based on the linear theory of flow are
derived for calculating aerodynamic
forces and movents acting on the wing-
empennage systemp taking into account the
downwash effect.

713. Anbartsumyan* S. A., Zh. Ye. Bagdaiaryan. IsAN MeNs
Stability of orthotropic plates in a no. 4
supersonic gas flow. 91-96
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nonlinear flutter of a plate in a super-
sonle flow is discussed. The influence
of transverse slips on the character of
flutter is aeeouated for, The problem is
solved in Its linear version by voristios-
al methods.

71'4. llyukov, Toe A. Theoretioal analysis IzVUZ, AvrT
of oscillatory motion of a winged no°.'2
rocket. 3-16

The oscIl2ation of a winged solid-
fuel rocket in the vertical piano
caused by sone disturbance (for
example, moving the elevator, switch-
ing the - engine on and off. sudden
chang•e In the eccentricity ot the
thrust) In Its steady flight Is dis-
oussed, assuming that the angles of
%noldenoe of the wings and the control
surfaces are fixed, thrust ecoentrl-
4it7 is Canstmant, AdA the man' and

centrold of the rocket do not change
during the flight.

715. Vakhitov, X. B. (Kazan, Aviation Institute). IzVUz, AvT
Designing a monolithic wing with a sot ot no. 2
nonparallel stringers for strength. 47- 5 8

The strength ot a swept-back wing with
thick skin. parallel ribs, and nonparallel
stringers# an well as wings with a central
section are under discussion, The previous
works ot the author (1958) on the strength
of wings with orthogonal stitf•ning
elements are generalIzed.

716. Figurovskiy, V. 1. (Hoscoe Aviation jnsti- IaVUZ, AV?
tute). A design method for a conical shell no, .2
clamped on a part of its cross-sectional 67-77
con tour.
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The stresses in a conical shell, similar
to a win& with a large taper and low aspect
ratio stiffened with stringers and frames
(on ends) are analysed. Is the root seetLos,
the skin is clasped on a part (about the
middle) of the contour, the parts djeoining
the leading and trailing edges are supported
by a rigid rib. The shell is symmetrieal
to the borisortal middle plane and has a
1lo thickneos-to-depth ratio.

717. Yershov, V. V. Cylindrical flexure of us- IsVUZ, AvT
symmetrical light-core sandwich plates, no. 3

A stress snalysis of rectangular sandwich
plates in a state of slight cylindrical
flexure is presented. The outer layers
are of different materials and unequal
thickness; their flexural rigidity is
neglected. The core material is not
resistant to longitudinal forces and
bending momenta, and its modulus of elas-
ticity is far smaller than those of the
outer layers*

'l1i. Karnozhitskly, V. P, The effect of thermal IzVUZ, AvT
stresses on the stability of a sandwich no. 3
wing panel. 69-77

The thermal buckling or aerodynamioally
heated wing skin, of sandwich eonstzru-
tion, between spars and two neighboring
ribs Is investigated, The skin, tfee of
external loading, 15 compressed In the
direction of the span by uniformly
dlstrlbuted forces,

719. Natyushev, Yu, S. Design for strength IzVUZ, AVT
of a conical shell shaped like a low- no*
aspect-ratio wU•i, 89-99•
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An .SMO1or1 the srss* In aO•WAtkm•dLelaese, tmblozs tW,
Shell Wth the sbp 1 a low-tspot-

moth"GOW-AM UUQM ateU 6tlinlutlmover 6 tMO-ese r WlmaLU

720. GUr'yev, a. 1. Calcelation of cylindrical to"?, AW
and prismatic shells by the method of dis- no. 3
crete Unknowns. 153-154

An espineering method is presented for
ealculating thln-valled shells of arbi-
trary cross-section (open and closed, long
and short), with constant or variable vail
thickness. This method consists in assigning
a funite number of degrees of freedom to
a transverse shell element and an infinite
number of degrees of freedom to a longi-
tudinal element. The unknown state of
stress is approximated in the form of two
stetuso 1) the pr•incipal, daterained by
the elementary theory of thin-wallod strips;
and 2) the secondary, investigated by an
energy method, with the use of Castigliaeo's
variation principle.

721. 111gamov, M. A. (Kasan'). Forced vibrations IsVUZ, AvT
in shallow sandwich panels, no. 4

58-65
An analysis of forced vibrations in a shal-
low rectangular simply-supported sandwich
panel with a symmetrical'structure is pre-
sented, taking into account the energy
dissipation in the cone only, which is
assumed to be absolutely plastic in its
plane but incompressible over its thick-
ness.

722. Vakhltov, M. B. On the investigation of IZVUZ, AvT

stress distribution In monolithics wings. no 1

Effect of nonuniforuity In location and
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stonigth o stringes (or spars) along
the oho of thewing aon th stress
d4strI.,tlon in skin is disoussed In aoass
of stzal tp swept-baok# sW triaglar

eeftot of locatio of nsr
elatleaxIs an oitress distribution

C4108Ik a lowg the span is OXAzM~d for
eash of above oases.

723. Oabril'yants, A. Got and V. 1. Fedos'yev. PINe
Axisyimetrical equilibrium configurations v. 2S5 me. *
of uniformly compressed spherical shells. 1091-1101

The buckling behavior of an elastic shallow
spherical shell under uniform external pres-
sure is discussed, The solution obtained
is independent of the R/h ratio. A'dimen-
sionless pressure parameter and the rola-
tive local deflection are used to illus-
trate graphically the pressurs-deformation
relationship. A critical review of Soviet
and non-Soviet data on this problem is &I-

724, Petre, A. ... Stanesou, C0. and L. R vfA O
Libresou. (PtIsaos Institut,,
Rumanian Aaadoeu of Soleness
Aeroelasti. divergenoe of Eultioel
wings taking their fixing restraints
into aaoount.

Aeruolastio divergence of lifting
murtaces of o*nstant cross-section
is analysed with cansideration of the
span-wise variation of the twisting
moment as well as the effeet of re-
straints at the root aross seation,

725. Kant S. N. The strength of closed and open RaPro Sb
cylindrical shells, Me*.

if. 1961
An approximate method is presented for the 213-2146
design of cylindrical and prismatic shells
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of elosed and open eroms sections, stiffened
by disphragms rigid In their evm plaese.
t.e trmsverse loadiue longitudimnlly and
laterally varlable* may be either euntia-
nsi or by.enemtvrated leods (" a par-

t*iular mes). The support eoaditseos are
arbitrary*

726. Aksellrado 3. L. Large axisymmetrical do- RPvPmb Sb,
fleetions of a heated shallow shell of mo. 6
revolution under loading. M. 1961

275-278
The general problem of determining large
deflections under transverse axiuyumet-
rieal loading of a shell with the elas-
ticity modulus and Poisson's ratio very-
ing along the thickness of the shell,
causing a variable thermal expansion in
that direction during heating, is con-
sidered. The deformations ot a simply
supported shell of arbitrary profile,
with and without a hole at the top,
determined by a quedrinontal are In-
vestigated. The approximate Aubnov-
GalerkIn method is used to study the
large axisynsnetical deflections of a
shell under these conditions.

72'(. Ogibalov, P. M. (Department of Elasticity VeLUXOeAs
Theory, Moscow State University). The no. 3
problem of flutter of shells and panels. 60-65

A brief survey of investigations on flutter
is presented. The problem is stated on the
basis of A. A. Il'yushin's law of plane
sections for supersonic aerodynamics.

1962
72 b. Tskhovrebadze, D. S. Designing clroular 'rozS.H

oylindrical shells. BSoob

An analysis of the stress-strain
relationships or very thin shells
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(where the thickoess-to-radlus ratio
Is negligible In oomparison to unity)
begins with a system of equilibrium
equations of an elastlo body In non-
dlimeuloal coordinates. a application
of 1, N, V.1maeaas mthod of reducing the
threo-dimenslonal problem to a plane
problems the relationships amon4 the so-
called momnts of component stresses,
strains* and displaoeusnts are obtained
Instead of these quantities themselves.

72). Palley* 1. Z. The effect oa the history of AN Lat88R.
loading on state of stress in two-layer IAvNsO Sb.
shells. no. 9

An Investigation Is made of the influence

of sequence In the application of component
loads (e.g. heating and pressure) to a
two-lqer saell beyond the proportional
limit on the stress-dlstribution patten.

73J. Lebedev, YU. A. The simplest oases of AN LatSa
structural damping in Joints of thin.. ZAvh*0 8b.
walled members. no,.9

The dissipation of vibrational energy
Interfacial Coulomb slip damping in
skin Joints with beam flanges or stif-
feners Is discussed. The rigidity
effects of elastic Joining ejements (e.g..
rivets or fitted-body screws) Is talon
into consideration.

731. hVoude. B. X. Practical methods of shell AStr Ar SSSR
design for stability. IStr Tr

no, 13
The development of practical methods for3869
use in analysing the buckling stresses
and critical loads in shells under
various loading conditlone is discussed.
It is assumed that the shells were in a
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usubz -stress state prior to buolcing.
@mwgnatonal analysis procedures and
mathematlal tools used In pratloe arm
eutlinmda and the stattet or either
the Gelar•in- oh r the Rtas
wtbod tor buaoUW analysis In both the
lIL&ear and nolineaar fomulation of the
prblM is explain",

732. Petukhov, V. G. A method for accelerated do- & Isobr
termination of the life of an aircraft no. 22
structure.

Straiu gauges are used to measure stresses
in a plastic specimen attached to a struc-
tural member of the aircraft in flight and
to an Identical member of the aircraft
tested in a laboratory under repeated static
loading to destruction of the specimen.
The two sets of data are then compared; a
conversion factor is calculated, and the
number of flight hours corresponding to
one loading cycle is obtained.

733. Borshchevskiy, A. P. A flight-safety system B Izobr
which signals the occurrence of fatigue no. 22
cracks in the rotor-blade lonRerons to the
pilot of a helicopter.

The longerons, hermetically sealed and
filled with air compressed to a pressure
: 1 atm. contain pickups connected to an
indicator In the cabin which respond when
cracks appear and pressure drops.

731I. Obramskiy, S. V. The effect of stiffening DopAN Ukr5SR
rings in a closed cylindrical shell taken no. 7

directly into account. 883-687.

It is shown how the effect of elastic
stiffening rings in a closed circular
cylindrical shell may be taken directly
into account in the application of V. S.
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Vlasov's variational method, with shear
strains also considered. The assumption,
different from that of Vlaeov, is that
some of :he rinse have finite rio4jSty
both in their own plane and when deforned
beyond it.

yjr. GuzIO 0. H. Stress concentration at a hole DopAN UkrSSR
with a nipple in an orthotropic cylindrical no. 12
shell. 1594-1597

Stress distribution on the edges of a cir-
cular hole stiffened by a rigid nipple is
analyzed by the Ritz method. The shell is
under uniform internal pressure. The the-
ory of shells with a large index of vari-
ation is applied, and the effect of the
orthotropy of the material and of the nipple
on the stress distribution around the hole
is analyzed.

(3u. Shorr, B. P. (Engineering Physics Instit- InPI. Wb.
ute, Moscow). Designing for creep under N. 1962
nonuniform heating. 183-240

The determination of creep stresses and
strains, as well as their cross-sectional
and axial distribution in bodies subjected
to nonuniform heating, is discussed. The
application of creep theories to the
investigation of the behavior of non.-
uniformly heated bodies in a state of
steady and transient creep is considered.

'Y, Makhovikov, V. 1. Thermoelasticity problem lnFZh
of a plate. no. 3

95-102
The thermal stresses in an elastic, iso-
tropic plate without external loading
in a stationary temperature field are
analyzed. Thermal stress concentrations
around circular and square holes in an
unbounded plate with an infinite number of
holes are also discussed.
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738. Yel'pat'yevskiy, A. N., and V. V. Vsil.'yov. I Zh
Desigaing prismatic shell structures in v. 2, no. 1
tome of stresses* 117-129

Castigliaoees principle is applied In
developing a variational method of stress
analysis of the membrane-stressed canti-
lever &hbll structure of a box-type multi-
Cell cross section.

739. Omitted. See page 242 & 740.

740. Uzdalev, A. 1. Plane thermoelastic problem Inh
of an anisotropic body. v. 2p no. 2

280-286
The elastic equilibrium of a homogeneous-
thickness plate* anisotropic for both
elastic and thermal effects$ is analyzed.
The plate is In a state of plane stress
caused by external forces and a stationary
temperature field. The material of the
plate has a linear stress-strain relation-
ship; there are no body forces. The plate
region Is naltiply connected (holes in the
plate), and the temperatures on the closed
contours are given.'

Vi 1 . Bolotin, V. V. On the behavior of heated InZh
plates and shallow shells in a gas flow. v. 2, no. 3

119-125
The thermal buckling and flutter of a

rectangular aircraft skin panel under
kinetic heating in a supersonic gas
flow and internal pressure is Investi-
gated, taking account of the flow
pressure on the distorted skin. The
behavior of a .steel skin under real
flight conditions Is briefly discussed.
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742. DurZgaryan, S. N. ThermLz stress InZh
analysis or thin orthotrople shells v. 2, no. 3
of revolution. 126-10

The axisymmetrical problem of thermo-
elastic stress-strain relations In
thin orthotropic shells of revolution
with a positive Gaussian curvature and
low thickness-to-radius ratio is treated
In a linear formulation, with time-
variable coeffioients of elasticity
and thermal expansion.

7J13 . YelpatOyevskly, A. N. Investigating InZh
the state of stress in two-layer V. 2, no. 3
cylindrical shell. 14-11.9

A plain cylindrical shell streng-
thened by an outer layer of fiber-
reinforced plastic is discussed. The
whole shell Is under internal pres-
sure and an axisymmetrical tempera-
ture field. The stress distributions
In both layers are determined and
relationships ensuring minimum weight
of the shell are established.

7 144. Abramyan, B. L., and A, A. Babloyan. Stress leAN Arm SSSR,
and strain in a hollow cylinder. P

vo 15 aS& 2
An exact general solution is presented of 87-99
the axisymmetrical problem in the elas-
ticity theory for a hollow circular cylin-
der of finite length under arbitrary ex-
ternal load, with given normal displacements
and tangential stresses on Its frces. The
derivation of general-form equations for
stresses and strains in terms of the Fou-
rier and Fourier-Dint series is presented.
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745. Arutyunyan, N. Kh. Torsion of thin tubular ZsAN Arm 83R1
shells.

V, IS, noe 2
The torsion of longs thin, cylindrical 101-109
shells of arbitrary-contour closed cross
section is investigated. The small-param-
eter method used here allows appraisal of
the validity of approximate formulas (e. a.
Bredt's)i it gives solutions In cases where
Bredt' a formulas cannot be used, and ac-
counts for stress concentration in fillets
of polygonal cylindrical shells.

746. Sarkisyan, V. S. The deflection of long e- XsAN ArmSSR,

lactic plates at constant supersonic ve- FMN
locity. v. 15, no. 2

139-152

The small parameter is used in the approx-
imate solution of the deflection problem of
a thin, narrow plate of an arbitrary sym-
metric form, fixed at the edges and moving
in a gas with constant supersonic velocity,
at a fixed angle of attack. The problem
of determining the deflection function is
reduced to the solution of a fourth-order
partial differential equation with certain
boundary conditions.

747. Bagdasaryan, Zh. Ye. The stability of acyl- IAN ArmSSR
indrical shell in a super5on:cfr gas flow.

v. 159 no. 6
The elastic stability of a thin circular 3-10
shallow shell is analyzed. The material
of the shell is orthotropic and obeys the
generalized Hooke's law. There is an un-
disturbed supersonic compressible-gas flow
along the shell. The hypothesis of the
preservation of the normals is accepted.
Cases of symmetrical and nonsymmetrical
buckling are discussed, and formulas for
the minimum critical velocities are given.
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748., Kordashenko, A B. The stability of stiff- IsAN ReNa
ened shells (USSR). no, I

115-120
In a study of the stability of double-
curvature shells with arbitrarily
located stiffeners, the state of stress
of the shell itself is examined by the
use of the principle of virtual dis-
placements; a variational equation is
obtained which furnishes the differential
equations of elastic stability of a shgll
with an arbitrary initial (preoritical)
state of stress.

7119. Mushtari, Kh. M. Making the approximate IsAN N*Xa
theory of sandwich plates more exact, no. 1

125-130
The state of equilibrium of a sandwich
plate with elastically orthotropic face
layers and a light core is discussed,
with core compressibility taken into ac-
count. An approximate formula of the
critical forces of both face layers Is
derived. An exact formula for these
forces is alsq presented and its deriva.
tion is outlined. The values of critical
forces obtained by approximate and exact
formulas are compared with values given
by other authors.

750. Sokolov, F. A. A spherical axisymmetrically IUAN MeMa
loaded shell. no. 2150-157
Two cases of a spherical shell under a
symmetrical load are analyzed: 1) a shell
with a small circular hole at the top;
and 2) a closed shallow shell (without a
hole). It Is assumed in oase (1) that
there Is no interaction of the edge of
the hole with the edge of the- shell or
with any other oross section. P sugges-
tion is made on how to apply this method
for large central angle of the hole (large
holes). In case (2) there are no special
conditions on the top.
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751. Bolotin, V. V, Unsteady flutter of plates IzAN MeMa
and shallow shells in a gas flow.

no- 3
The unsteady flutter of plates and 105-113
shallow shells in supersonic Sas flows
is discussed. Solutions are sought
for toansient regimes with simltaneously
variable parameters of veloity, density,
and temperature. Approuiate equations
for the flutter amplitude and phase are
derived.

752. Dolotin, V. V. The effect of membrane ISAM Noma
stresses in thin shells on their natural no. 4
vibrations. 52-60

An asymptotic method is used in investi-
gating the spectra of natural vibrations
of thin elastic shells, with the initial
membrane stresses in the middle surface
taken into account. The known initial
equations for deflections comparable with
the Rhell thickness are used.

753. Mushtarl, Kh. M. The theory of shallow sand- IzAN M*ea
wich shells with layers of variable thick- no. 4
ness. 71-76

Generalized expressions for stress-strain
relationships in nonsymmetrical sandwich
shells with nonuniform temperature fields
are extended to shells with variable-
thickness face layers and minimal volume
(weight).

7514. Balabukh, L. I., and L. A. Shapovalov. IAN Nefa
Contact problems of stiffening membrane- no. 4
stressed shells of revolution by rings. 77-90

The flexure and stability of circularC rings used for stiffening membrane-
stressed shells of revolution are examined
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from the standpoint of contact problems.
A general discussion Is presinted of an
elastic system consisting of two arbi-
tzuy membrane-stressed shells of revolution
joined together by an inextenrible oir•u-
la ring which is continuously loaded
by the action of the shells.

755. Tasitsyna, T. N. The stability of an axially ism Na11
compressed cylindrical sandwich-type panel. no. 4

13?-139
Stability equations previously derived
for nonsyumatrioal shalloa sandwioh-type
shells with orthotropic face layers and
orthotropic rigid cores are used to Inves-
tigate the stability of a shallow cylin-
dralm panel with a light-weight isotropio
core, layer and Isotropic face layers oa
different thioknesses.

756. Landa, P. S., and S. P. Strelkov. z3AN Nesa
Flutter of a wing under nonlinear no. 5
aerodynamic forces. 13.-1-U

Results of Investigating the effect (on
an electronic analo c'omputer) Ov.
flexural-torslonal flutter of a
cantilever wing with a nonlinear
dependence of aerodynamic forces at
hypersonic speeds on the angle of
attack are presented. The depen-
dence of the flutter speed on wing
parameters and initial disturbances
Is obtained and the effects of
the value of the ratio of flexural
to torsional frequencies and of
the presence of the fuselage are
discussed.

7570 Razzhivin, K. A. Stress distribution in m cpan IuA3 Nf
circular cylindrical shell clamped on no. 5
straight edges. 1*T-150

An approximate method is presented for
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deteoiining the state of stress in a
shallow, oirular shell under arbitrazr
loading, with olasped straight edges with
ezaoz tly satisfied arbitraW boundary
oAltions on the circular edaes. A saple,
strain anals is given ftor a long,
shallow, circular aylkndrloal shell
clamped on all (fow] ýlges under the
following loadiiis norzl to its surfaces
uniform oontlnuou• h;drostatio, and that
caused by wind.

758. DNLnarvlTan S. X. On thermal stress IsA,.Na
analysis of an orthotropic plate no. 6
with Congideratlon of transverse 154-16o
shear.,

The effect of transverse shear on
thermal stresses in a rectangular
orthotroplo plate is analyzed under
the assmptlons that elasticity
constants and the thermal expansion
coefficient of the material are
temperature-dependent, and that the
strains over the plate thickness are
determined by free thermal expansion.
The shear-stress-distribution functions
are given.

759. Aleksandrov, A. Ya. An analogy between IzAN SibO
stress functions in elasticity theory, no. 2

An analogy between stress functions of

the axisyametrical and plane problems of
elastlicity theory is established. Some
new solutions of the axisyumetrical problem
of an infinite, hollow, heavy cone are
found for solid or hollow semi-infinite
wedges The problem is worked out In
polar ?plane and spherical) coordinates.
It is shown that the proposed method
also makes possible an analogous solution
in other coordinates.
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N60. Nalkina, R. L. Plates and shells under IzVU%
vibrational loading. no.1

Under discussion is the behavior of

oz Loular and rectanvalar thin plates
and of cylindrical and shallow spherical
shells under the action of forces changing
according to a harmonia law. The proposed
mthod of analysis Is based on the fact
that all nozzal forced vibrations of the
system are of the sm frequency and phase.

7bl. Tershov, V. V. The stability of aymmetrical XZVUZ AVT
sandwich plates. no. 1

120-124
A rectangular sandwich plate, supported
along two opposite edges and compressed
by forces applied at these edges, Is
discussed. The determination of the
critical forces is based on equations and-
relationships established by Kh. N.
Iashtari, without taking accotnt of the
flexural rigidity of the outer layers
and the compressibility of the cowe.

762. Kabanov, V. V. The stability of a IzVUZ, AvT
circular cylindrical shell in a no. 2
nonuniform temperature field. 65-71

The local stability of a long
circular cylindrical shell sub-
Jected to longitudinal forces variable
along the circumference (due to
heating) is studied, A sample analysis
of the thermal stability of a shell
partially filled with liquid at 0C
and surrounded by a medium of arbitrary
temperature is given.

763. Sverdlov, A. I. (Moscow Aviation Institute). XSVI AvT
The design of a stiffened cylindrical shell no, 2
under concentrated loads. T7-85

The state of stress in a circular oylin-
d•Mc shell stiffened by stringers and by
frames under concentrated loads applied
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to longitudinal be=n on the outer surfaee
is examined. Stresses In the beam and shell
a analysed balying Oastigliano's
Pinoile to tg IaC,-s.l l system.

764. SivohLkov, B. Ye. Statio-flexure and free- IzVUZ
vibration equilibrium equations of irregu- no. 2
larly-shaped cantilever plates. 86-94

The applloation of the variational Lagrange
equation In the analysis of flexure. and
vibration of a uniform-thlokness cantilever
plate by substituting the deflection in
polynomial form (thus obtaining a system
of ordinary linear equations) is general-
Ised to the *ase of a varlable-thlakness

.irregularly shaped quadrangular plate with
*traight edges located arbitrarily relative
to each other.

765. Akhmed'yanov, I. S. A method for integrating IzVUZ.
flexure equations of a spherical shell no. 362-70
A new method for the exact integration of
equations which describe the flexAurd of
spherical shells under symmetrical loading
and arbitrary boundary conditions is dis-
oussed. The simplified solution of basic
equations gives the expressions for forces
and moments per unit length, as well as for
strains and displacements, in series form.

76u. Yefimov, 1. A. Plastic stability of a cor- IzVuZ:,
rugated-oore cylindrical sandwich shell no. 3
under combined loading. 79-86

The stability in the small of a simply sup.
ported circular cylindrical sandwich shell
under external pressure combined with axial
compression is Investigated. The core layer
is made of corrugated sheet material. Its
strains are assumed to be in the elastic
range at the Instant of the loss of stability,
while the conventional face layers are
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strained beyond this range. The eorruat•d
core is treated as an orthotroplc solil
having equivalent elastic charaoteristloeu
and the tloemral rigidity of the Isotrople
taoe layers In taken Into account.

Bivohhicov, B. Ye. Variational mrhod for WVZI, AVT
analyzing static flexure and free vibra- no. 3
tions of a cantilever plate. 10-310

The static flexure and free vibratios of
a rectangular, elastic, continuously loaded,
rigid plate of variable thickness (in both
longitudinal and lateral diz,'otioms) with
Its ?lamped pdge nonparallel to the tree
end lateral) edge are analyzed and the
effect oa root beveling on the H{exural
and vibrational behavior oa this swept-
wing-form plate Is examined.

Durmistrov, Ye. P. An analysis at struo- ZUTMZ, AVr
turally orthotropic shells of revolution, no. 457..67
By starting with equilibrium equations for

shells of revolution and using the relatlon-
ships between elastic forces and the strains
of the middle surface of struoturally ortho-
tropic shells of revolutionO as well as
between strains and displacements, a
general solution of shell-behavior probleme
is obtained. A wltilayer shell with an
odd number of orthotropio layers sa etrioal
about the middle surfaoe and a two-layer
shell with isotropic lars of different
elastic properties are treated as speolal
Oases of the general solution.

9. l' gamov, x. x. Equilibrium and vibration T A
equations of asymmtrioal sandwich shells.

Thin asywtrical sandwich plates with
orthotropl outer layers and an ortho-
tropic core are discussed, taking into
account the linear deforimability of the
core over Its thickness. Pree vibration
and stability of a sandwich are anaJ sed
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by using the equations derived. A nrmerl-
Gal example of calculating the critical
loaWns of an infinite thin sandwich plate
In symtz'ioal and skew-symmetrical buck-
ling Is raven.

770. Sachonklov, A. V. Determining the lower IZVUZ, A",
buckling loads of thin shells, no. 4

111-122
An approximate method is proposed for

determining the lower critical load in
local buckling of thin shells. The
anisotropy of the materlal and effect
of initial imperfections of the middle
surface are taken into account.

771. Gerasimov, 1. S. (Institute of Mechanics, IzVUZ M
Academy of Sciences, UkrSSR). The effect no. 4
of a moving load on a conical shell. 33-37

It is assumed that an elastic infinite
circular conical shell with a wall thick-
ness proportional to the distance from
the vertex is under a constant axially
symmetric pressure which is moving with
constant velocity from the cone vertex in
the direction of its axis. An infinitesimal
element of the conical shell is analyzed in
a movable coordinate system. Displacements,
stresses, and bending moments are determined.

772. TwardoUz, F. (Gdansk Polyteohnical Institute). Mekhanika
The dynamic stability of a conical shell no25
under longitudinal and transverse contLnu- 3-o2
ous pulsating loads.

Equations of the dynamic stability simply
supported thin conical shells are derived
from equations of their static stability.
Equations for critical frequencies are also
derived, and resonance ranges are determined.
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773. Kan, S. N. Flexure or circular cylindrical lN.
shells. V. 8, no. 1

3-11
The flexure of solid and sandwich-type
circular cylindrical shells stiffened by
diaphragms rigid in thefr own planes le
discussed under arbitrary support conditions*
and external loading varying in axial and
lateral directions.

774. Kovalov, K. V. The effect of a stiffening PH.
ring in a cantilever circular cylindrical v. 8, no. 1
shell. 12-19

Cylindrical shells with a length 1 to 5
times greater than their diameter, fixed
on one end and provided with a stiffening
ring (frame) at the free erd, are discussed.
Lines of influence, obtained experimentally
with the use of celluloid models, are used
to determine the normal and shearing forces,
and bending moments acting on the frame. The
method can be applied to stress analysis of
any anisotropic shell, and to oases where
the analytical solution Is either impossible
or involves considerable difficulties.

775. Nan, S. N. The stability and natural vibra- PIe
tions of cylindrical sandwich shells. v. 8, no. 212O-132
The dynamic behavior of a circular oylindri-

cal sandwich shell under uniform radial pres-
sure and axial pressure uniformly distributed
along Its circumference is discussed.

776. Petrov, V. V. (Saratov Polyfechnioal IYe
Institute). State-of-stress analysis v. 8, no. 4
of plates and shallow shells under 352-357
finite deformations by the stepwise-
loading method.

An approximate method of solving nonlinear
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differential equations which describe the
state of stress of plates arA shells Is
proposed. The whole load acting on the
stzruture Is divided Into parts which are
api ed stepwise until the structure Is
i loaded, The steps are so seleoted
that the deforations are small coumpared
xM the thlokness of the structure, and
a linear load-deleotion relationship can
be assumed.

777. Tershov, N. P. The equilibrium of flexible PYs
elastic-plastio shells and plates. .8 V no. 5

Expressions showing the effect of the
local plastio deformations (buckling) of
plates and shells under loading beyond
their oritioal state are derived In terms
of strain and stress functions. It Is
assumed that these bucklings (treated as
Initial imperfections) are small if compared
with the thickness of the plate (shell).
The post-buokling behavior of rigid plates
(where Euler stresses are near the yield
point of the material) Is also Indicated.

778. Taurpal, I. A. Experimental determination PH.
of constants of the nonlinear elasticity v. 8, no.
theory. 555-563

The constants of H. Kauderer's law of non-
linear elasticity - the bulk modulus, the
shear modulus, and functions defining the
physical nonlinearity of the material - were
determined experimentally, plotted on stress-
strain planes, and approximated by fitting
polynomial curves. The procedure for deter'-
mining the constants from diagrams Is out-
lined.

779. Karpov, M. I. Strength problems of stiffened PIN
shells. v. 8 no 6619-626
The strength of a circular cylindrical
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shell stiffened by equally spaced stringers
of identical geometric and elastic iharac-
teristios is discussed. The faces of the
shell butt against diaplhagms rigid in their
plares but easily deformable in the trans-
verse direction. The shell is under arblt-
rary external+ loading, and Its strength
Is treated as a contact problem.

7i8u. Byzhov, 0. S. The energy of sound wavem. PMi10
v. 26, no. 2

Analytical expressions for sound-wave 317-319
energy are derived.

yF•1. Ryzhov, 0. S., and G. N. Sherter. Energy P010
of sound waves propagating in moving V. 26 o.5
media.

An equation is derived describing sound-
wave propagation in arbitrary nonuniform
moving media, and an investigation is
made under the assumption that the width
of the perturbed gas is small as compared
with the radius of shock-wave curvature,
and with the distance over which the
initial parameters of the medium change
substantially.

782. NigUl, U. K. Asymptotic theory of statics Plo
and dynamics of circular cylindrical V. 6, no. 5
shells. 923-93O

A linear theory of the statics and d.rnamios
of elastic, circular cylindrical Bhells Is
developed on the basis of an asymptotic
approximation of the three-dimensional
elasticity theory, From this asymptotio
theory it Is possible to determinev with
a saall asymptotic errTr, the slowly
changing state of stress In the shell.
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783. Llbrescu.0 L. The dynamic problem or shallow Rev M*Ap
viscoelastia thin shells. v 7, no. 4

7Tl-795
The vibrational behavior of thin shallow
shells of constant thicliciacs made of visco-
elastic, isotropic, homogeneous, physically
linear material or the Maxwell type is
discussed under the assumption that the
Kizohhoft-Love hypothesis is valid.

7 3 .Dol Iberg# M.~ D. . and V. I. Malykhin. A RaProKoii, Sb
general design method for shells of no. 8
revolution under symmetrical loading. P14. 1962

An approximate method of structural
mechanics for investigating the states
of stress arnd strain of symmetrically
loaded thin-walled shells of revolution
with an arbitrarily shaped meridional
section is proposed. The method is
similar to Ritz'sa; however, it ensures
the convergence of successive approxima-
tions to the exact solution, and thus
.facilitates determination of the value
of the error.

785. Kan, S. N. The stability and static and RaProKcn, Sb
dynamic strength of circular cylindrical no, 8
sandwich shells. M. 1962

Problems in designing circular cylindrical 698
3andwich shells -- for flexure., stability.,
and vibration -- are discussed under the
assumption that there is a distortion In
the cross-sectional contour of the shell.
The conventional hypothesis of infinite
rigidity of the core layer In the radial
direction and zero rigidity In other
directions is accepted. The flexure of
a thin sandwich shell stiffened by circular
frames rigid in their planes Is investi-
gated under arbitrary loading and support
conditions. The stability and vibrational(21 behavior of simply supported and clamped
shells are examined,
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786. Kan, S. N. The strength, stability, and RaP Sb
load-carrying capacity of construction-. no.
ally orthotroplc cylindrical shells. X. 16

The problems of flexure, and elastic
and plastic stability under radial
pressure and uniform axial compression,
and load-carrying capaeity of construc-
tionally orthotropl cylindrical shells
are Investigated. Cylindrical shells
stiffened by stringers and circular frames
and shells made from corrugated sheets
are discussed, with the effect of the
stiffening (or of corrugation) taken Into
account by Introducing equivalent thilknesses
and flexural rigidities In both axial and
circumferential directions.

787. r4oiseyev, N.J Variation problems in the har~sh rjogr.
thenry of oscillation of liquid and
liquid-filled bodies. M. 1962

7-118
The use of variational methods in
solving the problems of oscillation of
bodies filled with liquid is discussed
and substantiated. The stability of
the body-liquid system is investigated.
The convenience of the methods for use
on electronic computers is emphasized.

AN Vych Ts 1bnogr.
788. Bublik, B. N., and V. I. Nerkulov. Dnamia Varit Metody

stability of liquid-filled rib-gttffened X. %2
thin elastic shells. 119-18

The dynamic stability of thin, stiffened,
elastic shells filled completely or
partilaly with an ideal incompressible
liquid is analyzed by using variational
methods. The stiffeners are flexurally
rigid in a plane normal to the middle
surface and are rigid in tension (comp-
ression); their Joint deformation with
the shell is secured. The shell-liquid
system described is -cted on by arbitrar
time-dependent loads applied to the
shell surface.
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789. 3asnetbov A. P.# and L. N. Lirshin. The ZhRbW
stability of circular cylindrical shells no, 3
under creep aonditions. 6-72

The orep stability of hollow cylinders
Is Investigated on the basis of analysis
of aooelerations of disturbed motions.
In this respectp a shell is stable (un-

stable) when a disturbance in the form
9f an initial buokling causes a decrease
Increase) In the rate of its development.
It s assumed that stresses in the shell

bfore buckling are distributed uniformly
along Its thicokness and are not time depen-
dent.

1 963

790. Muzmak, 0. Ye.0 V. K. Isqaev, and B. Ki. 1D3MSSR
Davidson. optimal regimes for motion v. 24 9 . no. I
of a variable mass point in a homogeneous 5&-61
central field.

The optimal regimes for controlling the
reactive thrust and its angle of inolination
in a plans motion of a variable-mass point
In a homogeneous central gravitational
field are established by using Pontryagin's
maxlmm principle.

791. Kil'chyns'ka, G. A. The thermoparametric DopAN UkrSSR
resonance of a circular cylindrical shell no. 1
in an unsteady temperature field. 40-44

The influence of a nonstationary, period-
ically changing temperature field on the
stability of a simply supported circular
cylindrical shell without external loading
and initial stresses in the middle surface
is analyzed under the assumptions that the
temperature over the shell thickness and
the dependence of the elasticity modulus
and of the thermal expansion coefficient
on the temperature are all linear.

792. B. M. Bublyk. Vibration and stability of DopAN UkrSSR
a stiffened cylindrical shell in a com- no. 2
pressib'q flow. 178-183
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The vibrational and buckling behavior of
a simply supported, closed, elastic,
cylindrical shell with a discrete arrange-
ment of stiffening frames is investigated,
The shell is in a potential flow of In-
viscid fluid along its longitudinal axis.

"793, Valilenko, M. V., and Yu. 0. Klikh 'Institute DopAN Ukr58R
of Cermete and Special A!loys, Academy of no. S
Sciences UkrSSR). Mechanical vibration in 592-595
a variable-temperature field.

The applicability of asymptotic methods,
developed by Yu. N. Mitropol'skiy for
investigation of transient processes with
a small variation of parameters per cycle
in nonlinear vibratory systems, is illus-
trated by a sample analysis of forced vi-
brations of a system with a single degree
of freedom (a cantilever bar with a large
mass at the free end) in a time-variable
temperature field.

714. Goncharenko, V. N. (NIev Polytechnloal .Dp UarM
School). Determining the average no 6
time of snapping of a cylindrical panel f3&.
under a random pressure.

The time-related buckling behavior of a
shallow oblong cylindrical panel under
uniform normal pressure combined with
stationary random perturbanoes whloh speed
up its buckling, is discussed. The load-
carrying capacity of the panel can beq
estimated from the duration of the tijM
interval up to buckling.

"795J. Manevych, A. 1. Optinum design of a PAN Ukar6R
stiffened cylindrical shell under no$T
uniform external pressure.&78

A medium-length or a long cylindrical
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shell or given wall thlokness divided
aially Into seotims by frms of
different wildity a"d subjeoted to
ot @ztital pressure is ditsoassed
OASUSAR" tM Sam baolQbdng - ability in
allee iLons. of zamsifii eane t drs fora
shells with onet- trms
an ethodtoned. The attaining the equl.
stabllity boy ehaibrg either the spaelog
or' the rigidity or fam Is nentimred.

796. Karpow, N. 1. (Institute of Mechanics, Ukr8IR)e DopAN UkrSIR
On free vibration of a stiffened cylindrical no. a
shello 1016-1021

A method of solving the almost unsolvable
problem of free vibrations of a shell with
a discrete spacing of stiffeners is pre-
sented. The method based on exact compli-
ance with vibration equations of a stif-
fened shell yields an expression for fre-
quencies in the form of a transcendental
equation which is convenient for the quel-
itative investigation of the frequency spec-
trum and for numerical computations as well.
The problem is treated as a contact problem
in the theory of shells.

797. Antipov, 0. 0. (Nikolayev Shipbuilding DopAK Ukr'SR
Institute). Flexure of sandwich plates no. 11
under nonuniform heating. 1441-1447

The flexure of asymmetrical sandwich plates
with a rigid isotropic core and faces of dif-
ferent thickness made of different materials
is analyzed. Flexure parameters of such a
plate compressed in its plane under lateral
loading combined with nonuniform heating
(by a linear source) are determined.

7fl8. Aleksandrov, G. V., and V. K. Svyatodukh. InZh
Controllable motions of winged aircraft v. 3, no. 1
in the plane of symmetry. 3-11

Controllable motions of aircraft of various
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design configurations (conventional, canard,
and pivoting wing) with respect to the rel-
ative position of the control force and the
center of gravity are studied, An attempt
is made to determine the specific nature of
the aerodynamic characterist.ics Ishereat
in the various layouts by taking the control
force Y into account,

79,). Karnothitskiy, V. P. Stability of a simply IaZb
supported sandwich plate under pure v. 3, 9e.
flexure. 163-166

The buckling behavior of simply supported
symmetrical sandwich plates subjected to
bending in two orthogonal directions to
examined under the assumption that the
hypothesis of straight normals is valid
for the outer layers and that the core-
layer material obeys the general relation-
ships of the elasticity thpory.

80u. Livanov, K. K. (Institute of Mechanics, ImZh
Academy of Sciences USSR). Axisymuetrical v. 3, ase.
vibration of cylindrical shells in a su- 323-330
personic gas flow.

A method of investigating axially symmet-
rical vibrations of a cylindrical shell
in a supersonic gas flow along its longi-
tudinal axis is given. The method produces
an exact solution when inertial forces due
to all displacement components are takes
into account. The vibrational behavidr of
the shell in quiet gas (or in vacuum) is
also discussed.

L

801. Kukudzhanov, V. N. (Moscow). Propagation of naZh
spherical waves in a viscoelastic medium. v. 3, Roe 3

472-481
The propagation of spherical waves is in-
vestigated in an infinite linear visco-
elastic solid havini a spherical cavity on
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whose boundary a time-dependent, unito er
impulse pressure (or velocity) Is applied.

802. Tryanin Is. 1. (Gor'kiy). The affect of lnZh
transverse loadies on the stability and v. 39 no* 3
skin-participation factors of a contin- 504-512
uous aultLpanel plate under cgmpreselon.

The buckling stability of an Infinite
elastic plate with an orthogonal system
of equidistant stiffeners simply sup-
porting the skin is investlgatedo The
plate is under uniform continuous trans-
verse load and is compressed along the
stiffeners in one direction, either ten-
sion or cmupreosion is applied to the
plate along the stiffeners in the other
direction.

803, Sokolovakiy, V. V. (Institute of Mechanics, InZh
Academy of Sciences USSR). Plastic flexure v. 3, no. 3
of a circular plate. 563-356

The flexure of a circular plate, simply
supported on the edge, beyond the elastic
range is discussed. The plastic-bending
behavior of the plate under normal pressure
is examined over the whole area of the plate
and over the area of a smeller concentric
circle.

804. Kozarov, M. (Sofia). The stability of InZh
orthotropic shells under temperature effects. Vo 3

no. 3
A system of differential equations for 579-584
solving problems associated with the thermo-
elastic stability of orthotropic circular
cylindrical shells is derived, starting with
Love's basic equilibrium equations for isotropic
shells and assuming a membrane-stress state
of the shell prior to buckling. Thermal
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911110an or' a shell in a temperature field 18
Investigated. This buckrlU is caused by a
considerable difference in temperatures of the
skin and of Inne? shell elements.

805. Darevskiyo V. M. (Moscow). Stability equa- InZh
cions of cylindrical shellm. v. 3g nee 4

658-664

General differential equations describing
the buckling behavior of sedius-length
cylindrIcal shells under torsion con-
bLned vith axale compression are derived.

806. Eallnin, V. N. Squations of motion of an IskSpZe
artificial earth satellite, no .16

A complete system of exact differential
equations is derived which describe the
controlled motion of a satellite with a
single oonstraint: that the gravitational
ield must be central. The equations derived

will facilitate the study of such maneuvers
as autmnatic approach on the orbit, or
maneuvering a Io s vicinity of the orbit.
A coordinate system moving aal a central
elliptic orbit and a fixed one •(n the -

center of Barth) ame used. Systems of ap-
proximate (lnearj, equations are also dedueed.

807. Shamiyev, F. G. The design of Ainin.. IzAN Azez'6
weight shlls. AM

The yield conditions for the maxima 3.3
reduced stress Is used to obtain the
lower limit in the minim=--weight
problem of a cylindrical shell under
uWorn Internal pressure.
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808. Bardasaryan, Zh. Ye. On the stability o0 IzAN MeMla
orthotropic shallow Nhells in sunersonic no. 1
gas flows. 92-98

The flutter behavior or a thin, orthotropic,
rectangular, simply-sunnorted, shallow, constant-
thickness shells of constant double curvatu-e
is discussed in linear formulation. There is
a supersonic gas flow on one side o* the shell.
The effect of transvercc displacements on the
flutter parameters is analyzed. A qualitative
analysis in the case of a weak aerodynanic non-
linearity is given.

809. rabanov, V. V. Stability of a circular IzAN MeMa
oylindrical shell under nonuniform no. 1
oc0prGesiokn. 181-163

The linear problem of the local
stability of a oircular, closed,
cylindrical shell under olrcum-
ferentlal axial oompressior forces
distributed along the face edges
moording to 'the oosine law Is
disquesed. The nhell In abutted
on Its faces against rigid dia.
phragus,

810. Grigolyuk, E. I., aud D. D. Chulkov. Theory ISAl Moea
of sandwich shells with a rigid c€re. no. 2

75-80
The vibrations of an arbitrarily shaped
sandwich shell with face layers and core
of different constant thicknesses and ma.
of different orthotropic materials is dis-
cussed. The Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis is
valid for the faces; the core is rigid;
compressibility in transverse direction is
approximated by linear functions,

811o tanda, P. S., and Yu. V., Ponomarev. A simu- IsAN MeMa
lation moth.d for boundary value problems. no. 2

75-80
A method is presented for the solution of
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natural vibration problems in linear in-
homogeneous systems with distributed pa-
remeters by using electronic models with
d-c amplifiers, The method can be applied
to the cigenvalue problems with boundary
conditions of a general type and also to
the solution of the problem of self-induced
vibrations (for example, wing flutter prob-
lems).

812. Lamper, R. Ye'., and L. G. Shandarov (Novosi- ZaAR NeKe
birsk). Theoretical and experimental inves- no. 3
tigation of self-induced vibrations of cyl- 38-64
indrical shells in a gas flow.

The dynamic stability of finite-length
cylindrical shells and curved panels in
a supersonic gas flow parallel to their
ge8eratrices is discussed, taking into
account tha aerodynamic excess pressure
geterated by flow disturbances caused by
the normtal displacements of the shell
surface. Special attention Is paid to
peculiarities in deaiLgning short cylin-
drical shells and panels.

813. Jolotin, V. V. (Moscow). On the theory of XlzA NoNe
laminated plates. no. 3

63-72
The equations of flexure, with boundary
conditions$ of elastic plates built up of
n "rigid" and n-l "soft" alternate laminas$
both of constant thickness, are derived.
The behavior of this "nultilayer saudvieh"
under normal continuous load is discussed.

814. pl'mov, V. A. (Leningrad), Dependence of nAN HeNoe
stress toncentration on the surface quality a** $
of machined parts.

The stress distribution over the surface
of machined parts is discussed and the
stress-concentration factor is determined.
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The surface roughness is regarded as a model
of a stoihastic field with certain atr-.
tistical stress characteristics which are
deterninei by the methods of the random-
function theory. Asymptotic methods are
used in cases of minute surface-roughness
heights.

815. Aksel'rad, E. L. (Leningrad). Designing a IzAN MeMa
corrugated diaphragr, as-& nonshallow shell, no. 5

67-76
Equations for large axisymmetrical dis-
placements in elastic shells of revolution
previously derived by the author are trans-
formed to a form suitable for determining
large deflections of rotationally symmet-
rical corrugated diaphragms of an arbi-
trary cross-section profile vith various
types of rim 01&mPing. The effect of
geometrical corrugation parameters (ampli-
rude, wavelength, thidkness. diameter of
the flat central part) on the pressure-
deflection characteristics is discussed.

816. Mushtari, Kh, M. The range of applicability lzAN He~a
of approximate theory of asymmetrical sand- no. S
wich plates. 176-178

An approximate theory of asymmetrical sand-
vich plates based on the hypothesis that
the transverse shear in the core layer is
constant over Its thickness is shown to be
applicable to a large number of flexural
problems concerning sandwich plates. The
validity of the theory is demonstrated in
the case of the cylindrical flexure of a
simply supported plate under a lateral load
acting on the upper face layer.

817. Darevskiy. V, M. (Moscow). Determining the lsuA oe~a
critical pressure for a cylindrical shell a.o 3
stiffened by arbitrarily spaced rings of 73-81
different rigidity.
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The author's method for stability analysit
of a cylindrical shell stiffenee by equally-
rigid equidistant rings and subjected to
external normal pressure is generalized to
the case of a cylindrical shell with sim-
ply supported faces and stiffened by ar-
bitrarily spaced rings of different rigid-
ities.

018. Pal'mov, V. A. (Leningrad). Stress concen- JuAN Noma
tration close to the rough surface of an no. 3
elastic solid. 104-108

The concentration of stresses caused by the
surface roughness of machined parts is dis-
cussed. A sample expression for the stress-
concentration factor is derived.

819. Konanenko, V. 0. (Moscow). On oscillations IzAN ReNa
of a body about its centroid. no. 4

23-30
The oscillation of a body joined by elastic
springs to a stationary frame and subjected
to the action of external moments Is inves-
tigated. The center of body's mass Is im-
movable and the moments directly excite
oscillations about only one coordinate axis,
Cases of indirect excitation of oscillations
about other coordinate axis are discussed
in nonlinear formulation. Stability con-
ditions of a disc, a sphere, and a cylin-
der are discussed and pertinent equations
are derived.

820. Kan, S. N., and D. Ye. Lipovskiy. Combined IsVUZ, AVT
compression and flexure of stiffened cir- as. 1
cular cylindrical shells. 33-47

The states of stress and strain of circular
cylindrical shells stiffened by stringers
and rings are analyzed. The shells are sub-
jected to transversal loading combined with
axial compression uniformly distributed
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alons the face-.o The effect of manufac-
turing imperfections of the shell's middle
surface &s taken into account. The problem
is discussed in a linear formulation under
conventional assumptions of the theory of
elastic thin shells.

821. Malkina, R. I., and V. G. Godzevich. Free IuVUZ, AvT
vibrations of zero-curvature shells. no. 1

48-57
Axially symmetrical free vibrations of
arbitrary cylindrical and conical shells
are discussed under the assumption of
multiwave deformation. The differential
equations of V. Z. Vlasov for arbitrary
shallow shells with a large index of vari-
ation are simplified for the case of zero
curvature and used to analyze the vibra-
tional behavior of no ncircular cylindrical
and circular conical shells.

822. Rabinskiy, N. L. Designing cantilever plates IsVUZ, AvT
by Vlasov's variational method, no. 1

58-65
An approximate method of designing canti-
lever plates of constant cylindrical rigid-
ity is developed. Plates with planforns
of the type used chiefly for airplane wings
- rectangular, tapered, and triangular-
are discussed.

823. Kurshin, L. M. On derivation of variational IzVUZ, AVr
equations for a shallow cylindrical shell no. 1
with thermal. stresses taken into consido. 151-156
eration.

The principle of virtual displacements with
introduction of two potential functions (in
forces ind in displacements) is used in the
derivation of variational stability equations
for the force-deflection relationships (in-
cluding thermal buckling) of a heated thin
shallow cylindrical shell under final de-
flections. The fundamental relationships of
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shallow shell theory are used as initial
equations.

824. Kno, S. N., and D. Ye. Lipovskdy. Load IzVUZ, AVT

carrying capacity of stiffened, thin, no. 2
circular cylindrical shells under 34-43
[axial] compression.

The article concludes the work of the
authors which was published in 1zVUZ, AT,
no. 4., 1962 (79], and no. 1, 1963 (33],
by presenting a simple method for pre-
dicting the load-carrying capacity of a
thin compressed circular cylindrical shell
stiffened by a system of frames and
stringers and discussing the effect of
various constructional parameters on the
shell strength.

825. Kogan, B. 1.9 and A. F. Khrustal'yev. The IVUZ M
temperature field in an infinite shallow no. 2
cylinder. 60-62

The problem of determining the stationary
temperature field in an infinite shallow
cylinder is studied. The inner-surface
of the cylinder has a constant temperature;
half the outer surface has a different
constant temperature, while the other half
radiates heat into the surrounding medLum
according to Newton's law.

026. Kan, S. N. Load carrying capacity of IzV074 4WT
circular cylindrical shells under
flexure. r3-69

The determination of the load carrying
capacity of a circular cylindrical shell
from the view point of the local strength
of its materIal (not of buckling as a
whole) in presented. Problems of a
horizontal plain cylindrical shell sub-
Jected to pure flexure combined with
uniform radial pressure are discussed.
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827. Uaplan. Yu. 1. Analysis of axisymetriaol IzVUZ AvrT
state of stress In cylindrical shells no. 4
with discretely spaced elastic frames. 70-78

The effect of discretely spaced transverse
frames on the strength stability* and
free vibration of cylindrical shells is
examined. It is assumed that the end
frames are either rigid or elastic, and
the intermediate ones are elastic in
their plane and perfectly pliable out of
it. The strength of shells under axl-
s1trical lo ading and under flexure
combined with compression, is investi-
gated.

828. Ivanyuta, E. I., and R. M. Finkel'shteyn. LCU, MMe
Investigating the axisymmetrical vibration IslUpPro, Sb
of cylindrical shells, no. 2

90-104
The possibility of simplifying the initial
equations for axisymmetrical vibrations of
cylindrical shells in studied in order to
obtain the engineering dynamical-shell-
design formulas. A system of homogeneous
algebraic equations is derived, from which
the whole frequency spectrum of torsional
and combined longitudinal-flexural vibra-
tions can be determined.

829. Chernykh, K. F.. and V. A. Shamina (Shell LGU, NMe
Theory Laboratory, Institute of Mathematics, IslUpPro, Sb
Leningrad State University). Designing no. 2
toroidal shells. 247- 3 46

Work is being carried out to systematize
and further develop design methods for
toroidal shells. In this presentation of
the first part of the planned work, the
basic general methods for designing tor-
oidal shells unaer conditions of symmetri-
cal loading are discussed. A chronological
critical review of Soviet and non-Soviet
works in the field of toroidal-shell
design showing the development of the art
is presented, and a list of 46 Soviet and
36 non-Soviet references is given.
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830. Karavanov, V. F. (Candidate of Technical IvAvI
Sciences). On large deflections of a Voprosy pro.

clamped cylindrical ILght-core-sandwich no. 1
panel under uniform normal pressure. 97-109

Lares deflections of a rectangular, cylLn-
drtcal, shallow, symmetrical light-core-
sandwich panel, built-in on all edges, are
determined in the first approximation.
The panel is under uniform normal pressure
acting on its convex side; the materials
of its faces and core are isotropic, homo-
geneous, and elastic.

831. Nasarov, 14. 0. (Leningrad Technological Pr*
Institute). Free vibrations of circular v. 9, no& .3
cylindrical and shallow stiffened shells. 249-28

The vibrations of shells stiffened by
stringers and transverse ribs or frames,
the tangential rigidity and torsion of
which are neglected, are investigated.
The Ostrogradskiy-Hamilton variational
principle is applied, and an equation for
determining the natural frequency is
derived.

832. Karnaukhov, V. G. Analytical solutions of P:A
free-vibration and stability problems of ve 9, no. 3
conical shells. 259-263

Simplified Mushtart-Donnell-Vlasov stress-
strain equations are used to establish exact
theoretical solutions in the analysis of
free vibration and constructional stabil-
ity of cylindrical conical shells under
combined axial compression and external
normal pressure.

833. Karpov, l. 1. (Institute of Mechanics, PKIe
UkrSSR). Stress and strain analysis of v. 9, no. 3
a shell with unequally spaced stringers. 270-274
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The problem of the stream of a circular
cylindrical shell stiffened by arbitrary
spoc#d stringers having different go*-
mettle sad elastic parameters is treated
as a eoutact problem of the theories of
shells and beaus.

834. Kan$ S. N.(Kharlkov Higher Aeronautical P~e
Bugineering School). Load carrying capacity v. 9, no. 5
of stiffened and corrugated circular cyl- 465-472
LadrLcal shells under compression.

An attempt is made to develop a rela-
tively simple method for determining
the load carrying capacity of construc-
tionally orthotropic (stiffened or corru-
gated) circular cylindrical thin-walled
shells under axial compression. The L. C. C.
is determined not from buckling conditions,
but from crushing stresses of the material.
Symmetrical and asymmetrical manufacturing
irregularities are taken into account.

835. Kouilsarova, C. L. (Institute of Mechanics, PMe
Academy of Sciences UkrSSR). Longitu- v, 9, no. 5
dinally corrugated cylindrical shells of 473-479
the optimum profile.

The problem of finding that form of corru-
gations which will-ensure a maximum buckling
load for a corrugation-cross-section cyl-
indrical shell of a given weight is dis-
cussed*

836. Lur•ye, A. 1. Free fall Of a mass point in hSb
the cabin of a satellite. v. 27s. no. 1

3-9
The path and velocity in a free fall of
a mass point in the oabin of a satellite
performing a free flight (in the prs*ence
of gravity only) and in a M2ight when
nongravitational forces (such as those
oaused by aerodynamic drag of the satellite)
are present, are discussed.
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837. ToU-v, V. V. The effeot or random dsvia- P!etimon from the optimum-thrust program on v. 27# no, I

.the motion of a variable-ms body with a 27.32
constant rower expenditure moving in a
gravitational field.

The problem In reduced to determining the
miniAam averaged value of the Inc• ment
of a oharacteristio acceleration (due to
he thrust) funotIonal. The random errors
stipulating this increment) inourred in
aIsation of the OptimUM-thrust program

whioh cause deviations from the oaloulated
traJeotory are disoussed as well an the
corre0tions of the thrustp their number,
and distribution.

838. Chernyshov* G. N. Thin elastic shell of PNMN
arbitrary shape subjected to concentrated v. 27, e.1
forces and moments. 126-134

The characteristic features in stress-strain
relations are studied in the vicinity of
points where concentrated forces or moment@
are applied. The results of previous in-
vestigations by other authors are general-
ized.

839. Suvorov, Yu. P. Spreading of thermal stresses PNMe
in an elastoplastic bar. v. 2?0 so. 2

Propagation of stress waves in a semirfiits

elastoplastic bar caused by sudden heating
of its free end was studied. Time-depen-
dent thermal-stress distribution was as-
sumed. A nonlinear heat-conductivity equa-
tion was used. lastic and plastic reglios
in the bar were noted. The shock-wave ac-
t1ion is described.

840. Gol'denveyaer, A. L. (Moscow). Development PHNe
of an approximate shall theory by asymp- v. 27, o.4
totic integration of the elasticity-theory 593-608
equations.
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An asymptotic method of integrating the
differential equations of elasticity theory
is proposed, by means of which an approxi-
mate theory of shells can be established
with the desired degree of accuracy in 4
vay "amlogous to that used for developing
am approximate theory of flexure of plates
In the author's article published in PNNO,
v. 26, s.o 4, 1962.

841. Keravanov, V. F. (Candidate of technical RP•r Sb
sciences). Stability and large deflec- no. 4
tions of oblong shallow cylindrical 280-301
light-oore-sandvich panels under uniform
continuous transverse load.

An exact solution to the equilibrium problem
of an oblong, shallow, cylindrical, sandwich
panel under normal uniform pressure over
its convex surface is presented,.based on
the theory of shallow sandwich shells vith
a light-weight core layer. The flexural
rigidity of the face layers is not con-
sidered.

8421 Vol'mir, A. S. Problems in elastic-system UstoychivlpSis
stability. Mbnogr.

1-879
In his recent book. StabiZity, of Fiaatio
S1ys•eme, A. S. Vol'mir summarizes modern
methods of investigating the elastic and
plastic buckling of columns, plates. and
shells (mainly thin-walled) and presents
an extensive Soviet and non-Soviet bib-
liography (468 items). In the concluding
article, "Some Problems for Further Inves-
tigations" (pp. 837-840), he enumerates
the "urgent problems in the theory of
stability of elastic systems.'

843. Volkov, A. N. Conference on the theory of VeAN 3553
shells and plates. no. 1

123
The Fourth All-Union Conference on the
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Theory of Shells and Plates, called by the
Presidium of the Academy of Sciences, Ar-
menian SSR. 'as held in Yerevan'. 24 to 31
October 1962, and was attended by 437
representatives of academic, departmental,
and industrial scientific research insti-
tutes, and planning and design 'bureaus.
The work of the conference was carried out
by five commissions devoted to the fol-
loving topics: 1) general problems of the
theory of shells and plates; 2) stability
and nonlinear problems; 3) dynamics;
4) thermoelasticity, creep, and plasticity;
and 5) structural mechanics. A total of
181 papers were presented in the sessions.

844. Ivanov, G. V. (Novosibirsk). On plastic ZhPHeTF
stability of a cylindrical shell under no. 3
axial compression. 111-116

The axisymmetrical buckling of a cyl-
indrical shell subjected to axial com-
pression is examined under the assump-
tions that the material of the shell is
incompressible and the a train-hardening
process is linear.

1964
845. Chernouniko, F. L. (Computing Center,

Academy of Sciences, USSR). Motion of v. 28 no. 4
a solid with a cavity containing a 735-745
perfect liquid and air bubble.

The motions of a solid, or a perfect in-
compressible liquid filling out a cavity In
the solid, and of the center of a spherioal,
nondeformable, movable air bubble formed In
the liquid are studied. The motion of the
solid-liquid-bubble system is desoribed
by enery equations using Its momentum
and kinetic energy. Particular oases of
translatory and rotary motions are ana-
lyzed an well as the effect of forces
and moments suddenly applied to this
system on Its motion.
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81o6. MMUWIWso V. T. Notion stability or a PH*~
a" K~wa ita liquid possessing T2 o

I%*mtion of a solid having a cavity
tilled with two non-m.xinr perfect in-
comWessible liquids possessing surface
tension is Investigated. Given potential
forces are acting on the solid, and mass
forces on the liquids. The Ifamiltn--
Ostropadskiy principle or least action
Is used in deriving the equations of the
motion of the system with the boundary
conditions. The application of the results
obtained to the viscous liquids filling
the cavity Is Indicated.

847. Petrov, A. A. (Computing Center, Academy
of Sciences, USSR). Variational foru- V. 28, no.
lation of the motion of liquid in a 754-758
finite-dimension vessel.

The nonlinear problem of oscillation of
an ideal incompressible liquid in a vessel
of finite dimensions is discussed In
variational formulation. The liquid
partially fills the vessel; the rest is
filled with gas. The kinetic and potential
energies of the system are considered in
determining the Lagrange fnction and the
Hamilton action integral from which the
solution of the problem is obtained.
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GROUP E iH.ISCELLAHEOUS

Acoustic and Sonic Boom
Auxiliary Devices



SECTION l MISCELLANUOUS

84b. Irtaobe , A. 1. MWe r atiMaflt ti of a aesUtl =710W So0b
b twam, t ofat"r ot am*. w- s.1

ks.ts an- given of the •mue al Ite•rWati• or
diff•r*entUa equations of the rotatioaml motion of
a hxaos as sepsat Wben the length or tke
sepeat i1 sufficiently small.

849. Novoxhilov, V. V. (Leningrad). Dis.. PM0
placement of a perfectly rigid body v. 23. no. 4i
under action of 4n acoustic pressure 794-796
wave.

A pressure wave propagated In an infinite
fluid strikes a body at rect (Immersed in
the fluid) with a finite Impulse, and
causes its finite displacement. The body
Is perfectly rigid and its density can
be higher#, equa2J or lower than that of the
fluid (displacements due to the buoyancy
are neglected). The body has two ortho-
gonal planes of symetry (as related to
its shape and mass distribution) which
are perpendicular to the wave front. The
possibility of solving tbin problem
for a body of arbitrary shape is briefly
discussed.

850, Fatyullov, F. S. (Physics Institute, Academy of Sciences OpSpe
USSR), R. N. SobOlev, Ye. 14. Nudryaftsev. A Ppectro. V, 8, no. 6
scopkc Investigation of the state of gas behind a shock 761-76
rave. III.

The results of an investigation using the generalized
spectrum-line reversal method to measure the tempera-
ture of nitrogen and air behind a shock wave in the
range of shock-vave velocities from 1.9 to 4.5 ka/see,
and for ga pressures in the plus from 0.1 to 4 ast are
presented. The distribution of temperatures along the
plug Is studied for varlous shock wave velocities.
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851. ftearokoi , K. P. A 00101nM IS UA a
earodyanmios.3-

squations we given which d~fine JbMaOEMWS Of t06
motio of mteors at a speed of 1t t o 9 m/eac
oa da altitude of 100 km.

p

8520 egyeov, Yu. 8. The kinetics of ionlaution behind a g1SB
normal shock vsv in air. v. 112, no. 2

1.09-43.2
A theoretical study Is me" of the kinetics of else-
tron procssees taking place behind a shock wave
propesgUti in air.

853. Kusnetbov, 1A. N. (Institute of Chemical PhyaIIco Aced- Iam
emy of Sciences WSR, Moscow). Kinetics of abch eal v. 5, no. "6
reactions dning air expansion. 97-101

The kinetics of cbemical reactions oamcuving in ex-
Vpening air (with subsequent adiabatic cooling) In
the wake of hypeMrsonic blunted bodies Is discuseed.

854. Vinoradov, R. I. Similitude sad the oscillations or IzVUZ, AvT
bodies in liquid flaws, no. Is

3-11
Complete similltude In the develoyment of se*l-
induced oscillations in an elastic body In an incon-
pressible liquid Is obtained.

855. Dronov, A. P., A. 0. SvIridov, and N. W. sobolev. Com- Cp3pe
timaous emission spectra of krypton end xenon beind vo 12#, no. 6
a shock wave. 677-690

The brightness and energy distribution of the con-
t3m2ns spectra of krypton and xo behind a shook
wave were studied at Mwah =mbers from 11. 5 to 15,
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856. Vivwtmsm . V., yep " .. e eZ'kia (Latapamd ftise- W-
teddeal loetiatue). TlM eitation on at eule .. 33, so. I
Mtations biWnd a sbook wave.

s effet of Variations in gas flurmetore on
the eOXitabiom Of rotational daegree@~ freedom of the
mlules be a shock waVe are analysed. it is
shoba that the width of the relaxation region is
shas17 reduced with Increasing Mach umbers of the In-
cldent flow. A nDoatcae Impurity has ony a solit
effect on the width of the relaxation region.

1963
857. NaMlkeso L. A., and N. V. Kiirsanov. 31Zobr

Release system for a deceleration no. 1?parachute. 100

A patent was issued for a mechanism for
releasing a brakirg parachute with
Atced opening of the container
aompartment door In case of an emergenoy
(acoumlation of dirt or freezing)
by using air cylinders connected with
the compressed-air circuit of the air-
craft.

858. PopOv, Ye. I. (Institute of Physics of the Earth, IzAN, IFZeAcademy of Sciences USSR). Results of experimental no. 5
airborne determinations Of gravity acceleration.

The purpose of the experiment was to determine the
difference between the gravity acceleration on the
ground and that In the air. In 1960 measurements
were taken from an 11-14 aircraft equipped with three
highly-damped GAL gravimeters suspended in gimbals, a

,rrostabilized aerial camera with a 70-,m focal-length
lens1 , tvo sta*osCopes, a rad.o altlmeter, and two rang.
ing devices (flight line Indicators).

859. Grig-olyuk, E. I. (Novosibirsk), and V. L. I- " ePrisekin CNovosibirsk). Dynamic interaction no. 6
between an orthotropic cylindricql shell. 25-35
and an acoustic shock wave.
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Displacements in an infinite, constr'ictionally
orthotropic, thin, elastic, cylindrical shel.
due to interaction with a plano acoiistic sho:k
wave are discussed. The shell consists o" a
homor'eneous isotropic elastic skin stirf'no-1 byv
an orthogonal systen. o" idinticra, equidist..nt.
elastic rings and strinrers. The front oC" toie
incident acoustic shock wave is parallel to -.he
generatrim o' the shell.

860. 2vuaov, Yu. N. (Moscse). Motion of a variable mass boty PWe
with limited pover and given active tie,. To 2 no. 5

Several authors have studied optimal working cQnditions
for ma c a variable mass body with limited power of
the reactive Jet to find the optimal running time of the
engineb. The author generalizes these results by pro-
posing a general method for solving the variational prob-
lea with given active time which is loes than optima.
He formulates the variational problem for the ca&e cited
in the title and illustrates the general results by #as
lyzing optimal moti•n in a plane-parallel gravitational
field. He Investigates two limiting cases for reglat-
Ing a propulsion system • an ideally regulatable system
I variable optimal Lnuuat) and a nouregulatable system
constant thrust).

861. Frasovskiy, Yu. P.; N. A. Lmvrentyev; N. N. Moiseyevw
A. H. Ter-Krikorov; A. D. Shabat, (Nowmosbirsk, Mo~scow). no. I
Mathematical problems of the hydrodynmmics of a liquid 3-26
with free boundaries.

The article reviews Soviet publications of the last
four yers dealing with investigations In the theory of
motion of a liquid with free boundaries. Data available
fro the authars, survey reports presented at the IV
Vsesoyuzzyy mat4tatiche•sky s"yesd (Fourth All-Van
Mathematical Compess) In Moscow in 1958 ae used in
this paper.
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Abbreviations of Sources Used In This Report

1. AkZh Aklcutioheakiy Zhurnal (Journal of
Aooustics)

2. AN OruzSSR, Soobshoheniya.Sbornik, Vopr(cy -iUnamiki
Soob Sb I prochnosti (Acaderniy of Sciences Geor-

gian 31R. Cowntunloatirna. Colleote.;
Articles. Problents of Dynamics and
StrenEth of Materials)

3. AN LatSSR, Sb Sbornik, Voprosy dinamiiki I prochnosti
IAvttle, OMin (Acadeuay of Sciences of Latvian SSR, In-

stitute of Automation and Mechanics.
Colleoted Artlales. Problems of' Dy-
nanmics an,. Strength of Materials)

4. AN UkrSSR Aoad••y of Sciences Ukr~nian SSR
1*e Institute of Mechanios

5. AN Vych Ts AN SSSR. Vychislitel'nyy Tsentr, Ras-
chet osesymnietrIchykh tel (Acalezi of
Sciences USSR. Computing Center. Cal-
culation of AxIsymmetric Bodies)

b. ApH Aplicace Matematiky (Applied Nathenatics,,
Polish)

7. Arch Wla Archiwum budowy manzyn (Records of hachine
Bu± ciang)

Arch •,e Sto Arohiwum Mechanilki Stosowane4 (Records
of Applied Mechanics, Polish)

). ASA 2Z1' Aoademlya Stroitel'atva I Arkhitektury
I Str Kn, Tr SSBR, Institut Stroitel'nykh Konstruktsiy,

Trudy. (Acadeny of Con3truction an".
Architecture SSSR. Institute of Con-
structions, Proceeiinrs)

10. AS Zh AstronomIcheskiy Zhurnal (Astronomical
Journal)

11. AvKos Avlatsiya I Kosmonautika (Aviation and
Astronautics)

12. Avt Te Avtontatika I Telemekhanilkf. (Automation
and Remote Control)

13. AV Akadente der Wissenschaften, Monatberichte,
Berlin (Aa.-eemy of Scienoes, Monthly Re-
port,, Berlin. Oerman)
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14,. lsobb E~ulloten' Isobretenly (Bulletin of4
Inventlons)

15. DAN =SR Dokiady Akaciemli JHauk SSSR (Transactions
of the Aaadew4 of Sciences tLS1)

16. DoPANS Dopovidi Ak-Aem~i Naulc (Transactions of
ffkrGR the Academ~y of Sciences, Ukranian SSR)

17. EnI. ANOSSR, Enev~etioheskc'y Institut. AoaC-eylyf
Nauk SSSR. Fizi1cheskay.a Gazodirianilkn:
Toploobmen (Power Enzinevriri& Institute,
Aoa.lern.y oft oaenaea of USSA9 Phyjsica~l
Gas'.Ynarmics an-i H1ert Exohn~e*)

a~ 0Iaxt I Gosudarstven.1 i 'Astronoraicheakiy Ins-
tit~ut, Soobsbhchnlya (Sta~te .1strop-milo,.l
Institute,. liocow State University,
Commalunications)

19~. IP?~Ue# ANSSSR Institvt Priklarinoy 1,-itenmatiki i Noikhotn-
S1b. 0. Sb. ilci Sbornik (Ins~titute of Applied 1.:the. 4

rn~tion iznri ?eohanics, USSR Acad1emy of
Sciences SibSirian Branch, ColleotetC

20. IhU1. Y-A Institut Khirnioheskogo iHashlnomtroyrenlyy&
(Institute of Chetalcal Machine 1Bui1 ,ing)

21. InFI Irizhenerno-fi-ioheskiy institut. (En-
gineering Physics Institute)

:2. InFZh Inzhenerno-fizlcheskly Zhurnal (Engin-
eering Physics Journal)

23. In Zh Inzhenernyy Zhurn&1l (EnE~ineerir*, Journa~l)

ý24. In Sb In.zhenernyy Sbornik (Engineering Review)

25. InlTp Imiledovaniye teploobmena

2-6. IZIskuuatvennyye, Sputn~ci Zemli (Larth
Artificial Satellites)

27(. IzAN ArarSSR Izvestiya Akademiii Naukc Anvyanskay SSR
(News, Aoadenay of Sciences Armenian SSR) i

26. I-4AN ArrnSSR Idvestiya Akcadenmii Naulc Ara~anskoy 33R*
P~4N Seriya Piiko-Matteuatioheskilch Naulc (News,,

Academ~y of Sciences Armenian SSRj, Physics
and ?iathenatiou Series)
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29. UAN Azei4R Izvbstiya Akademil Maukj Aserbaydzhanalcoy
so 88R. Seriya Fimiko-Mata~mteatioheskiich

Nauk Mlws, Aa!'eqf of &*oenoem Axezbai-
Jain # hysics and Nathomat~as Berl*@)

30. is" xmvt Ima~tiyn Akideadl Nauko No rgetim i
Avtomatiks (Naysi, Academy of sciences
USSRp Power' Engineering and AutonabZon)

31. 12AN Hes Izvestiya Akademi5 Nauk, lMelhanika (News,
Acaderoy of Sciences USSR, Nechanics)

32. It"PN& 19veIzstlya Alcadeiil Nauk., Mokhanhlca ±
Mashinostroyeniye (News, AcadeaW of
Sciences USSR, M~1chanias unui Mo~tdz DWaiM4n)

33. IrAN CR3 Izvestl~ya Alcademii Naukm Otdel~nlye
Tekbnicheskilch Nauk (News, Academy of
Scele-nes USSR,, -*partrosnt of Technical
sciences)

31,IAN MiO Izvestiya Akademil Nauk, Sibirskoye
Otdeleniy* (News, Academy of Sciences
USSR,, Sibirlan Brnnoh)

35. L.VUJZ AVT Izventiy," Vysshikh Uohebnykh Zavecderly,,
Aviatsionnaya Tekl-rdka (News of the Higher
Learning Schools, Aerornautioal Engireering)

36. IuVUZ m4 Lvestiya Vy sshikh Uchobnykh Zavedenly.
M&atematika (News of the Higher Learning,
V~athemit ic s)

37. IzVTJZ Iia Izvestiya Vymshikh Uchebriykh Zavedariiy,
Mashinostroyeniye (News of the Higher
Learning Schools. Machine Building)

36. IZVUZ Pb Izvestlya Vysshikh Uchebnykh Zavedenly.
Prib-:rostroyeniye (News of Hi her Learning
Schools. Instrunent Building)

39. KAvI, Tr K~azanskiy Aviatsionnyy Institut, Trudy
(Kcazan, Aviation Institute. Proceee~ings)

40. Koslai Koswioheskiye Issledovaniya (Space Research)
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4Al. Kon'r. Tpf-ias Konferentmiyr. po teploobmeny J . i,.sso-
obi,,enu (Conference on Heat. anti 1el.rvnsfer%

42. "~Pal Kievokly Polite1.hn.'9heski:w Znstitut
(Kiev Polyt~echnic Inxtitute)

'43.- L~oI Leninjyucskiy rolitekhnicheskly InstItut.
T01 Tr Teklinloheskayn Gidrodinarnika Truay (Lenln..

grad Polytechnic Institute. Technical
Hy 'ro-tynamios1, Procee~ings)

4S4. i.U -1-.0 1P.% Leni-trut. skiy UnIye raltet Mfttei.atichecko-
~.t~ekhan~chesk~.Ly Phoul'tet (Lenir~n(r'

Universityk DepnrtmienI. or' batheiratics
mn,* M.echanics. ColleoLeti Articles)

~.LU NIslIMI4e Lenin~ilaskinky Univei'sitet Nauchno-Is-
alef.'ovatel'akiy Institut !4aterivitiki £
INekh~aniki (LonInj~ra Univeruity, Scien.
tific Rlesearch Institute of tNathemTatics
ank; Nechanics)

N *o Av I,, Tr Iloakovskiy Aviatsionnyy Iristituts, Tru;y
(iMoscou Aviation institute# Procce.'ings)

"I. !o~F1 1, Tr 1.lomcovskiy Piziko-Tekchnicheekly Inst..tvt,.
Tru,'y (l4 oscow institute of Physics anc~
Technol o~ys Proceedings)

'4. NoU* Vych To Noskovskiy Univeruitets Vycnialitel'
su. nyy Tsentra Sbornik (Moscow University,

CoiaputIflg Center, Collectea Articles)

41). WoVTtJ, Tr. IHookovskoyo Vyeshe-Tekhnicheakoye Uchi -

lishohe, Trudy (Moscow Hig'ir Technical
Technical. School, ProceedivWb)

-)C-. Opzpe Optilca i Spektz'oskopiya (Optics anta
spectroscopy)

51. zje Priklacdna ZNekhanika (Applied MechanIcs)

5~.PMIVI Prikladnaya Natematilca iI-iakhanika (Ap-
plied FAtheluatics anti NechanIcs)

53. Rev 1Ne Ap Rlevue ue Necanique Appliquee (Revue
of 1,pplied Mechanics, Ruman)

54. RaPrKon flascheL:I na. Prochnoat' Konstructaiy
Sb. Tsoreticheskiye, I Eksperimwntal'nyye

iesle(;ovaniya Prochnosti. Sborni~k
(Design for Strength., Theoretical and
Experimental Investigations, Collected
Articles)
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55. o Be ~fez'ationyy Zkharnal, Nateuatiks (Journal
of Abstreats,, Mathematics)

56. EANN Retewativrny Zhuaz'al, Msekhaniks (J~ourral
of Abstracts, bechanics)

570. MiO"k 31bireaoye Otdeleniye Academ~i Ilauk,,
me NatemetiIs I Mekhanika (31 birian Branch

of the USSR Academy of Sciencesq Mathe-
matics and Ilechanias)

,58. a Phys (JET) Soviet Physics (English txwislation of
Zhuz'nal Nkoperixmental' noy I Teoreticheskoy
Piuiki see No. 75)

59, StuCe~sAp Studii si Cercetari de Mecanica Aplioata
(Study and Research in Applied Mathematicsj,
in Rumanian)

6o. Tp Teploperidacha (Heat Transfer)

61. Tpe Teploexu' getikIa (Heat Power Engineering)

62. Tpf Teplofizika (Therinophysiom)

63. Tai. #w Tekhnicheskaya Gidrodinamlnk, Trudy
(Engineering Hydromechanica, Proceedings)

64&. TaA*GiI (TWOI Tsentral' nyy Aerogidrodinamicheskliy
Sb. Institutp Sbornlk (Central Aero and

Hydrodynaimics Institute,, Collected Articles)

65. usym Uspekhi Fizicheakilch Nauk (Progress In
the Physical Sciences)

66. ueIOI Uspekhi Matematicheakilch Naui" (Progress
in Natheiratical Sciences)

67. UstUPrSis Ustoychivost' Upru±ik Sistem (Stability
of Elastic Systems) (M!onograph)

68. veAN Vestnik Alademil Nuauk (Herald of the
USSR Academy of Sciences)

69. VeLOA3sAst Vestnilc Leningradskogo Universiteta
Seriya Natematikis Mekhaniki I Astronomli
(Herald of Leningrad University,, Mathe-
ratics, Mechanics, and Astronomy)

70. VeOOUllS Veatnik Moskovskogo Ut4verniteta Serlys.
Na~teta~tiki i Melraniki (M4oscow Uriver-.
sityi, Mathematics and Mechanics)
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71. VpIe, Sb. Vopro iy Vekhaniki, Sbornik (Problems of
Mechanicls, Colleoted Articles)

72. Vyf.h M. Vychislitel'naya NatematiIm (Computing
Mathematics)

73. WJPrzT Wojskowy Prteglad Teohnicony (Polish)
(Air Poroe Review)

74. ZhETeP Zhurnal Eksperimental lnoy I Teoretioheskoy
]izila (JOnurnal of Experimental and
Theoretical Physics)

75. ZhPMeTF Zhurnal Prikladnoy iekchaniki i Tekhni-
cheskoy Fiziki (Journal oa Applied
Mechanics and Technical Physics)

76. ZhTF Zhurral Tekhnicheskoy PIzIli (Jour•al of
Teal-neal Physics)

77. ZVyohMMP Zhurnal Vyohislitel'noy Matematiki I
Matematioheskoy Fizlki (Journal of Com-
puter Mathematics and Mathematical Phy-
sics)
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Glossary of Abbreviations Used in This Report

Abbreviation Engin.Ceh,-8MAIflish (translated)

A Akademiyal Akademicoheskiy ACademy, Academio
As Aeroclinamikap Aerodimicheskiy Aerodynamics, Aero-

dynamic
Aic Akustika, Akusticheskiy Acoustics, Acoustic
Ap Appliquee (Fr,), Aplicata Applied

(Rum.), Aplilcace (Polish)
Ar Afkhit-eltura Architecture
Arch Archiwum (Polish) Archives
Arm Armeniye (SSR), Arinyanskiy Armenia, Armenian

(aya)
An Astronomiya, Astronomiches- Astronomy, Astronautics

kiyq Astronautika
Av Aviatsiya, Aviatuionnyy Aviation
Avt Avtomatilcas Avtomaticheskiy Automation
Azer Azerbayczzhan (SSR), Azer-. Azerbaijan

bayd zhanskiy

B Byulleten' Bulletin
Bd Budowy Building, design (Polish)

Ce Cercetari (Rumianian) Research

D Dokiady Reports, Proceedings
Dn Dnami-k-aDynamics

Dop Dopovidi (Urna)Transaction

E Elcsperiment Ekeperimentall E ,xperiment,, Experi-
nyy (aya5 mental

En Energeticaj, Energetiches!,iy Energeticas Power En-
gineering, Energy
Producing

Eat Estonkya, Estonskiy Estonia (SSR), Estonian

F Pizilca, Fizicheekly Physics, Physical
Pa Palcul' tet Departmeat (in Univer-

sity, especially
physics & mathematics)

o onudarmtvos Oosudarstvennyy State
Ga 'Gaza 0azodinamika Gasj, Gasdynamioni
0i Oiuravlilcap Gidrodinamika, Hydraulics, Hydrodynamics

Oidrodinamicheakly
Gruz Gruziya, Gruzinskiy Georgia (SSR)o Georgian

I Institut Institute
In Inzhener,, Inz~henernyiy Engineer-j, Engineering
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bsk Iskusetvennyy Artificial
181 Issledovaniyas Josledova- Research

tellsmliy
Xz izvestiya Bulletin, Nevs
Tzd Izdatol'stvo Publishing House
Izobr Izobrateniya Invention

x IKievs Kievskliy Kiev (city)
Iaz Kaan', lKazanslciy Kazan (city)

MI;. Khimiyas IKhimioheskly Chemistry, Chemical
Kn: Kr~nstruoteiya Construction, Design
Konf Konferentmiya Conference
Kos KoenaOs, Kosmioheslciy Space

L Leningrad., Leningradskiy Leningrad
Lat Latviyas'&jatvIynkiy Latvia (SSR), Latvian
Lit Literature. Literature
Lot Lotnic~y (Polish) Flight

M Matemratik-ts Matemdticheskiy Mathematics, Mathema-
tical

Na Mashinostroyeniye Flachine building
rias M'hssobnaon Mass transfer, Mass

flow rate
Me Melchanikca Nechanics

No Moskvas .Iiotkovulciy Moscowi
Mokolas Mokcolas ir Technike (Hun.. Science and Technology

garian)
l10orLor. Monograph

N Nauka,, Nauohnyy Sciences Scientific

o Otdelenlye Depptrtment,. Bran.-h. Sm~on
Op Optikas Opticheeki,3 opticns optical

P Prikladnaya, ?rikladnoy Applied
Pb Priborostroyeniye Instrument building
PC Politekhnikag Politekhniches- politochnia

kiy
Pro Prochnost' Strength
Prz Przeclad (Polish) Review

R ReferatIvnyiy Reference
Tha Rasohet Calculations Design
Rev Revue Rev4 ow

S -Ioyuz., Sovots Sovetskiy Uhion, Soviet
Scientia Sinica Chimese Science
Sb Sbornilc Collection, Collected

Articles
j Sib Sibir', Sibirskiy, Sibir~. Siberila, Siberian

skoyo
SIB Sintema System
Soob Soobshcheniye Communication, MessWg

Report
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Sputnik Satelli te
Speotrookopiya Spectroscopy

Sto Stosowanej (Polish)
Stu Studium (Polish. Stulkii Studies

(Rumanian)
Str Stroitel'stvo Building, Construction

T Tekhnik~a Tekhmiicheskiy Technology, Engineering#
Technical

TOTeorlyn Theory
TI Telemekharaika Televieohanlos., Remote

Congrol
Tm Teinperaturap Terinichesklcy Temperature, Thermal
Tp Topic, Teploenersetika,

Teploobnien Heat, Heat Power En-
gineering, Kett
t re nafer

Tpr Teplofiziks Heat physics
Tr' Trudy Transactions,, Proceedings
Ts Tsentra Tsentralflnyiy Center, Central

U Univeruitet, Uchilishche., University., School,,
Uchebnoye Learning

Ukci Ukraina, Ukrainskiy Ukraine (SSR), Ukran-
ian

Upr Uprugont t  Elasticity
us Uspekhi Progress
Ust Ustoychinost' Stability

V Vysshi*yj, Vyasliiye Hi-h,, Higher
ye Vestnik He raid
Voe Veyenriyr, VoyennanYe ~ 1i. A tary
Vp Voprosy Problems
Vox Vozdukh, Voz~ushnkyt (aya) Air
Vych Vychisleniye, Vychislitel'- Computation, Computing

nyy
UwSissensha±'ten (Oerv-aan) Sciencej, Scientific

Woeiskowy przeglad Techniczny (i oc eiw
Polish)

z Zavecieniye Establishment, Insti-
tution, School

Ze Zemlya Earth
Zh Zhurnal Journal
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No. NAM ABOCIAS0MTIC

1. Abrsnlma B. L. Institute of "us, A d Sci. 744

ArnfSR, Erevan

2. Adazsld~y, V. B. !bsoow 63

3. Aduescn, V. V. Moscow 227

4. AMhnid'yanov, I. S. 765

5. Akim, E. L. 671

6. Aksel'rad, E. L. Leningad 726, 815

7. Akaenov, A. P. Leningrad UnLversity 270, 271

8. Alekcsakhin, B. N. 315

9. Alelsandrov, A. Ya. 759-

10. Aleksandrov, G. V. Mwso 798

11. Aleksenkl, I. I. Leningrad University 185

12. Alekseyev, V. M. 95

13. Alisnv, R. Z. Kazan' Aviaticn Institute 480

14. Allishaev, M. G. M•,c•, 551

15. Anbartsunan, S. A. Director of Inst. of M.t, 713
A. of Sci. ArnSR, Erevan

16. Andryankin, Ye. I. Institute of Chem. Physics, 461
bsaoow

17. Anftimv, N. A. 148, 152

18. Anisinwv, S.1. 232

19. Ankudinov, A. L. 172

20. Antipov, 0. 0, Nikolayev Shipbuilding Inst. 797

21. Antonov, A. M. 447

22. ArWdiv, V. N. Mtsoow 120, 410
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23. Atimmnov, K. I. MDBOOW 544

24. hkftah, L. Tu. Roakh SZat M• VemIty 604

3~ I *JWI, IN. Sh. Ac•.~t, A. of Sol. 745

26. Aulwav, S. K. 251, 252, 256,
393

27. A*"vuidy, V. S. Nbsoow 71 149 155,
156 1

26. Nbw, D.A. YA6nOW 412, 416

29. bftbwu , K. I. Prof. Ifth. Inst., A. of 143
Sol. USm, a obow

30. blautmv, A. I. Inst. of ft., A. of Sol. 594
MSR, MNoscow

31. Boloyu, A.A. A. of Sci. Arm=, EreVan 747

32. Boyain, A. A. 209

33. Bma-mr a, Zh. Ye. A. of Sel. ArMSR, Erevan 713, 747, 808

34. Boulev, V. I. 112

35. Bmlabukh, L. I. Pbsoow State 1kdvezsity 754

36. Bmm-Ze1i)vilch, 01 N. Mbsoow State University 331

37. Buskanov, A. T. 621

38. Bwrentev, R. 0. Laninp'ad tUniversity 185, 369

39. Bglaan, A. Rmniarn A. of Scl., Buchaest 51

10. Bsmain, V. A. Nbsoow 521

"41. Batrkov, Yu. V. Oorkiy State Lbiversity 624

"412. Dwsb, 0. Iani W Utniversity 222, 223, 370

"43. BDmnova, T. V. Power EngineerIn Inst. Ibaeow 99, 147

44. Basthn, A. P. 428

"45. Belotaerkovsuly, 0. N. CnVtln Center, A. of Sel. 193, 243, 257,
USoR, 1moow 282, 292, 337,

375, 378
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46. Belova, A. V. LeInp•ad tUnversity 128, 129, 407

47. Beletslcy, V. V. 66i, 645a

48. Bezg1n, L. S. 668

49. Blryukov, Ye. A. IGosoow 320, 633, 714

50. BiYOmxovs, I. Air Fbree AcadeW,, L•rngrpad 54

51. Bobrov, 0. Ye. Air Force Acadeny, LninpA 312, 335

52. Bodner, V. A. 631

53. Boacheva, A. A. 383

54. Boadanova, V. V. 72

55. Bolotln, V. V. Prof. Head cf Wave Mech. 683, 696, 707,
Dept., Inst. of Me., A. or 741, 751, 752,
Sci. USSR 813

56. Boxdarev, Ye. N. Moscow 306

57. Borisov, B. I. Moscow tniversity 373

58. Borisov, V. M. Mbscow 442

59. Borshchevskiy, A. P. 733

60. Bronshten, V. A. 541

61. Bronskly, L. N. Power En•ignerlng Institute, 526, 527, 589,
Moscow 612

62. Broude, B. M. 731

63. Brovman, M. Ya. 496

64. Brykov, A. V. 660

65. Bublik, B. N. Kiev 708, 788, 792

66. Bukhvolstov, A. P. Ienlngmd Ptyslco-Techrnical 535
Inst., A. of Sci. USSR

67. Bukovshin, V. G. 207

68. Bulakh, B. M. Saratov 284, 353, 366,
367, 399, 4M01,
436

69. Bulyeyev, N. N. 555
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7o. mamms, Ye. V. Electrical Big. That., 286, 308, 334,
Novosibirsk 3963 423, 424,

506

71. DmZmichm, A. I. acaw State VhIverudty 76, 331

72. Bundlstrov, Ye. F. 768

73. Bmurlm , L. N. 583

74. BAy1vo, V. M. 710

75. Carmlbli, E. Director of Inst. of ApI. 287, 288, 289,
Mech., Bucharest, f nta 325, 328, 341,

342, 344, 345,
387, 403
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77. C1w, Hwei-Yuan 692

78. CQgplina, A. I. Power Engineering Inst.,tmnsk 532

79. chlxyS, I. A. 96

80. Chmrnyy, V. I. 667

81. Chlin, V. Ye. 543
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